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FOREWORD

For many years those responsible for teaching drafting have felt a need to competency-based
instructional materials. To address this need, MAVCC has previously published two texts,
Basic Drafting, Book One, and Basic Drafting, Book Two. During the development of these
basic materials. an even greater need was established, that being supplemental instructional
materials to help the students specialize in various areas of drafting. Teachers, industry repre-
sentatives, teaches educators, and state supervisors who have served on the developmental
committees have accepted this challenge and have completed specialized publications to fol-
low-up the basic books.

Drafting is now added to the list of other publications (Mechanical Drafting, Architectural
Drafting, Light Commercial Drafting. Pipe Drafting, Electronic Drafting, and Residential Solar
Systems.) These specialized publications are designed to be used in addition to the first two
publications, and are developed to strengthen student competency in specialized fields of
drafting.

This publication is designed to assist teachers in improving instruction. As this publication is
used. it is hoped that the student performance will improve so the students will be better able
to assume a role in their chosen occupations. Every effort has been made to make this publi-
cation readable and by all means usable. Three vital parts of instruction have been intention-
a!ly omitted (motivation. personalization, and localization). These areas are left to the
individual instructors who should capitalize on them. Only then will this publication become a
vital part of the teaching-learning process.

Greg Pierce
Executive Director
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium

Les Abel
Chairman, Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

instructional Units

Civil Drafting contains twelve units. Each instructional unit includes some or all of the basic
components of a unit of instruction: performance objectives, suggested activities for teachers
and students, information sheets. assignment sheets. job sheets. visual aids, tests, and
answers to the tests. Units are planned for more than one lesson or class period of instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
B. The skills which must be demonstrated

1. Supplies needed
2, Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
D. Resource people who must be contacted

Objectives

Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject matter
to be covered in a unit of instruction; and specific objectives, stating the student performance
necessary to reach the u it objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it is
important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of the
objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for this
curriculum to assist i, promoting the effectiveness of the communication among all individ.
uals using the materials.

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will fit tha material to the needs of the stu-
dents and community. When teachers add objectives, they should remember to supply the
needed information, assignment and/or job sheets, and criterion tests.

ix



Suggested Activities for the Instructor

Each unit 01 insiru lion has a suggested aefivitie,,-- tiluyel outlining stops to iiketlf11,
relishing specific objectives. Duties of instructors will vary ;14:cording to the partietila unit.
however, for best LiSV of the material they should include the following: provide students wish
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and lob sheets: preview filrm trips.
make transparencie,s. and arrange for resource mate:I:Mr, and people; discuss unit and spe-
cific objectives and information ;Theft, divo twit. Teachers are cncouraged to tr:;e any adds
tional instructional activities, and teaching crierhois to aid students in ,iccomplistiing the
objectives

Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content essential for meeting the cognitive (r...0Wiedge) OtV1C-
11VOS In OW I mt Tne toucher will find that the information sheets Servo' as an excellent guide
for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified in the unit
ob;mtive.

Students should read the information sheets before the information is discussed in class.
Students may take additional notes On the information sheets

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide inforination in a special way. The students may see as well
as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learninp process. Transparencies
may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the information
,heets. They are particularly effective when identiricabon is necessary.

Transparencis should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be in mediately
available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discussion. The
should be left On the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment shi-,..15 give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil activi-
ties to develop the knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to skill development. These
may be given to the student for completion in class oi used for homework assignments
Answer ,;r1e.et!-,-; are provided which may be used by the student andior teacher for checking
student progress.

Job Sheets

Job sheets aro an important segment of each 1.111!!. The instructor should be able to derricn
strate the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures -,utlined in the job sheets give direction
10 the skill being taught and allow both student and teacher to cheek student progress toward
the accomplishment of the skill. Jot sheets provide a ready outline for students to follow if
they have missed a demonstratin. Job slief,ls also furnish potential employers with a picture
of the skills being taught and the performances which might reasonatq he expected from a
pees on who has had this training.



Test and Evaluation

Paper.pencil and performance tests have been constructed to measure student achieve-
ment a' each objective listed in the unit of instruction. individual test items may be pulled out
and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular objective. This kind
of testing may be used as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot difficulties being encoun-
tered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objective. Test items for objectives
added by the teacher shouki be constructed and added to the lest.

Test Answers

Test answers arc, provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or student
for checking student achievement of the objectives.
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CIVIL DRAFTING

INSTRUCTIONALJTASK ANALYSIS

RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the V.*)rkar Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

UNIT I: INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING

1. 'Terms and definitions

2. Required skills of a civil drafter

3, Job responsibilities of a civil drafter

4. Major employment opportunities for a
civil drafter

Org.lnization structures for design
teams in small and large firms

6. Specialty areas for civil engineering
firms

7. Occupations related to civil °rafting

8. Major classes of maps

9. Typical drawings used in drafting

10. Drafting equipment used by civil draft-
ors

11. Take basic math pretest

12. Interview a civil drafter

13, Research possible employment oppor-
tunitii-6 in civil drafting in your local
area

UNIT MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT

1. Terms and definitions

2. Standard measures and their equivi,.
lenis

3. Characterkt cs of map scales

4. Ways map sc:.. es are expressed

F
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

5. Ranges of map scales

6. Factors affecting the selection of a
map scale

Types of maps and their common
scales

8. Characteristics of a quadrangle scale

9. Quadrangle scales commonly used on
U.S.G.S. topographic maps

10. Characteristics of graphic scales

11. Published map accuracy standards

12. Types of scales used in civil drafting

13. Convert a representative fraction to a
graphic scale

14. Read a vernier scale

15. Measure with a civil engineer's scale

UNIT III: STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Common types of symbols used 'in civil
drafting

3. Abbreviations commonly used in civil
drafting

4. Factors that determine when an abbre-
viation should be used

5. Purposes of symbols on maps

6. U.S.G.S. topographic map symbols

Other conventional topographic sym-
bols

8. Boundary, fence. and track fixture sm.
tio!s

9. Civil symbols
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RELATED INFORMATIL :4: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able 10 Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

10. Utility and service symbols

11 Hydrographic and navigation symbols

12. Geological structure symbols

13. Oil and gas symbols

14. North arrow symbols

15. General rules for drawing map symbols

16. Methods used in drawing symbols

17. Color codes and map symbols

18. Common material symbols used in
structural and architectural drawings

19. Standard symbols for pipe fittings

20. Common welding symbols

21. Set up a map legend

22. Locate and identify symbols and fea-
tures on a U.S.G.S. map

UNIT IV: INTERPRETATION OF SURVEr:WS NOTATIONS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Survey methods to determine dis-
tances and p.,,sitions of points

3. Types of horizontal and vertical angles

4. Principal surveying equipment

5. Types of surveys

6. Stationing

7. Field notes

8. Arrangement of field notes in the field
book

X V



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

9. Methods of recording field notes

10. Examples of types of field notes

11. Traverses

12. Differences between a hearing and an
azimuth

13. Formulas used to convert bearings to
azimuths and azimuths to bearings

14. Common methods for plotting tra-
verses

15. Plot lines and distances using several
methods

16. Convert azimuths to bearings and
bearings to azimuths

17. Layout a closed traverse

18. Complete a mathematical closure of a
traverse

19. Reduce four types of field notes

20. Draw a map using bearings, distances.
and coordinates

UNIT V: LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Methods of let land descriptions

3. U.S. public land survey systen

4. Subdivision of a section

5. Lot and block descriptions

6. Metes and bounds descriptions

7. Components used to develop a plat

xvi



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

8. State plane coordinates

9. Common legal aspects of land acquisi-
tion

10. Answer questions based on the U.S.
public land survey system

11. Write and locate descriptions for the
subdivision of a section

12. Write a lot and block description

13. Identify components used to develop a
plat

UNIT VI: MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES

1. Terms and definitions

2. Types of drafting media

3. Characteristics of scribing

4. Types of photographic block-out prod-
ucts

5. Types of lettering used in civil drafting

6. Rules lot good lettering

7. Methods of map registration

8. Reprogiaphic techniques

9. Types of pressure-sensitive films

10. Methods used for coloring maps

11. Aeral photography

12. Methods of drawing reproduction

13. Standard sheet format or a set of civil
drawings

14. Components of a map Ryout

xvii



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

15. Steps for drafting a map or drawing

16. Common mistakes made in map draft-
ing

17. Types of planimeters

18. Parts of a polar planimeter

19. Complete a tracing in ink of a mapped
area

20. Apply transfer film and press-on letters

21. Register a map

22. Use a polar planimeter to determine
acreage

UNIT VII: PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Subdivision planning

3. Official agents who may regulate sub-
division planning

4. Duties that may be performed by regu-
latory agents for the subdivision of
land

5. Steps in planning a subdivision

6. Final recordation of a subdivision plat
map

7. Individuals who certify and approve
the final plat map

8. Legal descriptions

9. Guidelines for drafting a plat

10. Methods for laying out and developing
a map
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

11. Layout a boundary survey from a legal
description

12. Reduce field notes and plot a simple
boundary survey

13. Develop from field notes the plat map
for a nine lot subdivision

14. Redraw to scale a complete final plat
of a 36 lot subdivision

15. Research the plat information for your
property or a property in your area

UNIT VIII: TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING

1. Terms and definitions

2. Uses of topographic maps

3. Types of surveys used in topographic
mapping

4. Field methods for obtaining topogra-
phy

5. Factors affecting the selection of the
field method to be used for a topo-
grapnic survey

6. Horizontal and vertical controls for
topographic surveys

Steps in laying out a topographic sur-
vey

8. Methods used to establish contours
with the correct descriptions

9. National standards for horizontal and
vertical accuracy on topographic maps

10. Scale ratios used in the G.S.G.S. topo-
graphic series

11. Selection of contour intervals

xix



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

12. Characteristics of contour lines

13. Contour line configurations

14. Common methods used to calculate
area from a topographic map

15. Steps in calculating cut and fill using
the contour area method

16. Steps in developing and plotting a pro-
file from profile leveling notes

17. Steps used to develop a profile from a
contour map

18. Methods for plotting contour lines

19. Fixing a grade line

20. Aerial photogrammetry

21. Advantages and disadvantages of
using aerial photography for mapping
work

22_ Applications of aerial photogrammetry

23. Aerial photo control

24. Steps for using a stereoscope

25. Interpolate contours from a grid survey
and prepare profiles from the contour
map

26. Set up contours in isometric

27. Calculate grades in percents

UNIT IX: TRANSPORTATION MAPPING

1. Terms and definitions

2. Purpo.ie of route surveys

3. Fundamentals of a route survey
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psycnometon

4. Superelevated roadways

5. Elements of a horizontal circular curve

6. Mathematical formulas used for com-
puting a horizontal curve

7. Circular curve layout by tangent off-
sets

8. Vertical curves

9. Plan views for route surveys

10. Characteristics of profiles for a route
survey

11. Characteristics of cross sections for a
route survey

12. Field note reduction for a cross section

13. Plotting cross sections

14. Methods used to determine areas of
cross sections

15. Formulas for calculating earth volume

16. Drawings included in a set of highway
plans

17. Common horizontal and vertical scales
used in transportation mapping for
rural and urban areas

18. Items that appear on a typical title
sheet for a set of highway pians

19. Detail sheets

20. Drafting of plan views. profiles. and
cross sections

xxf

21. Layout open traverses using several
methods

22. Layout a survey alignment for a road
using bearings and coordinates

23. Plot field notes for horizontal control,
topography, profile, and cross section
for a proposed road



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

UNIT X: MUNICIPAL MAPPING

1. Terms and definitions

2. Types of utilities

3. Agencies who develop and maintain
municipal maps

4, Users of municipal maps

5. Types of drawings used in municipal
mapping

6. Methods of presenting utilities on
maps

7. Surveying and mapping of municipal
maps

8. Support information needed to
develop utility drawings for a specific
area

9. Utility easements

10. Types of valves and valve housings

11. Types of gas piping and devices

12. information included on utility draw-
ings

13. Types of sewers and sewer lines

14. Research the plats for local utilities

15. Draft a map of all utilities for a local
area

UNIT XI: STRUCTURAL DRAFTING

1. Terms and definitions

2. Definition of structural drawing

3. Typos of structures

4. Types of materials used for structures



RELATED INFORMATION: What JO TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Re Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

5. Types of steel members

6. Structural steel shapes

7. Drawing practices for steel members

8. Placer .ent of gage lines for steel mem-
bers

9. Fastener sizes and spacings

10. Dimensioning procedures for steel
structures

11. Structural steel callouts

12. Structural steel marking

13. Anchor bolts

14. Types of concrete

15. Types of concrete reinforcement

16. Standard prestressed concrete units

17. Foundation parts

18. Types of structural drawings for con-
crete

19. Standard symbols and abbreviations
for concrete placing drawings

20. Standard practices for documentation
of rebar

21. Examples of typical details for con-
crete structures

22. Wood construction

23. Types of wood connectors

24. Types of framing connectors

25. Components of wood construction



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cog,,itive) (Psychomotor)

26. Heavy timber construction

27. Prepare detail drawings of sZructural
steel members

28. Davy to scale a concrete engineering
drawing

29. Detail a wood truss

UNIT XII: COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

1. CAD equipment terms and definitions

2. CAD terminology and definitions

3. Hardware used in a CAD system

4. Data input

5. Data output

6. Digital and interactive computer graph-
ics

7. Types of computer drawings

8. Methods of storing 'iraphic informa-
tion

9. Advantages of using computers for
mapping applications

10. Computer applications for civil map-
ping

11. Parts of an interactive data manage-
ment system for mapping

12. Research computer applications in the
civil drafting field
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INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the duties and responsibilities
of a civil drafter, and identify kinds of maps and drawings used by civil drafters. Competencies
will be dernonWated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by scoring 85 per-
cent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to an introduction to civil drafting with the correct definitions_

2. Select required skills of a civil drafter.

3. List job responsibilities of a civil drafter.

4. List major employment opportunities for a civil drafter.

5. Distinguish between organization structures for design teams in small and large
firms.

6. List specialty areas for civil engineering firms.

7. Select occupations related to civil drafting.

8. identify major classes of maps.

9. Match major classes of maps with the correct characteristics.

10. Match typical drawings used in civil drafting with the correct uses.

11. Identify drafting equipment used by civil drafters.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Take basic math pretest. (Assignment Sheet #1)

13. Interview a civil drafter. (Assignment Sheet #2)

14. Research possible employment opportunities its civil drafting in your local area.
(Assignment Sheet #3)



INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials andtor invite rey.c.iri..:e .people to i7lask". to suopleii entdein.
forc;e information provided in this unit of instiuction

(NOTE. This activity should be: completed prior to the teaching of this unit.1

Make transparencies trom th' transparency masters i eluded with this unit

G. Provide students with objective sheet.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment shoots.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

to Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Upon completion of the math pretest. evaluate what specific areas rrly nerd fur
'.her development and provide additional work sheets that students may complete

Write and send for different kinds of maps of your local area available through
ernment agencies.

Make a field trip to a large civil engineering firm to see the different kinds clf civil
drafting work being done.

Q. Invite a civil drafter into the classroom to talk about working in the field of civil
engineering and its lob duties and educational requirements

5 Invite a civil engineer into the classroom to speak about rw utrements expected
the civil drafter such as math and drafting skills.

6. Demonstrate special drafting tools as they apply drafting.

Meet individually with students to evaluate their progre.!;s through thi!; unit
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement

H. Clive test.

1. Evaluate test.

J fieleach if IWCCS

CD-3
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Typical Geographic Map

2. TM 2 Typical Topographic Map

3. TM 3 Typical Cadastral Map

4. TM 4 Typical Engineering Map

5. TM 5 -- Geologic Map

6. TM 6 Aeronautical Chart

7. TM 7 Kinds of Surveying and Mapping

8. TM 8 Typical Title Sheet

9. TM 9 Typical Fan and Profile

10. TM 10 Typical Ev.)adway Cross Section

11. TM 11 Typical Structural Details

12. TM 12 Other Civil Drawings

13. TM 13 Typical Intersection Detail

14. TM 14 Planimeters

15. TM 15 Types of Curves

16. TM 16 --- Civil Head Drafting Machine

17, TM 17 Stereoscope

18. TM 18 -- Scribing Tools

19. TM 19 -- Other Specialty Tools

20. TM 20 Other Specialty Toots (Continued)

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Take Basic Math Pretest

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Interview a Civil Drafter

3. Assignment Sheet #3 -- Research Possible Employment Opportunities in Civil
Drafting in Your Local Area



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

E. Answers to assignment sheets

Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

Hoelscher, Randolph, Clifford Springer. and Jerry Dobrovotny. Graphics for Engineers,
New York: John Wiley and Sons. Inc., 1988.

B. Glossaries of BLM Surveying and Mapping Terms, 2nd ed. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment/U.S. Department of the Interior, 1930.

C. Definitions of Surveying and Associated Terms. American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978.

D. Nelson. John A. Drafting for Trades and Industry; Civil. Albany, NY: Delmar Publishers,
1979.

E. Madsen. David and Terence Shumake,. Civil Drafting Technology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.. 1983.

Wattles. Gurdon. Survey Drafting. Orange, CA: Gunton H. Wattles Publications. 1977.

G. Bies, John and Robert Long. Mapping and Topographic Drafting. Cincinnati. OH: South-
Western Publishing Co., 1983.

Stee,e, Robert. Modern Topographic Drawing. Houston, TX: Gulf Publi!.-;hing Co,. 1980.

rirown, Walter. Drafting for industry South Holland. IL: Goodheart-Wilcox Company.
.. 1978

J. State Board for Community Colleges. Occupational Analysis Civil Technology. Denver,
CO, Publication No. 0A37. Dec. 1979,

K. Wirshing, Roy and James Wirshing. Civil Engineerng Drafting. New York: McGraw-Hill
Co.. 1983.
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INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. berms and definitions

A CAD Computer-aided drafting or r'sign

B. Cadastral map A map showing ti ,c boundaries of subdivisions of land
with bearings, lengths, and areas of individual tracts, for purposes of
describing and recording ownership

C, Cartography The science of map making

D. Civil drafter A drafter used to support civil engineering with the prepara-
tion of technical materials

Examples; Maps, engineering calculations, interpretation of surveying
notes. and data related to the design of civil projects

E. Civil engineer A pc rson who has completed a minimum of 4 years of col-
lege and has specialized in civil-related engineering

F. Civil engineering A discipline concerned with the design and construc-
tion of various municipal and state projects for the general public, such as
bridges, roads, darns, canals, and pipelines

G. Contour line A line used to connect points on a land surface that have
the same elevation

H. Elevation Altitude or height above sea ievt.

I. Geodetic survey A precise survey of considerable extent which takes
into account the shape of the earth

J. Geographic Signifying basic relationship to the earth considered as a
globe-shaped body; applies to data based on the geoid and on the spheroid

K. Map Graphic representation of the earth's surface drawn to scale on a
plane surface

L Pantograph An instrument for copying maps and drawings at a predeter-
mined reduction or enlargement

M. Planimeter A device for measunng small areas by mechanical integra-
tion

N. Plan view A view as seen from directly above the land

0. Profile An outline of a cross section of the earth

P. Stereoscope An optical instrument used for viewing two properly related
photographs or diagrams simultaneously to obtain the impression of a 3-
dimensional object
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INFORMATION SHEET

O. Surveying Determining and representing accurately on paper the area of
any pot lion of the earth's surface, the lengths and directions of the bound-
ary lines, and the contour of the surface by taking linear and angular mea-
surements and by applying the principles of geometry and trigonometry

R. Topography The configuration or shape of the land surface of any area

S. U.S.G.S. United States Geological Survey

II. Required skills of a civil drafter

{NOTE: Civil drafting skills can be acquired from a vocational-technical school or
community college that offers a drafting program.)

A. Basic drafting techniques in line work, lettering, and the use of tools and
equipment

B. Math skills up through trigonometry

C. Good communication skills

D. Recognition of map symbols and abbreviations

E. CAD training

F. Drafting applications and calculations for:

1. Basic surveying

2. Drafting of maps and plans

3. Topographic mapping

4. Cut and fill

Ill. Job responsibilities of a civil drafter

A. Prepare maps and plans

(NOTE: To correctly prepare maps and plans, the drafter must be able to use
reference materials and manuals, drafting equipment, and appropriate sym-
bols and abbreviations, as well as lay out plan sheets and prepare working
drawings from sketches and notes.)

B. Work with survey data

Examples: Reduce field notes, plot contours, lay out bearings and azi-
muths, lay out boundary surveys and strip surveys

C. Gather, organize, and record data

D. Perform engineering calculations

Examples: Reduce field notes, calculate traverses, closures, area and vol.
ume, horizontal and vertical curves, earthwork volume, hori-
zontal and vertical angles, strengths of material, and state
plane coordinates

.1
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Assist in the drafting and design of-.

1. Subdivisions

2. Surface drainage systems

3. Major structures

4. Water treatment facilities

5. Water distribution facilities

6. Storm sewer systems

7. Transportation systems

8. Utility facilities

F. Communicate effectively

Examples: Write reports, work as a team member, lead a work team, pre-
pare graphic exhibits

IV Employment opportunities for a civil drafter

A. Private civil engineering and surveying firms

(NOTE Civil engineering and surveying firms are located in every state, and
many hire both permanent, full-time civil drafters and free-lance civil &titt-
ers as well as many other employees.)

B. Local government agencies

1. County planning offices

2. City planning department

3. Highway department

4. Water department

5. Engineering and planning office

6. Parks and recreation department

C. Federal government agencies

1. Department of Transportation

2. Bureau of Census

3. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)

4. Department of the Interior

5. Department of Agriculture
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INFORMATION SHEET

6. Bureau of Indian Affairs

7. All energy regulatory agencies

8. Corp of Engineers

9. Soil Conservation

10. Department of Commerce

(NOTE: Other agencies may be available in your area.)

V. Organization structures of design teams in civil engineering firms

(NOTE: Each firm is individual in the way they organize their line of responsibility.)

A. Small civil engineering firms

1. Are less structured

2. Usually have ten or fewer staff members

3. The drafter will have many different job responsibilities.

4. Communication k usually by word of mouth.

B. Large civil engineering firms

Have specific lines of .uthority and responsibility

2. Are able to specialize in a specific area of drafting or mapping
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Usually have .in organizational/standards manual which will include
personnel policies and technical procedures

Surveying

Photo-

grammetry

I

Reid

Surveying

Maningi

Compilation Design

Drawing and
Map Production

Engineering

I

Design

Drafting

,...Ven..

1

Reid
Construction

Reproduction

VI. Specialty areas for civil engineering firms

(NOTE: Some civil engineering firms specialize in only one area, while other larger
companies are more diversified and perform work in many of these areas.)

A. Land planning and subdivision

B. Transportation

C. Flood control

D. Irrigation and drainage

E. Sewage and water treatment

F. Municipal Improvements

G. Environmental studies

H. Land and construction surveys

Construction inspection

J. Refuse disposal

K. Map making

L Power plants
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INFORMATION SHEET

M. Hydrologic studies

N. Foundation work and soil analysis

0. Agribusiness

P. Structural

VII. Occupations related to civil drafting

(NOTE: With additional training andlor experience, a civil drafter could move into
the following occupations.)

A. Cartographic draftel.

B. City planning aide

C. Estimator

D. Civil engineering technician

E. instrument surveyor's assistant

F. Map maker

G. Planning assistant

H. Surveyor's helper

1. Construction materials testing technician

J. Traffic technician

K. Topographic drafter

VIII. Major classes of maps (Transparencies 1-5)

(NOTE: Maps are classified on the basis of their purpose or irtended use.)

A. Geographic (Transparency 1)

B. Topographic (Transparency 2)

C. Cadastral (Transparency 3)

D. Engineering (Transparency 4)

(NOTE: There are many different specialty maps not shown in this unit, but most
are based on one of the above tour classifications.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Characteristics of maps

A. Geographic maps (Transparency 1)

1. Show large area of land

2. Are drawn to a small scale

3. Only show major features such as rivers, lakes, and dots for cities

Scales vary from a few miles to the inch to several hundred miles to
the inch.

5. Examples can be found in an atlas.

B. Topographic maps (Transparency 2)

1. Represent surface features of a region

2. Large scale maps show all the natural features down to small
streams and man-made features such as city streets, bridges, pipe-
lines, etc.

3. U.S.G.S. topographic maps are the most widely known maps in this
class.

a. Are always bounded by meridians of longitude and latitude

b. Are made io the following scales:

1:24,000 1" 2000 FEET
1:62,500 1" nearly 1 mile
1:125,000 1" .= nearly 2 miles
1,250p00 -- 1" = neatly 4 miles

4. Use contour lines to show elevation

5. Contour maps showing principally the elevation of the land are used
for location, estimating costs, and construction

C. Cadastral maps (Transparency 3)

1. Are used primarily for showing political and civil boundaries. prop-
erty lines, taxation, and transfer of property

2. Are considered legal documents

3. Are drawn on a large scale -- usually greater than 6 inches to a mile



INFORMATION SHEET

4. May contain or show

a. Property lines -- Ali and bearings of boundary lines

b. Some natural features to help locate lines on the ground

c. Acreage

d. Record of land ownership

e. Future planning and growth

f. Location of gas mains, water lines, and sewer lines

5. Exi.mples include plats of city additions. mineral rights, and farm
surveys.

D, Engineering maps (Transparency 4)

1. Are drawn for reconnaissance, construction, or maintenance pur-
poses

2. Scale is seldom smaller than 1" = 400 ft and sometimes uses archi-
tectural scales.

Example: litt" equals 1'

3. May include topographic information

4. Can ;how more detail than a usual topographic map since they are
Loge; in scale

5. Examples are maps for railroad, highway, canal, and hydroelectric
construction, building site maps, landscape maps, and dam and res-
ervoir maps.

E. °the maps (Transparencies 5 and 6)

Aeronautical charts Show air traffic routes, radio and electronic
aids, obstructions, and elevations of high points.

2. Hydrographic charts Show shorelines, water depths, information
about harbors, anchorage details, and shipping approaches.

(NOTE: Additional information can be obtained from the National
Ocean Survey the Lake Survey Center.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Maps based on geodesic data

a. Geodesy is a branch of science and mathematics that deter-
mines the exact position of figures, points, and areas along
the curvature of the earth.

Examples are geologic maps and specialtv maps for location
sites of minerals and energy SOUrCt.16.

(NOTE: The type of map often correlates to a specific type of survey. Refer to
Transparency 7 for a chart showing the kinds of surveying and mapping.)

X. Typical drawings used in civil drawing

A. Title sheets (key maps) (Transparency 8)

1. Identify the project with a name and number

2. Show location map of the project

3. Give an index to all sheets in the plan sat

B. Plan and profiles Are drawings composed of a plan view and profile view
(usually located directly below the plan) (Transparency 9)

(NOTE: The plan and profile as used by civil engineers and state highway
departments can be compared to a top and section view in mechaniciai
drafting.)

C. Typical cross sections (Transparency 10)

1. Are views of the inside of the project cut open at right angles to the
survey centerline

2. Types of cross sections

a. Natural ground cross section

b. Typical section

c. Roadway cross section

d. Cut and fill cross section

D. Structural details (Transparency 11)

1. Provide a close-up look at how a particular structural component is
made

2. Show materials, dimensions, and section where needed
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INFORMATION SHEET

Pictorial drawings Provide the viewer a three-dimensional view of the
map area. (Transparency 12)

Schematic diagrams Are details that may show connections and flow
directions through the use of symbols, lines, and dimensions. (Transpar-
ency 12)

G Intersection details Are enlarged drawings of an intersection of several
streets that come together; show all pertinent information such as dimen-
sions, right-of-ways, centerlines, and curve data, (Transparency 13)

Xi. Drafting equipment used by civil drafters

(NOTE: Most drafting offices use the same basic drafting tools. In this unit, only
specific tools used by civil drafters will be covered. Refer to MAVCC's Basic Draft-
ing, Book 1 for basic drafting tools.)

A ( rianspa re n y 14)

B. Curves (Transparency 15)

1. Ship curves

2. Flexible rule curves

3. Highway radius curves

4. Railroad curves

C. Civil head drafting machine (Transparency 16)

D. Stereoscope (Transparency 17)

E. Scribing tools (Transparency 18)

Other specialty tools (Transparency 19)

1. Pantograph

2. Beam compass

3. Proportional dividers

4. Spacing dividers

5. Map measures

6 Kern dotting pen and wheel

410



Typical Geographic Map
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Typical Topographic Map
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Typical Engineering Map
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Kinds of Surveying and Mapping

Land or Property Surveying (Cadastral)
Property and boundary surveys
Subdivision surveys and plats
Public-lands surveys
Surveys for plans and plats

Engineering Surveys for Design and Construction
Design data surveys (including route surveys)
Construction surveys
Mine surveys

Geodetic Surveying, Geodetic Engineering, or Geodesy
Control surveys, first- and second-order accuracy
Geodetic astronomy
Gravity surveys, magnetic declination surveys, figure-of-the-earth

studies

Cartographic Surveying, Cartographic Engineering, or Map and
Chart Surveying

Control surveys, third- and fourth-order (..).:curacy
Topographic-planimetric surveys and maps
Hydrographic surveys

Aerial Survey Series
Aerial photography
Electrical measurements for distances .:4nd position fixes
Airborne magnetometer surveys
Radar-altimeter profiles and elevation

Cartography (Not Requiring Original Surveys)
Map desigr-,
Compilation derived from existing source data
Map editing
Map reproduction

From Mapping and Topographic Drafting by John Bies and Robert Long. Reprinted with permis-
sion of South -Western Publishing Company.
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Typical Title Sheet
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Typical Plan and Profile
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Typical Roadway Cross Section
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Typical Structural Details

36
SQUARE

I/4" to I/2"

4H MIN. EACH
SIDE OF

3.5 CONCRETE

Cleanout Detail

Detail: Key Construction Joint for
Bottom and Walls
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Other Civil Drawings

Pictorial Drawing

MW
125' OF 8" MW CASING

5P48

255'

22" 11111111411,

100' OF
4" INS. CASING

2903

4408 12_013'

Schematic Diagram

Isometric Diagram
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Typical Intersection Detail
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Planimeters

Polar Planimeter

*

Disc Planimeter

Electronic Planimeter
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Types of Curves

Pm&

Flexible Curve Rules

Railroad Curve
(various degrees of curvature available)

0° 15' 20°

Highway Radius Curve
(various radii available)

200"
Ship Curves

(many patterns available)

CD- 45
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Stereoscope



Civil Head Drafting Machine

ti

Rotating Head with Double Vernier



Scribing Tools

_.11111

_gisilliPP.

Pen Holder Scriber

Swivel Graver with Optic

Rigid Graver with Optic

Straight Line Graver
with Optic

1 I

Direct Computing
Compass

Courtesy of Keuffel and Esser Company.
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Other Specialty Tools

Pantograph

Beam Compass

Proportional Divider

Courtersy of Keutiel and Es:.;er Company.
Spacing Divider

CD- 53
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Other Specialty Tools
(Continued)

Map Measures

Minerva® Curvimeter

Kern Dotting Pen and Wheels

Kern Dotting Patterns
Courtesy of Keutte) and Esser Company. (others available)

CO - 55

TM 20



CD- 57

INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - TAKE BASIC MATH PRETEST

Directions: The following problems are designed to assess your hasic math skills in various
areas. Solve each problem and place your answer in the blank or space ;Allowed.

PART A: Addition

1. 9 2. 8 3. 92 4. 87
+ 8 + 8 38 26

+ 77 + 44

5. 44 6. 923 7. 327 8. 270
57 934 240 368

+ 63 966 136 609
+ 123 + 238 + 224

9. If a crew works 320 hours one week, 416 hours the next week, 345 hours the third week,
and 218 hours the tourth week, how many hours did the crew work in that month?

hours

10. While repairing surface failures, a crew laid 528 sq ft of aggregate on the first job, 640 sq
ft on the second job, and 580 sq ft on the third job. How many square feet did the crew
cover?

sq ft

PART B: Subtraction

1. 84 2. 4635 3. 4178 4. 983
- 57 - 3187 - 1539 - 656

5. 771 o. 53 7. 356 8. 378
- 289 -- 39 - 178 - 179
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

9. If the boom on a side boom is 18 ft and you need 25 ft to do a particular job, how much
boom would have to be added?

ft

10. If guardrails were placed along 2,488 linear ft of roadway the first day, and the operator
needed to place them along 8,562 linear ft that week, how much more distance would
have to be covered In the remaining four days?

PART G: Multiplication

1.

5.

linear ft

63 2. 85 3. 32 4. 42
x38 x76 x59 x96

73 6. 54 7. 567 8. 879
x 64 x83 x 485 x 729

9. if a load of fill weighs 18.796 lb, how much would 78 loads weigh?

pounds

10. If a dragline could stockpile 676 cubic yd of dirt in two days, how much could be stock-
piled in 14 days?

cubic yards

PART Lk Div Islon

1. 8)06 2. 12 Y24 3. 30 )90 4. 661198



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

15 )60 6, 23 )276 7. 19 1152 8, 62 Tin -9-

9. If a forklift travels 4,572 miles a year, how far would it travel in one month?

miles

10. If the distance across a ravine is 13,608 ft, and the equipment can move only 90 ft. per
day, how long would it take for the equipment to cross?

days

PART E: Converting fractions

1, Convert each of the following mixed numbers to improper fractions (where the numera-
tion is the same or larger than the denominator such as 414, 513, and 10/9.) Do not reduce
answers to lowest terms at this time.

a. 3
1

4
=

b. 4
1

=
2

C.

d. 8
1

=

e. 6 2

3
=

g. 3 -
2 =
4

h. 73 =

i. 9
3

j. 5 =

CD- 59
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

2. Convert each of the following improper fractions to mixed numbers. Do not reduce
answers to lowest terms at this time.

a.

b.

c.

d.

16

5

12

17

3

=

g

h.

19

13

8 =

75
32

=

=

e. =

PART F: Reducing fractions to lowest terms

24 =
17

13

9

Reduce the following fractions to the lowest terms.

1.

2.

3.

4.

3

9

8---
2 4

15

1.5

25

12

48

6.
5

= 8

8.

9.

10.

12-

7

21

4
t---

8

1 0

12



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART C: Finding lowest common denominators (LCD)

Find the lowest common denominator and convert each fraction to its LCD equivalent.

1
2 7
3 9 LCD

7
2. a.

8
LCD =

2
b. =

7
b. =

3

C.

3. a.

b. --
3

d.

11

12

LCD

1 3 3
a. . LCD =16'844

C.

d. =
4

C.
5
6-

4. a. ,
5

LCD
8

b.
7

C.

CD-61
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART H: Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions

1.

a

7
12

1

16

+
5

=
8

3 3+ +
8 4

5.
2

3

7,
5
9

1 1
9. 1

2
x 2 ,

4

7 2

3
11. -

8
x =

13. =

15. 12 -3 1 =
8 2

6.

8.

3 3 7 4+ + +
520 4 10

4

5

5
16

10. x 6 _

2 2

1
12

x x 2

14. 8 =



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART is Converting fractions to decimals

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
5 = 6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

3
3
4

1
55

2

110

77

12

=
10

1 -- =
100

87 5
=

1000

7
83. - =

8

1

i00 0

g 6 = =
100

PART J: Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing decimals

1. 5.29 2. 72.24
4.38 16.38

+ 9.62 + 92.37

3. 868.87 - = 4. $15 - $12.53 =

5. 2.54 x 3.1 = 6. 35 x 8.5 =

7. 120 x 0.33 = 8. 26.4 x 3.8 =

9. ln.71 ÷ 0.07 = 10. 0.225 ÷ 0.15 =

CD- 63
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART K: Converting fractions to percentages

1.

2
2.

9

10

4.

5
2=

PART 1: Percentage problems

1. There are 100 bolts in a box. Twenty-five bolts ate what percent of the bolts in the box?

2. If 11% of the students in a school are absent, what percent are present?

3. There are 20 students in a class. Sixty per ent of the students are boys. How many are
boys?

4. One day 5% of the 20 operators in Mr. Moore's group made perfect time completing a
job. How many operators made perfect time?

5. Contractor McGill bought a new compressor. regularly selling for $120, at a sale and
saved 20%. What was the sale price?

PART M: Mix ratio problems

1. Given 90 cu yd of aggregate. how much sand will you need to mix a 3:2 ratio of sand and
aggregate?

cu yd of sand

2. You are to mix 1/4" aggregate and 1/7" aggregate to a ratio of 3:2. How much 1/4" aggre-
gate will you need if you have 150 cu yd of lb" aggregate?

cu yd of 1/4" aggregate

3. Given 300 gallons of asphalt concrete, mix asphalt concrete and solvent to a ratio of
75:25, How much solvent will you need?

gal of solvent



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

4. The fuel mixture ratio of gasoline to two-cycle engine oil is 20:1 for your chain saw. How
much oil will you add to 5 gal of gas?

qt of oil

5. The ratio of an industrial strength cleaner in water is 6 parts cleaner to 100 parts water.
You estimate the job will take 15 gallons of water. How much cleaner will you add?

gal cleaner

PART N: Slope ratio problems

1. Find the slope ratio in feet and in inches. Convert distances to like terms where needed.
Round off to the nearest hundredth.

V = vertical distance

H = horizontal distance

DISTANCES RATIO (FEET) RATIO (INCHES) SLOPE RATIO

a. V = 12 ft, H = 24 ft

b. H = 15 in, V = 5 in

c. H= 5 ft,V=0.05ft

d. V = 1 in, H = 3 ft

e. H = 12 ft, V = 4 in

2. Find the vertical distance.

SLOPE RATIO HORIZONTAL DISTANCE VERTICAL DISTANCE

a. 3:1 24 ft ft

b. 14:1 224 in in

3. Find the horizontal distance.

SLOPE RATIO VERTICAL DISTANCE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE

a. 25:1 0.5 ft ft

b. 16:3 9 in ft

c. 40:1 4 ft ft

CD- 65
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART 0: Measure and volume

1. Conversions. Round answers to nearest tenth.

a. 48 in = ft

b. 312 ft yd

c. 8 cu yd = cu ft

d, 7 sq yd = sq ft

e. 11 gal = qt

2. Basic formulas for areas and volumes

a. 24' long, 18' wide -- Surface area =

b. 13" wide, 2 1/2" long Surface area =

c. 7' long, 2' wide, 1' high Volume =

d. 1/2' wide, 3" high, 2' long Volume =

e. 4" long, 2" wide, 112" high Volume =

3. Word problems. Round off an wets to the nearest tenth. Show your WO*.

a. One cubic yard of aggregate weighs 2,550 lb. How many tons would 10 cubic
yards weigh?

(NOTE: 1 ton = 2,000 lb)

tons

b. What is the surface area of a failure 2 ft 8 in by 1 ft 6 in?

sq ft



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

c. How many cubic feet of concrete will be required to make a pavement patch 8
feet long, 7 feet wide and 6 inches deep?

cu ft

d. How many square feet have to be painted on a building 20 feet long or each side
and 14 feet high if you paint all four sides? If a gallon of paint covers 350 square
feet, how many gallons are required?

sq ft gal of paint

CD- 67



INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 INTERVIEW A CIVIL DRAFTER

Directions: Make an appointment with a civil drafter who is presently employed in that capac-
ity. Ask th, following questions and record the answers in the blanks provided.

1. What is your career title?

2. What tasks do you perform on the job?

3. What educational training and occupational experience is riquired for this job?

4. What personality traits are most important i;. your field?

5. What skills and knowledge are required in this occupation?

6. What is the approximate starting salary of workers in your occupation?

7. What is the employment outlook for the future in this career?

0-.

CD- 69
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

8. What are the possibilities for advancement in this field?

9. What is your favorite part of this job?

10. What is your least favorite part of the job?



INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - RESEARCH THE POSSIBLE EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN CIVIL DRAFTING IN YOUR LOCAL AREA

1. List the names of firms in your area that may employ civil drafters.

(NOTE: Include address and phone numbers for future reference.)

FIRM ADDRESS PHONE #

2. Inquire at each of these firms it they employ civil drafters and if they will be hiring in the
near future. If a firm is currently not hiring, ask how they go about filling openings
(newspaper ads, job placement at your school, employment agency, etc.)

OPENINGS HIRING PROCEDURE

CD- 71
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3. Make a list of local. county. and state agencies that hire civil drafters.

ADDRESS

4. Find out what federal agencies in your area hire civil map drafters.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

AGENCY ADDRESS

5. Look in the major local paper and clip out any ads for civil drafters. (Attach . is
assignment sheet.)



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

6. Look in your local phone directory for any private consulting engineers and list below.

(NOTE: Many consulting firms hire civil drafters on a contract basis.)

CD- 73



INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

(s,v,;nr!g^vo:

PART A

4. 157
1C,1

6. 2946
941

8 1411
1.299 bow:::

10. 74e,

PART 13

t 27
t41;'i

3 20'39
4. 3.?(
5 4.6'4!

7. 178
199

PART C

1, 2394
-) MOO

3. 1888
4. 4032

407:'
t; 44'62

214,9CY;

640.791
1.4c6L-68 ry)unft;

10. 4.132 cubic: yor4:1q
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PART D

1. 12
2,
3. 3
4. 3
5. 4
6. 12
7, 8
8. 124, R51
9. 381 miles

10. 151.2 days

PART E

1

VI;

Vt

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

f.
g.

t.

2. a. 3 f. 1 1113

b. 2 g. 1 11,

5't:4 h. 2 "ix;
d. 2 ';'/.4 i. 1 (717
c. 4 ,1;-, j. 14,9

PART F

PART G

1. a. 9 2. a. 24
b. 4/ b. 71 !;24

C. '19 C. 20/;,4

3. a. 24
b. 6h..4

C.

d. 9k4

5. a. 16
b. 'tit,
c.
d.

4. a. 56
b. 8/f.ti
c. 35/.4;

41"
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

PART H

1. 1

3. 1

4 .!,
5.
6.
7

14,

9 3 -%

10 3 4

11

12
11,

14. 13
15. 8I$

PART 1

1. 5.f)
2. 1.02
3. .087
4. 7.083
J. 5,06
6. 3.75
7. 0.3rr r
8. 110625
9. 77.02

10. 12.667

PART J

1. 19.29
2. 180.99
3. 351.98
4, $2.47
5. 7.874
6. 297.5. 396
8. 100.32
9. 153

10

PART K

1.

2. 22.2",
3. 70'0
4. 75".,

100"..,

JD 17
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

PART I

1. 25('
2. 89') L.

3. 12
4. 1

5. $96.00

PART M

1. 135 cu yd of sand
2. 225 cu yd of 114" aggregate
3. 100 gal of solvent
4. 1 qt of oil
5. 0.9 gal cleaner

PART N

1. RATIO (FEET) RATIO (INCHES) SLOPE RATIO

a. 24:12 2:1

b. 15:5 31

c. 5:0.05 60:0.6 100.1

d. 3:0.08 36:1 36:1

e. 12:a33 144:4 36:1

2. a.
b.

8 ft
16 in

3. a.
b.
c.

12.5 ft
4 ft
160 It

PART 0

1. a.
b.
c,
d.
e.

4 ft
104 yd
216 eu ft
63 sq ft
44 qt

2. a.
b.
c.
d.

432 sq ft
390 sq in
14 cu ft
432 cu in

0. 4 cu in



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

J. a. 12,8 low;
4 sq
25 CU 4,1

ki. 1120 t'ig ft. 3.2 g, paint

Shotts ft2 and n',=) Evaltlat.;,.i 10 Vle satislactv.in of the ittstructot
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INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. Signi4ing basic relationship to the earth
considered as a globe-shaped body; applies
to data based on the geoid and on the
spheroid

b. An optical instrument used for viewing two
properly related photographs or diagrams
simultaneously to obtain the impressiorl of
a 3-dimensional object

c. A precise survey of considerable extent
which takes into account the shape of the
earth

d Computer-aided drafting or design

_e. An outline of a cross section of the earth

f. A drafter used to support civil engineering
with the preparation of technical materials

g Graphic representation of the earth's sur-
face drawn to scale on a plane surface

h. United States Geological Survey

i. A person who has completed a minimum of
4 years of college and has specialized in
civil-related engineering

Determining and representing accurately on
paper the area of any portion of the earth's
surface, the lengths and directions of the
bounding lines, and the contocr of the sur-
face by taking linear and angular measure-
ments and by applying the principles of
geometry and trigonometry

1, CAD

2. Cadastral map

3. Cartography

4. Civil drafter

5. Civil engineer

6. Civil engineering

7. Contour line

8. Elevation

9. Geodetic survey

10. Geographic
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TEST

k. A device for measuring small areas by
mechanical integration

1. A discipline concerned with the design and
construction of various municipal and state
projects for the general public, such as
bridges, roads, dams, canals, and pipe lines

Tn. The configuration or shape of the land sur-
face of any area

n The science of map making

An instrument for copying maps and draw-
ings at a predetermined reduction or
enlargement

p A map showing the boundaries of subdivi-
sions of land, with bearings, lengths, and
areas of individual tracts, for purposes of
describing and recording tiwnersf .p

q. A line used to connect points on a land sur-
face that have the same elevation

Altitude or height above sea level

s. A view as seen from directly above the land

11. Map

12. Pantogr...ph

13. Planimeter

14. Plan view

15. Profile

16. Stereoscope

17. Surveying

18. Topography

19. U.S.G.S.

2. Select from the following list the required skills of a civil drafter by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

CAD training

b. Computer pr.)gramming training

c, Science skills up through physics

d. Recognition of map symbols and abbreviations



TEST

Basic drafting techniques in line work, lettering, and the use of tools and
equipment

f. Math skills up through trigonometry

Public speaking skills

h. Good communication skills

Drafting applications and calculations for basic su.veying

Surveying skills

3. List four job responsibilities of a civil drafter.

a.

b.

c.

d.

4. List three major employment opportunities for a civil drafter.

a.

b.

c.

5. Distinguish between organization structures for design teams in small and large firms
by placing an "X" next to the descriptions of small firms.

a Communication Is usually by word of mouth

b. Usually have an organizational/standards manual which will include per-
sonnel policies and technical procedures

c. Have specific lines of authority and responsibility

The drafter will have many different job responsibilities

Are able to specialize in a specific area of draftinn or mapping

f. Usually have ten or fewer s,aff members

g Are less structured
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TEST

6. List seven specialty areas for civil engineering firms.

a.

b.

C.

d.

0.

f.

g.

7. Select from the following list the occupations related to civil drafting by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blanks. Select only those that a civil drafter would be able to move
into with minimal extra training.

a. Surveyors helper

b. Instrument surveyor's assistant

c. Map maker

d Surveyor

e Topographic drafter

Pipe drafter

g. Civil engineer

h. City engineer

Civil engineering technician

j. Cartographic drafter

k. Electronic drafter

Traffic technician



TEST

8, Identify the following major classes of maps.

(NOTE: Only partial maps are shown.)

a.

b.

I

70 ..4
5,0Pe
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d.

C.
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TEST

9. Match major cialses of maps on the right with the correct characteristics.

(NOTE: Classes on the right may be used more than once.)

. a. Are used primarily for showing political and
civil boundaries, property lines, taxation,
and transfer of property; are considered
legal documents

b. Use contour lines to show elevation; repre-
sent surface features of a region; large
scale maps show ail the natural features
down to small streams and man-made fea-
tures such as city streets, bridges, pipe-
lines, etc.

c. Show shorelines,, water depths, information
about harbors, anchorage details, and ship-
ping approaches

d Show large area of land; are drawn to a
small scale; only show major features such
as rivers, lakes, and dots for cities

e. Examples are maps for railroad, highway,
canal, and hydroelectric construction, build-
ing site maps, landscape maps, dam and
reservoir maps

g.

U.S.G.S. maps in this class are always
bounded by meridians of longitude and k.,ti-
tude

Are drawn for reconnaissance, construc-
tion, or maintenance purposes; can show
more detail than topographic maps since
they are larger in scale

h. Show air traffic routes, raeio and electronic
aids, obstructions, and elevations of high
points

Examples include plats of city additions,
mineral rights, and farm surveys

1. Geographic maps

2. Topographic maps

3. Cadastral maps

4. Engineering maps

5. Aeronautical charts

6. Hydrographic charts
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TEST

10. Match typical drawings used in civil drawing on the right with

_a. Provide the viewer a three-dimensional view
of the map area

b Are views of the inside of the project cut
open at right angles to the survey centerline

Are drawings composed of a plan view and
profile view

d. Identify the project with a name and num-
ber, show location map of the protect, and
give an index to all sheets in the plan set

_e Are enlarged drawings of an intersection of
several streets that come together, show all
pertinent information such as dimensions,
right-ofways, center lines, and curve data

9-

Are details That may show connections and
flow directions through the use of symbols,
lines, and dimensions

Provide a close up look at how a particular
structural component is made; shows mate-
rials. dimensions, and section where
needed

the correct uses.

1. Title sheets (key
maps)

2. Plan and profile

3. Typical cross sec-
tions

4. Structural details

5. Pictorial drawings

6. Schematic diagrams

7. intersection details

A
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it ltientlty Ole following (Matting equiproent used chill dvaiters.

a, 13.



so

TEST

d. e.



TEST

L'7.-:137=:ront

h.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished olioT to the lest. ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

12. Take basc irtab, pretest. (Assignment Sheet #1)

i3. interview v civil drafter. (Assignment Sheet #2)

14. Research possible employment opportunities in civil drafting in your local area.
(Assignment Sheet #3)
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INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL DRAFTING
UNIT I

1. a.

b.

C.

d.
e.

1.

q.

h.

i.

j.

k.

10

16

9

1

15

4

11

19

5

17

13

I.

in.
n.

e.

p.

q.

r.

s.

ANSWERS TO TEST

6

18

3

12

2

7

8
14

2.

3. Any tour of the following:
a. Prepare rnzps and plans
r. Work with survey data
c. Gather. organize, and record data
rf Perform engineering calculations
0. Assist in the draftinc4 and design of subdivisions, surface drainage systems,

major structures. water treatment facilities, water distribution facilities. storm
sewer systems, transportation systems. andfor utility facilities

1. Communicate effectively

4. a. Private civil engineering and surveying firms
h. Local government agencies
c. Federal government agencies

5. a,d.f.g

6. Any seven of the following:
a. Land planning -and subdivision
b. Transportation
c. Flood control
d. Irrigation and drainage
c. Sewage and water treatment
1. M Jnic tipal improvements
p. Environmental studies
h. Land and construction f,urvey:.',
i. Construction inspection

Refuse disposal
k. Map making
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ANSWERS TO TEST

1. Power plants
m. Hydrologic studies
n. Foundation work and soil analysis
o. AgrThusiness
p. Structural

7. a,h,c,e,i,j.1

8. a. Topographic
b. Engineering
c. Geographic
d. Cadastral

9. a. 3
b. 2

c. 6
d. 1

0. 4
f. 2
g. 4
h. 5
i. 3

10. a. 5

b. 3
c. 2
d. 1

e. 7

1. 6
g. 4

11. a. Scribing tool
b. Ship curves
c. Stereoviewer
d. Flexible curve rule
e. Beam compass
f. Planimeters
g. Spacing divider
h. Map measures
i. Kern dotting pert and wheel
j. Pantograph

12.-14. Evaluated to the satisfaction cif the instructor



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to read and match different map
scales with different classifications of maps, identify standard scale ratios used on topo-
graphic quadrangle maps, measure with a civil engineers scale, and read a vernier scale.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by
scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to map scales and measurement with the correct definitions.

2. Complete a chart of standard measures and their equivalents.

3. Select true statements concerning characteristics of map scales.

4. List the three ways map scales are expressed.

5. Match the ranges of map scales with the appropriate map scale classifications.

6. List factors affecting the selection of a map scale.

7. Match types of maps with their common scales.

8. Select characteristics o 1 quadrangle scale.

9. Match quadrangle scales commonly used on U.S.G.S. topographic maps with their
one inch equivalencies.

10. Select true statements concerning characteristics of graphic scales.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Select true statements concerning published map accuracy standards.

12. Match types of scales used In civil drafting with the correct descriptions.

13. Convert a representative fraction to a graphic scale. (Assignment Shoet #1)

14. Read a vernier scale. (Assignment Sheet #2)

15. Measure with a civil engineer's scale. (Assignment Sheet #3)



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT H

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class !o supplemenUrein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the leaching of this unit.)

Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed )

G. integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Develop a display of different scale topographic maps.

2. Have a speaker from a civil engineering office come in to discuss the importance
of accuracy.

:3. Review the scale units in MAVCCS Basic Drafting. Book 1.

4. Use the tests from MAVCC's Basic Drafting. Book 1 scale units as a pretest

J. Obtain additional pamphlets, brochures, and other material dealing with map
scales and measurement from the U.S.G.S. at the following address:

National Cartographic Information Center
U.S. Geological Survey
507 National Center
fiesfon, Virginia 22092
Telephone: 703/860-6045

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

1-I. Give test.

Evaluate test.

J. Reteach it necessary
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Comparison of Topographic Map Scales

2. TM 2 Quadrangle Map Scales, Sizes. and Areas

3. TM 3 Graphic Scales

4. TM 4 Application of Metric Scales

D. Assignment sheets

1, Assignment Sheet #1 -- Convert a Representative Fraction to a Graphic Scale

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Read a Vernier Scale

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Measure with a Civil Engineer's Scale

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Hoelscher, Randolph, Clifford Springer, and Jerry Dobrovolny. Graphics for Engineers.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1968.

B. Glossaries of BLM Surveying a .4 Mapping Terms, 2nd ed. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment/U.S. Department of the Interior, 1980.

C. Defin4ions of Surveying and Associated Terms. American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978.

D. Nelson. John A. Drafting for Trades and Industry: Civil. Albany. NY: Delmar Publishers,
19f9.

Madsen, David and Terence Shumaker. Civil Drafting Technology Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983.

F Wattles. Gurdon. Survey Drafting. Orange, CA: Gurdon H. Wattles Publications, 1977.

G. Bies, John and Robert Long. Mapping and Topographic Drafting. Cincinnati, OH: South-
Western Publishing Co., 1983.
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Map Acvwury Rc.sikin VA: 11;3. r-)t ot thi, Sun.roy, Notional Gar to.
graphic Information Centcr.

J. Brinker. RC and P.R. .1Volf. Eitviitntai StirVeVilip, 7U1 vd Nit' sA York. H%t(1.11'1 R(1..%.

K. Giachino, J.W and 11,J. Bro.ukerna. Orattirig & Grriptucs, ChIcoi.,:t,. It.: American Techn.-.al
Society. 1972.

I. Map Concepts,transparency #5;1', 98A0-51 . Lont4tiorn Visual Aids. PO. Box 1889.
Big Springs, IX

M. Wirshing. Roy and James Washing. Civil Engineering Drafting, New York: McCirdwHill
Book Co.. 1983,

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Davis, Ronald. et. at Basic Drafting. Book 1. Stillvyater. OK: MidAmerica Vocational CiJY
riculum Consortium, 1981.

Drown. R.L. "Proposed Manual on Selection of Map Uses, Scales. and 0VA:13mi:ins for
EnTrind and Associated Purposes: Map Availability." ASCE Journal of the Surveying
and Mapping Division. 1980.

Feldscher, C.B. "A New Manual on Map Uses. Stares. and Ac r acItIC ASCE Journa! or
the Surveying irtel Mapping Division. i980.

Thompson. M.M.. and 0.H r4o!;enfold, "On Mar) Aci:wacy Sp,.,cifiCalionr Surveying
mnJ Wp,oinq. 1971.



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Accuracy The der ree of conformity of a measured or a calculated value
to some recognized standard or specified value

B. Deviation Variation from a specified dimension or design requirement,
usually defining upper and lower limits

C. Full-divided scale A scale with the basic units subdivided throughout the
length of the scale

D. Graduations The subdivisions in a scale unit, all of which are equal in
size or length

E. Hectare 2.471 acres

F. Meter (m) The metric system standard for linear measurement

G. Metric system A decimal system of ..eighTs and measures based on the
meter and the kilogram

H. Neutral scale A scale expressed as a fraction or a ratio

I. Nominal Describes a value assigned for the purpose of convenient des-
ignation; existing in name only

J. NTS Abbreviation meaning "not-to-scale"

K. Open-divided scale A scale with only the end unit subdivided into frac-
tional parts

L. Precision The degree of mutual agreement between individual measure-
ments, namely repEatability and reproducibility

M. Representative fraction (RF) A simple ratio or traction

Example: 1:24,000 or 1/24,000

N. Scale An instrument used as a standard of reference when drawing an
object to a proportional size

0. Scale ratio A relationship between dimensional values used to reduce or
enlarge the size of an object so that it can be drawn proportionally

R Significant digit Any numeral that is necessary to define a value or qLan-
tity
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INFORMATION SHEET

Thlerance -- The total range of variation (usually bilateral) permitted for
sire. position, or other requLed c,lantity

R. U.S. customary kgIitS - Units based upon U'e yard and the pound com-
monly used in the United States

It. Standard measuros and equivalents

1 mild = 1/60 yards = 5280 feet = 1.6093 Khi = 8 turlongs = 80 chains
1 yard = 3 feet = 36 inches = 0.9144 meter
1 foot = 12 inches = 0.3046 meter
1 inch = 2,54 centimeters
1 rod (also called pole or perch) = 5.5 yardt-, = 16 5 feet = 0.5029 decameter

1 furlong = 10 chains = 220 yards
1 cha'n = 4 rods = 22 yards = 66 feet = 11.10 links = 2,0116 decameters
1 link = 7.92 inches
1 square mile = 640 acres = 6400 sq. chains
1 acre = 10 sq. chains = 4840 sq. yards = 43,560 sq. feet

acre is equal to a square, one side of which is 208.7 feet

mi;llmeter (mm) = 0.0393 inch
1, millimeters (mm) = 1 centimeter (cm) = .3937 irrh
10 centimeter-F., = 1 decimeter (dm) = 3.9370 loch
10 decimeters = 1 meter (m) = 39.3707 inches = 3.2808 feet = 1.0936 yards
10 meters = 1 decameter (Dm) = 32.8089 feet
10 decameters = 1 hectometer (Hm) = 19.9278 rods
10 hectometers = 1 kilometer (Km) = 1093.61 = 0.6213 miles
10 kilometers = 1 myriameter (Mm) = 6.2138 miles

Ill. Characteristics t t map scales

A. Map scale is the relationship between a distance on a map and the corres-
ponding distance on the ground.

B. A map scale expressed as 1:24,000 means that one unit of measurement on
the map represents 24,000 of the same units on the earth's surface. If the
unit is an inch, tnen 1 inch on the map equals 24,000 inches on the ground.

C. The first number (map distance) is always 1. The second number (ground
distance) differs for each scale.

D. The Ir.rger. the second number, the smaller the scale of the map.

Examples. 1:125,000 map is a smaller scale map than a map with a map
scale of 1:100,000.

1:63,360 map a smaller scale map than a map with a map
5e:41e rf cti: .500.



INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Ways map scales are expressed

A. By ratio or representative fraction

Example: 1:24,000 or 1124.000

B. By equivalence

Example: 1 inch = 200 feet

C. Graphically

Examples:

0 10 20 30 feet

100

6111 111"

V. Ranges of map scales

A. Large scale maps 1 in = 100 ft (1:1200) or larger

B. Medit.m scale maps 1 in = 100 to 1000 ft (1:1200 to 1:12.000)

C. Small scale maps 1 in = 1000 ft (1:12,000 or smaller)

VI. Factors affecting the selection of a map scale

A. Size and character of the area to be shown

B. The form that the map is to be presented in

C. Purpose of the map

D. Cost of prepar..lion and length of service (sometimes a consideration)

E. Required precision

VII. Common types of maps and corresponding map scales

A. Geographic maps Scales vary from a few miles to the inch to several
hundred miles to the inch

B. Topographic maps (Transparency 1)

1. Maps drawn LA larger scales such as 1:24,000

a. Provide detailed information about the natural and man-made
features of an area

SCALE: 1"=10 FT

SCALE 1:24,000
mf 1

impanori

0 100 000 300 400 500 00 700 f
ii-IMM11111
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INFORMATIOM SHEET

b. Are commonly used for highly developed areas in order to
show more detail

2. Maps drawn at smaller scales such as 1:125.000

a. Can only show major features of an area

b. Can be used for more sparsely settled regions because there
are not as many details to be shown

c. Allow large areas to be shown on a single map sheet.

C. Cadastral maps Drawn at a scale usually greater than 6 inches to one
mile which is necessary to obtain the required accuracy.

a Engineering maps Scales normally range from 1" 7- 20 ft. to 1" z 400 ft.

VOL Characteristics of e quadrangle scale (Transparency 2)

A. Measures a standard four-sided area (quadrangle)

B. Bounded by lines of longitude and latitude

C. Set by the United States Geologic Survey

D. Most U.S. topographic maps cover 7.5 minutes of latitude and 7.5 minutes
of longitude, and are commonly called "7.5-minute quadrangle" maps.
These maps are drawn at a 1:24,000 scale.

IX. Quadrangle scales commonly used on U.S.G.S. topographic maps

Scale 1 inch equals

1:20,000 Approximately 1,667 feet

1:24,000 Exactly 2,000 feet

1:30,000 Exactly 2,500 feet

1:31,680 Exactly 112 mile

1:62,500 Approximately 1 mite

1:63,360 Exactly 1 mile

1:125,000 Approximately 2 miles

1:250,000 Approximately 4 miles

1:1,000,000 Approximately 16 miles



INFORMATION SHEET

X. Characteristics of graphic scales (Transparency 3)

A. Are like small rulers that measure distances on a map

(NOTE: A portion of a map can be measured by gauging the distance with
dividers, then comparing it to the graphic scale.)

B. Consist of a bar drawn at the same scale as the map

C. Begin at zero

1. Whole units are subdivided to the right of the zero.

2. Smaller subdivisions of a whole unit are to the left of the zero,

D. Are used anytime that a map may become subject to reduction, enlarge-
ment, or reproduction for use in reports

E. Are more often used on topographic maps

F Are usually located in the margins or near the north arrow or legend of the
map

Xi. Published map accuracy standards

A. Horizontal accuracy

1. On maps with scales larger than 1:20,000, not more than 10 percent
of the points tested shall be in error by more than 11:31) inch.

2. On maps with scales of t20,000 or smaller, the error factor is 1/50
inch (0.05 centimeters).

These limits of accuracy apply in all cases to positions of well-
defined points that are easily visible or recoverable on the ground
such as monuments, intersections of roads, or railroads.

(NOTE he well-defined point will be determined by what is plottabte
on the scale of the map within /two inch.)

B. `..`ertical accuracy

1. On contour maps (all publication scales), not more than 10 percent of
the elevations tested shall be in error more than one-half the contour
interval.

Example: If a map's contour interval is 10 ft, the mar, will correctly
place 90 percent of all points tested within 5 feet (1.5
meters) of actual elevation.
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. in checking elevations, the apparent vertical error may be decreased
by assuming a horizontal displacement within the permissable hori-
zontal error for a map of that scale.

C. Published maps meeting these accuracy requirements must state in the
legend "This map complies with National Map Accuracy Standards."

D. If a map is an enlargement of a published map, this fact should be stated in
the legend, such as "This map is an enlargement of a t20,000 -scale map
drawing" or "This map is an enlargement of a 1:24,000-scale published
mar

(NOTE Individual engineering firms will have their standards of accuracy. A
drafter needs to become familiar with these standards.)

Xli. Scales used in civil drafting

(NOTE: Refer to MAVCC's Basic Drafting, Book I for an in-depth coverage of the
architect's scale, civil engineer's scale, and metric scale. This unit serves to act as
a review of these three realer.)

A. Architect's scale Used primarily for drawings of buildings, piping sys-
tems, and other large structures which must be drawn to a reduced scale to
fit on a standard sheet size. Only occasionally used for civil work. Has one
full-size scale and ten reduced-size scales.

B. Civil engineer's scale Used for civil engineering work. Graduated in units
of one inch divided into 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 parts.

(NOTE: This is the preferred scale for civil work.)

C. Metric scale Used primarily when the International System of Units (Si)
metric method of measurement is in use. Graduated in millimeters, and
uses scale ratios of 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, and 1:25. (Transparency 4)



Comparison of Topographic Map Scales

SCALE 1:621500
SCALE 1:1251000 Contour Interval 40 feet
Contour Interval 40 feet

f2
Miles

1 Mile
1-

SCALE 1:241000
Contour Interval 40 feet

4/10 Mlle



Quadrangle Map Scales, Sizes, and Areas

Series Scale

1 inch represents
approximately

1 centimeter

represents

Size (latitude
x longitude

Area

(square miles)

Puerto Rico 7.5 minute 120,000 1,667 feet 200 meters 7.5 x 7.5 min. 71

7.5-minute 1:24,000 2,000 feet (exact) 240 meters 7.5 x 7.5 min. 49 to 70

7.5 x 15-minute 1:25,000 2,083 feet 250 meters 7.5 x 15 min. 98 to 140

USGS1DMA 15-minute 1:50,000 4,166 feet 500 meters 15 x 15 min. 197 to 282

15-minute 1:62,500 1 mile 625 meters 15 x 15 min. 197 to 282

Alaska t63,360 1:63,360 1 mile (exact) 633.6 meters 15 x 20 to 36 min 207 to 281

County 1:50,000 1:50,000 4,166 feet 500 meters County area Varies

County 1:100,000 1:100,000 1.6 miles 1 kilometer County area Varies

30 x 60-minute 1:100,000 1.6 miles 1 kilometer 30 x 60 min. 1,568 to 2,240

U.S. 1:250,000 1:250,000 4 miles 2.5 kilometers 1° x 2° or 3° 4,580 to 8,669

Antarctica 1:250,000 1:250,000 4 miles 2.5 kilometers 1° x 3° to 15° 4,089 to 8,336

Antarctica 1:500,000 1:500,000 8 miles 5 kilometers 2° x 7.5° 28,174 to 30,462

State maps 1:500,000 8 miles 5 kilometers State area Varies

U.S. 1:1,000,000 1:1,000,000 16 miles 10 kilometers 4° x 6° 73,734'.v 102,759

U.S. Sectional 1:2,000,000 32 miles 20 kilometers State groups Varies

9



Graphic Scales

10

T T
SCALE: 1 is= 10'

0 50 100 150 200 2-0irgieniia!!!!!!1
SCALE: 1"= 500'

MILE SCALE 1:1Y1.,500

1 112 0 1 2 3 MILES

1:52,500

FOOT SCALE 1:24,000

1000 0 5000

1:24,000

Sample Scales

1 I_
ROADiii -44)a.

1 ml 0
.8 .6 .4 2

t 1 11

PAPER STRIP

A PAPER STRIP

2 ml

Measuring with a Graphic Scale

f
4

CO- 111
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Application of Metric Scales

CD- 113

Metric
mm:mm

Application

1:1
1:2
1:3
1:5
1:10

1:20
1:25
1:33 hia I
1:75
1:100
1:200

1:500
1:1250
1:2500
1 :10,000
1:50,000

Machine drawings

Architectural construction details

Architectural plans and elevations
Architectural plot plans

Maps (civil drawings)

TM 4



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - CONVERT A REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION
TO A GRAPHIC SCALE

Map scales are often given in a ratio such as 1:24,000. In order to show a graphic scale, it is
necessary to convert the ratio scale (RF scale) to a graphic scale for display on the map. An
example of the conversion process follows.

(NOTE: Transparency 2 9.7-.5 the common maps scales and their equivalents for future refer-
ence.)

Example: Given: RF scale 1:62,500

(NOTE: Remember 1 equals 1" on the map and 62,500 equals 62,500" on the ear tht surface.)

Step 1 Determine how many miies are represented by 62,500 inches.

(63,360 inches = 1 mile)
Divide 62,500 by 63,360 to determine the miles.

62,500 = .98 miles
63,360

(NOTE: This is not a practical scale to create a graphic scale.)

Step II Determine how many inches are used to show any even numbers than the .98 miles
previously determined. Let's use 2 miles.

.98 2 miles
1 in.

=
X (unknown no. of inches)

(NOTE: Use cross-multiplication to establish this algebraic formula.)

.98 X = 2
X = 2.04"

In 2.04 inches we have 2 miles.

CD- 115
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Step III Lay off a graphic scale using the above information.

Equals 2.04 inches

2

1
I

0

Subdivide into ten equal divisions

2 4 mi
1

Assignment:

Given: 1:300,000 RF scale

Directions: 1) Convert the RF scale into a figure usable for a graphic scale.

2) Draw the graphic scale for this RF scale.

Step is

miles

Step II: Use 10 miles

10 miles
1 in. X

Step Ill: Draw the graphic scale here.
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MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - READ A VERNIER SCALE

Vernier scales are found on some drafting machines. These are quite common in the civil
drafting area. Follow the steps below to read a vernier scale.

Step I Study the vernier scale (Figure 1)

(NOTE Several types of verniers are available. Determine what type yours is before attempting
to read it.)

FIGURE 1

Direct or single ve; niers
(read in only one direction)

Vernier Scale

r
m pfr iI i 1

t .

5.----- .`iri vri i li ..t
1 1 ITITT r ITT TIT4 \ ..ar

~- Primary Scale

ti

I

.5 iii 1ji
F1111111-1
1 2 3

:
1

!
: l

1

i
l
t
i'l 1.11"r i 1 1.1 TITTITI. I

4 5

Double verniers
(read either clockwise or counterclockwise)

Vernier Scale

\ -3N
Primary Scale

If

I

.100
GD 90
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

Step II: Read the arrow which indicates the nearest full division. Example 1 reads 2.

Step III: Moving from left to right on the vernier scale, find a line that lines up with another
line; in this case it is .6. This reading is 2.6.

Example 1:

I

.5 'La

.4 .7 .9

Example 2: Moving from left to right, the arrow indicates 0. The .4 lines up with a line below.
The reading is 0.4.

0 5

2 3 4

Assignment directions: Read the vei nie scales beir and record your answers in the blanks
below.

A. Answer

15 20 25 30 35



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

B. Answer

0

.1 .2 .3 .4

loommilmonimm.,

to
.6 .7 .8 .9
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C. Answer

.1 .2 .3 .4
to

.8 .9

D. Answer

a

71

Answer

10
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MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT H

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - MEASURE WITH A
CIVIL ENGINEER'S SCALE

Directions: Use a civil engineer's scale to measure the lines A through F to the scale ratio
heading each column in the table. Place the scale readings in the appropriate spaces in the
table.

Example: On a 1" = 10' scale ratio, line A would be 44' long; this figure should be lettered
under the 1" = 10' column opposite letter A.

A t A

B I

C }-

D 1--- 1

1

E 1

F

LINE 1"= 10' 1"=20' 1"=300' 1"=40' 1"=500' 1"=60' 1"=10 MILES

I

i

A 44'

B

C

D

E

F

111,.

............_



MAP SCALES AND MFASUREMENT
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

Step I 4.73 iniies

Step Ii 2.11 inches

Step III Evaluateu to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #2

A. 20.5

B 43.2

C. 27.9

0, 11.0

E. 23.8

Assignment Sheet #3

1AE 1"=10' 1"=20'

A 44' 88'

37' 74'

31' 62'

42' 84'

12' 24'

30'

1"=300' 1"=40'

1320' 176'
- -4

1110' 148'

930' 124'

1260' 168'

360' 48'

900' 120'
L..

1"=500'

2200'

1850'

1550'

2100'

600'

I 1500'

1 60' 1'=10 MILES

44 miles

222' 37 miles

186' 31 miles

252' 42 miles

72' 12 miles

180' 30 miles

CD- 123



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT
UNIT II

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. The degree of mutual agreement between
individual measurements, namely repeat-
ability and reproducibility

b. The degree of conformity of a measured or
calculated value to some recognized stand-
ard or specified value

c. A scale expressed as a fraction or a ratio

d. Any numeral that is necessary to define a
value or quantity

e Abbreviation meaning "not-to-scale"

f. A simple ratio or fraction

An instrument used as a standard of refer-
once when drawing an object to a propor-
tional size

h. A scale with only the end unit subdivided
into fractional parts

i. A scale with the basic units subdivided
throughout the length of the scale

j. A decimal system of weights and measures
based on the meter and the kilogram

k. A relationship between dimensional values
used to reduce or enlarge the size of an
object so that it can be drawn proportionally

Units based upon the yard and the pound
commonly used in the United States

m. The metric system standard for linear mea-
surement

1. Acct acy

2. Deviation

3. Full-divided scale

4. Graduations

5. Hectare

6. Meter

7. Metric system

8. Neutral scale

9. Nominal

10 NTS

11. Open divined scale

12. Precision

13. Representative frac-
tion

CD- 125
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TEST

2.471 acres 14. Scale

_o. Variation from a specified dimension or 15. Scale ratio
design requirement, usually defining upper
and lower limits 16. Significant digit

Describes a value assigned for the purpose 17. Tolerance
of convenient designation; existing in name
only 18. U.S. customary units

The total range of variation permitted for
size, position, or other required quantity

_r. The subdivisions in a scale unit, all of which
are equal in size or length

2. Co.npiete the following chart of standard measures and their equivalents.

a. 1 mile = feet = chains

b. 1 inch = centimeters

c. 1 rod = yards

d. 1 furlong. = chains

e. 1 chain = rods = links

f. 1 chain = yards _ feet

g. 1 square mile = acres

h. 1 acre = sq. chains

i. 1 centimeter = millimeters

1 meter = yards

3. Select the following true statements concerning map scales by placing an "X" next to
the true statements.

a. Map scale is the relationship between a distance on a map and the corres-
ponding distance on the ground.

b. A map scale expressed as 1:50,000 means that one unit of measurement
on the map represents 50,000 of the same units on the earth's surface.

The first number (map distance) is always 1. The second number (ground
distance) differs for each scale.

^..d. The larger the second number, the larger the scale of the map.



TEST

4. List the three ways maps scales are expressed.

a.

b.

c.

CD- 127

5. Match the ranges of map scales on the right with the appropriate map scale classifica-
tions.

a. Small scale maps 1. 1 in = 1000 ft

b Medium scale maps 2. 1 in = 100 ft

c. Large scale maps 3. 1 in = 100 to 1000 ft

6. List three factors affecting the selection of a map scale.

a.

b.

C.

7. Match types of maps with their common scales.

a. Normal:v range from 1" = 20 ft. to 1" = 400
ft.

b. Usually greater than 6 inches to one mile
which is necessary to obtain required accu-
racy

c. Vary from a few miles to an inch to several
hundred miles to the inch

d. Depenaing upon degree of development in
the region, can vary from smaller scales
such as 1:125,000 to larger scales such as
1:24,000

1. Cadastral maps

2. Engineering maps

3. Geographic maps

4. Topographic maps
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TEST

8. Select characteristics of a quadrangle scale by placing an "X" in the appropriate
blanks.

a Set by the Department of Commerce

b Set by the Bureau of Land Management

Set by the United States Geologic Survey

d Measures a standard four-sided area

e. Measures irregular areas

f Bounded by lines of longitude and latitude

g Most U.S. topographic maps cover 15 minutes latitude and longltudi; and
are drawn at 1:62,500 quadrangle scale

9. Match quadrangle scales commonly used on U.3.G.S. topographic maps listed on the
right with their one inch equivalents.

1 Inch equals Scales

a Exactly 1/2 mile 1. 1:20,000

b Exactly 2,000 feet 2. 124,000

3. 1:30,000c. Exactly 1 mile

4. 1:31,680d. Exactly 2.500 feet

5. 1:62,500
e. Approximately 1 mile

6. 1:63,360
f Approximately 16 miles

7. 1:125,000
g Approximately 1.667 feet

B. 1:250,000
h Approximately 4 miles

9. 1:1,000,000
I. Approximately 2 miles

10. Select true statements concerning characteristics of graphic scales by placing an "X"
in the appropriate blanks.

a. Are like small rulers that measure distances on a map

b Consist of a bar drawn at the same scale as the map

c. Begin at 50'
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TEST

d. Are used any time that a reap may leeGt1 Sthjeci to reduction, enlarge-
ment, or reproduction for tree it; repur

e Are most often used on engineering !Traps

f Are usually located irr the margins irr item the tier th arrow or legend of the
map

11. Select true statements concernieg eubtihed map aertiratei standards by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blanke.

a. On maps with scales large, than 1:20.000. not more than 25 percent of the
points tested shall be in error by more than inch

b On maps with scales larger than 1.20.000, not more than 10 percent of the
points tested shall be in error by more Man inch

On maps with scales of 1:20,000 or ernallee the error factor is Yee inch

d. On maps with scales or 1:20.000 or smaller, the error factor is 1/30 inch

_e. These limits of accuracy apply in all Qiises to positions of well-defined
points that are easily visible or recoverable on the ground such as monu-
ments, intersections of roads. (.11 railroads

On contour maps tali publication scales}, not more than 1 percent of the
elevations tested ehall be in error more than one-half the contours interval

g On contour maps erli Hiblicatioe ecalefe, not more than 5 percent of the
elevations tested shall be in ()trot mine Irvin one -half the contours interval

h. On contour maps (alt peblication ecaiese not more than 10 percent of the
elevations tested shall be irr error more than one-half the contours interval

12. Match types of scales used in civil drafting or, the ric.tei with the correct descriptions.

a Used primarily for drawings of buildings, 1. Civil engineer's scale
piping systems, and other large structures
which must be drawn to a reduced ecale to 2, Metric scale
fit on a standard sheet size. Only occasion
ally used for civil work Has uric full siee 3. Architect's scale
scale and ten reduced-s ye scales.

b. Used for civil engineering work Ciredireid
in units of one inch deeded gee, 10, 20. 30,
40. 50, and CO parts.

c. Used primarily when the !reef reeiceed
tem of Units (SI) metric r nettiod of Tr reaeure
rnent is in use. Graduated irr reillimetere and
uses scale ration of 1:1, 1:2. 1:5. and eee
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TEST

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask yourinstructor when they should be completed.)

13. Convert a representative fraction to a graphic.. scale. (Assignment Sheet #1)

14. Read a vernier scale. (Assignment Sheet #2)

15. Measure with a civil engineer's scale. (Assignment Sheet #3)



MAP SCALES AND MEASUREMENT

1 a.

h.

C.

d.
e.
f.

UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

12 h. 11 a 2
1 i. 3 p 9
8 1- 7 q. 17
16 k. 15 r. 4
10 I. 18
13 m. 6
14 n. 5

2. a. 5280 feet. 80 chains
ft 2.54 centiil!eters
C. 5.5 yards
d. 10 chains
0. 4 rods, 100 links
f. 22 yards. 66 feet
g. 640 acres

10 sq. chains
t. 10 millimeters
j. 1.0936 yards (answer may be roundecP

a. 1.;.

4 a. By rnflo or repleS5?ntativo frac:1109
equivalence

C. Graphically

5. a. 1

3
C. 2

6. Any three of the following:
a. Size and character of the area to be thown
h. The form that the mu 2 is to he pre,entecl Sri

c. Purpose of the map
Cost of prc-)paration and length of service !some/rm a corr-,icief /ion)

0. Required precision

7. a. 2
h. 1

C. 3
d. 4

c.d.t
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9. a 4 f. 9
b. 2

C-1. I
c. 6 h. 8
d. 3 i, 7
C. 5

10. a,b,d.f

11. b.c.e.h

12. a 3
b. 1

C. 2

13.-15. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify symbols used in drafting,
state abbreviations for words commonly used in civil drafting, and Identify welding,structural
material, and pipq symbols. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the
assignment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student shmid be able to:

1. Match terms related to standard symbols and abbreviations with the correct defi-
nitions.

2. List common types of symbols used in civil drafting.

3. State abbreviations for words commonly used in civil drafting.

4. Select true statements concerning factors that determine when an abbreviation
should be used.

5. State two purposes of symboll; on maps.

8. Identify U.S.G.S. topographic map symbols.

7. Identify other conventional topographic symbols.

8. Identify boundary fence, and track fixture symbols.

9. Match civil symbols with the correct meanings.

10. Identify utility and service symbols.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Match hydrographic and navigation symbols with the correct meanings.

12. Match geological structure symbols with the correct meanings.

13. Complete a chart of oil and gas symbols and their meanings.

14. Draw examples of north arrow symbols.

15. Select true statements concerning general rules for drawing map symbols.

16. List methods used in drawing symbols.

17. ME tch color codes with corresponding map symbols.

18. Identify common material symbols used in structural and architectural drawings.

19. Complete ?. chart of standard symbols for pipe fittings.

20, Identify common welding symbols.

21. Set up a map legend. (Assignment Sheet #1)

22. Locate and identify symbols and features on a U.S.G.S. map. (Assignment Sheet
#2)



STANDARD SYMBOLS AND A BREVIATIONS
UNIT W

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtiiin additiondi inatt.1-4-its andtor invite re;-;ou,c(, )cot-de
te,,rco intormatTon provided in thit-, unit of ir.5truction.

to 1;uppien4ent:ieln.

This activity -ittotild tie (7orriplf2teci prior to the teach;lqi of unit)

MOke ri transpatenCy 11DM ttit° trafitipareri nI,ISICT Mt:link-11 with this unit.

C. providt? students VI: 91 objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit anti specific obleotiyes.

PRA, studt,nts with information and zy.,slynment !',hects

Difscusl niortriation aTIO i.3:7;;;ignrrio.nit sticett>.

NOTE. Ume the transtiarency le t.hance the r.Itc.)rrhatctri a;, nc!eiied

li integtkte the following activit vs throughout thy' tf,!aching tit thil, unit:

Rrter to MAVCC'S Pipe ()cottony, Unit Vt for moro in-depth informat n on pipt:
drafting ...yrribot:3,

Rcfr:,.,r to AVGG's 11,1;1 vi for fry kloptfl
W(iitiu symboiS

nlotritotion Cart

ch.t. Ioroqraphi(., niiip 101.::11 ;irk ti to ioc:-Ift' ;4n1t,)t LP,,4),./ on Mt.

In fuforo art thtm 1) )(71% havt flit` '.ttr,fer11 find th ;..thtlrf.vi,tiori;i !i'y'f ribo.ts fur
tcrins and definitions each kinit t;e ip;(,d ;17-, 0n ;hct.

kNifT Ciitii!OgS, took up the tomplatt., teal can wied Iraftinc.1 List
Vri1 d0r, trwriplate r umbf r. and scale

Da'ly. ilbt a symbol or ribbrevintion on the chalkbodro .tf?k1 or con-
tetA on determining the correct feature or !...tand for.

Fit,ter to ANSI standards V14.5 to 7`.,ViVVii with .,,4)fi(q1t5., the convt,,n-
lions for drafting.

Me1.1 M'CilVithialiV with :;tudi!rits Pv,Iltidte Moir protvey,-; through thin: unit
IfilitivoCin. and itidic;:itc to tnern for irnifrt IVO!' )/1-11

E viii tr

taf
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CONTENTS or: THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

D, Information sheet

C. Transparency Master 1 Partb of a Welding Symbol

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 -- Set Up a Map Legend

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Locate and Identify Symbols and Features on a U S.G.S
Map

L. Answers to as''qnrnent sheets

Test

G. -ors to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A Hoelscher, Randolph, Clifford Springer, and Jerry Dobrovolny. Graphics for Engineers
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc,. 1968.

Glossaries of BLM Surveying and Mapping Terms, 2nd ed. Bureau of Land Manage-
ment/U.S. Department of the Interior. 1980.

C. Definitions of Surveying and Associated Terms. American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978.

D. Nelson, John A. Drafting for Trades and Industry. Civil Albany. NY: Delmar Publishers,
1979.

E. Madsen, David arid Terence Shumaker. Civil Drafting Technology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, inc., 1983.

Bies, Johr .11(1 Robert Long. Mapping and Topographic Drafting. Cincinnati, 09: South-
Western Publishing Co,. 1983.

G. Ste0e, Robert. Modern Topographic Drawing. Houston, TX: Gulf Publishing Co.. 1980.

H. Brown, VValter. Drafting for Industry. South Holland. IL: Goodheart-Willcox, 1978.

Wirshing. Roy and James Wirshing, Civil Engineering Drafting. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co.. 1983.



SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Sources for standardized symbols

A. Federal Board of Survey and Maps

B. National Oceanic and Atmosohefic Admin+st!ation (fon7)erhy U.S Coast and Geodetic
Survey)

C. U,S. Geological Survey.

a U.S. Fotet Service

E. Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)

UD. 131
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

A. Boundary A line of demarcation between adjoining parcels of land

B. Cultural features -- Man-made features such as railroads, bridges, roads,
and public utilities

C. Geological The structure and composition of the earth's crust

D. Hydrographic features Features along the shore and the submerged
parts of bodies of water

E. Legend A description, explanation, table of symbols, and other informa-
tion which is printed on a map or chart for better understanding and inter-
pretation

(NOM: The legend includes only those symbols that need an explanation. If
a symbol is labeled on the map, it does not need to be included in the leg-
end.)

F. Map scale The relationship existing between a distance on a map and
the corresponding distance on the earth

G. Natural land features Features on a map such as lakes, streams, terrain,
and vegetation

H. Navigation Method of charting waters which affords a channel for useful
commerce or travel

Pianimetry Showing the details of a map in plan view (generally culture
and water features)

J. Symbol A diagram, design, letter, or abbreviation which by convention or
reference to a legend is understood to represent a specific characteristic or
object

Types of symbols commonly used in civil drafting

A. Map symbols

B. Drawing symbols (ANSI standards for types of lines)

C. Labels in the form of abbreviations

D. Pipe symbols

E. Weldment symbols (types of welds)

E Utility symbols

C. Material symbols

H. Oil and gas symbols
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INFORMATION SHEET

Abbreviations of commonly used words in civil drafting

(NOTE: These are used on maps and drawings as labels.)

A Bench mark; Barn
Between

BM

BET W
Abandoned Alit) Beveled BEV
Abbreviations ABBR Bituminous BIT
Above ABV Bituminous coaled corrugated metal
Abutment 413111 pipe culvert BCCMt'
Access ACC Bituminous coated and paved
Acre AC corrugated metal pipe culvert BCPCMP
Acre-toot ACFT Bituminous coaled pipe arch culvert f3CPA
Addition ADD Bituminous coated and paved pipe
Adjusting. adjacent 4W arch culvert BCPPA
Afternoon PM Slack/block BLK
klittegate AGG Board BD
Alternate, Anode ALT Board feet FBM
Aluminum Al Boll BLT
American Concrete institute ACt Bottom BOT
American institute of Steel Belittlers

Construction AISC Boulevard BLVD
American National Standards Boundary BNDY/BOY

Institute ANSI Bridge BR
Anchor Ali R brook Brook
Anchor boll AB Brew,' BRN
Angle Angle Building BLDG
Approach APPR Built -up
Approved APPD Ctulkhead OLKHD
Approximate APPROX Bureau of Public Roads BPR
Apro,, APR Bushel BO
Area A Butterfly valve RV
Area dram AD
Article ART C
Asbestos ASB
Asbestos cement arc Oily concrete AC Capacity CAP
Asphalt ASPH Capital CAP

Assembly ASM Cast iron t,I
Assistant ASST Cast iron ;nee CIP

Associate ASSOC Cast non soli pipe CISP
Association ASSN Catch basin CB
Automatic AUTO Ceiling CLG
AUXthacy. AUX Cement. Cemetery CEM
Avenue Avr Centerline CL
Adage AVG Center GTR
AvoirUupon, AVDP Centers CT RS

Azimuth AT Center to center C to C
Centimeter(s) CM

B Chain CH

Grange CHG
Background RKGD Channel Channel
Backsight BS l') Checked CKD
Back to back B to Church CH
Barbed wire BW Circular Clk
Bartel fiBt Clay Ct.
Baseline 81 or t_ Clear. clearance CLR
Basement 13SMI Cleanaut CO
Bearing PRG Coated CTO
Rearing value BV Coefficient COIF
Begin BEG Column COL
Beginning at pfaitti BOP Computations COMP
Bell and spigot & 5 Concrete CONC
Below BIW Concrete cylinder pipe CCP
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INFORMATION SHEET

Concrete masonry units
Concrete pine
Connection

Construction
Construction joint

CMU
CP

CX. CONN
CONST

FleV3I01 {'.few
mergenoy

Enclosure
End of protect
End to end

E LEV

EMERC

ENC1

FOP

F to F
Continoateni CON1 End vertic.ii curve EVC
Continuous COW Engineer ENGR
Continued CONTD Engineering ENGG
Contract CONT Equal ED
Contract lime One CCt Equally spaced EOL SP
Contractor CONTR Equation ED
Contraction CONTR Equipment EOPT
Control CONT Eatilvalent EOM
Control of Pr:esS CofA Estimate EST
Coot l; irate MORD Excavation EXC
Corner CDR Existing EXST
Corrugated q(),} CORR I EXP
Corrugated metal CM Expansion joint EXP JT
Corrugated metal pipe CMP Extension. Exterior. External EXT
Corrugated metal pioe arch culvert CMPA External distance
County
County road Co

CO
Ril

Extra Extra

Creel,
Cross road

CR

X RD

F

Cross sectron SEt,f Face of concrete FOC

Cubic CU Face to face 1 to f
Cubic tool CF Federal FED

Cubic feet per minute CF M Federal Aid FA

Cubic teet per second CFS Federal Aid Interstate FAt

Cubic yard C'r Federal Aid Primary. federal Aid
Clever? Clily Project f AP

Curb and gutter C&G Federal Aid Secondary FAS

Curve to spiral CS Feet FT

Cylinder CY! Feet board measure RIM
Feel per minute FPM

D Feel per second FPS
Ferry FY

Degree PEG hgure FIG
Degree of curvature Finish grade FD
Della Delta Fire hydrant F H
Demelish. demolition DEM Flange. flanged FIG
Department DEPT Flexible Et EX
Depressed DEP Floor. floor line. flow Ft
Designed DSGN Floor cleatiout FCO
Diagonal WAG Floor drain VI)
Diameter D or DIAM How line FEE
Dimension DIM Flush hole EH
Directional DIR Foot FT
Distance MST Fooling FIG
Down ON Ford FD
Drawn P or DR F-orerwron AM
Drawing DING Foresight FS
Drawings DWGS F Dun dation FDN
Drop inlet DI Frontage road FNIG RD

Full size FS
Future F UT

Each EA
Each face F r

Each way
East

EW

is

Gage
Gallon

GA

GAL
Fit ow Et Gallons per mutate bPM
Electriclae ELEC Gallorrs per second GP'S
ciectronic distance meter Galvanized iron GI
Elevation totem sea leveli Ft Gate valve GTV
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tit rol,i;
tlre..11,te

'raver

:.;reek?

grit? 1,0',.!,
l'aft1ilitt;

ill NI
r;11N

GVI
URN

GN

Oil' (iN it

M

Max,rnam
Muir Std Itfv0
Median
MV"`11r,l'A'

Mciimo;

MAX
rtiSi
M L ;;

MAAS

MFR
H Ma,

Miles pttt /log
MI)

MPN
I tanoi:vi ;JR

Milan letel ts ) MMt !Not riPti Mrnrrntim. k.Irtlift. MIN
Height

Ileighl of ilis:r.: t ...,,
Hexagon AI

ittil
en

I q:'ig.

%seen:me-Ai;

N

MISC.

High wale! IlW
tirptiw.iv r1V5 Natio:Is! NAT;
Her rialir:1 rfLIAV Naticintir (11-7e6,etrL ',.:t]',.r.'t NCS
i roi!zepeoe! HP Neg.-11n N1.6
Huse hit.,
flour

lqi
HR

NominA
North

NOM
N

Hnow FISE 4-.rr ti Northeast N17
Huh wow HE) Northwect NW

Nut applicalx(; NA
I Not to txalrt NTS

r,i,:1,

nii,!uirwq
IN

iNCI

Nuf,e3,_>,

Nurntler
NO

NOS

incorpolaw.

rritlwrnitiorl
INC

llif
0

intiuent IV t OINA:re OfiS
Inside tiip.Neler ;ft On Celitpr Of:
ir:f.iere face IF Opening OPNG
lnstaltation INS.; I °pose OPP
Interlock ILK Orange RN
Intermediate INTHVINIM Original ORIC
Interstate highway Ili Ounce Oni
'it",f1 woo. Jur) ern rP Cubicle orarneter OD
Invert INV Outsze tare OF
invert vit,v3ist)n If Outsine 10 outsc11.0 (1 to U

Over,tII OA
.1

P
Joint ,it
..ionctutii ACT ',1.:1,ii Pitge I:.

..l..inLtrpn bf:-. .Ifi Pages PP

Paragraph. Parallel PAH
L Parkino PK

Piling P16
I ;II4 e Laity Piping PP
1 aleral ( All Plan and petite sheet P&P SHUT
i atirt4lo 1AT Pave41)(ing) PV
i tilt IA Pavement PVMT.PAVT1 tarp 1t;11-t Plane Pl
Length of curve
length of tiosili-11'

L

1

Prate. property line
Point

Pt,

PT
Light IT PO4*.t of beginrung POEiI ytrting I TC 'mint 01 COMPOUld curvature KC
T imestone I MS Point of curvature PC
t Inear IN Point 01 intersexiton PI
I inear foot 1IN rl Point of reverse curet' MC
I angitecte. I Orrgrtudin,6 1 ONG Pour of tangency PI
I ow point I P1 Prunt nn rto-ve POC
t ow water LW Point on tangent POTMantnte Mil Polyvinyl chloride PVC
Mater hit Mut. PorViirld cement concrete PCC
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Pound I A Specificatioms) SPEC
Pounds per square inch gauge PSIG Spillway SPINY
Power PWR Spiral to curve SC
Power pole PP Spiral to tangent ST
Precast PRCST Square SQ
Pressure PRES Square tool SQ i
Pressure reducing valve PRv Square inch SQ IN
Primary PRi Square mile SQ MILE
Principal meridian PAIN MER Square yard SO YD
Project PROJ Standard STD

State State
o Stale Aid Project SAP

State highway SH
Quadrangle QUAD Slate work order SWD
Quart QT Station STA

Steel STL
R

Storm sewer SS

Radius
Railroad

R or RAO
RR

Straight, Stream
Street

STR

ST

Railway

Rain drain. root drain
RY

RD

Structure, Structural
Submerged

SIR
SUING

Range R
Substructure
Superstructure

SUBSTR

Received

Reduction
RECO

REDUC
Support

SUPERSTR

SUP

Reference

Reference point
REF

RP

Survey
S

SURV

SYM

Reflector REF!.
SymmetricalSystem SYS

Regular REG T
Reinforced REINF
Reinforced concrete RC Tangent TAN/T
Reinforced concrete pipe RCP Telegraph TELC
Reinforcement, reinforcing REINE Telephone TELP
Remove RM.tREM Telephone pole TP
Replace REPt Temperature, temporary TEMPRequired READ Temporary benchmark TAM
Reverse RVS Terminal TERM
Revision REV Terra cotta T C
Right RT Thick THK
Right lane RT LN Thickness THKNS
Right-ot-way WIN, ROW Thousand M
River R Tolerance TOL
Road RD Tongue and groove T&t
Roadway ROY Pip and bottom T&B
Round RD Top face I F
Route RTE Top of TO

Top of concrete TCS
bp of sleet TST

Sanitary sewer SAN S
Top of wall TW

Schedule SCH, SCHED
Topography TP

SecondSecond
Seco,ittary

SEC

SECO

Township
Transom

TW
T 13

SeSerif SECT
Transverse TRANSV

Section line St or True north TN

Separate SEP
Turning point TP

Service SERV
Typical TYP

Sheet SH
Shortadhingt SHO
Signal SIG
South S

Southeast SF
Southwest SW
Special SPL
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U

Undercut tic

w

Water surface. waterstop. welded
Underground OC steel WS
Upstream tJPSIR Water lank, Weigel WT
U S Geological Survey USGS West W
U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey USC & GS White WHT

With WIV Without W/0
Working :adint WPVariable VAR

Vertical VERT y
Vertical cuive VC
Vertical grain VG Yard YO
Volume VOL Year YR

Yellow YEL

IV. Factors that determine the usage of an abbreviation

A. Use an abbreviation when necessary to save time and space.

B. Use an abbreviation only when the meaning is unquestionably clear to the
intended reader.

C. Be sure to use a standard abbreviation, not your own shortened version.

(NOTE: When in doubt, spell it out.)

V Purposes of symbols on maps

A. To represent the location and identity of land features that are generally too
large to be shown in detail on the map

B. To help keep information on a map to a minimum and thereby avoid clutter-
ing

(NOTE: The purpose of the map dictates the types of symbols used.)

VI. U.S.G.S. topographic map symbols

(NOTE: Variations will be found on older maps.)

Primary highway hard surface

Secondary highway hard surface

Light-duty road, hard or improved
surface

Uliittrilroft! i oatl

Road under construction, alinement
known

Proposed road

Dual highway, dividing strip 25 feet
or less

011IM

111111111012111111111111.1M
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Dual highway, dividing strip exceeding Wells other than water (labeled
25 feet as to type)

Trail Tanks. oil, water. etc (labeled
only if water)

Railroad' single track and multiple

track located or landmark object. windmill

Railroads in juxtaposition Open pit mine. or quarry. prospect

Narrow gage: single track ,Ind multiple

track

Railroad in street and carline

Bridge: road .ind railroad

Drawbridge: road and railroad

Footbridge

Tunnel: road and railroad

Overpass and underpass

Small masonry or concrete dam

Dam with lock

Dam with road

Canal with lock

Buildings (dwelling. place of

employment. etc.)

School, church, and cerneter!

Buildings (barn. warehouse. etc.)

Power transmission line with located
metal tower

Telephone line. pipeline, etc

(labeled as to type)

g

Shaft and tunnel entrance

Horizontal and vertical control station.

Tablet, spirit level elevation

Other recoverable mark, spirit level
elevation

Horizontal control statioir. tablet.

vertical angle elevation

Any recoverable mark, vertical angle
or checked elevation

Vertical control station: tablet. spirit
level elevation

Other recoverable mark. snit level
elevation

Spot elevation

Boundaries. National

State

County, parish, municipal

Civil township. precinct. tnwn. barrio

incorporaled city, village. town.
hamlet

CD- 145
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Reservation, National or State

Small park, cemetery, airport. etc.

Land grant

Township or range line, United States
land survey

Township or range line, approximate
location

Section tine. United States land survey

Section line, approximate location

Township line, not United States land
survey

Section line, not United States land
survey

Found corner: section and closing

Boundary monument: land grant and
other

Fence or field line

index contour

Intermediate contour

Supplementary contour

Depression contours

Fill

Cut

Levee

Levee with road

INFORMATION SHEET

MM. 11. Wm", /V.. WI. a.

,2 n:taf Wi.44

Mine dump

Wash

Tailings

Tailings pond

Shifting sand or dunes

Intricate surface

Sand area

Gravel beach

Perennial streams

Intermittent streams

Elevated aqueduct

Aqueduct tunnel

Water well and spring

Glacier

Small rapts

Small falls

Large rapids

Large falls

Intermittent lake

Dry lake bea

0



f oresticire !hit

Roo, ur co(al reel

Souoctinq ricuth curve

f'il;rtu t" cttiprii:i

fir.pused tiff rec P.

Surr;,en wick

INFORMATION SHEET

frock, hdre 01- awaSII
ci,Inaeraus tal ",..:,,114,:tiOr

Marsh {so,,,,mp,

StAInVigerl

Wt vied r 11;3 r 1:1

Wir)9rovt:

VII. Other conventional topographic symbols

Dly lint!

ence tine,
HIII1v4

Right-or-wx,:

Barn

Shia, Irritr
Scrwl , ,

Miirsh *

fledge

.*

C:17.7

trees C) c".,.

Proposed fence Ailmtrid

1c4le flt wood0

Iriret IdrarrialA. mop,

Manrinip 1,C)

Shruhtvr
go

a>
P f 440

High water elev,itror) H EL

Bodges over 20£ Span

DI! eL11(111 (11 IVAN
Curb and gutter Jpropnrre.01 dash e*:1:A

rnij curl) anu gutter
Brock and lot lined

Curb !proposed) ilaSh frx;Shrig Curb

Gate

Church (;v euk., iin0

CD- 147

Bik. Line

Lot Line or it.
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Terraces (licks pointing down
grade)

Timber. orchard. brush nr nur.
!wry "v-lestr-vy

(Lobel which)

R/W tin- and mafter in place

II lirw and marker new

Point intesectien tPll

Pilfit,lpai 01015 along survey

ficiri7ontat cottiot

VIII. Boundary, fence, and track fixture symbols

A. Details of railways, boundary and survey lines

Steam 1110mMaluiraml

Electric Z-1. 17-1717.11

Street Rwy 10[1 INK71111_7111

Narrow gauge -"- "-"r-

Present track to remain

Present track to be removed

Proposed tr k tRedl

Proposed future track (Red)

B. Fences

Board fence or fence in
general

Stone fence

Picket fence

Rail fence

r,"ratT, 'IP

Foreign Track ( Show rd
initiMS) tC1101 ether th,1t

red or Mick)

CenterreiCnligne

Company R of W (property
line)

Fence on street

Fence on ftwy property line

Barbed wry fence

Smooth wire fence

Hedge fence

Worm lent.e

A

l t- ',311-2.111Z-L4

wry me OM poreprip..11. 010,10.1

X__ . AL.

-rm. 211
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C. Details of track fixtures and accessories

Turnout and swrich ctind

Spring switch

Detail iblockl

Double car rclarder

Elenric light

food hhlinq SOrvv:

Derail tSwitch pt.) Fla!! reA

Bumping post Gantry crane

Frtetton car stop Mail Grant?

Double slip sw

Single slip sw

Crossing

Bumping post

Single car retarder

Double car retarder

Single car retarder

IX. CIA symbols

Bnoni crane

Track pan

Gas container

Track scale

Stock scale

ai lutniCalos

I

CD- 149

A. On plan sheets

Bridge general symbol,
Ip.+arosroll-4

Suspension bridge

RR

Arch bridge

Bridge general symriol.

hwy

Drawbndg R R

T
Pontoon bridge

f erry

Ferry
Drawbridge hwy

Fon; toad
Foully icige

ford trail

Truss bridge (W. wand: S

steel. G. girder) Dam

-1=
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Iticol-407w lovui.lpt; T 'T' T T

111

A;r11.011
AIFIPOri 1

MOSL.;ve

I 11 :uue

Etj in

B. On cross section sheets

(3rouni.s

CoTIsl rt$s sec1ten

Subrut

Culvo1 11-11)

New cutvt,f t

Cmler uit

Fliptil ü waV

f thralls e

Wafer

k

-t

4.1.0

011111

citt4.:!"

wooks..C11100.00.0044.1.

1. 3

4

IA
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Existing pipes or culverts

Proposed pipes or culverts

INFORMATION SHEET

V

0

X Utility and service symbols

Structure number stationing

STRUCTURE
NUMBER

(NOTE: Give number of wires, owner's name, and address.)

Overhead power (cross bar
perpendicular to it)

Overhead tetephooe (cross
bar parallel to Li)

New 90D box

re.) fa
2;

Ir+E
STATIONING

Joint ownership poles -+ ± ri
Rawer or telephone over- Exist. 900 box 11 U. I

head (when line crosses -4---- 'a+
14,q ft_Rj.j1_

Power underground P u G
Telephone underground T-U G

Power manhole 0 New 90° pipe L Li
Telephone manhole 0 R_R

Oil line

ri
Water line - Vi w n

Exist 900 pipe IL LI.44_
Gas line r i

IL Rt.ii
Water meter 0-fr W. M.

Gas meet 0- G. M.

Fite t- ,rdia C---- F. H. New skew box

Valve 3 9..LL11
Water well 0

ILRI.
Storm sower and manhole ----0-7-7- - ._.:-.77.- 0--

Sanitary sewer --u. S. S .4,-5 5 _.,....
(size and type)
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Exist. skew box

New skew pipe

Exist. skew p;pe

Exist. q_ ground line

Exist. ground line rt.

Exist. ground line it.

New profile grade line

INFORMATION SHEET

ft-

Ri.

_
Arch or fiat masonry culvert

Pipe in excess of 36"

Drain pipe

Catch basin

Sewer line

Manhole

Water tank wT

Water column

Water pipes

Refrigerant pipe

Gas pipe

Ctmdensate pipe

Steam pipe

Oil pipe

Compressed air pipe

Riser

0
COLD

...*1101.

R
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Xi. Hydrographic and navigation symbols

Surveyed shore line 4 fathom line

Unsurveyed shore line 5 fathom line

Kelp or eel grass ""<c. 6 fathom line

10 fathom line
Rock underwater -4-

20 %thorn lineRock awash

Breakers along shore 30 fathom line

40 fathom line

Fishing stakes
50 fathom line

LUASALLILLIR

Dverfalls and tide rips
100 fathom line

Limiting danger line 200 fathom line

Whirlpools and eddies fa e 300 fathom line

400 fathom line

Cable
500 fathom line

Non-tidal current 3 knots VN 3K n
Pr

1000 fathom line

2. n
Non-tidal current (special use)

5K 2000 fathom line

3000 fathom line

Tidal currents flood 2 knots 2K n
777777 Life saving station

Tidal currents ebb 1 knot

Tidal currents flood 2nd hour

Tidal currents ebb 3rd hour

No bottom at 100 fathoms

DEPTH CURVERS

1 fathom or 6 foot line

2 fathom or 12 foot line

3 fathom or 18 foot line

CD- 153

4414110 40 40 1

1K n
Coastguard life safety station + C G

/1/11 Pr-

Lighthouse

100 Lighthouse (smaller scale)

Light vessels t ft
Radio station R S 0

Radio compass station R C 0
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Raj) tow.'

RALIK) bv.,Icor

ate?

Ughteri

General or red buoy

No lighted beacon

Black buoy

Horizontal striped buoy

Horizontally sti wed iblack
& red) buoy

Vert Hy striped buoy

Checkered booy

Pt4rch & halt

PC!rti & Stluilte tuiç

WrIrStitng bony

Bell boo..

Lighted buoy

INFORMATION SHEET

RTC)

RBnO

M oing buoy

Anew; age.

Small vessel anchorage

Ponu

Salt pond

Intermittent pond

Salt marsh

Fresh marsh

lidat flat

:f ..t

k / ..?

AAT-1--.7
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li. aeotogical structure symbols

Duection

Attitude

Strike & dip of beet; (arrow
used In detailed rnaPs)

Strike & d p of overturned
bz-ds

Strike of vertical beds

flunzontal beds

Strike & clip ur cleavage
slate)

Strike el vortical cleavage
(slate)

Horizontal cleavage (slatel

Stoke & dip of schistosay or
tollation

Strike of vertical schistacity or
foliation

Horizontal t histosity

trig e & dip of pint plane

Strike of vertical joir f of me

Horizontal pint plane

A67

Direction of pitch of linear
parallelism, flow lines,
linear stretching. or align-
ment of minerals &
inclusions

Direction of horizontal linear
element

General strike & dip of
minutely

folded beds

Direction of pitch of minor
folds (nature of isoclinal fold
at its plunging end)

Axis of anticline

Axis of syncline

Pitch of axis of ,anticline or
syncline

Axis of overturned or recum-
bent anticline Ishowing

direction
of inclination ni axial plane

Axis or overturned or recum-
bent syncline (showing
direction of inclination
at axial planet

Known fault

Known laull (approximate
lucatiom

Doubtful or hypothetical fault

12

20

/
/

c,7%

CD- 155
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Concealed fault covered by later Window, feaster, or hole in over-
deposits (known or hypothetical) thrust plate; '1, overthrust side

Dip of fault plane

Vertical fault plane /i
Shear zone strike & dip I/

. : , .
Shear zone ,----Ja---...///

ti-upihrow, high-angle fault. LI- c.,,,,/
downthrow. high angre fault ./e)

6/4,,
Normal fault

Reverse fault

Direction of horizontal movement in
shear 'fault, tear fault, or flaw

Overthrust, low-angle fault; T, over-
thrust side

Klippe or outlier remnant of low
angle fault plate, T. overthrust side

XIII. Oil and gas symbols

location. rig or drilling welt

Location. rig or drilling well,
abandoned

Location, rig or drilling well,
number

Oil well

0

0

Overthrust: low-angle fault fault:
arrow is directional movement of
active block

Underthrust tow-angle faun: arrow
is directional movement of active
block

Vertical; high angle fault (arrow
shows directional movement)

Normal fault, high angle fault (arrow
shows directional movement)

Reverse fault high aniire fault
(arrow shows directional move-
ment)

Horizontal movement in shear or
tear fault (A-movement away from
observer, T-movement toward
)bserver)

Khop e

Win, low or foster

Oil wet 4. abandoned

Oil wett number

Oil well. volume

Small oil wt

, ----,, ----

,

I IA

I

3 A4
13
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Small oil well, abandoned

Small oil well, number

Small oil well, volume

Sall well

Dry hlle

Dry hole, abandoned

Dry hole. number

Dry hole with showing of oil

XIV. North arrow symbols

111111111111110..-..-o,

Dry hole with showing of oil,
abandoned

Dry hole with stuffing of oil.
number

Gas well

Gas well. abandoned

Gas well, number

Gas well, volume

7
Gas well with showir) of oil

Gas well with showing of oil.
abandoned

TRUE NORTH

NAG. ONORT14,_

t1INIMMIIM11,

CD- 157
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XV. General rules for drawing map symbols

A. Should be easy to read and understand

B. Should conform to the general design and purpose of the drawing

C. Should follow standard and acceptable formats

D. Should assume as much as possible the form of the actual object it repre-
sents

E Should never crowd a map

Example: Too many symbols for grass

F. Number of symbols included on a map is limited by the scale of the map.

G. Regardless of the scale of the map, symbols are drawn essentially the
same size. They must be large enough for reproduction at present and final
scale.

(NOTE: It is the judgment of the civil drafter and engineer to enlarge or
emphasize the symbol according to priority of information shown on the
map.)

H. Prominence of a symbol over another is achieved by variation in the line
weight of the symbol.

(NOTE: The purpose of the map v,. ill determine which symbol is made prom-
inent.)

1. Symbols repeated on a map need to be drawn identical to each other.

For all symbols that have a definite base such as grass and marsh, this
base should be drawn parallel to the bottom of the sheet. (Never parallel to
roadway and streams.)

K. Good rule to follow in proportioning a map would be to draw the important
symbols first and work toward the least important features.

XVI. Methods used In drawing symbols

A. Freehand, such as woods, streams, material symbols

B. Template for specific mapping symbol:,

C. Stick up sheets

D. Pressure-sensitive transfers

E. CAD Use of menu symbols to place rep..titive symbols

7
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XVII. Colors of map symbols

A. Black Cultural features, boundaries, lettering and not 3tions

B. Blue Water features such as seas, oceans, lakes, rivers, and canals; dark
blue may be used for drainage systems

C. Brown Contoure, sand, washes, and topographic relief

D. Green Vegetation such as trees, shrubs, orchards, and vineyards

E. Yellow Additional boundaries and distributional tones

F. Red Important roads, public land and land grants, subdivisions, and field
lines

G. Gray Shading and hatch marks

H. Purple Office revisions from aerial photographs

XVIII. Common material symbols used in structural and architectural drawings

MATERIAL PLAN ELEVATION SECTION

Earth None None
_,cAN-,.,,W'

n\v- -. , --- \
A,.,..\

s.''.. \N.:vs :-.;:e

Plain concrete [ same as
plan view

fr .1i, P. *
-4% se *

..i_

Concrete reinforced

with bars
Same as

plan view

,v ',
Ptarorri

Concrete reinforced

with mesh
Same as

plan view

A.

Cvocrete

block
'f, '"

Gravel

fit
Same as

section

None .......
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MATERIAL PLAN ELEVATION
I

SECTION

Fluor area:,
Teti Wail(

,
r) , . Wir

ert k Same as
plan view

Face
22Z22a72%.
Common

Imissislissmssa
miAmilminsimme.limionisionms
11 IIIIIIIIIIMI IMO
NM MUM MO MR

Face or common

Stogy
.3 rrHsam
= C=3 .. N4:151.' CI, oii:21

=It NI
Cut Rubble

ddb
Cut
ifarifigir,

Rubble Cut Rubble

S

_
Indicate by

nee
I.
k

Specify
.O. 11..

Sheet OW
Hashing

Indicate by
nee

I I'll

I

III
,,,

Sbow
Contour

Insulation Same as

section
Insulation

Loose
till or bail Board
0:±MtleSSNAM

Piaster Sal m as

section

-...

Plaster
_

Stud ,:i
.,i

Lath and plaster

frj.
Large Scale

Small Scale

Mr=
IIIIIII

numums..... ilillIPM

XIX. Standard symbols for pipe fittings

Bushing

Cap

! LANGED SCREWED BE I. 1_ & 51)4101 WEI DFD SOLDE.RIP

61.: 4
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Cross

Reducing

Straight size

Crossover

Elbows

45-degree

90-degree

Turned down

Turned up

Base

Double branch

Long radius

Reducing

Side outlet (outlet
down)

Side outlet (outlet
up)

Street

Joint

Connecting pipe

Expansion

f-tAtiGfn SCREWED 131iL & SPIO1 WIMP SOIDLRill

1

-11-

4.

-- f

4----f-+

-/-

(--)-----4-

(19--1'

..f':°

4
...(

---t_

-4-

rTh-s-

(

.

r.,

t
f"

6
--)"

/----,
i.
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INFORMATION SHEET

h.:0,,t.ir, SCRIVVE) filll 6 Srit,01 Wi 1.11 I) SC)Wk_fiLV

Lateral

.i

Orifice flange .11,t
Reducing flange }-

Plugs

Bull plug 11D
L---- 1

Pipe plug _____4(j
(1.:

Reducer

Concentric -1>i-- -r:.-+- -II:7: -->-. i'::'..s- '41-'---.44-

Eccentric iNi_._. N_._

Sleeve
-11' If- 4 H- i---- --74---4:.-

Tee

-.1.
s..L, * 11

Straight size 1

----i-- -4 ,_..._.-(2,-.. x..- .1 .....x. 4'4-- - 1 -474

Outlet up ii--4-,-!) 4 i.--4.)---f --:-,-,;)i---..- s 4 Ae)-;illi 4: <,:s\4.4.

Outlet down 41---k-)---4

Double sweep .--t:

1-if -HIL 4--.1
*

Reducing
ilh

I ;A-1-1J
Single sweep

"47;



INFORMATION SHEET

XX. Weld Inc symbols and their applications (Transparency 1)

A. Common welds and their symbols

1. Bead

2. Fillet

a Groove

a Square I I

b. V

c. Bevel V
d. U

e.

B. Applications of welding symbols

1. Fillet,
arrow-side

2. Square groove,
arrow-side

3. V groove,
other side

Ti

- °

CD- 163
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INFORMATION SHEET

4. Bevel groove,
both sides

5. U groove,
arrow-side

6. .1 groove,
other side

1



Finish Symbol

Contour Symbol
Root Opening; Depth of Filling
for Plug and Slot Welds
Size; Size or Strength
for Resistance Welds

Parts of a Welding Symbol

Reference Lim

Specification, Process,
or Other Reference
Toil (May be Omitted When
Ifiference is Not Used)

task Weld Symbol or
Detail Reference

Groe.Ate Angle or
_ angle of Countersink
for Plug Welds

Length of Weld
Pitch (Center to Center
Spacing) of Welds
Arrow Connecting Refe-
rence Line to Arrow
Side or Arrow-Side Member
of Joint

t

Field Weld Symbol

Weld AP Around Symbol
Number of Spot or
Projection Welds
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - SET UP A MAP LEGEND

Directions: Using the provided topographic map. find the symbol used to describe features
and set up a legend for this map. Ask your instructor for the size of paper and tools to use (pen-
cil or ink).

Suggested format: 8 1/2 x 11 film, ink. and Leroy lettering.
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 LOCATE AND IDENTIFY S MBOLS
AND FEATURES ON A U.S.G.S. MAP

Directions: Identify each symbol called for on this portion of U.S.G.S. I.5-minute quadrangle
map. Turn the page for

C.

D.

\ 4

-
N,, 4 olV4

rt \

=1,11
440"

: :",'.. .!
'.:12,1 VI It 40,.

T -, ,

I .14

4000- 4"?. ''''' ''''

;',11- $4 : h
fag

1.

-1

1'
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

S

e



STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

AS:iiitriment sheet

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

LEGEAlt?

coA/rotioe .4./A/6-

0EXPAZE55/01L1 COAITOClig

GR.41/6"-e.. Pt T

A441;e6Al (5W4A4P)

S_' / OGE

RAI t...1;20A

R:,Wefe 77e4A/544/5-504/ L- /Ai67

.630140/4.16-5

731,VA::

.2,r:nwnt

6, Clay ,

G. Spot eInvatkyil

r,. infiev conic,u1

Secondar road

Stre;'11

Railroad

K

Budding

Reservifflon bounday y

Power transinissi9n line

Unimprovcd road

Bench mark

Section

Section contour

Glav(1

SNP. Wm 11.
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a The strurture and composition of the earth's
crust

Method of charting waters which affords a
channel for useful commerce or travel

Man-made features such as railroads,
bridges, roads, and public .Atilities

A diagram, design, letter, or abbreviation
which by convention er reference to a leg-
end is understood to represent a specific
characteristic or object

0. A description, explanation, table of sym-
bols, and other information which is printed
on a map or chart for better understanding
and interpretation

Showing the details of a map 1. view

A line of demarcation betwee7, 'fling
parcels of land

Features on a map such as lakes, streams.
terrain, and vegetation

_____i. The relationship existing between a dis-
tance on a map and the corresponding dis-
tance on the earth

Features along the shore and the sub-
merged parts of bodies of water

2. List four common types of symbols used in civil drafting.

a.

b.

c.

d.

CD- 173

1. Boundary

2. Cultural features

3. Geological

4. Hydrographic fea-
tures

5, Legend

6. Map scale

7. Natural land features

8. Navigation

9. Planimetry

10. Symbol
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TEST

3 t.;t<ity, OR, oftl ;31..,13Fev'..ttions to the following words commonly used in civil drafting.

v. Gravel

ti w. Highway

x. Joint
ife,., y. Lateral

c. AVCI:,?71, z. Material
t. aa. Meridian
c; 111o1 bb. National

Eititititf cc. North

dd. Not to scale

ee. Original

ff. Pavement

gg. Plan and profile sheet
:f! !7, hh. Railroad

IL R Jence point
jj. Right-of-way

kk. River

IL Section line

mm Shored

nn. Steel

i oft Survey

pp. Topography

t t; tk,!+,,w;oc; 1!;It. -;!..,ittirnents concerning factors that determine when an abbrt
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

cin ahtnevlalion when necessary to save time and space.

abbroy)ation only when the meaning is unquestionably clear to the
ncioti rei7icier,

tif own shortened versions of abbreviations as desired.

:iymbois on maps.



TEST

6. Identify the following t/S.G.S. topographic map symbols.

a.

1011111.11410101

C.

e

g.

k.

ler041.0m..

m.

CD- 175

h. _
to IP os..

n

0. p.

I 13
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TEST

7. Identify the following other conventional topographic symbols.

I , 1,104 vti 4}1.,thrit,

a. b.

Cl ( c c.

C, d.

e. f.

8. Identify the following boundary, fence, and tr-ck fixture symbols.

a. b. c.

d. C.

9.

k -7 X wrrf.,12,..r.ar 1.,41`



TEST

9. Match the civil symboic on the rIght with tttea :t-t.,10W1gS.

a. Highway °ridge (gencl;;1

Footbridge

1. .f1 1

b.

d.

Steel truss bridge

Suspension bridge

2.

Q. Arch bridge
3.

Pontoon bridge

Darn

h. Telephone line

Highway drawbridge

4. )

i.

Pier 5.

T
6. A A

IJ &A V

7.

8. °"*".110.4.1110."1111.r".

9.

CD- 177
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TEST

10. Identity the following utility and service symbols.

a. b. c.

0- W. M.

LLjt
S ST

(size and type)
it. Rt_

d. e. f.

g-

m

0-- F. H.

Cot .

rH 0

k.

n. o.

C fl

P. q.



TEST

11. Match hydrographic and navigation symbols with the correct meanings.

a Non-tidal current

b, Tidal currents flood

Tidal currents ebb 3rd hour

Surveyed shore line

e Unsurveyed shore line

f Kelp or eel grass

g. Life saving station

h. Lighthouse

General or red buoy

J. Lighted buoy

k. Lighted beacon

i. Not lighted beacon

m. Whirlpools and eddies

n. Pond

o. 1 fathom or 6' line

p. 4 fathom line

10 fathom line

r. 40 fathom line

s. 100 fathom line

t. 400 fathom line

1. 0 0

2.

3.

4.

5. L

6.

1. r77jtr

8.

9.

10.

It
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TEST

112 ..4411.117

13.

14. p..

15.

16.

20.



TEST

12. Match the geological structure symbols on the right with the correct meanings.

a. Direction 1.

/1.
b Altitude

c. Horizontal beds

Horizontal cleavage

e. Horizontal Joint plane

Axis of anticline

g Axis of syncline

2.

3.

4.

h Known fault 5.

Shear zone

Normal fault 6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

x
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TEST

13. Complete the following chart of oil and gas symbols and their meanings.

Location, rig or drilling
well a.

Oil Well b.

Oil Well, abandoned c,

d...

Dry hole

Dry hole, abandoned g.

Dry hole with showing of
oil, number 8 h.

14. Draw three examples of north arrow symbols in the space below.

15. Select the following true statements concerning general rules for drawing map symbols
by placing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a, Should be difficult to read so only the engineer can understand

b Should conform to the general design and purpose of the drawing

c. Do not follow standard formats

d Should assume as much as possible the Corm of the actual object it repre-
sents

e. Shc .id be used (454cessively, even if they crowd the map

f. Number of symbols Included on a map is limited by the scale of the map.
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TEST

g On large scale maps, all symbols are drawn much largo.

h Prominence of a symbol over another is achieved by vorratron iri Int-3 shad-
ing and color usage

Symbols repeated on a map may be drawn differently for variety

The base of a symbol (such as for grass) should be drawn parallel to thtw
nearest roadway or strclm

k. Good rule to follow in proportioning a map would be to draw tot, in wo; i .mt
symbols first and work toward the least important features

16. List three methods used in drawing symbols.

a.

b.

C.

17. Match color codes on the right with corresponding map symbols.

a. Water features 1. led

b. Vegetation 2. Black

c Cultural features, boundaries, lettering and 3. Yellow
notations

4. Blue
d. Contours, sand, washes, and topographic

relief 5. Gray

e Shading and hatch marks 6. Brown

f. Office revisions from aerial photographs 7.. Purple

g Additional boundaries and distributional 8. Green
tones

h important roads, public land and land
grants, subdivisions, and field lines
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TEST

18. Identify thc; following common materiill symbols used in structural and architectural
drawings.

a.

d.

. R

b. c.

e. 1.

19. Complete the following chart of standard symbols for pipe fittingt3 by either drawing the
required symbols or by stating the type or symbol shown and its method of connection.

a. Bell & spigot cap

b. Flanged, straight
size cross

c.

. Screwed. double
branch elbow

g Screwed street
elbow

h Flanged. long radius
elbow

k. Welded concentric
reducer

I.

rn. Bell & spigot
straight s;ze tee

-1----r



TEST

20. identify the following common welding symbols.

a. b.

d

c.

CD- 185

e. 1.

(NOTE: If the following acilvities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

21. Set up a map legend. (Assignment Sheet #1)

22. Locate and identify symbols and features on a U.S.G.S. map. (Assignment Sheet #2)
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STANDARD SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

°I. a. 3 i. 9

b B g.

c. 2 h. 7

10 i. 6
e, 5 4

2. Am, four of the following:
a. Map symbols
b. Drawing symbols
c. Eribels in the form of abbreviations
d. Pipe symbols
e. Weldment symbols
f. Utility symbols
g. Material symbols
h. Oil and gas symbols

3. a. ACC v. GVL
b. ALT w. HWY
c. APPR x. JT
d. A y. ATL
e. AVG z. MTL
f. BL or tit a.a. MER
g. BM btu. NATL.

h. 13R cc N

CLG dd. NTS
j. CKD ee. ORIG
k CONC ff. PVMT
I. X RD gg. P & P Sheet
rrr C & G hh. RR
n. D1AG ii.

E jj, RAN or ROW
p. ELL kk.
q. E to E II. SL or
r. EQPT mm. SHO
s. EXP JT nn. STL
L EXT oo. SURV

FDN pp. TOPO

J.

a, b

a. To represent the location and identity of land features that are generally too large
to be shown in detail on a map

b. To help keep information on a map to a minimum and thereby avoid cluttering
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ANSWERS TO TEST

a. Primary highway, hard surface
b. Single track railroad
c. Depression contours
d. Cut
e. Small falls
f. Fill
g. Intermittent streams
h. Small rapids
i. Marsh (swamp)
j. Water tank
k. Church
I. Buildings
m. U.S. land survey section line
n. State boundary line
a County, parish, or municipal boundary line
p. Road overpass and underpass
q. Road bridge
r. Power transmission tine

7. a. Fence line
b. Levee
C. Trees
d. Curb and gutter (proposed)
e. School
f. Manhole

8. a. Track pan
b. Barbed wire fence
c. Stone fence
d. Single car retarder
e. Mail crane
1. Crossing

ail fence
h. Picket fence

2 f. 6
9 g. 1

4 h. 5
3 i. 7
8 i. 14

10. a. Overhead power
b. Overhead telephone
c. Water meter
d. Existing 90° pipe
e. New 90° box
f. Sanitary sewer
g. Gas line
h. Fire hydrant

1



ANSWERS TO TEST

Storm sewer ;3nd mant
Sewer line

k. Water pipes
I. Compressed air pipe
m. Condensate pipe
n. Oil pipe
o. Refrigerant pipe
p. Water column
(1. Catch basin

14 k 19
7 I. 12
8 71. I
15 n. 20
3 a. 2
6 p. 13

5 0. 11

17 r. 10
4 s. 9
18 t. 16

r) f. 6
8 CI- 1

2 11, 9
10 1. 3
4 1- 7

3. a. 0 ¢ -0-

b. 0 g.

C, h -0-
4.1

d. Small oil well i. Gas well
e. Small oil well. abandoned L Salt well

14. Evaluated to the satisfaction of tht: instructor.

15 ILd,f.k

16. a. Freehand. such as woods. streams. material symbols
Ii. Template or -.,.PeCiiiC mapping synibois
c. Stick up sheets
d. Pressure-sensitive transfers
a. CAD

4 0. r3
8 t. i
2 g. 3
6 h. 1

CD, ;89
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ANSWERS TO TEST

18. a Earth e. Finish wood
b. Plain concrete f. Brick (lace or COUIr110111
C. Rubble stone
d. Concrete reinforced with bars

19. a. h.

b. 4, Flanged lateral
:3

c. Screwed Graf. SOVQ r j. Bell & spigot expansion joint

d. Soldered 45° elbow k.

e. Welded 90° elbow I. Flanged eccentric reducer
4-- t

f. m.

9.

20. a. Square' groove
b. Bevel groove
c. Fillet
d. Bead
0. V groove
f. U groove

21.-22. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

.' ..4

n. Screwed, single sweep tee



INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the fundamentals of surveying,
identif; surveying equipment, reduce field notes, convert azimuth to bearing and bearing to
azimuth, plot traverses by different methods, and mathematically close a traverse. Competen-
cies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by scoring 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJEtTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student chould be able to

1. Match terms related to interpretation of surveyor's notations with the correct defi-
nitions.

2. Complete statements concerning survey methods to determine distances and
positions of points.

3. Identify types of horizontal and vertical angles.

4. Match principal surveying equipment with the correct uses.

5. Match types of surveys with descriptions of their uses.

8. Select true statements concerning stationing.

7. Complete statements concerning field notes,

8. Select true statements concerning the arrangement of field notes in the field book.

9. Match methods of recording field notes with the correct characteristics.

10. Identify examples of types of field notes.

c.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Complete statements concerning traverses.

12. Distinguish between a bearing and an azimuth.

13. State the formulas used to convert bearings to azimuths and azimuths to bear-
ings.

14. Select true statements concerning common methods for plotting traverses.

15. Plot lines and distances using several methods. (Assignment Sheet #1)

16. Convert azimuths to bearings and bearings to azimuths. (Assignment Sheet #2)

17. Layout a cloced traverse. (Assignme 1 Sheet #3)

18. Complete a mathematical closure of a traverse. (Assignment Sheet #4)

19. Reduce four types of field notes. (Assignment Sheet #5)

20. Draw a map using bearings, distances, and coordinates. (Assignment Sheet #6)
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obt;lin additional materials andior resource people to class to supplement;rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE. This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

G. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and speed objectives,

E. Provide stirients with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets

;NOTE: U31, the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Integrate fat's following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

Observe a surveying field crew performing a survey.

2 Invite a speaker to come in to discuss the legal importance of field notes.

Visit an engineering supply firm to look at surveying equipment and field note
books.

4. Show examples of the different types of drawings made in civil drafting as they
correspond to the different types of surveys. (See Objective V)

5. Do a small field survey to locate points of elevations and distances.

6, Use the field note examples in the Information Sheet. Objective X. for additional
assignments on field note reduction.

7. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this ..!nit of
instructii,n, and ind4At. ttr them jy)st;thie areas for improvement.

H. Give test.

Evaliiale test.

J. Reteach if necessary.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

Information sheet

Transparency masters

1. TM 1 ---- Measuring Horizontal Distances

2. TM 2 Finding an Elevation with a Level and a Rod

3. TM 3 Surveying Equipment

4_ TM 4 Surveying Equipment (Continued)

5. TM 5 Styles of Field Note Paper

6. TM 6 initializing a Field Book

7. TM 7 Types of Traverses

8. TM 8 Direction by Bearing or Azimuth

9. TM 9 Methods for Plotting Traverses

10. TM 10 Methods for Plotting Traverses (Continued)

11. TM 11 Methods for Plotting Traverses (Contin.iedi

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Piot Lines and Distances Using Several Methods

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Convert Azimuths to Bearings and Bearings to Azimuths

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Layout a Closed Traverse

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Complete a Mathematical Closure of a Traverse

5. Assignment Sheet #5 -- Reduce Four Types of Feld Notes

6_ Assignment Sheet #6 Draw a Map Lls)ng Bearings. Distances. and Coordinates

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F Test

Answers to test
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms and definitions

A. Azimuth The horizontal i-fliection reckoned clockwise from the meridian
plane.

B. Back bearing -- Bearing of a station to a preceding station.

C. Beaman arc A specially graduated arc attached to the vertical circle of
an alidade or transit to simplify computing elevation difference for inclined
stadia sights.

D. Bearing The direction of the line expressed by the acute angle with
respect to a reterence meridian which can be north or south.

E. Bench mark -- A ielativaly permanent material object, natural or artificial
bearing a marked point whose elevation above or below an adopted datum
is known.

F. Course --- The bearing of azimuth and length o' a line.

G. Datum Any numerical or geometric quantity or set of such quantities
which may serve as a reference or base for other quantities.

Elevation The vertical distance from a datum, generally wear' sea level,
to a point or object on the earth's surface.

1. Grid A series of measured parallel and perpendicular reference lines laid
out an equal distance apart to form equal squares.

J. Horizontal angle The difference in direction between two ntersecting
lines in a horizontal plane, two intersecting vertical planes, or two intersect-
ing lines of sight.

K. Horizontal length The straight line distance measured in a horizontal
plane.

L. Hub A substantially square stake, usually driven flush with the ground,
with a tack marking the survey point.

M. Latitude and departure The position of a point, line, traverse, triangula-
tion, or grid can be defined by coordinates which are northerly or southerly
(latitudes), measured from an arbitrarily chosen t ast-west (x) axis, and east-
erly and westerly (departures) measured from an arbitrarily chosen north-
south (y) axis.

N. Monument -- A physical structure, such as an iron post, marked stone, or
tree in place, which marks the location of a corner point established by a
cadastrat survey.
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INFORMATION SHEET

0. Station ,-. AiLitoiry points estaLlisited in 3 survey usually located 100 feet
apart.

(NGTE: An instrument setup point is ef:en reterro:d to as a station.)

Surveying The science of determining the dimensions and contours of
the earth's surface by measurements of distanees, directions, and eleva-
tions; computations of areas and volumes; and the preparation of neces-
sary maps.

Q. Traverse A number of points (called traverse stations) connected in
series between horizontal angles by horizontal lengths; may be open or
closed.

F. Traversing A surveying procedure used t a determine the direction and
length of a series at lines known as courses.

S. Triangulation A series of connecting tr iaegles in which a side of one and
the angle of all are measured and the remaining sides are computed by trig-
onometry.

T. Vertical angle The difference in direction between a horizontal plane and
an intersecting line, plane, or a line of sight to a point.

U. Vertical length A measurement of a difference in height or elevation.

IL Survey methods to determine distances and positions of points (Transparencies 1
and 2)

A. Determining distances Four dimensions are measured.

Herizonta !angths Measurements are made by direct or indirect
methods.

a. Direct method By wheels, human pacing, or tapes.

b. Indirect method Stadia equipped instruments, graduated
rods, electronic devices, or aerial photographs.

(NOTE: The type of measurement arid equipment used depends; upon
required accuracy, access to the line. and time and cost involved.)

2. Vertical lengths Figured by trigonometry, barometric pressures,
and differential leveling

3. Horizontal angles

a. Measured by transit or theodolite in the horizontal plane in
degrees of arc.

b. Usually measured in a clockwise direction.

4. Vertical angles Measured in the vertical plane in degrees of arc.
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Determining horizontal positions The her'zontal positions of points are
determined by the following'

1. Traversing

2. Triangulation

3. Grid

4. Azimuth and bearing

5. Latitude and departure

C. Determining vertical positions The vertical positions of points are deter-
mined from a series of level readings and references to datum, elevation,
and bench mark.

III. Types of horizontal and vertical angles

A. Horizontal angles

1. Interior angles
ure (Figure 1)

2. Exterior angles
figure (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Measured angles on the inside of an enclosing fig-

- Measured angles on the outside of an enclosing
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Deflection angles Measured angles right or left from an extension
of the back line through the forward line (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

N

ca

20°L.

p

4. Angles to the right (clockwise) or angles to the lett (counterclock-
wise) (Figure 3)

110°
70°

191°

70* 110°

400'
Angles to the right

70°

A

110°

4C0
Angles to the left

B. Vertical angles (Figure 4)

1. Plus t-t-) or minus (-) angles Measured up (plus) or down (minus)
from a horizontal line of projection

(NOTE: Plus angles are sometimes called angles of elevation and
minus angles may be called angles of depression.)

2. Zenith angle Measured down from a point directly above the
observer

4IP
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3. Nadir angle Measured up from a point directly below the observer

FIGURE 4

zenith Direction

Zenith Angle

+ Angle
Horizontal Direction

- Angle

Nadir Angie

Nadir Direction

IV. Principal surveying equipment and their uses (Transparencies 3 and 4)

A. Tapes Used to measure horizontal distances; several types are used.

1. Steel tapes 50 ft, 10 m

2. Metall;c or woven tapes - Invar, nylon, steel

3. Chain 100 ft, 200 ft, 300 ft, 30 m, 50 m, 100 m

B. Electronic distance meter (EDM) Emits a signal of electromagnetic
energy from a position to a receiver at another position. The signal Is
returned from the receiver to the instrument such that two times the dis-
tance between the two positions can be measured.

C. Levels Used to establish the elevation of different points on the ground;
severe I types used.

1. L impy level

2. Hand level

3. Self-leveling level

D. _eve! rod A straight rod or bar with a flat face graduated in linear units
with zero at the bottom, used in measuring the vertical distance between a
point on the around and the horizontal line of sight of a leveling instrument.
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E. Transit Used primarily for measuring horizontal and vertical angles, pro-
longing and setting points in line, measuring approximate distances by the
stadia principles, and for leveling operations.

F. Theodolite Accomplishes the same tasks as a transit through optical
means that are more accurate.

G. Planetable and alidade Used for obtaining detail and topography.

H. Field books Used for recording survey notes and layout and construction
data.

V. Types of surveys

A. Land or boundary survey

1. Locates propbrty corners and boundary lines.

2. is normally a closed traverse because the survey always returns to
the point of beginning (POB).

B. Topographic survey Locates elevations and features on the land. both
natural and artificial.

C. Geodetic survey

1. Is a survey covering large areas.

2. Is mapped by triangulation.

3. The control established by geodetic surveys is often used as refer-
ences for other surveys.

D. Photogrammetric survey

1. Most large area surveys are now made using aerial photographs.

2. Photographs taken at various altitudes are the field notes for this sur-
vey

3. Measurements are taken using a stereoplotter from the photos of
known distances on the ground (established by a land survey or open
traverse).

E. Route survey

1. Is an open traverse that is run when mapping linear features such as
highways, pipelines, or power lines.

2. Does not close on Itself.
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F. Construction survey

is performed at a construction site.

2. Establishes building lines. ekivations of excavations, fills. founda-
tions, and floors.

VI. Stationing

A. Survey distances are recorded by stations.

B. Distance between full stations is 100 feet.

C. A fractiona' part of a full station is called a plus station.

Example: A point on a line 309.20 beyond station 10 + 00 reads as:

,13

Number of Fractional part
full stations of a station

iNOTE: Special care must be taken by, the drafter to see what unit!:, ife.e: car

meters] are being used.)

D. Beginning point in an open traver,ir. is labeled station 0-r. 00. (Home 5

FIGURE 5

I 4 i

to., ,
0 I Etc, ,Q

C I -` 1
+ 1 + 1 +t

cst I re) s '1. ter t

(NOTE It is recommended to not start the stationing at station 0+00
because later additional information may be required behind the starting
point and working with negative stationing is cumbersome.)
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E. Station point set in the field by a survey crew typically has three stakes.
(Figure 6)

1. Flag stake --- A thin long post with a flag which may be color-coded
to mean center of road. edge of road, bottom of bank. etc.

2. Marking stake Indicates station number.

(NOTE: Information can also be given on the marking stake about cut
and fill. For example. C-10 means to cut down 10 feet. F-4 means to
fill four feet from top of hub.)

3. Hub -- Indicates line. distance, or elevation,

FIGURE 6

Marking Stake

F Oper traverses are usually numbered with stations from beginning point to
end.

(NOTE: On a closed traverse the actual distance between changes in direc-
tion of lines are recorded in feet instead of station numbers.)

G. Stationing can be assigned to a survey in three ways:

1. Continuation of an adjoining survey

2. A station from an existing roadway

3. Beginning station may be assigned a number and new stationing
established

(NOTE: It is recommended that all surveys be assigned new station-
ing. Old stationing should be tied to the new ali:Irment.)
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VII Field notes

A. Are the only permanent record of work done in the field.

B. Data in field notes is normally used by drafters to make drawings or compu-
tations.

C. Reinhardt system of upper and lower case slope 9.-Ii'vring is used as the let-
tering style to record notes. Ali upper case letter,- -.re reserved for empha-
sis.

D. Notes are lettered with a sharp. hard lead pencil such as 3-M or 411 so an
indentation is made in the paper.

E. Erasing observed data is not permitted; incorrect entries are crossed out
with a single line and the correct entry written in above.

(NOTE: Erasures can invalidate a field book.)

F. If an entire page is to be deleted, diagonal lines are drawn through the page
and "VOID" is lettered prominently with the reasons.

G. Field notes are recorded at the time of the survey by a member of the sue/ey
crew, usually the party chief.

H. Field notes consist of numerical data, explanatory statement), and
sketches.

Sketches in field notes are drawn proportionally and with a straight edge
using standard mapping symbols. North is at the top or left side.

J. The word "COPY" should be lettered diagonally across pages that are nor-
original notes.

K. Field notes snould be carefully stored as tt.ey often are the ultimate author-
ity on a survey.

Red ink is used for information added to the field notes later back in the
office.

M. Each day's work starts on a clean page.

NOTE: Field notes are a living document. They should always be referred to
for new surveys as they are considered the only legal stcrting point for a
new survey.)
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Viii. Arrangement of field notes in the field book

A. Field notes should be organized in a form appropriate to the type of survey.
Generally, star dard forms are used for each of the different types of sur-
veys. (TranspaPency 5)

B. Each book should be identified and indexed before recording notes. ;Trans-
parency 6)

1. The note book owner's name and address appear on the cover and
first inside page in permanent ink.

2. All field books are numbered for record purposes.

C. All data pertaining to one survey or project should be entered in the same
field book or series of field books.

D. Left and right hand pages are almost always used in pairs.

F. The upper left page or right page r.'ust include the following:

1. Project name, location, date, time (a.m. or p.m.), and starting and fin-
ishing times.

2. Weather Important fer applying corrections to tape lengths and
other purposes.

3. Names and initials of the survey party and their jobs described by
symbols.

a. instrument operator 7fc.

b. Rod person 0

c. Notekeeper (or recorder) N
d. Head tape person HT

4. Instrument type and number

(NOTE: The adjustment of the instrument may affect the accuracy of
the survey.)

F. Each field book must have a table of contents.

G. Pages are numbered in the upper right hand corner of each right-hand page.
A single page number is used for both the right and left-hand sides.

H. Notes are run down the page, except in route surveys where they are run up
th?. page to conform with sketches.
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t. Descriptions and drawings should line up with corresponding numerical
data.

Example: A bench mark dcacription 5h0L;k7: line, Utz .atith its elevation.

J. The left page of notes is generally ruled in six columns designed for tabula-
tion only. (Transparency 5)

K. Column headings on the ,c.lt page are placed between the first two horizon-
tal lines at the page top and follow from left to right in order of reading and
recording.

IX. Methais of Tea ding field notes

A. Bound books

1. Standard for many years

2. Have a sewn binding, hard cover, and 80 leaves

3. Ensure maximum testimony acceptability for property survey
records in courtrooms.

4. Bound duplicating books have a duplicate sheet that becomes a
copy and can be removed.

B. Loose-leaf bookc

Advantages

a. Have a fIct-working surface

b. Make it simpLir to file individual project notes

c. Allow ready transfer of partial sets of notes between field and
office.

d. Make it possible to use different rulings in the same book.

e. Save sheets

MOTE: None are wasted, aad you use only what you need.)

2. Disadvantages

a. Make it possible to lose individual sheets, which presents
legal implications because data can be added or deleted.

b. There is the potentio.: for cheaper quality paper.
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C. Electronic data recorders

1 Electronic theodolite, distance measuring units, and total station
systems provide visually displayed digital rem:Uric-1$.

2. Often field sketches and other handwritten information must still be
recorded by hand because data may be accidentally erased by a
magnetic field or faulty battery

D. Camera

1. A helpful notekeeping instrument.

2. Can produce visual photographic records of moriements and other
admissable field evidence.

(NOTE: Rubbings can also be made of the tops of survey monuments
to record their elevation data.)
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X. Examples of types of field notes

A. Bench level circuit (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7
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B. Profile and cross sections Figures 8 and 91

FIGURE 8
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FIGURE 9
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C. Deflection angle traverse (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10
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D Stadia traverse (Figure 11)

FIGURE 11
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E. Grid survey (Figure 12)

FIGURE 12
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F. Planetabh topography (Figure 13)

FIGURE 13
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G. Circular curves (Figure 14)

FIGURE 14
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XI. Traverses (Transparency 7)

A. Consist of a series of lines known as courses.

B. The points where the courses intersect are known as traverse stations.

C. The length of the courses are referred to as horizontal distances and given
as horizontal angles.

D. Horizontal directions are given in terms of azimuth or bearings.

E. Traverses come in two different types.

1. Open traverse

2. Closed traverse

a. Loop traverse Closes on itself

b. Connecting traverse Starts and ends at known locations

XII. Direction of a linelcourse by bearings or azimuths (Transparency 8)

A. Bearing direction

1. Is an acute horizontal angle which a line makes with the meridian of
reference.

2. is measured from the north or south end of a meridian.

3. To determine which side of the meridian the bearing goes, an east or
west is added.

Example: S 65°07'34" W
N 35°15' E

4. Is measured clockwise or counterclockwise.

5. Range from 0 to 90 degrees; can never be greater than 900.

6. Is expressed in degrees, minutes, and seconds.

7. Usually established from either a line in which the bearing is known
or an astronomical observation.

8. There are four types of bearings.

a. True bearing Measures from the true north-south meridian.

b. Magnetic bearing Measures from the magnetic north-south
meridian.
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c. Assumed bearing Measures from an arbitrary nortn-south
meridian.

d. Grid bearing Measures from a central north-south meridian.

B. Azimuth direction

1. Is the direction a line is deflected from either the north or south
meridian.

2. Is measured clockwise only.

3. Range from 0 to 360°.

4. Is measured in degrees, minutes, and seconds.

5. Requires only a numerical value.

6. The reference meridian is usually north.

{NOTE: South meridian is sometimes used for geodetic surveys that
cover large areas.)

T. The type or meridian system used defines the type of azimuth used.

8. There are four types of azimuths.

a. True azimuth Measures from the true meridian.

b. Magnetic azimuth Measures from the magnetic meridian.

c. Assumed azimuth Measures from an arbitrary meridian
line,

d. Grid azimuth Measures from a central meridian in a grid
system.

XIII. Cc nversion of azimuth to bearings and bearings to azimuths

A. Converting azimuth to a bearing angle

1. An azimuth from north (Az N) between 0° and 90° is in the northeast
quadrant. The bearing angle is the same as the azimuth.

N = Bi:arinct

2. An azimuth from north between 90° and 180° is in the southeast
quadrant. The bearing angle is calculated by subtracting the azimuth
from 180')

180° - Az N T Rearing
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An azimuth from north between 180° and 270° lies in the southwest
quadrant. The bearing angle is calculated by subtracting 180° from
the azimuth.

Az N 180° = Bearing

An azimuth from north between 270° and 360° is in the northwest
quadrant. The bearing angle is calculated by subtracting the azimuth
from 360°.

360° - Az N = Bearing

5. An azimuth from north at 0° or 360° has a bearing of due north; an
azimuth of 90° has a bearing of due east. An azimuth of 180° has a
bearing of due south, and an azimuth of 270° has a bearing of due
west.

B. Converting bearing to azimuth

1. The azimuth of a line In the northeast quadrant is the same as the
bearing ang)e.

Azimuth = Bearing

2. The azimuth of a line in the southeast quadrant is 180° minus the
bearing angle.

180° - Bearing = Azimuth

3. The azimuth of a line in the southwest quadrant is 180° plus the bear-
ing angle.

180° + Bearing = Azimuth

4. The azimuth of a lire in the northwest quadrant is 360° minus the
bearing angle.

360° Bearing = Azimuth

XIV. Methods for plotting traverses (Transparencies 9 11)

A. Interior angles Three sets of data must be known.

1. Location of starting Wet and its relationship to at least one other
traverse course.

2. The distances of the traverse courses.

3. The interior angle for each traverse station.
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B. Distance and bearing

1. Is the easiest metliod.

2. Plotting is based on the principle of locating traverse stations rela-
tive to their hearing to other stations.

3. Bearings are nresenteo in two formats.

a. Bearing

b. Back bearing

4. To plot a traverse by distance and bearing, the distance and bearing/
back bearing of each station must be known.

C. Azimuth

1. Azimuth traverses present a series of lines that are related to one
another by angle measurement only.

2. Two sets of data are reouirrxi.

a Direction and distance of two known stations from whicil all
azimuth readings are taken,

Azimuth readings for all traverse points from the two known
stations.

D. Deflection angles

1. Used to indicate the direction and order of each succeeding traverse
course.

2, Angular measurements are made in a clockwise direction toward the
forward direction.

3. Deflection angle is the angle between the back course and the for-
ward course.

4. Deflection angle indicates the direction change of each traverse
course relative to individual traverse stations.

5. This method is common in laying out route surveys and utility sys-
tem construction.

6. Advantages for using deflection angles include

a. Azimuths can easily be calculated,

b. Are used to calculate circular curves in trans.lortation sys-
tems.

c. Can be plotted easily.
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7. When IF,ying out a traverse by deflection anroe. ino first course is
usually located by bearing or azimuth.

Angie to the right

1 is a clockwise angle between the preceding tine and the next line of a
traverse.

2. It is assumed the survey proceeds from Point A to Point B, then to C
and on. The angle to the right is obtained by sighting back to B and
measuring the clockwise angle t a D.

F. Latitudes and departures

1. is a common method used in plotting closed traverses.

2. Latitude of a course is the distance that it extends h a north or south
direction,

3. Courses that run in a northerly direction have a plus (+) latitude and
those in a southerly direction have a minus () latitude.

4. Departure of a course is to distance that it extends in the east or
west direction.

5. Courses running easterly are ( + ) plus departures and (-) minus depar-
tiimr: westerly.

6. Calculations to find latitude and departure of a bearing:

Latitude = D cos B
Departure = D sin B
(D = Dist :noes of course)
(B = Bearing angle;

7. Calculaticns to find lati!ode and departure of an azimuth (north):

Latitude = cos A
Departure = D sin A
(0 = Distance of course)
(,A, = Azimuth .'4)
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tl:;inc; yno quadrant. ;a1+tudet.; and departures can be deter-
_

by obsorvinq yvhvr(.1 the bearing

9

N
A

`,.;inc? -

Cosine 4

bine Sine +
C,;:pt;ino Cosine

II

Example: A bearing S 45° E lies in Ouad. H.
The latitude would be i-) minus.
The departure would be (+) plus.

TravotA,:-.; can be plotted by latitudes and departures using a plotting
table. The plotting tabie COI1SibtS of basic surveying data plus lati-
ttl: and departures.

Ret,tangutai coordinates

Are the me +'_;t a.,r;Irratt-: way to plot traverse.s.

2. Advantages in using rectangular coordinates:

Error in plotting doo3n't effect the plotting of succeeding sta-
VCMS.

b. i.k.;curacy at a station location can be checked by measuring
(11.6tance to the preceding station.

Si.:e of final map can be determined by examining the coordi-
nates.

3. The coordinate!, cart. t.,ascfit t:ri air X and Y line that arc perpendicular
to each other.

4 The X and Y lino can t-), drawn arbitraiily or drawn to correspond to
114% meridian.

If Ulf! coordinates are drawn to a meridian, then latitudes and depar-
tuie-, nre used to plot each point.
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Steps to plot with an arbitiary grid:

a. Grid lines are drawn (X, Y lines perpendicular to each other)

b. The lines are spaced at a c3nstant interval

Examples: 10, 50, 100. of 500 feet

c. :4,...aeing of the intervals depends on the scale of the drawing.

d. Each tine is labeled with its designated value.

c. Each point (station) oil a traverse is plc!, ,d according to its
distance from the nearest grid line.

Accuracy of a station location can be checked by measuring
two distance to a preceding station.

North if:, considered positive. sooth is conz,lowed negative.

corrs-:ir. west is considered negative,
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Measuring Horizontal Distances

Distance Measured by Breaking Chain and Plumbing

12

8

1

7
6
5
4
3
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Direct Method Taping

Rod Rod Read

Top Stadia Cross Hair
111,1111111.

Transit
(or Theodolite)

Bottom Stadia Cross Hair
Line of Sight
(Center Cross Hair)

.207 Nlir ..113

Distance

Indirect (Stadia) Method

TM 1



Finding an Elevation With a Level and a Rod

Level Rod

Reading: 4.14
Add this to
B.M. Elevation

Readinr: ",_62
Subtrac'
from Hi.

Level Instrument

9

Reading: 5.44

Backsight

Reading: 4.89

Foresight
Backsight Foresight

Elevation
1000.00'
USGS BM
Beginning Point

= 1000.00' TP1 = 1004.14' H.I. = 1000.52'
+ 4.14 - 3.62 + 5.44
1004.14 1000.52 ' 1005.96'

TF = 1005.96'
4.89

1 001.07'
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LiLt

Surveying Equipment

(Babbitt Metal Bosses)

(Etched or Painted)

Tapes (Steel)

Philadelphia Rod Metric Rod
(Front) (Back)

Level Rods

.-..,_

-----""."-- "ii,

..,, .,

Transit

Theodolite

CD- 229
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Surveying Equipment
(Continued)

Hand Level

--413

Dumpy Level

Self-Leveling Level

Planetable and Alidade

EDM

Tripod

CD- 231

TM 4
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Styles of Field Note Paper

lIssuiratz .
its;
... n

''
atutiznitinizz;

::-......

rtx. . ...
---- ..-

--...-- -- --...
P On
s A

:
? ; 1

.

Engineer's Field Book
Left page: Blue horizontal lines; red
vertical lines. Right page: 10 x 10 blue
lines; red vertical center line. Inch lines
heavy.

la a T 77,.( .,,., ,,..
14, ,, ** ., *..,..,..,...,,.........ii--, )-tt-4t

14
t. 141 ti

Transit Field Book
Left page: Blue horizontal fines: red
vertical lines. Right page: 8 vertical
lines and 4 horizontal blue lines; red
vertical center line.

:: V; i :..t
a..;17,

it...it

64...

"1

-.:-:11:: ..--;;-ti: 1:171;r4

......17, rtr.:....1.1

Mining Transit Book
Left page: Blue horizontal lines; red
vertical lines. Right page: 8 x 8 blue
lines; red vertical center line,

0

immunnamma MEUSE
massammana mess.
UMIONVORMISORMIS
MOOMMOSOUROOROMIN
RORSOMMOSOMOSSION

IMO Mai

Field Book
Left page: Blue horizontal lines; red
vertical lines. Right page: 4 x 4 blue
line; red vertical center line.

Level Book
Both pages: Blue horizontal lines; red
vertical lines. 6 vertical columns.

:0 am., sr..=
4titrArtt:**Uititgi ACALlitifratnr+aq =.11":

Cross Section Book
Both pages: 10 x 10 blue lines; inch
tines slightly heavier.

ra
TM 5



Initializing a Field Book

CO
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+ pip

FIELD BOOK
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STA,
1004-00

Types of Traverses

210. 52'18 700/6-42"

0

142*,6 '20"

0 0

-
450 0 5

1 b L

0 0
* 0
0 4-

0 '0

9
s;)

-I.

COto CO

t\I (11

Open Traverse

P-1

Loop Traverse Connecting Traverse

Closed Traverses

CD- 237
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West

Direction by Bearing or Azimuth

West 90°

Direction by Bearing
North

0°

North

0°

South

Direction by Azimuth

90° East

Examples of Bearings:

N 27°36114" E
S 58°05' 02" W
DUE WEST

North

South

Azimuth South (Az&
Example: Azs = 246°07153"

South
Azimuth North (AzN)
Example: Az's' = 66°07'53°

CD- 239

East
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Methods for Plotting Traverses

STA ANGLE COURSE DIST

A 92°00' AB 690'

B 120°15' BC 700'

C 110°30' CD 750'

0 92°05' DE 880'

E 119°10' EA 750'

Interior Angles Method

.....,....

LINE BEARING DISTANCE

AB N 60° E 205'

BC S 88° E 175'

CD S 30° E 180'

DE N 45° E 170'

Distance and Bearing Method

CD. 241
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Methods for Plotting Traverses
(Continued)

Azimuth Method

0Q
CI

A

8

20°L

Deflection Angles Method

AV"

8

Angle to the Right

Angles-to-the-Right Method



Methods for Plotting Traverses
(Continued)

N

N

Latitudes and Departures Method

600 700 800
2400

900 1000 1100

STA X-COORD Y-COORD

A 700 2519

e 750 2672

C 800 2800

D 900 2800

E 900 2700

F 1034 2819

G 981 2519

Rectangular Coordinates Method

CD- 245
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 PLOT LINES AND DISTANCES
USING SEVERAL METHODS

Directions: Layout the following problems on vellum with pencil. Discuss the appropriate
scale to use with your instructor.

Problem 1: Plotting a traverse by deflection angles

NOTES FOR TRAVERSE 1
.

Station

29 + 18
23+ 98
17 + 26
12 + 62
5 + 25
0 +00

Deflection angle Bearing

End of line
102°42' L.
66°21' L
37°45' L.
34°30' L

S 50°00' E

Problem 2: Plotting a traverse by bearings

NOTES FOR TRAVERSE 2

Station

25 + 20
20 + 60
15 + 97
11 + 25
7 +45
3 + 95

+ 00

Bearing

End of line
S 45°00' E
S 70°45' E
N 80°30' E
S 81°20' E
N 83°30' E
N 604,0' E
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Problem 3: Plotting a traverse by latitudes and departures

NOTES FOR TRAVERSE 3

Course Bearing
Length
Chains

Latitude
Chains

Departure
Chains

5-6 S 30°45' VV 5.53 -4.75 -2.83
4-5 S 70°15' E 7.77 -2.63 +7.31
3-4 N 25°30' E 4.62 +4.17 +1.99
2-3 S 65°30' E 5.25 -218 +4.78
1-2 N 45°00' E 6.00 +4.24 +4.24
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYORS NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - CONVERT AZIMUTHS TO BEARINGS
AND BEARINGS TO AZIMUTHS

Directions: Convert the following bearings to azimuths north or south or azimuths to bearings
as directed. Plot all answers in the spaces provided using a scale of 1" = 50 ft and a length of
line as 100 ft. Label the line with the appropriate answers.

Problem 1: Convert bearings to azimuths north.

Problem Bearing

la S 79924' E

lb N 41°59' W

lc N 12°57' E

ld S 80°48' E

N

la

N N N
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Problem 2: Convert bearings to azimuths south.

Problem Bearing

2a S 16°56' E

2b S 01°59' W

2c N '79°11' W

2d S 43°08' E

2a "-lb
111

Problem 3: Convert azimuths to bearings. Label the tine with the true bearing.

Problem Azimuth (N)

3a 144°51'

3b 21P24'

3c 185°37'

3d 346°14'

3a

.



INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - LAYOUT A CLOSED TRAVERSE

Given: Field notes for a closed traverse. Distances were measured In the field and direction of
each line was measured by an azimuth from the north. The field notes are from a traverse that
has been adjusted to give mathematical closure and the resulting plotted traverse should
return to the point of beginning.

Directions:

1. Use a scale of 1" = 100' and "C" size vellum and pencil.

2. Plot this traverse by use of the distances and calculated bearings shown in column 2
and column 8 of the given field notes.

3. Begin traverse at point M at approximately 1 inch from the top of your sheet and 1/2 inch
from the left. The first line of the traverse begins at point "M" and extends to point 13
488.32 feet at a bearing of S 83°56' E.

4. After laying out the closed traverse, label all lengths by bearing and distance and label
each station. Use 1/16 open circle to locate each station.

Explanation for column headings In the field notes

Column I -Sta." Station at which the surveying Instrument Is set up. (Transit in this example.)

Column 2 "Obr This column gives the ooject to which the measurement was made.

Column 3 "Dist Fr' The distance between each point on the traverse.

Column 4 "Azimuth" The direction of each line measured by an azimuth from the north.

Column 5 "Meg. B" The compass bearing for each line recorded as a check on mistakes in recording or
reading the azimuths.

Column 6 "Cat. B" The calculated bearings for each H that was obtained from converting the azi
muftis to bearings.

CD -251
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - COMPLETE A MATHEMATICAL CLOSURE
OF A TRAVERSE

There wit be times when plaiting a new subdivision or other parcel of land that an error will be
indicated because of failure to close property and the drafter cannot find the error. In order to
check the drafting, the traverse can be checked mathematically on paper indicating whether
or not the bearings (or angles) and distances given are correct. This method can also be used
in the case of a figure with any number of sides where all the sides but one are known to find
the bearing and distance of the remaining side to close the figure.

Mathematical closure of a traverse is merely a system of converting each side of the figure
(figure can contain any number of sides but they must all be straight lines) into either north or
south bearings and east or Nest bearings.

Before proceeding with any traverse closure, the angles or bearings must be checked to see
that the figure closes as far as angles are concerned. These angles should ail be checked in
the field by the survey crew before they return to the office and the error balanced.

The procedure for checking a traverse is as follows:

1. Check interior angles. Sum of interior angle = (N 2) x 180°.

2. Assume one side as being true north bearing unless bearings are already given.

3. Using balanced Interior angles and side assumed as north, determine the bearing of the
other sides. Be sure to recheck the bearing of the first side from the last side deter-
mined to eliminate errors.

4. Assign numerals in consecutive order from the point of beginning chosen (PO.B.) for
each angle point in traverse.

5. Fill In all known data on computation sheet (side, bearing, distance).

6. Calculate the sine and cosine for each side from bearing indicated.

7, Multiply the length of each side by the sine and insert the result in either the east or
west Departure Column that matches the bearing.

8. Multiply the length of each side by the cosine and insert the result in either the north or
south Latitude Column that matches the bearing.

9. Add up the north latitudes and compare this with the sum of the south latitudes. If the
traverse is correct, the two will be equal.

)



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

10. Add up the east departures and compare this with the sum of the west departures. They
should also be equal.

11. Engineers and surveyors doing subdivision work generally use transits that read hori-
zontal angles to the nearest minute or nearest 30 seconds. This means that when they
balance their angles in the field, the resulting angles may be given to the nearest 15 or
30 seconds. The check of a closure is a simple process but care must be taken with dec-
imal points and to see that the latitudes and departures are entered in the correct
columns. Bearings are always given from north or south (unless due east or west) and
are always less than 90°.

Example:

Traverse Closure

120° 00'
80° 00' N - 2 (180) = 4 - 2 (180)
77° 34'30" = 2 (180)
82° 25'30"

359° 59'60" = 360° CHECK = 360°



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4
..._....a 1

COURSE DIST. BEARING SIN COS
um*

CD- 257

LA t DEA
N (+) S (-) E (+) W (-)

2

250.00 N30°00' E .500 00000 .866 02540 216.51 125.00

400.00 Due East

3

4

410.00 §10°00'W ,173 64818 .984 80775

1

400.00

403,77 71.20

490,92 j N67°34'30"W ..924 37967 .381 47375 187.2Z, 453.80

403.78 403.77 525.00 525.00

.er

..11

12. Total Error (TE) = it(Diff. in Lat.)? (Diff. in. Dep.)2

13. Relative Error = Total Error

( Total Dist(Precision)

(NOTE: The degree of accuracy required of a survey is determined by the purpose of the
survey.)
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Assignment Pi )131em:

1. Layout the following traverse.

Bearing Distance

N 48°20' E 529.60

N 87°43' E 592.0

S 7°59' E 563.6

S 82°12' W 753.4

N 4892' W 428.2

2. Using the completed traverse, calculate the mathematical closure of the traverse.

COURSE DIST BEARING SIN COS LATITUDE DEPARTURE
N 1+) S (-) W ( -)

AE3

13c

CD

D-E

EA

3. Calculate the total error and the relative error.

TE =

RE =
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 - REDUCE FOUR TYPES OF FIELD NOTES

Csiv1: Examples of the following field notes and mathematical reductions for each type: Dif-
ferential level notes. profile level notes. miscellaneous level shots at random, end cross s:T.
(ion notes.

Directions: Study the examples for procedure and take the assigned field notes and mathe-
matically reduce them.



TYPICAL FIELD NOTES: Differential level
FIELD NOTES AS GIVEN TO THE DRAFTER BY THE SURVEYOR ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5
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DRAFTER'S REDUCTION: Differential level
FIELD NOTES AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN MATHEMATIC:01Y REDUCED BY THE DRAFTER
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TYPICAL HELD NOTES: Profile level
HELD NOTES AS GIVEN TO THE DRAFTER DY THE SURVEYOR
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DRAFTER'S REDUCTIONS: Profile love!
FIELD NOTES AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN MATHEMATICALLY REDUCED BY THE DRAFTER
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TYPICAL FIELD NOTES: Miscellaneous level at random
FIELD NOTES AS GIVEN TO THE DRAFTER BY THE SURVEYOR
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DRAFTERS REDUCTIONS: Miscellaneous level at random
FIELD NOTES AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN MATHEMATICALLY REDUCED BY THE DRAFTER
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TYPICAL FIELD NOTES; Cross section
FIELD NOTES AS GIVEN TO THE DRAFTER BY THE SURVEYOR ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5
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DRAFTERS REDUCTIONS: Cross section
HELD NOTES AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN MATHEMATICALLY REDUCED BY THE DRAFTER
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Problem 1: Mathematically reduce the following field notes. Show your figures in red pencil.
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Problem 2: Mathematically reduce the fo.!,wing fielo notes. Show your figures in red pencil.
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Problem 3: Mathematically reduce the following field notes. Show your figures in red pencil.
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Problem 4: Mathematically reduce the following field notes. Show your figures in red pencil. ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6 - DRAW A MAP USING BEARINGS,
DISTANCES, AND COORDINATES

Problem 1: Bearings, distances, and coordinates

Of the six Missile Complexes in the Southwest area, now all abandoned, Complex 2A is
located near a north-south county road about 12 miles south of Prairie, Colorado on an old
bombing range. The Complex consists of three missile silos, associated equipment and pro-
pellent terminals, the power house and control center, and the two antenna terminals. The
missile silos, the entrance portal, and the antennae are visible on the ground surface. All other
facilities, including the interconnecting tunnels, are below ground. The missile silos are 155
feet deep.

Plot the missile complex property boundary from the following bearings and distances. It is
suggested the first course commence at a point on an 18" x 24" sheet of paper, 8 inches up
and 4 inches to the left of the lower right hand corner, with the long paper dimension arranged
vertically. The boundary is to be indicated by long lines broken at intervals by two dots, the
standard right-of-way symbol. Coordinates. on an arbitrary base are given for selected prop-
erty corners for checkii g purposes. Plot at a scale of one inch = 100 feet.

BOUNDARY:

POINT BEARING DISTANCE (ft) COORDINATE

A S 65°27'00" W 621.00 N19,943.63 E43.571.30
B N /34°53'00" W 442.00
C N 38°22'00" W 616.00
D N 26°25'01"W 926.00 N21,037.31 E41,771.88 Closing
E N 31°25'00" E 923.00
F East 451.00
G S 61°53'00" E 594.00 N21,545.07 E43,227.90 Closing
H S 04°23'00" E 1000.00
a N 85°37'00" E 220.00

K to A S 04°23'00" E 623.00 Closing line to Point A

INTERIOR FENCE

POINT BEARING DISTANCE tft) COORDINATE

AA-BB N 65°27'00" E 455.00 AA -- N 19,889.81
E 42,968.47

BB-CC N 4°23'00" W 295.00

CC-OD S 85°37'00" W 240.00

DD-EE N 4°23'00" W 1075.00

EE-FF N 61°53'00" E 445.00
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6

POINT BEARING DISTANCE OP

FE-GO West 2:'5 00

GG -HH S 31°25'00" W 705.00

HH -JJ S 24°09'25" E 744.27

JJ-KK S 55°95'13" E 165.00

COORDINATE

GO N 21,636.23
F 42.360.84

KK-LL
LL-AA S 84°53'00" E 300 00 Ctosing line to Point AA

COORDINATES OF SELECTED STRUCTURAL FEATURES:

Feature Northirig Fasting Approximate Diameter

Launcher No. 1
Center of missile siio 21.022.23 40 ft.
Center of equip. term. 21.069.43 42.346.03 40 ft.
Center of prop. term. 20,938.16 42,273.54 37.5 ft.

Launcher No. 2
Missile kilo 21.378,43 42,494.17 40 ft.
Equipment terminal 21.425.63 42,563.65 40 ft.
Propellant terminal 21.294.36 42,491.16 37.5 t.

Launcher No. 3
Missile silo 21.206.86 42,737.40 40 ft.
Equipment terminal 21,254.06 42,806.88 40 ft.
Propellant termlnal 21,122.79 42,734.39 37,511,

Antennae
Center of No. 1 20,168.07 42,809.17 28 ft.
Center of No. 2 20,163.26 42,862.95 28 ft.

Center Point of
Control center 20.680.69 42.562.03 105 ft.
Power houso 2(.1.7f.;f1,97 42.756.89 125 ft.
Portal 2r).0.1./.94 4;),(T6,43 35 ft.



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6

Problem 2! brine! geometry stationing

A system of tunnt..ls connects all the facilities shown on the plan assembled an Problem 1.
The tunnels are between 43 ft. and 57 it. below ground ;:3UffaCe.

The tunnel stationing commences as 0+00.00 midway on a line joining the centers of the two
antennae at coordinates N20,1S5.67 E42,830.06. Tunnel width between the antennae is 15 tt.
This width extends to station 0+ 50.00 on a line at right angles to the line joining the antennae
centers. At this station the width narrows to 10 ft. and the tunnel direction changes. Tunnel
-ieornetry twin this point northward is given below:
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Blast Lock No. 1 at Station 9+49 43

Bla St Loch No. 2 at Station 9+39 63

Tunnel Junction No. 5 at Station 11 +74.92

Tunnel Junction No. 4 at Station 12+ 58 93

Tunnel Junction No. 7 at Station 13 + 07.54

Tunnel Junction No 2 at Station 10+ 3.54, Launcher No.1

Tunnel Junction No, 1 at Station 11+87.54, Launcher No.1

Tunnel Junction No. 8 at Station t1 +78 54, Launcher No.3

Tunnel Junction No. 9 at Station 12+23,54, Launcher No.3

(NOTE Roads will be added to this map in Unit !X, "Transportation Mapping," Assignment
Sheet #2.)
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Problem 3 1Z-011110'S and rivpartk)res

Assignment Sheet #2

Prob li,rn 1: Bearings to az.m!Lithn
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Ast3igniTIPTIt Shcot #4

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS
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Answers Assignme.nt Sheet 05
Problem -I: Miscellaneous ,-;1 random
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Problem 2: Diffetential level
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Problem 3: Cross section
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Problem 4: Profile level
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTATIONS
UNIT IV

NAME_

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. The bearing or azimuth and length of a line

b. The difference in direction between two
intersecting lines in a horizontal plane, two
intersecting vertical planes, or two inter-
secting lines of sight

c. A surveying procedure used to determine
the direction and length of a series of lines
known as courses

d. Any numerical or geometric quantity or set
of such quantities which may serve as a ref-
erence or base for other quantities

. e A number of points (called traverse stations)
connected in series between horizontal
angles by horizontal lengths; may be open
or closed

J. The direction of the line expressed by the
acute angle with respect to a reference
meridian which can be a north or south

g. The horizontal direction reckoned clockwise
from the meridian plane

h. Arbitrary pals established in a survey usu-
ally located 100 feet apart

The vertical distance born a datum, gener-
ally mean sea level, to a point or object on
the earth's surface

j A relatively permanent material object, natu-
ral or artificial, bearing a marked point
whose elevation above or below an adopted
datum is known

k Bearing of a station to a preceding station

1. Azimuth

2. Back bearing

3. Beaman arc

4. Beating

5. Bench mark

6. Course

7. Datum

8. Elevation

9. Grid

10. Horizontal angle

11. Horizontal length

CD- 287
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I The difference in direction between a hori-
zontal plane and an intersecting line, plane,
or a line of sight to a point

m. The science of determining the dimensions
and contours of the eartht surface by mea-
surements of distances, directions, and ele-
vations; computation of areas and volumes;
and the preparation of necessary maps

n. A series of connecting triangles in which a
side of one and the angle of all are mea-
sured and the remaining sides are com-
puted by trigonometry

o. A substantial square stake, usually driven
flush with the ground, with a tack marking
the survey point

p.

q

r.

The straight line distance measured in a hor-
izontal plane

A measurement of a difference in height or
elevation

A series of measured parallel and perpen-
dicular reference lines laid out an equal dis-
tance apart to form equal squares

s. The position of a point, line, traverse, trian-
gulation, or grid can be defined by coordi-
nates which are northerly or southerly,
measured from an arbitrarily chosen east-
west (x) axis, and easterly and westerly mea-
sured from an arbitrarily chosen north-south
(y) axis

t. A physical structure, such as an iron post,
marked stone, or tree in piece, which marks
the location of a corner point established by
a cadastral survey

u. A specially graduated arc ttached to the
vertical circle of an alidade or transit to sim-
plify computing elevation difference for
inclined stadia sights

12. Hub

13. Latitude and depar-
ture

14. Monument

15. Station

16. Surveying

17. Traverse

18. Traversing

19. Triangulation

20. Vertical angle

21. Vertical length
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2 Complete the following statements concernog survey methods to determine distance
and positions of points by selecting the correct answers and placing them ir the appro-
priate blanks.

a. When determining distances, dimensions are measured.

1) 2
2) 3
1) 4
1) 6

b. Using tapes to determine horizontal lengths is an example of
method of measuring horizontal lengths.

1) Direct
2) ;ndirect
3) Combined direct and indirect

Aerial photogrphs and electronic devices are examples of method
of measuring horizontal lengths.

1; Direct
2) Indirect
3) Combined direct and indirect

Horizontal angles may be interior angles. exterior angles, ai Iles to the ;eft
or right, and

1) Nadir angles
2) Zenith angles
3', Deflection angles
4) Traverse angles

Vertical angles are measured in the plane in degrees of arc.

1) Horizontal
2) Vertical

The horizontal positions of points can be determined by all of the follow-
ing methods EXCEPT

1) Traversing
2) Leveling
3) Triangulation
4) Azimuth and bearing

The vertical positions of points are determined from a series of read-
ings.

1) Stadia
2) Tape
3) Paced
4) Level
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C.

HOrizOntat Direction

I.

0-
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4. Match principal surveying equipment on the right with the correct uses.

A straight rod or bat with a flat face gradu- 1 Electronic distance-
ated in linear units with zero at the bottom, meter (EDM)
used in measuring the vertical distance
between a point on the ground and the hori- 2. Field books
zontal line of sight of a leveling instrument.

3. Level rod
Used for recording survey notes and layout
and construction data. 4. Levels

c. Used primarily for measuring horizontal and 5. Pianetable and ali-
vertical angles, prolonging and setting dade
points in line, measuring approximate dis-
tances by the stadia principles, and for ley- 6. Tapes
eling operations.

7. Theodolite
d. Emits a signal of electromagnetic energy

from one position to a receiver at another 8. Transit
position. The signal is returned from the
receiver to the instrument such that two
times the distance between the two posi-
tions can he measured.

e. Used to establish the elevation of different
points on the ground; several types used.

..f. Used to measure horizontal distances: sev-
eral types are used.

a. Accomplishes the same tasks as a transit
thr 'ugh optical means that are more accu-
rate

_h. Used for obtaining detail and topography.
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5. Match types of surveys on the right with the correct descriptions of ttelr uses.

a 1) Locates property corners and bound- 1. Construction survey
ary lines

2) is normally a closed traverse because 2. Geodetic survey
the survey always returns to the point
of beginning (POB) 3. Land or boundary sur-

vey
b. Locates elevations and features on the land,

both natural and artificial 4. Photogrammetrlc sur-
vey

c. 1) Is a survey covering large areas
2) Is mapped by triangulation 5. Route survey
3) The control established by this survey

is often used as references for other 6. Topographic survey
surveys

d. 1) Photographs taken at various altitudes
are the field notes for this survey

2) Measurements are taken using a ste-
reoplotter from the photos of known
distances on the ground

e Is an open traverse that is run when map-
ping linear features such as highways, pipe-
lines, or power lines

f. is performed at a construction site to estab-
lish building lines, elevations of excava-
tions, fills, foundations, and floors

6. Select true statements concerning stationing by placing an "X" next tc the true state-
ments.

a Survey distances are recorded by stations.

b Dist ince between full stations is 10 feet.

c. A fractional part of a full station is called a plus station.

d Beginning point in an open traverse Is labeled station 10 + 00.

e Stationing is generally laid out from west to east and south tr north.

f The marking stake set in the field by the survey crew indicates elevation
and the hub indicates the station number.
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7. Complete the following statements concerning field notes by circling the correct
words.

a. Are (temporary, permanent) records of work done in the field.

b. The lettering style used to record notes is (upper and tower case, all upper case)
sloped letters.

c. Notes are lettered with a sharp (soft, hard) lead pencil.

d. Erasures of observed data (are, are not) permitted.

e. if an entire page is to be deleted, (the page is torn out and discarded, diagonal
lines are drawn through the page and1/0(0" is lettered prominently with the rea-
sons).

f. Field notes are recorded (at the time of the survey, later in the office, by a mem-
ber of the survey crew.

9. Field notes consist of numerical data, explanatory statements, and (sketches,
finished drawings).

h. The word ("REPRINT'. "COPY") should be lettered diagonally across pages that
are nonoriginal notes.

i. Each day's work starts (where the last day ended. on a clean page).

8. Select true statements concerning the arrangement of field notes in the field book by
placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. All field books are arranged the same. regardless of the type of survey.

b Each book should be identified and indexed before recording notes.

c. Left and right hand pages rarely correspond to each other.

d. The symbol used to represent the instrument operator is

e. Pages are numbered on each left-hand page. A single page number is
used for both the right and lett-hand sides.

f. Notes are run down the page, except in route surveys where they are run
up the page to conform with sketches.

g. Descriptions and drawings should line up with corresponding numerical
data.

i. The left page of notes is generally gridded wet is designed for sketches.

Column headings on the left page are placed between the first two hori-
zontal lines at the page top and foliow from left to right in order of reading
and recording.
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9. Match methods of recording field notes listed on the right with the correct characteris-
tics.

1) Electronic theodolite, distance mea- 1. Bound books
surfing units, and total station systems
provide visually displayed digital read- 2, Loose-leak books
ings.

2) Often field sketches and other hand- 3. Electronic data
written information must still be recorders
recorded by hand because data may
be accidentally erased by a magnetic 4. Camera
field or faulty battery.

Can produce visual photographic records of
monuments and other admissible field evi-
dence.

c. 1) Have a sewn binding, hard cover, and
80 leaves

2) Ensure maximum testimony accept-
ability for property survey records in
courtrooms.

_d. 1) Allow ready transfer of partial sets of
notes between field and office-

2) Make it possible to use different ruling
in the same t ok.

3) Make it possible to lose individual
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10. identity the following examples of different types of field notes. Choose from the follow-
ing types; bench level circuit, profile and cross section. detiention angle traverse. stadia
traverse, grid survey, planetable topography, and circular curves. Not all of these types
will be shown.
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11. Complete the following statements concerning traverses by circling the correct words

a. Traverses consist of a series of lines known as (cflurses, bearings).

b. The points where the courses intersect are known ac traverse (bench marks, sta
lions).

c. The lengths of the courses are referred to as horizontal (directions, distances).

d. Horizontal (directions, distances) are given in terms of azimuth or bearings.

e. A (connecting, loop) traverse closes on Itself.

12. Distinguish between a bearing and an azimuth by placing an "A' next to the descrip-
tions of an azimuth or a "B" next to the bearing descriptions.

Is an acute horizontal angle which a line makes with the meridian of refer-
ence

b. 13 measured clockwise or counterclockwise

c. is measured clockwise only

d. Ranges from 0 to 360°

e. Ranges from 0 to 90°, never greater than 90°

Requires two letters (quadrant letters) and a numerical value

g. Require only a numerical value

h Is the direction a line is deflected from either the north or south meridian

13. State the formulas used to convert bearings to azimuths and azimuths to bearings for
the following situations:

a. For an azimuth from north between 90° and 180°, the bearing is calculated
Bearing =

b. For an azimuth from north between 270* and 360° Bearing

c. For a bearing in the southwest quadrant Azimuth =

d. For a bearing in the northeast quadrant Azimuth =
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14. Select true statements concerning common methods for plotting traverses by placing
an "X" next to the true statements.

To plot traverses by interior angles. all three of me following must be
known:

1) Location of starting point and its relationship to at least one other
traverse course.

2) The distances of the traverse courses.
3) The interior angle for each traverse station.

Plotting traverses by distances and bearings is the most complicated
method.

c. Plotting traverses by azimuths requires only the azimuth readings of Ira-
verse points.

d. Deflection angle indicates the direction change of each traverse course
relative to individual traverse stations.

Latitudes and departures is a common method used only in plotting open
traverses.

Calculations to find latitude and departure of a bearing:

Latitude D cos B
Departure = fl cos B
(0 = Distances of course)
(B = Bearing angle)

Calculations to find latitude and departure of an azimuth (north):

Latitude = D tan A
Departure = D cot A
(D Distance of course)
(A = Azimuth N)

Rectangular coordinates are rather inaccurate ways to plot traverses. but
they are fast.

In the rectangular coordinates method el plotting traverses, east is con
sicierPft positive. and west is considered negative.

(NOTE: if the hallowing activities have not been accomplished prior to the test. ask your
instructor when they should be completed.

lb. Plot lines and distances using several methods. (Assignment Sheet #1)

16. Convert azimuths to bearings and bearings to azin turn,* tAsignment Sheet #2)
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17. Layout a closed traverse. (Assignment Sheet #3)

18. Complete a mathematical closure of a traverse. (Assignment Sheet #4)

19. Reduce four types of 4ield notes. (Assignment Sheet #5)

20. Draw a map using bearings. distances, and coordinates. (Assignment Sheet #6)
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INTERPRETATION OF SURVEYOR'S NOTES
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST
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ANSWERS TO TEST

10. a_ Grid survey
b. Deflection angle traverse
c. Profile and cross section
d. Bench level circuit
e. Stadia traverse
f. Circular curves

11. a. Courses
b. Stations
c. Distances
d,
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to describe land parcels by the U.S.
system of rectangular surveys, metes and bounds, and the lot and block method and discuss
state plane coordinates. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the
assignment sheets and by scaring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to legal land descriptions with the correct definitions.

2. Match methods of legal land descriptions with the correct definitions.

3. Complete statements concerning the U.S. public land survey system.

4. Complete statements concerning the subdivision of a section.

5. Complete statements concerning lot and block descriptions.

6. Select true statements concerning metes and bounds descriptions.

7. List the components used to develop a plat.

8. Complete statements concerning state plane coordinates.

9. Match common legal aspects of land acquisition with the correct definitions.

10. Answer questions based on tne U.S. pubi;t: lard survey system. (Assignaent
Sheet #1)
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Write and locate descriptions for the subdivision of a section. (Assignment Sheet
#2)

12. Write a lot and block description. (Assignment Sheet #3)

13, Identify components used to develop a plat. (Assignment Sheet #4)

4,



LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials andior invite resource people ,o class to supplementirein-
force information provided in this wait of instruction.

{NOSE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives,

E. Provide students with information and ast,ignment sheets.

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencias to enhance the information as needed.)

Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

t. Visit the local county c:purthouse and obtain a copy of the plat for the location of
the student's home or school.

2. Arrange a field trip with a local sur\ :yor to observe a surveying team in the field.

3 Obtain a copy of the local codes concerning easements, setbacks, and road right-
of ways.

4. Obtain a U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map of vow local area and locate by
township. range. and section many local landmarks.

5. Provide the students with a copy of the U S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map for
urx: in Assignment Sheet #1.

6. Using Unit Ill, "Symbols and Abbreviations- as a reference, match symbols and
abbreviations to terms in this unit.

Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indica c icy them possible are-Jw,:, for improvement.

Give fest.

I. Evaluate test

Reteach tleCeS,:try

CD- 30'7
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS WM

Objective: sheet

B. Information sheet

C Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Principal Meridians end Lines

2. TM 2 U.S. Public Land S..rvey System

3. TM 3 -- Sample Subdivisp:m of a Secticn

4, TM 4 Lot and Block Description

TM 5 Typical Metes and Bounds Description

6. TM 6 -- Sample Plat

D. Handout #1 State Plane Coordinate Grid Systems

E. Assignment sheets

Assignment Sheet Answer Quest Ons Based on the U.S. Public Land Survey
System

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Write and Loc le Descriptions for the Subdivision of a
Section

3 Assignment Sheet #3 Write a Lot and Block Description

4. Assignment Sheet #4 --- Identify Components LJs(:d to OfNelop a Plat

F. Antwers to assignment sheets

G, Test

Answers to test



REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Hoag. John S. fundamentals of land Measurement. ',',hicago, IL: Chicago Title Inst. r-
ance Company. 1971.

Glossaries of el M Surveying and MatipinQ Terms, 2nd ed Bureau of Land Manage-
mentiu.s, Department 01 the Interior, 1980.

C Definitions of Surveying and Associated Terrmz, American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the kmerican Society of Civil Engineers. 1976.

D. Nelson. John A. Drafting for Trade:.; and Industry: Civil. Albany. NY: Delmar Publishers.
1979.

Madsen, David and Terence Shurnaker, Civil Drafting Technology. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hali, Inc.. 1983.

Stephens. Wendell Civil Engineering Te.chnic WIS. Readv Reference Manual. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co . 1985

Ci Wattles. Gurdon. Survey Drafti, Orange. CA: Guidon H. Wattles Publications. 1977.

Manual of Surveying gnstrucf:ons. Technical Bulletin 6. Bureau of Land Management!
1) S. Department of the Inte-ior. 1973.

Blf?.S. John and Robert Long. Mapping and Topographic Drafting. Cincinnati. OH: South-
Western Publishing to.. 1983

Steele. Robert. Modern Topographic Drawing Houston. TX: Gulf Publishing Co.. 1980.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A Kavanagh. Barry and S. J Gienn Bird Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
VA: R.-.,1on Publishing Co., Inc... 1984.

B. Brinker. Russel! and PR. Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York: Harper 8, Row,
1984.

C. Davis. RI.. F.S. Foote, and J H Surveying,. 5th ;:d. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Con 1966
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I, Terms and definitions

A. Azimuth A horizontal direction measured in degrees from 0 to 360, usu-
ally measured from the north

B. Base line A principal parallel line that runs straight east and west that is
used in establishing the public land survey system; is run astronomically by
surveyors

C. Bearing The direction of a line with respect to the quadrants of a com-
pass starting from north or south

D. Bench mark A relatively permanent material bearing a mark of elevation
whose elevation is above or below the adopted datum

E. Bounds Monuments which define the boundary or limit of property

F. Central meridian The line of longitude at the center of a projection

G. Chain A measurement tool composed of links, originally 66 feet in length

H. Coordinates A set of numbers used in specifying the location of a point

Course In surveying, the direction of a line with reference to a meridian

J. Datum Any numerical or geometrical quantity or set of such quantities
which may serve as a reference or base for other quantities. In ordinary sur-
vey usi.ge is a defined reference for survey measurements

K. Deed Legal document which specifies the ownership of the land

L. Easement An interest or right in land owned by another that entitles Its
holder to a specific limited use

M. Elevation Vert cal distance from a datum (generally mean sea level) to a
point or object on the earth's surface

N. Geodetic survey A survey of large areas of land in which corrections am
made for the curvature of the earth's surface; the process of triangulation is
used

Land survey A survey that locates property corners and boundary lines;
usually closed with a traverse

P. Latitude Arc distance measured in degrees north and south of the equa-
tor

CD- 311
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0. Legal description A written statement recognized by law as a definite
location of a tract of land by reference to a survey. recorded map, or adjoin-
ing property

Longitude Arc distance measured in degrees east and west from the
prime meridian

S. Lot and block A method that describes land by referring to a recorded
plat. lot nurn"lrs, county, and state

T. Magnetic meridian --- The direction a free magnet responds to the earth's
magnetic pull

U. Meridian Line of longitude that runs straight north and south; is run
astronomically by surveyors

V. Metes To measure or to assign by measure, as in the measurement of
properly lines expressed in units of feel. yards, or rods

W. Monument Permanent object that marks established points

1. Natural: Created by nature

Examples: Trees, rivers

2, Artificial: Created by human beings

Examples: Wooden stake. stone or other permanent marker prop-
erly located and witnessed

X. Plat A map of a piece of land

Y. Plot plan Similar to a plat but showing alt buildings, roads, and utilities

Z. Point of beginning Established corner from which measurements are
started

AA. Prime meridian The meridian of longitude V: the meridian of Greenwich,
England

BB. Principal meridian A meridian established as a basis for establishing a
reference line for the organization of the public land survey system

CC. Public domain (lands) Any or all of those areas of land ceded to the fed-
eral government by the original states and to such other lands as were later
acquired by treaty, purchase, or cession and are disposed of onry under the
authority of Congress

DD. Subdivision (real estate) An unimproved tract of land surveyed and
divided into lots for purposes of sale
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EL. Subdivision (USPLS) The subdivision of a township such as into a sec-
tion, halt section, quarter section, quarter-quarter section. or sixteenth sec-
tion or lotting, section, township, and range numbers and the description of
the principal meridian to which referred

FE Survey subdivision A type of land survey in which the legal boundaries of
an area are located and the area is dividad into parcels of lots, streets, right-
of-ways, etc.

GG. Traverse In survey'ng, a sequence of lengths and directions of lines
between points on the earth, obtained by field measurements and used to
determine the positions of points through use of trigonometric computa-
tion

HR. Triangulation A method of surveying in which the stations are points on
the ground at the vertices of a chain or network of triangles

II. Triangulation station A marked and/or described point whose position
has been determined by triangulation

IL Methods of legal land descriptions

A. U.S. public land survey system -- A system inaugurated by the Continental
Congress on May 20, 1785, for the survey of the public lands of the United
States. its distinguishing characteristic is that in the main, and in all eases
where practical, its units are in rectangular form.

B. Lot and block description A method of describing land by referring to a
recorded plat, the lot number, the county, and state

C. Metes and bounds survey A survey of an irregularly-shaprd tract of land,
not conforming to the rectangular system of survey

D. State plane coordinate systems The systems established by the U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey, one for each state in the union, used for defin-
ing positions of geodetic stations in terms of plane-rectangular (X and Y)
coordinates

United States public land survey (USPLS) system (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Thirty-seven /nits/ points have been established which serve as the starting
points for subdividing the public lands.

B. Principal meridians and base lines pass through initial points and make up
the framework upon which this system is built. (Transparency 1)

1, There are 35 principal meridians.

a. A north-south line is designated the principal meridian for a
particular state or area.

b. The principal meridian is marked and rnonumented, and is
fixed by a longitudinal reading (so many degrees, r-inutes, and
seconds west of the Greenwich Mert;:an).

c. Some principal meridians are numbered, some are named.

Examples: 5th principal meridian, Louisiana meridian, Black
Hills meridian
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2. There are 32 base lines.

a. These are eastwest lines run at right angles (90°) to the princi-
pal meridian.

b. Location of each (latitude) is fixed astronomically (so many
degrees north of the equatvlal line).

C. The first subdivi;lion of public land is into quaO'ranglt,s (tracts) which are
a,)proximately 24-mile squares.

D. To compi ,sate for the convergence of the lines due to curvature of the
earth,

1. Correction lines (also called standard parallels) are run parallel to
base linen

2. Guide mcridians are run parallel to principal meridians.

E. Townships

1. The quadrangles (24rrrile squares) are divided into smaller tracts of
land called townships.

2. Township lines are east-west lines at six-mile intervals parallel to the
base line.

3. Range lines are north-south lines at six-mile intervals paral:el to the
principal meridian.

4. In order to locate a township, two numbers are assigned a town-
ship number and a range number.

Example: T2S, R4E; T6N, R.?W

Sections (Transparency 3)

1, A Congrec6ional act in 1796 directed each township to i3e subdivided
into 36 sections.

2. Each section measures approy.im:..tely one square mile (640 acres).

3. Each section corner is to be monumented.
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4 The sections In each township are numbered consecutively from 1 to
36 beginning with #1 in the northeast con er of the township and #36
in the southeast corner. (Figure

FIGURE 1

w

4 3 2

8 9 10 11 12

18 17 16 15 14 13
19 20 21 22 23

S

G. Fractional sections

1. Are all sections bo,ziciing on the north and west sides of the town-
ship

(NOTE: Each township foes not form a perfect square due to the
convergence of meridians and other causes.)

2. Are expected in co"nties bordering oceans, lakes, and streams

3. Should be divided into ^;4uat fractional parts (If possible) with the
remaining portions :..:ivided into Government lots

Example: "Government Lot 1 in the N.W. quarter of fractional sec-
tion , township north, range east

IV. Subdivision of a section (Transparency 3)

A, In 1800 Congress directed that a section could be subdivided in east and
west halves (3'4 3 acres each). (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

W Ufa E 112

1

11/4*.%*'- Center of Section
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B. In 1805 Congress directed further subdivision into quarter sections and the
monumenting of all quarter section corners. Figure 3)

FIGURE 3
North Quarter Come;

West South
Quarter Quarter
Corner Corner

East Quarter Corner
C. At later dates Congress directed further subdivision of the section. The

quarter-quarter section of 40 acres is the smallest statutory division of reg-
ular sections, (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

D. Legal descriptions of land which follow the regular subdivision of a regular
section must include the section, township. and range.

E. A helpful tip in reading a legal description of a section to loca!e a tract of
land is to read it backwards.

Example Written: N 112, NW '14, SW i/4, SEC 6, T 55 N. R 69 W

Reads: R 69 W, T 55 N, SECT 6. SW 1/4, NW 114, N

F. A complete description always begins with the smallest division and pro-
gresses to the largest.
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V. Lot and block descriptions (Transparency 4)

(NOTE: Under the public land survey system, 40 acres is the smallest subdivision
of land, To further split up land into smaller parcels or lots is called the subdivision
of land [subdivision plat], This utilizes lot and block descriptions of land.)

A. Subdivision plat contains

1. All boundary lines

2. Necessary monuments

3. Lines dividing into blocks, lots, and streets

4. Numbering of lots and blocks

5. Dimensions of each tot

B. Exact boundaries of the subdivision may be described by the public land
sectional system or metes and bounds.

C. Lot and blocks describe small units of property in a subdivision.

D. A legal lot and block must be filed with the county as part of a plat.

E. Each block is numbered consecutively.

F. Each lot carries a number shown in consecutive order within the block,

G. A plat is captioned with the legal description.

Example: Typical lot and block description: Lot 9, Block 40, Boulder sub-
division, City of Louisville, Boulder County, State of Colorado

H. Advantage of lot and block description is it shows all lots in relationship to
other parcels of lard.

1. Recordation of subdivisions

1. Deed of conveyance shows only the lot anr, block numbers, the sub-
division name and section. and township and range information

2. Government survey shows the entire subdivision

VI. Metes end bounds descriptions (Transparency 5)

A. Oldest known manner of describing land

B. Method employed for demarcation of tracts of land in the original 13 states

C. Often used to describe irregularly shaped plats
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D. Peak:JO ion must begin at some known point that can be readily identified.

E. Begins at some point in the boundary of the tract and thr.. recites the
courses (directions) and distances from pcint to point entirely around the
tract

All bounds are listed in rational order and referenced to e chart by bearing,
distance, and monuments.

G. The description must close The courses and distances of a description
must come back to the place of beginning.

A plat is drawn from a metes and bounds dr 'lion.

(NOTE: A complete description of real proper ay include all three types
of clescrintions in combination sectional system, metes and bounds,
andior lot and block description.)

VII. Components used to develop a plat (Transparency 6)

A. City name

B. County name

C. State name

Lot or parcei number. letter, or name

E. Name or number of the map (file reference number it officially filed and
page number)

F. Point of beginning

Bearingsiazimuth and distpnces

H. Monuments

I. If part of public lands,

1. Section number

2, Township number

3. Range number

4 Meridian

J. It part of private land grant. (such as Spanish land grant) reference to its
map or book and page number
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Viii. State plane coordinates

A. Was established in 1933 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

B. Uses a rectangular grid designed to fit the curved shape of the earth to a
plane surface with as little distortion as possible

C. Is used for defining positions of geodetic stations in terms of plane rester
gular (X and Y) coordinates

D. All states have establishes: by law a state plane coordinate system in either
the Lambert projection or the transverse Mercator projection with one or
more zones. (Handout #1)

E. Lambert and Mercator grid systems each select one true meridian (known
as the central meridian).

F. All north-south lines of the grids are drawn parallel to the central meridian.

G. The Lambert projection grid assigns an X value at the central meridian (Y
axis) of 2.000.000 ft and a Y value at the X axis of "0" ft.

H. The Mercator pros .::tion grid assigns an X value to the central meridian (Y
axis) of 500,000 ft and a Y value to the X axis of "0" ft.

1. The transverse Mercator projection was limited to 158 miles (approx.) in the
east-west width to minimize distortion.

The Lambert projection was limited to 158 miles (approx.) in the north-south
direction to minimize distortion.

K. Coordinates are based on sea level.

(NOTE: If the local survey is tied into coordinate grid points and is not at
sea level, it is necessary to convert the geodetic lengths to ground level dis-
tances. Refer to MAVCC's Basic Surveying Technology. Unit XII for this for-
mula)

L. Is used extensively for photograrnmetric plotting and electronic surveying

M. Scale error varies from zero up to about one part in 10.000.

N. Use of the state plane coordinate system depends on the avai;stbility of a
sufficient number of geodetic control fnonuments to permit the determina-
tion of the grid position of points in the survey by plane surveying.

(NOTE: Consult your state codes to determine thv extent to which coordi-
nates have been established. the form of designation assigned to them,
and their leoal uotsnotatioo.)
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IX. Legal aspects in hind acquisition

A. Adverse possession (also known as Squatters Rights) These basic ele-
ments must be present for a period of 10.20 years before adverse rights
change to legal title.

1. Possession is against wishes of owner and without consent.

2. Possession is open; claimant's intensions are obvious.

3. Actual improvements are present.

Examples: Fences, construction, farming

4. Possession Is exclusive. continuous, and hostile to the rightful
owner.

B. Eminent domain The right of a public authority to take property for pub-
lic use; requisites for eminent domain include

1, A clear statement of necessity is made.

2. The acquisition is in the public interest.

3. No substitute property will do.

4. RAinbursement will be at fair market value to the owner.

C. Acquiescence of possession

1. Two adjoining property owners agree to a common boundary that
does not follow the original surveyed line.

2. Elements for modification of title include

a. Area in question must be used exclusively and openly by
respective property owner,

b. Period of use must elapse 20 years.

c. There must be a physical demarcation such as a fence
between the two properties.

d. There must be no disagreement between the two parties as to
appropriateness of the line during the statutory period.

D. Riparian rights Refer3 to those rights of a property owner of land that
borders on a water body

1. The rights include the use of the shore and ownership of land under
the water surface and therefore use of the water.
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2, Ownership may extend only to the high water mark or to the center of
a stream or river.

3. Boundaries are both irregular and subject to change,

4. Shoreline road allowances: certain survey systems incorporate a
publicly owned strip (usually 1 chain wide) parallel with the shoreline
or high water mark.
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U.S. Public Land Survey System
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Sample Subdivision of a Section

NORTH

W112NW114

80 acres
E1/2NW114
80 acres

NE1/4
160 acres

N112NW114SW 1/4

20 acres W112
NE1/4
SW1/4
20acres

E112
NE1/4
SW1/4

20 acres

NW114SE1/4
40 acres

NE114SE114
40 acres

SY2NW1/4SW1/4
20 acres

N1/2S112SW1/4

40 acres SW1/4SE1/4
40 acres

5E1/4E1/4
40 acres

sw.i.sw,r41 SEY4SW 4
SW/14 SW! /4

10 acres 10 acres

S112SE114SW 1 4

20 acres

SOUTH
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Lot and Block Description
LOT 8, BLOCK 40, BOULDER SUBDIVISION,
CITY OF LOUISVILLE, BOULDER COUNTY

STATE OF COLORADO
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Typical Metes and Bounds Description
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

CD 335

HANDOUT #1 - STATE PLANE COORDINATE GRID SYSTEMS

The mapping grid systems used in the United States vary from state to state. and in some
cases, from state zone to state zone. The following is a listing of the states, their zones, and
the grid system used per zone. It will be observed that there are two grid systems used in the
United States: the Lambert conformal projection, and the transverse Mercator projection.

State and Zane ! Mapping Grid System

Alabama
eastern transverse Mercator projecifon
weste'n t transverse mercator projection

Alaska
zone 1

; zones 2-9
tone 10

Arizona
eastern
central
western

Arkansas
northern
southern

I
I ealifornia

zones 1- /

Colorado
; northern

central
southern

Connecticut

Delaware

f foricia
eastern
western
northern

Georgia
eastern
western

Hawaii
Tones

_

Idaho
eastern
central

western
ternois
eastern
western

Indiana
eastern
weiteit,

Iowa
northern
southern

oblictue transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
Lan-Alert conformal projection

transverse Mercator projeCt,cm
transverse mercator projectiOn
transverse Mercator projection

_ .

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformer) Protection

Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal protection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
-

transverse Mercator projection

transeerSe mercator projection
transverse ,arrcator projection
Lambert conformal protection

_ .

transverse mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

transverse Mercator Protection
- -_ -_

transverse Merc.ator projectic.crt
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercatc:tr projection

-

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

transverse mercator projection
tiattseerse Mercator projection

_ - .

lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

- - - -

State and Zone

Kansas
; northern
I southern

*tapping Grid System

tombert conformal projection
Lambert ft-niter,' rnfil projection

- - T.-
I aentlicky

northern Lambert conformis/ projection
Southern lambert conformal prOjr?ction

1.0vttoarld
no,l,rern lambert conformal projection
southern Lambert conformer' prOtecttort

. _

?Arline
eastern
western

Maryland

MaSsac u5rt!s
main/and Lambert conformal projection
island Lambert. confer mat projection

trar,sverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

lambert conformal prOjeCtlOn

-an
easter ri
central
western

metnesota
northern
central
souther n

trans'orrse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert c.Oriformal protectron

-- _
M.SYsoppt

rastc +n transverse Mercator protection
western j transverse Mercator projcctiO1

MrSsetal
eastern
Lentral
wester n

Montano
northern
cetera/
southern

it Nebraska
i northern

southern

i Nevada
eastern

entral
western

New Hampshire

arittevrsC Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

- -

Lambert conformal projection
lambert conformal protection
Larnttrt conformal projection

Larntiert conformal tzrojection
tarnOert ccvnfr>rrnal protection

. _ .

transverse Mercator projection
trailsverrie mercator projection
transverse Mercator projec bon

transverse mercator protection

New Jersey transverse Mercator projection
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Mate and Zoc.e Mapping Grid System

HANDOUT #1
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Tennecce
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lambert COnfOrmiV prOjec.tion

;.amOert conformal projet:tion
l,crithert conformal projecting
tornte.rt CogfOr Mal projection
lambert conformat projection
lamoert conformal. projection

. .

lambert conformal projection
iambert conformal projection
Lanbert conformal projection

transverse Mert;ator projection
, . - . - _

amcjert coniorrn,31 pfoiectron
t.mbert conformal projectlon

t4r-brrt t onformal projection
t argbert conformal projection

idlIt.ert Conti...Irina! projection
I ambert confOrmal projection

_

ia,nbert conformal projection
tambett conformal O'oJectl'an
Larnbett conformal projection

trarrverce micro ntOr proyettron
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 ANSWER QUESTIONS BASED ON
THE U.S. PUBLIC LAND SURVEY SYSTEM

Directions: Using the U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map provided by your instructor, answer
the following questions:

Questions

1. The scale of this maps is

2. The map series is

3. The contour interval is

4. Date of issue

5. Magnetic declination at date of issue

6. Yeaqs) of original survey

7. Year of revised (updated) survey

8. What would be the next map to the

south: SE:

west: SW:

north: NW:

east: NE:

9. In parts, what range(s) is covered by the map?

10. In parts, what townships) is covered by the map?

11. Approximately how many square miles are covered by this map?

12. Choose three cultural features (church, water lank, elc.), give the legal description
of each location using township and range.

a.

b.

c.



LEGAL LAND DESCRiPT1ONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - WRITE AND LOCATE DESCRIPTIONS
FOR THE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

PART 1 WRITE DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

Directions' Write the legal description and acreage of the shaded area of each section given.
(Refer to TM 3. Sample Subdivision of a Section.)

Example:

WEST

NOFilH

I P-

A.

WEST

SOUTH

NORTH

10

SOUTH

EAST

B.

EAST WEST

SW 114, SECTION 3

ACRES: 160

NORTH

SOUTH

ACRES: ACRES:

EAST

CD- 339
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C.

WES r

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 42

NOR1H

SOUTH

ACRES:

E.

WEST

NORTH

SOUTH

ACRES:

EAST WEST

NORTH

SOUTH

ACRES.

F

EAST WEST

NORTH

ACRES:

SOUTH

EAST

EAST



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

PART 11 LOCATE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

Directions: The illustrations given are blocks that represent sections and legal descriptions.
Using the descriptions given, do the following:

1. Label the section number in the center of section.

2. Subdivide each section according to the legal descriptior. Shade thh., area in.

3. Give acreage of the shaded area in space provided.

Given Descriptions

Example: NE 1/4, SECT 2

A. SE 1/4, SE 114, SECT 10

P. N 1/2, NE 1/4, SECT 31

C. SW 1M, NW '141 SW 114, SECT 7

D. SE 114 & S 112, NE 1/4 SECT 23

E. N lb. SECT 5

F SE 1/4, NE '14, SW 1/4. SECT 16

NORTH

Example:

B.

WEST EAST

SOUTH

ACRES:

WEST

ACRES: 160

NORTH

NORTH

/.//.7:

/ / /9 ./

/

SOUTH

CD 341
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C

r
ACHES:

SOL:- 1-4

NORTH

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

;:,401,111,1

1'44 .40.1i

ACRES:

ST

SOOT 1-1

NOITT H

t

ACRLS.,_

AS .1.

Li
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4110 LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 WRITE A LOT AND BLOCK DESCRIPTION

Directions; In the space below write a description for the two lots shaded on this partial subdi-
vision plat.

A.

B.

PLAT OF BRECKENRIDGE INDUSTRIAL PARK

A PART OF SECTION 9, TOWNSHIP 132 NORTH, RANGE 47 WEST WITHIN THE CITY OF BRECKENRIDGE,
AND A PART OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 132 NORTH, RANGE 47 WEST WITHIN BRECKENRIDGE TOWNSHIP,

ALL WITHIN THE FIFTH PRINCIPAL. MERIDIAN, WILKIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA

11

('ALE 3t. t sect

2,
4.* ,

1

l 44. .4 PP POW ' f 44

s e a. arse. e .

rt 4.0 , weeet"
Mo.!

.

1 .1. 1 . 1 I I;4 -1 r -t t. 1
. '`1%

1111-7-7-1 <,,, be/
?TOM

tem.1 g

b
t

is s

fa

I fa
Meat a.

. 1.1,

'; ,U re 3,

es'...
1

; Vt e.dt i..1 :3,.. C xst. 71 4 471k
; b. r

7 r smars 'VA&

!T sS 2%F.V. f**, , TIT.4 . fryWA( $* ,
14, 144 9

e'l

1,1,. I
,41114 1,14,1

4 rea, et,.
..1

-1 1 it '5

4

us-
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - IDENTIFY COMPONENTS USED
TO DEVELOP A PLAT

Directions: Answer the following questions referring to Transparency 6 for the answers about
the Plat of Conzemius Subdivision.

1. Conzemius Subdivision is in what county?

2. This is a county in the state of

3. Give the name of the township.

4. What river appears in the plat?

5. What are the township and range numbers of the west quarter corner of section 3?

6. What is the elevation of the bench mark on top of the base of the cable TV. tower?

7. How wide is the existing utility easement?

8. What section is this plat in?

9. How many blocks are listed on the map?

10. How wide is the drainage easement?

11, How many acres are in the platted area?

12. How many square feet are in Lot 6, Block 3?

13. What is the bearing and distance of the line that is common to Lot 7 and Lot 8 in Block
3?

14. What is the scale of the map?

15. What number sheet is this plat?

16. Sketch the symbol used to identify a recovered existing corner monument.

17. How wide are the utility easements centered on the lot Imes?

`; .
.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

18. Give the principal meridian used to develop this plat.

19. What is the right-of-way %/kith of Island Way?

20. What is the book and page number where the existing City of Breckenridge Utility Ease-
ment can be found?

21. What quarter section Is the Conzernius Subdivision in?



LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS
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.1(

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

7

J

5

r

23

j..1 Il14

A.:' ";7VItt "

4,h 1,

`ti '

gi

4 g



ANCWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

ASSik)I1T7101,t :Met"! #.1

WI 4%11'1 COtinly

2. Muinciota

3. Bloc Kent dcw

4. Otte! Tie River

T 132 N. R 47

6. 966 19 FT

7. IS FT

8. Sex:Tit-AI

9 4

10. 33 FT

11. 40.14 ±.

2. 21468 SO FT

13 N 194 45"1:, 134 it F.:7

14. =

St !

1(

T6 FT

lb. 511, PM.

19 i Of.) F T

20 214. Paqi. f.,12

*,
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LEGAL. i...AND
1!;sqlrf

1. Match the terms on thtl "%, 1.

(NOTE: The terms O thil. pc;i?i, it. *$ "

..7;irli-1Arc distance !r;e0f.',1.1ril'ii
west .Din the pf1r711-

b. In surveyinc 1I! F ",

erence to i3

The meridian
.-.7=reerovvk7ri.,

d. An allEnest or ;7:

that ontit;c-.7..
use

A Metkiiilii -
fishing a rett,r(.41,...,.. 7
of tht puhlu. ,

tines of kmoi.l:_tcL

The direclicui ,,t
quadrant
or f;Okitti

A type of I;infi
boundarto:-; t .!

area is diyifio(i :-

right.of.way,

t. Vertical
mean f;ea kvh
earth's stat.--,

Perrniment

k. Estable.41*±.0
merits arf, yt:ir :

ret.oyti pLt
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TEST

(NOTE: The terms on this page match the definitions on this ;,age only.)

m A survey that locates property corners and
boundary lines: usually closed with a tra
verse 14.

13. Azimuth

n. An unimproved tract of land surveyed and 15.
divided into lots for purposes of sale

16.o The subdivision of a township such as into a
section. half section, quarter section, guar- 17.
ter-quarter section, or sixteenth section or
lotting, section. township, and range num- 18.
bers and the description of the principal
meridian to which referred 19.

p. A principal parallel that runs straight east 20.
and west and that is used in establishing
the public land survey system of land 21.
description

22.q. Arc distance measured in degrees north and
south of the equator 23.

_r. Legal document which specifies the owner- 24.
ship of the and

s. A written statement recognized by law as a
definite location of a tract of land by refer-
ence to a survey, recorded map, or adjoining
property

t. Similar to a plat but showing all buildings,
roads. and utilities

A measurement tool composed of links,
originally 66 feet in length

A t-,;rizo,t ;i; direction measured in degrees
from 0 to 360, usually measured from the
north

A t;untey of large areas of land in which cor-
nctie!is are riade for the curvature of the
e.irth's surf :ice

TN': line c.)1 lonctitliiie at the center of a pro.
wetion

Thf_, direction a free magnet responds to the
earth's magnetic pull

A relatively permanent material bearing a
mark of elevation whose elevation is above
or below the adopted datum

Base line

Bench mark

Central meridian

Chain

Deed

Geodetic survey

Land survey

Latitude

Legal description

Magnetic meridian

Plot plan

25. Subdivision real
estate

26. Subdivision USPLS



TEST

(NOTE: The terms on this page match the definitions on this page only:

A set of numbers used in specifying the 21. Bounds
location of a point

28. Coordinates
bb. A map of a piece of land

29. Datum
Bearing and distances cited as courses,
measurement of property lines expressed in 30. Metes
units of feet, yards, or rods

31. Plat
__dd. Monuments which define the boundary or

limit of property 32. Public domain

Any numerical or geometrical quantity or set 33. Traverse
of such quantities which may serve as a ref-
erence or base for other quantities. In ordi- 34. Triangulation
nary survey usage is a defined reference for
survey measurements 35. Triangulation station

A method of surveying in which the stations
are points on the ground dt the vertices of a
chain or network of triangles

A marked and/or described point whose
position has been determined by triangula
Lion

hh. Any or all of those areas of land ceded to the
federal government by the original states
and to such other lands es were later
acquired by treaty, purchase. eession and
are disposed of only under the authority of
Congress

._.11. In surveying, a sequence of lengths and
directions of lines between points on tt;
earth, obtained by field measurements and
used to determine the positions of points
through use of trioanonietric computation

CD- 353
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TEST

2. Match the methods of legal land descriptions on the right with the correct definitions.

a A survey of an irregularly-shaped tract of 1. U.S. public land sur-
land, not conforming to the rectangular sys- trey system
tern of survey

A system inaugurated by the Continemal
Congress on May 20, 1785, for the survey of
the public lands of the United States. its dis-
tinguishing characteristic is that in the
main, and in all cases where practical, its
units are in rectangular form

c. The systems established by the U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey, one for each state in
the union, used for defining positions of
geodetic stations in terms of plane-rectan-
gular (X and Y) coordinates

d. A method of describing land by referring to a
recorded plat, the lot number, tha county,
and state

2. Lot and block descrip-
tion

3. Metes and bounds
survey

4. State plane coordi-
nates systems

3. Complete statements concerning the United States system of rectangular survey by cir-
cling the correct words.

a. There are (25, 35) principal meridians.

b. The principal meridian is fixed by a (longitudinal, latitudinal) reading.

c. There are (32, 50) base lines.

d. (Range lines, Township lines) are east-west lines at six mile intervals parallel to
the base line.

e. (Range lines, Township lines) are north-south lines at six mile intervals parallel to
the principal meridian.

f. The Congressional act in 1796 directed each township to be subdivided into (24,
36) sections.

9. Each section measures approximately (1, 24) square mite(s).

ft The sections in each township are numbered consecutively with #1 in the (south-
east, northeast) corner.

1.

Correction lines serve as new base lines every (10, 24, 50) miles.

(Irregular, Fractional) sections are expected in counties bordering oceans, lakes,
and streams.
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TEST

4. Complete the following statements concerning the subdivision of a section by filling in
the blanks with the correct words.

a. in 1800 Congress directed that a section could be subdivided in
and halves (320 acres each).

b. in 1805 Congress directed further subdivision into sections and
the monumenting of all of t; sose section corners.

c. At later dates Congress directed further subdivision of the section into
sections.

d. This subdivision of acres is the smallest statutory division of
regular sections.

e. Legal descriptions of land which follow the regular subdivision of a regular sec-
tion must include the section, townsts;p, and

f. A complete description always begins with the division.

5. Complete the following statements concerning lot and block descriptions by circling
the correct words.

a. Lot and blocks describe (subdivision boundaries, small units of property in a sub
division).

b. A legal lot and block must be filed with the (county, state) as part of a plat.

c. Each block is (numbered, lettered) consecutively.

d. Each lot carries a (number, letter) shown in consecutive order within the block.

e. A (lot, block, plat) is captioned with the legal description.

f. Advantage of lot and block description is (It shows all lots in relationship to other
parcels of land, It is useful for irregulady.shaped land).

3. Select true statements concerning metes and bounds descriptions by placing an "X" in
the appropriate blanks.

__a. is the newest manner of describing land

b. Is the method employed for demarcation of tracts of land in the original
thirteen states

c. Is often used to describe irregularly-shaped plats

d Description may begin at any point

Begins at some point in the boundary of the tract and then recites the
courses (directions) and distances from point to point entirely around the
tract

All bounds are listed in rational order and referenced to a chart by bearing,
distance, and monuments

The description need not close

A plat cannot be drawn from a metes and bounds description
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7.

TEST

a. List five components used to develop a plat.

1)

2)

3)

4)

S)

b. If part of public lands, list two additional components used,

1)

2)

8. Complete the following statements concerning state plane coordinates by circling the
correct words.

a. Was established in (1933. 1953) by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

b. Uses a (circular, rectangular) grid designed to fit the curved shape of the earth to
a plane surface with as tittle distortion as possible

c. Is used for defining positions of (coastal, geodetic) stations in ter :is of plane rec-
tangular (X and Y) coordinates

d. (Many, An) states have established by law a state plane coordinate system in
either the Lambert projection or the transverse Mercator projection with one or
more zones.

e. Lambert and Mercator grid systems each select (one, ten) true nieridian(s).

f. All north-south lines of the grids are drawn (parallel. perpendicular) to the central
meridian.

The (Lambert, Mercator) projection grid assigns an X value at the central merid-
ian (V axis) of 2,000,000 ft and a Y value at the X axis of -0" It

h. The (Lambert, Mercator) projection grid assigns an X value to the central merid
ian (Y axis) of 500,000 ft and a Y value to the X axis of "0" ft.

i. The transverse Mercator projection was limited to 158 mites tapprox.) in the
(northsouth, eastwest) width to minimize distortion.

The Lambert projection was limited to 158 miles (approx.) in the (northsouth,
eastwest) direction to minimize distortion.

k. Coordinates are based on (sea level, 100 feet above sea level;.

1. Is used exiensively for photogrammetric plotting and (manual, electronic) survey-
ing

410



TEST

9. Match the common legal aspects of land acquisition on the right with the correct defini-
tions.

1) Two adjoining property owners agree
to a common boundary that does not
follow the original surveyed line.

2) Area in question must be used ex.:11.1-
sively and openly by respective prop-
erty owner for at least 20 years.

3) There must be no disagreement
between the two parties as to appropri-
ateness of the line during the statutory
period.

4) There must be a physical demarcation
such as a fence between the two prop-
erties.

b The following basic elements must be
present for a period of 10-20 years: posses-
sion is against wishes of owner and without
consent, possession is open. actual
improvements are present, and possession
must be exclusive, continuous, and hostile
to the rightful owner.

c. The right of a public authority to take prop-
erty for public use: requisites include

1) A clear statement of necessity is
made.

2) The acquisition is in the public inter-
est.

3) No substitute property will do.
4) Reimbursement will be at fair market

value to the owner.

d. Refers to those rights of a property owner of
land that borders on a water body

1. Adverse possession

2. Eminent domain

3. Acquiescience of
possession

4. Riparian rights

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

10. Answer questions based on the U.S. public land survey' system. (Assignment Sheet #1)

11. Write and locate descriptions for the subdivisior a section. (Assignment Sheet #2)

12. Write a lot and block description. (Assignment Sheet #

13. identify components used to develop a plat. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTIONS
UNIT V
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Atter completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify drafting media and repro-
graphic materials, ink a completed map, and be able to planimeter a map to determine area.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the
assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to.

1. Match terms related to mapping drafting procedures with the correct definitions.

2. Match types of drafting media with their characteristics.

3. Select true statements concerning characteristics of scribing.

4. Match types of photographic block-out products with the correct charac

5. List types of lettering used in civil drafting.

6. Complete statements concerning rules for good lettering.

7 Distinguish between the methods of map registration.

8. Match reprographic techniques with the correct uses in civil drafting.

9. List types of pressure-sensitive films.

10. List methods used for coloring maps.

11. Complete statements concerning aerial photography.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. List methods of drawing reproduction.

13. Arrange in order the standard sheet format for a se! of civil drawings.

14. Label components of a map layout.

15. Arrange In order the steps for drafting a map or drawing.

16. List common mistakes made in map drafting.

17. Distinguish between the types of planimeters.

18. Label the parts of a polar planimeter.

19. Complete a tracing in ink of a mapped area. (Assignment Sheet #1)

20. Apply transfer film and presson letters, (Assignment Sheet #2)

21, Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Register a map. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Use a polar planimeter to determine acreage. (Job Sheet #2)

r I

110
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms and definitions

A. Acetate A clear plastic film which has no drafting surface

B. Burnisher A tool generally used to rub him. letters, or symbols onto a
drawing to assure the adherence to the drafting medium

C. Gloss A surface that has a bright, polished finish

D. Matte A slightly rough finish free from shine or highlights

E. Medium (pl. Media) A material used to carry information; in drafting.
includes various papers and films used for written and drafted information

F. My lar Brand name of a polyester film used ar, a base for drawing in the
drafting industry

G. Opaque Not permitting the passage of light

H. Peelable film (strippable or unsensitized) --- A thin him with a tacky surface
that will adhere to another drawing: used to block out areas on a map or
drawing

1. Planimeter A prer.,:islon instrument used to Measurt, areas of any
shape

J. Polyester film A drawing medium that is matte on one or both sides for a
drafting surface; acrepts both ink and pencil and comes in various mil
thicknesses

K. Reproducible An original drawing on a translucent material suitable for
diazo reproduction

L. Scribing/engraving instruments Similar to mechanical instruments
except that the drawing points are cutters or metal tips

Sensitized material A diazo product used in the reproduction process of
maps and topos; either negative or positive images can be placed on this
film, with more drafting added later as needed

N. Transfer overlay A master sheet of letters or symbols that can be easily
transferred to a drawing by rubbing the symbol with a blunt instrument (bur-
nisher) onto the proper place on the drawing

0. Translucent --- Admitting and diffusing light so that objects beyond cannot
be cleally distinguished: partly transpa.ent



INFORMATION SHEET

P Transparent Transmitting light without appreciable scattering so that
bodies lying beyond are clearly visible

0. Vellum A prepared tracing paper that has the quality of strength and
transparency to make a good drawing surface; generally used with pencil
and ink

11. Types of drafting media and their characteristics (Handouts #1 #3)

(NOTE: The media listed below can be obtained from different vendors in roll stock
or pre-cut sheets, plain or printed.)

A. Prepared tracing paper (vellum) 100% rag translucent paper which
accepts pencil and Ink

B. Natural tracing paper (flimsy/bumwadlyellow trace) Used for quick notes
or changes over a drawing

C. Tracing and drawing polyester films May be sensitized for special diazo
reproduction process or unsensitized for standard work

1. Are available with single or double matte surfaces which accept ink,
pencil, or plastic film lead

2. Are available in different mil thicknesses (.002" to .0071

(NOTE: The thicker the media, the more dimensionally stable the
drawing is.)

3_ High translucent film is used for overlay drafting.

4. Clear uncoated polyester film is used for overlay work or protective
covers. it accepts tape, but does not accept ink.

D. Gridded media Film or paper printed with black rar blue 900 grids with
single or double matte z.urfaces

E, Scribe coat An opaque-coated polye:;ter film

F. Peel coat A peelable film used for color separations and map drafting

M. Characteristics of scribing (Transparency 1)

A. is used for close tolerance work

B. Is usually worked over a light table

C. Lines are created by using a scribing tool to incise the Special surface.

D. Corrections are done by using a corrective fluid, crayon/pencil, or tape.

E. Lines are clean, sharp, and of a uniform width.
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Finished drawing is a negative for contact or other reproduction.

G. Produces a dimensionally-stable original.

IV. Types of photographic blockout products

A. flock -out film A light safe. polyester film coated with a low tack, reposi-
tionable adhesive

B. Masking film (cut and strip) A thin, light safe film coated on a clear
dimensionally- stable polyester base sheet available in ruby red or amber;
.003 mil or .005 mil thickness

C. Peel coat Produces a peelable negative after film processing

D. Litho blackout tapes Available i;; widths 1132" to 1"

E. Opaquing pen Used for small spots for instant opaquing

(NOTE: This is waterproof, but is removable with alcohol)

V. Types of lettering used in civil drafting

A. Hand lettering in pencil or ink using Gothic or Roman styles

(NOTE: Gothic style lettering is used on engineering maps, and Roman
style is primarily used on highly finished maps.)

Examples:

AB AB
Gothic Roman

B. Mechanical lettering

Example: Leroy lettering

C. Lettering machines

Examples: Kroy lettering, VariTypet

D. Press-on letters

Examples: Chartpak, Lettraset, Format

t (3
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INFORMATION SHEET

AIL Rules for good lettering

A. Use lettering aids to provide guidelines to obtain uniform height in lettering.

B. Lettering usually vanes in size on maps in direct relation to the importance
of the item to be lettered.

C. Lettering size should be chosen with the reduction factor for final reproduc-
tion considered.

D. Lettering should be placed so it is readable from the bottom and the right-
hand side of the drawing. (Transparency 2)

E. Attention to consistency of lettering style and overall spacing is important.

F. Lettering for railroads, roads, and waterways on maps should be parallel
and close to the symbol.

VII. Methods of map registration (Transparency 3)

A. Pin registration

1. Pin bar Uses a metal strip with projecting pins and stable polyes-
ter film properly punched on one edge at corresponding spaces to
provide precise registration

2. individual pins Uses separate pins that snap into attached tabs
that provide registration to multiple sheets for overlay drafting

B. Register marks -- Decals or hand-drawn targets that line up on a base
sheet with corresponding marks on the overlay

Reprographic techniques used in civil drafting

A. Inking Application of ink on a drawing, usually executed on film with
technical pens or ruling pens.

(NOTE: There are many types of inks available which are selected for differ-
ent applications based on their characteristics such as erasability and dry-
ing time. Refer to the ink manufacturers' specifications for information on
these specific characteristics. Pen sizes range from 6 x0 to 14 and are avail-
able in steel, jewel, and tungsten tips. Refer to MAVCC's Basic Drafting,
Book It for a review of inking techniques and the use and care of technical
pens.)

B. Taping --- Can be used in place of ink lines for faster application or to pro-
vide a pattern or color line; reproduces well. (Transparency 4)

(NUM: Many sizes of tapes are available in black and several colors with
either gloss or matte surfaces. Pattern tapes are also useful where repeti-
tive patterns are needed, Individual firms can have custom order tapes to
meet their special requirements, Tapes do not have a long shelf life for
adhesion to the original.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Pressure-sensitive film A material with an adhesive backing that can be
applied to drawings to fill in a section with color, pattern, or applied sym-
bol(s). (Transparency 5)

D. Typesetting Photographic reproduction of text information at any
required point size for paste o on a final map or for manual preparation.

Photographic methods Techniques used during the photographic repro-
duction of a drawing to change its size or appearance.

1. Photographic screening

2. Enlargement and reduction (Transparency 6)

F. Xerographic copying (Xeroxing) Used for duplication and quick reproduc-
tions; enlargements, reductions, and color copies are also possible.

(NOTE: Size is generally limited to 81/2 x 11 and 8112 x 14 although other
sizes are available at copying centers.)

G. Diazo reproduction Produces 1:1 scale blueline, blackline, or sepia paper
or film prints from reproducible originals (vellum or film); relatively inexpen-
sive but quality and shelf life are poor.

(NOTE: Diazo print of overlay drafting is done in a vacuum frame.)

IX. Types of pressure-sensitive films

A Pattern films

Examples: mrirtritrn-r:

Rock

. . -

Sand

Water
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U' FORMATION SHEET

B. Shading films (screens)

(NOTE: These have many different values with intensities ranging from 10%to 70% and lines from 27.5 to 85. Screens should not be so small that theycover the lettering on the drawing or map.)

Examples:
50%

32.5 Line
Screen

42.5 Line
Screen

C. Symbol sheets

Ex:Jimples:

D. Color films

(N: E: i, are ev'tilable in many colors as transparent or projectable.)
E. etit-toi7 !rt:71I tax that use certain symbols

chartpak

I.
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F. Title block transfers (standard or custom)

Examples:

CD- 3T3

SCALE

DATE

SIZE

CHECKED BY DRAWN SY

DRAWING NO

DRAWK ?hi! NOT Hi Wit D DR RIPREOLVD1411$00 *Ulf N fiRPCSSiOh

ovrme 1 C. L. JONES COMPANY
t.WTI

_ . _ ^ . -^ ^ ^

t
I.V5TVAlfc

G. Transfer film

ci

VI' t1lt1 t, 111

4, at's*. t

APP fa*

(NOTE: This is a thin, highly transparent film with a sticky back to adhere to
originals; has a special surface that can be drafted on with ink, pencil, 07
typing.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

H, Rtitihef z,lamp Used for informal, temporary information

LFIELD INSPECTION

ROADWAY PLANS

Rubber StArrped

X. Methods used to color maps

A Colored pencils

Felt tip markers (Magic markers)

C. Colo; stvarations: photographic processes in the printing of maps

D. Color transter films

(NOTE: Colors should be used along with map symbols for identification by
individuals who are color blind.)

tal photography

A. Applications of aerial photography

1. Photo interpretation The analysis of aerial photographs for the
identification and measurement of surface objects and features.

2. `:;tereo compilation To extract precisely located feature informa-
tion from aerial photography.

Orthophotography All information not found on the photo are
overprinted onto the photo (then known as a photomap).

4. Analytical aerotrianqulation Producing coordinates of photo con-
trol points by mathematical procedures rather than by analog meth-
ods.
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B Aerial photographs with ground control points that are predetermined loca-
tions over the area to be photographed.

C. Aerial photographs overlap each other.

1. 60c! a along flight lines

2. 30" r overlap between adjacent flights

Direction of Flight4.-
I

Camera I Camera 1

60% Overlap

D. Stereoviewing of aeCal photographs The projection of two or more over-
lapping images. whic,h creates a 3-dimensional model

E. Scalc of the aerial photograph

1. Is identified prior to taking photograph.

2. Factors in scale selection:

a. Use

b. Size

c. Shape

d. Financial resources

F Photo mosaic A series of aerial photographs that are taken along a given
flight line combined into one large photograph; constructed by matching
images that appear on overlapping photographs.

(NOTE: Because of the distortion found around the edges of a single aerial
photo, it is necessary to group many together to obtain a less distorted
view of an area of land.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

XII. Methods of drawing' reproduction

A. Dia ;ro pnni Bluvine Nilckline paper or film) prints

B. Intermediate isepiti or black) -- OM o appt copy that becomes a 2nd orig-
inal of the copied drrvirnr..:

C. Xerographic copying (XeroxingI

'hoto engraving

E. Photo offset prrnting

XIII. Standard sheet format for a set of civil drawings

A. Cover sheet key nap

B. Ate 111;T:

C Plan and

D. Cross seC. i

E. C011StftiCti071 110 'ait;

F.

XIV. Components of a map layout i)

A.. l3order

B. tillappi

C. Legend

Merirtan ;71!

E. Titio bi

Notes

XV. Steps for drafting a map or drawing

A. Sete:7f twt =t tied

B. Lay In Mir: border.

1. Use ti(-r, vy iinch (:,,t/F: 4 or 4.?

2. 1. nave a larger border at left of sheet to allow for possible future bind-
=no.

t.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Plot in map area on a layout sheet.

1. Determine necessary space for tne plotting and drafting of the map
area.

2. Place map area generally to the left of center of the sheet leaving
ample room around the mapped area for notes and dimensions.

3. Plot control points and traverse.

4. Plot in topographic information if applicable.

5. Lay in additional features.

Examples: Cuitural and vegetation symbols

6. Lay in the location of labels and dimensions.

D. Place the title block. (Transparency 13)

1. Place title block in the lower right hand col'

(NOTE: Never place it within the map area.)

2. Title will include as it applies:

a. Type of map

h. Name of property or projec t

c. Owner or user

d. Location or area

e. Date completed

1. Scale

g. Contour interval

h. Horizontal and vertical datums

i. Name of surveyor, engineer. or architect and license number
where applicable

(NOTE: Additional data may be required on special purpose maps.)

3. Lettering should be simple to read.

4. Size of lettering should adjust proportionally with the importance of
the information in the title block.

5, Symmetry of layout around a centerline is required,
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E. Locate the meridian arrow.

(NOTE: Refer to Unit Ill, "Standard Symbols and Abbreviations.")

1. Generally north points to the top of the sheet.

(NOTE: The meridian arrow should reflect the position of north used
in the mapped area.

2. True, grid, and magnetic north may all be shown

3. Arrow styles vary.

(NOTE: Each firm or engineer may have a style preference.)

4. Generally located to the top and right on sheet.

5. Arrow can be traced from a sheet of standards or be a stick-up from a
transfer sheet.

F. Place the legend.

1. Locate it where it best balances the sheet.

(NOTE: If several map areas or items are included on the sheet,
locate the legend near the items the legend applies to.)

2. List ,;ymbols in one column with feature names in the column next to
it.

3. Place the label "legend" centrally over the columns and use a larger
letter size.

C. Letter in the notes.

1, Cover special features pertaining to the individual map.

2. Locate in a prominent place. generally to the left or above the title
block.

3. May be hand lettered, mechanical lettered (Leroy), or typed on poly-
ester adhesive-backed material.

H. Perform final inking.

1. Determine line weights for final draw ng

2. Determine type of lettering.

3. Determine size of lettering.
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;NFORMATION SHEET

XVI. Common mistakes made in map drafting

A. Not checking (scaling distances when plotting by coordinates)

B. Plotting by protractor

C Using a soft pencil or one with a blunt point

D. Variation in dimensions of map sheet due to temperature and moisture

E. Selecting an inappropriate scale or cont)ur interval for the map

F. Improperly orienting topographic notes in field or office

G. Using wrong edge of engineer's scale

H. Making the north arrow too large. complex. or black

I. Omitting the scale or necessary notes

J, Failing to balance the sheet by making a preliminary sketch

K. Drafting the map on a poor-quality medium

XVII. Types of planimeters (Transparency

A. Polar planimeter Has a fixed or adjustable arm.

1. Fixed arm planimeter Measures areas in square inches (in') or
square centimeters (cm). then multiplied by a factor.

2. Adjustable arm planimeter Can be set to a variety of ratios for
direct reading from the dial.

B. Disc planimeter

1. Is considered more precise than the polar planimeter.

2. is recommended for use on maps or charts that have en reduced
to a small scale.

C. Electronic planimeter

1. Has a digital readout of the area measured.

2. Minimizes the possibility of decimal mistakes,

3. Can be instantly set on zero.

>
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XVIII. Parts of a polar planimeter

Moves in
Clockwise
Direction

A. Tracer IT) --- A metal pointer or dot on a magnifying glass.

B. Pole (13) A v.c.,ghted. fixed point used to hold the planimeter in place.

C. Counter box (C)

1. Has a socket into which pivot (1E3) and the end of the polar bar (PEI!
rest.

2. Allows the two arms to rotate around the pole (P).

3. Contains a dial that rolls forwards and backwards as the pointer fol-
lows the outline.

4. The dial registers the number of revolutions to the neari..t 0.01 ,t vo-
lutions

5. The vernier scale registers the nearest 0.001 revolution.

I



410 Using Scribe Coat

Step 1 Transfer manuscript to film photographically or
lay scribe coat over manuscript on tight table for tracing.

NMI
.. ".1^.

4

Step 2 Use scribing tool to engrave desired lines into
film.

t
4

Step 3 The finished scribed drawing serves as the
negative for contact printing and/or other reproduction.

41.1111114111-
"1.i 61)41.1111%. stVa

4111-'''.444181/1148.00ans._

Malec '...orrections by masking scribed areas with
retouching fluid, opaquing pen, or opaque masking tape.

Courtesy of tceutfet and Esser Company,

S
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Letter Orientation



Methods of Map Registration

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pin Bar

Individual Pins

Examples of Pin Registration

Examples of Register Marks

370
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Taping Tips and Techniques

Curve Line Widths
When applying the narrow
width tapes ('/64" through
%el hold the tape down
with one thumb and curve
the tape carefully with your
index finger, following your
pre-drawn line.

Repositioning
When applying tapes,
adhere looscii at first until
exact location is deter-
mined. Once burnished, it is
difficult to reposition tapes
without damaging surface
of board.

Mitering Corners
A. To miter a corner that

ensures a tight well-fit-
ting joint, overlap tape
at corner using tape
pen if possible for ease
in handling.

B.

371

Cut off excess tape
diagonally from out-
side to inside corner.
Press firmly to cut
through both layers of
tape. Lift tape with art
knife and remove
excess. Reposition
tape and burnish for a
perfect corner.

Courtesy of Keuffet and Esser Company.
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Applying Pressure-Sensitive

Step 'I Cut a section slightly larger than required.
Slide point of knife under film and lift off of carrying
sheet.

Step 2 Position and press firmly.

Step 3 Using a sharp knife, trim and peel off surplus.
Courtesy of Keutfel and Esser Compan)c

3 72
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Percentages of Enlargement or
Reduction

Scale Change *Percentage

Enlargement (E) -- Reduction (R)From
L

To

1 "=20'
1 = 40'
1" = 50'
1" = 100'
1° = 200'

50% R
40% R
20 %R
10 %R

1' = 40'

1" = 20'
1" = 50'
1" = 100'
1" = 200'

200 %E
80% R
40 %R
20% R

1" = 50'

1" = 20'
1" = 40'
V = 100'
1" = 200'

250 %E
125 %E
50% R
25% R

= 10l'' 0'

1" = 20'
1" = 40'
1" = 50'
1" = 200'

500%E
250% E
200% E
50% R

1" =

1 = 20'
1" = 40'
1" = 50'
1" = 100'

1000 %E
500% E
400 %E
200% E

" Stated in % of original size

For percentages to enlarge or reduce scales not shown, divide the desired into the existing:

Exist. Sc. = % of E or R
Des. Sc.

For percentages to enlarge or reduce inches to inches:

sm.
No.Enlarging -- divide smaller number into larger = % of E

Reducing divide larger number into smaller Sm. No. % ofR
Lg. No.

3 73 TM 6



Components of a Map Layout

Mapped Area

CD- 393

North Arrow and
Scale Information

AVMS
t. - :tom....

Zit
A Odp -

#4440,1.. kits.
Aq#640.04 441,
Ma

Border

Notes

Legend

Title Block

TM 7



Sample Title Blocks

COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES

CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

TRANSIT STADIA SURVEY
OF

FILLMORE FIELD
EC P LE: I in 20 ft, DATE:5-8-86
SURVEY BY: C. EVANS MAP BY: KAS

isEivocife 4' ASSOC.
RZA Alitil i/& Pe7341RTIVMAIT

,cue . av
,....4.s

le 4 e/A/ #077.14ti'D
44,11, PI-AAIVE"ife.

4)-4 re
3-25-86

5:F-..4 4_6"2co, 772.4 FF" IC 5700C)
DAV443 Aka

MAP OF MISSOURI
SHOWING

MAJOR WATERWAYS
AND THEIR

DRAINAGE AREAS

10 0

Mary Powell

June 1, 1986

Scale of Milos

10 20 30

- .1

CD- 395
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Types of Planimeters

Polar Planimeter

Disc Planimeter

Electronic Planimeter

376
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

HANDOUT #1 EVALUATION OF DRAFTING MEDIA

Evaluation

Type of Material
Prepared

Tracing Paper
Natural

Tracing Paper
Office

System
Tracing and

Drawing Film

Transparency Visual
or Tracing

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair _
Transparency Actinic

or Reproductive
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Strength
Excellent

VeryGoud

Good

Fair

Erasability
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Permanence

Excellent a
Very Good

Good

Fair

Cost

High

Medium

Low
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

HANDOUT #2 CHARACTERISTICS OF UNSENSITIZED FILMS

TYPE
SASE

TNICIINESS SURFACE/DESCRIPTION USES

Transparent
Uncoated

.005"
.0075"

Clear For overlays, protective covers, type stick-up,
et .

Transparent
for ink

.003*

.005"
,0375`

Clear Accepts ink or airbrush colors. Excellent
for overlay work.

Transparent for
Pencil and ink

.005"
.0075" Matte one side For original layouts for accurate drafting

where close tolerances are required,
such as body layouts, air frame structure
esion, loft molds. etc,

.005"
.0075" Matte both sides

Transparent
AllPurpose

Stylus
.005" Matte both sides

Has stylus acceptance quality, can also be
used with pencil and ink. For lofting and auto
industry work where close tolerances are
needed.

OPorloo for
Pencil and Ink

.005"
.0075"

WhiteMatte both sides

Used as master template sheet In conjunc-
tion with a photo-electric eye and panto-
graph for automatic flame cutting of plate.
For the same general purposes as mounted
drawing paper, and as a base for color
Proofs,
For phologrammetric compilations and
drafting phases of map reproduction. Also
for use on automated plotting equipment
and coordinatographs. Superior
inking. surface,

Cartographic
for Ink

.004"

.007" Matte one side

.004"
7"

Matte both sides

PlotA-Grid

.003"

.005"
Black 90° 5)0" GridMatte

one side Designed for use by the mapping, photo-
grammetry, automotive, and aircraft
Industries

Actinically opaque, translucent on light
table. For accurate scribe masters where
dupftuates are to be made. Extensively used
for all mapping purposes, Including color
separation. Also used for scribing
business forms.

"Not actinically opaque for certain
reProillIcrloo methods.
Requires reduced scribing pressure. Ideal
for seismic scribing/recording devices,
automatic plotters, and manual scribing
operations when material not exposed to
heavy duty use.
For undimensional drafting, and for use on
automated plotters. The double coating
makes scribed image stand out with
excellent contrast_ Light table not req4ired,

.004"
_

Black 90' 5x5" Grid-Matte
12SALS.klAt.

Scribe Coat

.0075" White*

.0375"
Yellow

.005"
.0075" Rust

.0375" gr

RustScribe Coat
Type S

.005*
.0075°

Outline Scribe

.0075" WhItistGreen

.005"
.0075" White/Rust

Transparent
Scribe

.005"
.0075' Red The red film is visually transparent, actini-

call), opaque and Is used for overly scribing
to produce map features Plates.
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SASE 1

TYPE SURFACE/DESCRIPTION i USES1 THICKNESS ;

-t
1 . _ ......-- ..---. - _- . - _ . - _ _ . ___ .........._

For color separation, mapping. heavy tines in
Peel Coat .0075" Deep Orange printed circuits, open window negatives.

i Actinically opaque Use with bichromatecl
..1 resist,slch with alcohol.
i

005" } RedAlatte other sicte For circuit layouts, MiC10-CirCUlt mask
design.

i. . ....... .....,...._._ ... ...._________
nut 'n' Strip i

1

.005" , Used for color separating, drop-out masks,
.0075" i Deep RediClear other side i laying screen areas,a nd silhouetting

,
... 1_ halt-tor:Tsang certain rnapvingoses:.

HANDOUT #2

Information Courtesy of neutfel and Esser.

(NOTE: Films are available in lengths of 20 yards or 50 yards except for cartographic film which is available only in
100-foot lengths. The standard widths on most films are 38, 42. and 48 inches with some films available smaller or
larger than this.)

3 79)
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

HANDOUT #3 - CHARACTERISTICS OF SENSITIZED FILMS

TYPE

Pencii8, lak
Surface

Sensitized tor
HELIOS

Dry Dino
Reproduction

Scribe Surface
Sensitized for I 0075[ "

HEMS Dry Diaz°
Reproduction

1

BASE t

,--

TiliCKNESS

005"

.005"

SURFACE/DESCHilliON

Black Line-Sensitized
glossy side

Sepia Line-Sensitized
glossy side

Black Line-Rust Surface

USES

Make 2nd originals from positive drafts. For
accurate reproductions to send to subcon-
tractors. Use as direct templates for check.
Mg pattern, hole placement, etc. Standard
speed.

Same as above, except Rapid speed.

Used where guidelines image is required on
scribe surface, in mapping operations.

Peel Coat Used to make open window negatives for
Sensitized for open water areas, urban areas, woodland
Ph .0075"otographic I tints where scribed or photo negative origl-
Reproduction

1 nal is used as outline master. Photo sensitive
--1.. acts as a stencil resist for chemical etchin

Reproscribe 1 Photographic contact emulsion Used to duplicate existing scribe negatives
on soft Rust Scribe, or produce a scribe negarn. ?. from a positive

Daylight Working
Contact
Dark Red

Sensitked for
Direct Positive .0075" I Daylight Handling, drawing. ideal for master revision work.

information Courtesy at Kendra, and Esser.



MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - COMPLETE A TRACING IN INK
OF A MAPPED AREA

Directions:

1. Using the layout for the "Missile Ccmplex" completed in Assignment Sheet #6, Unit IV,
set up a final map for presentation.

2. Determine final sheet size for map to be drafted.

3. Complete in ink on film.

(NOTE: Determine the line weights with your instructor.)

4. Include all necessary information:

a. Title block and border

b. Legend

c. North meridian

d. Graphic scale

e. Notes

5. Hand letter dimensions in ink.

6. Use mechanical lettering or press-on letters for the title block information.

7. Run diazo print.
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 APPLY TRANSFER FILM
AND PRESSON LETTERS

Directions:

1. Use "Er size polyester film (such as Mylar).

2. Trace the details shown below and on the next page in ink on the drafting film.

3. Hand letter the notes and dimensions.

4. Use applique transfer film for the material symbols.

5. Use pres. on letters for the titles.

7T-P6- C
A5PHALr

.,1/1/1")

ASPHALT

TAC'k COAT

11101110IMINM

407

Fr AarrAWAVAIAM
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2
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MAP PLANNING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1 -- T,n be evaluoted on neatness, ba;:,ince of the map. and Ione awiiitv to
the satisfacton of ttie instructor.

Assignment Sheet 492 Evaitiated to the sotisfaction of the instructor

CD 4.
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1 - REGISTER A MAP

A. Toots and materials

1. Sheet of transfer register marks

2. Art boards, 2

3. Clear, overlay sheets (acetate), 2

4. Art knife

5. Burnisher

B. Hole puncher

7. Register pins, 2

Procedure for register marks method

1. Remove one tsgister mark from transfer sheet using art knife.

2. Position register mark on your art board and cover with overlay sheet. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

3. Remove a matching register mark from transfer sheet.
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JOB SHEET #1

4. Position second register mark on overlay directly over first register mark. Use
great care to assure perfect registration. (Figure 2)

(NOTE: This procedure can be repeated for multiple overlays.)

FIGURE 2

5. Burnish the register marks. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

C. Procedure for pin registration method

1. Trim a piece of board and an overlay sheet to the s_tme size.
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JOB SHEET #1

2. Punch two holes in them at the same time. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

3. Push a register pin through each of the holes from the back side of the board.
(Figure 5)

FIGURE 5
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JOB SHEET #1

4. Place the punch I overlay orl the pins. iFigtire 6)

FIGURE 6
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2 - USE A POLAR PLANIMETER TO
DETERMINE ACREAGE

A. Material

1. Polar planimeter

2. Map area to be measured

3. Paper and pencil for recording results

B. Procedure

1. Set planimeter in plac Position pole outside the area to be measured. Test to
see if the tracer arm can reach all around the area to be measured.

(NOTE: If area is too large for one swing around it, establish one or more division
lines. Planimeter each part and ao them together.)

2. Zero up the dials or read the initial reading and record.

(NOTE: Refer to the manual for instructions on your planimeter.}

3. Trace around area to be measured in a clockwise direction.

4. Record the number on the dial.

a. Fixed arm planimeter. If length on tracer arm (AT) is set without the ability
to adjust, it is usually set at a ratio of 1:10.

Example: 1"x 1" square = 1.00 revolutions
Therefore, area traced = Number if revolutions x 10

b. For planimeter with adjustable E.Tri, allow for different settings.

Example: 1"= 20 up to 1"= 200'
Set for a linear scale means 1 square inch = 400 square feet.

5. If using a fixed arm planimeter, multiply your number of revolution:" by the nun- -

ber of square feet (at map scale),

Example: If map scale is = 50', then 1 square inch on map = 2500 sq. ft.
Number of sq. ft. x number of revolutions = Total sq. ft.
2500 sq. ft. x 1 revolution = 2500 sq. ft.
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JOB SHEET #2

6. Divide the number of square feet in one acre (43,560 sq ft in 1 acre) into the num-
ber of square feet of the area being measured. This will give you the number of
acres in the area to be measured.

Example: 2500 sq. ft. = 43,500 sq. ft. = .057 acres

7. For greater accuracy of results, pianimeter each area three times and average
the results.



MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

NAME

TEST

Match the terms on the right with the definitions.

P. A surface that has a bright, polished finish

b Brand name "f a polyester film used as a
base for drawing in the drafting industry

c, Admitting and &fusing light so that objects
beyond cannot be clearly distinguished;
pally transparent

d. A clear plastic film which has no drafting
surface

e. A Drawing medium that is matte on one or
both sides for a drafting surface; accepts
both ink and pencil and comes in various mil
thicknesses

f. A tool generally esed to rub film, letters, or
symbols onto a drawing to assure the adher-
ence to the drafting medium

A material used to carry information; in
drafting, includes various papers and films
used for written and drafted information

An original drawing on a translucent mate-
rial suitable for di.:2o reproduction

1. A diazo product used in the reproduction
process of maps and topes; either negative
or positive images can be placed on this
film, with more drafting added later as
needed

A slightly rough finish free from shiie or
highlights

k. Not permitting the passage of light

A thin film with a tacky surface that will
adhere to another drawing; used to blot*
out areas on a m. p or drawing

m A precision instrument used to measure
plane areas of any shape

1. Acetate

2. Burnisher

3. Gloss

4. Matte

5. Medium

6. fvlylar

7. Opaque

8. Peelable film

9. Planimeter

10. Polyester film

11. Reproducible

12. Scribing/engraving
instruments

13, Sensitized material
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TEST

n. Trarsrnitting light without appreciat,le scat-
tering so that bedies lying beyond are
clearly visible

o. A prepared tracing paper that has the qua!-
Ity of strength and transparency to make, a
good drawing surface; generally used with
pencil and ink

p. Similar to mechanical instruments except
that the drawing points are cutters or metal
tips

q. A master sheet of letters or symbols that
can be easil), transferred to a drawing by
rubbing the symbol with a blunt iiistrument
onto the proper place on the drawing

14. Transfer overlay

15. Translucent

16. Treaspa; 4.: ot

17. Vellum

2. Match tne types of drafting media on the right with their characteristics.

a 10V0 rag tranA,icf.r11 p; p'. iNtiwh accepts
pencil and ink

b. Used for quick nott,:. or chunges over a
drawing

c. May be sensiti7.ed for special diazo repro-
duction process or unsensitized for stand.
and work; are available with single or double
matte surfaces which accept ink, pencil. or
plastic film lead; are available in different
mil thicknesses (.002" to .0071

d Film or paper printed with black or blue 900
grids with single or double matte surfaces

e. An opaque-coated polyester film

A peelable film used for color separations
and map drafting

1. Gridded media

2. Peel coat

3. Natural tracing paper

4. Prepared tracing
paper (vellum)

5. Scribe coat

6. Tracing and drawing
polyester films

3. Select the following true statements concerning characteristics of scribing by pacing
an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Is oaly used for wide tolerance work.

b. Is usually worked over a light table.

c. Lines are created by using a technical pen to incise the special surface.

d. Corrections cannot be made in scribed surface.

)
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TEST

Lines are clean, sharp, and of a uniform width.

Finished drawing is the positive image for reproduction.

g. Produces a dimensionally-stable original.

Match types of photographic block-out products on the right with the coned character-
istics.

A light sate. polyester film coated with a low
tack, repositinnable adhesive

A thin, light safe film coated on a clear
dimensionally-stable polyester base sheet
available in ruby red or amber; .003 mil or
.005 mil thickness

Produces a peelable negative after film
processing

Available in widths 1/3;," to I"

e. Used for small spats for instant opaquing

5. List three types of lettering used in civil drafting.

a

b.

c.

1. Block-out film

2. Litho blockout tapes

3. Masking film

4. Opaquing pen

5. Peet coat

6 Complete the following statements concerning rules for good lettering by filling in the
blanks with the correct words.

a. Use lettering aids to provide guidelines to obtain uniform in let-
tering.

b. Lettering usually varies in size on maps in direct relation to the
of the item to be lettered.

c. Lettering should be placed so it is readable from the bottom and the
-hand side of the drawing.

d. Lettering for railroads, roads, and waterways on maps should be parallel and
close to the

CD, 419
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TEST

7. Distinguish between the methods of map registration by placing an "X" next to the
description of register marks.

a. Def;als or hand-drawn targets that line up on a base sheet with C011 is-
ponding marks on the overlay

Uses a metal strip with projecting pins and stable polyester film properly
punched on one edge at corresponding spaces to provide precise registra-
tion

8. Match the reprographic techniques on the right with the correct uses in civil drafting.

a. Application of ink on a drawing, usually exe-
cuted on film with technical pens or ruling
pens.

Can be used in place of ink lines for faster
application or to provide a pattern or color
line; reproduces well.

A material with an adhesive backing that
can be applied to drawings to fill in a sec-
tion with color, pattern, or applied symbol(s).

Photographic reproduction of text informa-
tion at any required point size for paste up
on a final map or for manual preparation.

e. Techniques used during the photographic
reproduction of a drawing to change its size
or appearance.

_._f. Used for duplication and quick reproduc-
tions; enlargements, reductions, and color
copies are also possible.

Produces 1:1 scale blueline, blackline, err
sepia paper or film prints from reproducible
origina' relatively inexpensive but quality
and shed life are poor.

9. List four types of pressure-sensitive

a,

b.

c.

d.

1. Diazo reproduction

2. inking

3. Photographic meth-
ods

4. Pressure-sensitive
film

5. Taping

6. Typesetting

7. Xerographic copying



TEST

10. List two methods used for coloring maps.

a.

b.

CD- 421

11. Complete the following statements concerning aerial photography by selecting the
best answer and placing the corresponding number in the blank provided for each.

a. All of the following are applications of aerial photography EXCEPT:

1) Stereo compilation
2) Orthographies
3) Orthophotography
4) Photo interpretation

b. Analytical aerotriangulation produces coordinates of photo control points
by procedures.

1) Mathematical
2", Analog
3) Tactile
4) Visual

c Aerial photographs overlap each other along flight lines.

1) 30%
2) 40%
3) 50%
4) 60%

Stereoviewing of aerial photographs creates a ____ -dimen-
sional model.

1) 1

2i 2
3) 3
4) 4

e. The scale of the aerial photograph is identified taking the
photograph.

1) Before
2) After

f. A series of aerial photographs that are taken along a given flight line com-
bined into one large photograph is called a _

1) Photo co;laga
2', Photo map
3) Photo mosaic
4) Photo arrangement

, )
4 1
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TEST

12. List throe methods f druiNint,r repredirctii

a.

b.

C.

13. Arrange in order the startourd sheet format for ;A SC't of clVi! ticavvings by piecing the cor-
rect sequence numbers 1-(3) in the appropriate Hunks.

Construction deta is

Notes

Area map

d. Cover sheet key map

c. Cross se:tions

Pian and i.,rctiles

14. Lite i the components of tne lotio,,-;inc map

b

f.'
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TEST

15. Arrange in order the following steps for drafting a map or drawing by placing the correct
sequence numbers (1-8) in the appropriate blanks

a. Lay in the border.

b. Locate the meridian arrow.

c. Place the title block.

Letter in the notes.

e Plot in map area on a layout sheet.

f. Place the legend.

g_ Select sheet medium (film or paper) and si7e.

h. Perform final inking.

16. List six common mistakes made in map drafting.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

17. Distinguish between the types of planirneters by placing the following letters next to
the correct descriptions:

"D" Disc planimeter
"E" Electronic planimeter
"P" Polar planimeter

__a. Fixed arm type measures areas in square inches or square centimeters,
then multiplied by a factor.

b. is recommended for use on maps or charts that have been reduced to a
small scale.

c. Has a digital readout of the area measured.

Is considered more precise than the polar planimeter..

e. Adjustable arm tt pe can be set r,.:; 3 variety of tatioi-:, for direct rer.ding from
the dial.

Minimizes the possibility of decink-il mintalcc!s.
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MAP DRAFTING PROCEDURES
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 3 P. 5 rn 9
h. 6 h 11 n. 16

c,
d.

15

'I

I.

1,

.,-.;

4
o.

P-

17

12

C. 10 K. 7 q- '14

1. 2 I. 8

2. a. 4
b. 3
C,

d.
C.

f. 2

3. b.e.g

4. a.

h.

0,

d.

e. 4

5. a. Hand lettering in pencil or ink using Gothic Of ROIThill styles
b. Mechanical lettering
c. Lettering machines
ci Press-on letters

a. Height
b. Importance
c Right
11. Symbol

8. z

5. 5

C. 4

d.

C.

f.

9 Any itrig of PIO following:
a. Pattern film
5. Shading Wulf:, iscrcol!.4
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1.0

ANSWERS TO TEST

Si't :".htttmt
(lit films
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f. f: I

1.?,fhSftl iff'17
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Ails; two oi th4,
Colorcii
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A

1
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ANSWERS TO TEST

c. Using a :3oft pencil or one with a blunt point
d. Variation in dimensions of map sheet due to temperature and mo,sture
e. Selecting an inappropriate scale or contour interval for the map
f. Improperly orienting topographic notes in field or office
g. Using wrong edge of engineer's scale
h. Making the north arrow too !rage, complex, or black
i. Omitting the scale or necessary notes
j. Failing to balance the sheet by making a preliminary sketch
k. Drafting the map on a poor-quality medium

17. a.
b. D
c.
d. D or E
e.

1B. a. Pole
b, Tracer
c. Counter box

19.-20. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

Performancererforrnance evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to plan a preliminary subdivision
map, complete a final plat map, and layout a plat from a legal description and field notes.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by
scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to plats and subdivisions with the correct definitions.

2. Define subdivision planning.

3. Select from a list the official agents who may regulate subdivision planning.

4. List duties that may be performed by regulatory agents for the subdivision of land.

5. Arrange in order the steps in planning a subdivisiln.

6. Complete statements concerning the final recordation of a subdivision plat map.

7. Select individuals who certify and approve the final plat map.

8. Complete statements concerning legal descriptions.

9. List guidelines for drafting a plat.

10. List methods for laying out and developing a map.

11. Layout a boundary survey from a legal description. (Assignment Sheet #1)
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Reduce field notes and plot a simple boundary survey. (Assignment Sheet #2)

13. Develop from field notes the plat map for a nine lot subdivision. (Assignment
Sheet #3)

14. Redraw to scale a complete final plat of a 36 lot subdivision. (Assignment Sheet
#4)

15. Research 6'e plat information for your property or a property in your area. (Assign-
ment Sheet #5)



PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A Obtain rnott.,..rols i:indof invitc rcsource pi.opit, to c.!:1:-.;; :-.1.3p rem
forc.' ulformtitir provided ;n thr;; unit 0! inlqictiri.

(NOTE Ihis activity 5tioutj teochittg of this mut a

B. Make tc.u)sparericios ;font ih0 !Ili 11:11:V, inchiiiod with 1hit;

C. Provide studrnts with Obtt'lliVe f-ht,et.

D. unit and =4),,ciftc ot,jictivoi;

Plovide t;todent!.; Ifitornrition ;Ifni ,tssi;ciptchl

F. DIscut-ls infortna on :Ind assignnlen1

(NOTE: lifw ihe transparonciv.,:, Sig onilar:cr the in!oundlion gi

!htnljti.1W the t()ItLYIA!11:1 tht %it Iht.

Lr;' \'t Iii yo!!! l 41 ,it ;, ;4t thC. pi.it 1:10y).0",

2. Obtain a Copy ti.)+ ,L)ri drati,11(1 f,taildatik 'cool v, plann:Ilq
tcc, or citv

InvItc (HA- tk; :;,

Obtain the ;,r1.,:pf0 wor 1,g) , dr,if! plat
tiht)WIlit) 911:t t,i0titi(tity and t !1.)1atrori Lit Int. Ictic;,!,

MLet inciWitillaily With oderiti3 taNrc-!3!' dlirfoqri unit ot
TtSttUCtiOn anti lti:.11:::311: t*';

Givy Iost.

Evattizi.tr?
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definition.;

A. Bench mark A relatively permanent material object, natural or artificial,
bearing a marked point whose elevation above or below an adopted datum
is known

B. Cadastral survey A survey which creates, marks, defines, retraces, or
reestablishes the boundaries and subdivisions of the land

C. Corner A point on the surface of the earth, determined by the surveying
process, which defines an extremity on a boundary of public lands

D. Corner description The specific data (both old and new) about a corner
monument and its accessories, which include marks, positions. and physi-
cal characteristics

E. Cul-de-sac A dead-end street which widens sufficiently at the end to per-
mit an automobile to make a "U" turn

Datum line in ordinary survey usage. a defined reference line for survey
measurement

G. Easement An Interest or right )11 land owned by anethor that entitles its
holder to a specific limited use, such as laying a sewer crossing over prop-
erty, or putting up power IMes

H. Grade plan A plan containing original ground contours over which con-
tours of the highway, subdivision, or other embalikalent or excavation to be
completed are superimposed on and connected with the original ground
contours at the edge of construction limits

Legal description A written statement recognized by law as to the defi-
nite location of a tract of land by reference to a survey, recorded map, or
adjoining properly

J. Monument A physical structure, such as an in ,n post. marked stone, or
tree in place, which marks the location of a cower point established by a
cadastral survey

K. Planning commission Either a citizen committee appointed by the chief
executive or legislative body to review subdivision plans, or a full- or part-
time staff of professional planners hired to carry out continued planning
activities, review subdivision plans, conduct studies, etc.

L. Plat, subdivision A map of a subdivision of land usually prepared in
accordance with state plat statutes or local subdivision regulations or both

CD-.G5
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INFORMATION SHEET

M. Plat, use The component of the new status records, a copy of the master
title plat which shows in addition to survey, ownership. and rest ictive data,
leases, licenses, and permits currently effective

Platting The process of preparing a plat of subdivision according to state
and loc:?.! ordinances

0. Plot To place survey data upon a map or plat

(NOTE: In the past, no clearly defined difference existed between plat and
plot. It is recommended to use plat for graphic representation of the survey
and plot for the cartographic operations involved in the construction of a
map or plat.)

P Subdivision plat book A public record showing the location, size. and
name of owners of various recorded plats in the municipality or county

IL Subdivision plannvwg The process of dividing urban land into orderly, accurately
surveyed parcels

Official agents who may regulate the subdivision of land

A. City and county planning commission

B. City council

C. County commissioners

IV. Duties that may be performed by regulatory agents for the subdivision of land

A. Draw up zoning and building regulations

Establish rules for building height limits. parking facilities. and right-of-way
setback lines

C. Establish specifications for improvements on:

1. Sewers

2. Water lines

3. Sidewalks

4. Curbs

5. Gutters

6. Street paving



INFORMATION SHEET

D, Grant permits for sale of new subdivision lots

E. Establish utility regulations

V. Steps in planning a subdivision (Transparencies 1 and 2)

(NOTE The steps in planning a subdivision will vary from locale to locale. Consult
the specific procedures used in your areal

A. Planning office and city engineer are consulted or governing rules and reg-
ulations of the local planning agencies specifying the following:

1. Frontage and depth of lots

2. Minimum and maximum length of blocks

3. Street widths

4. Maximum street gradients

5. Minimum street gradients

6. Allowable direction of lot lines in respect to the streets

7. Design consideration of residential subdivisions

8. Width of right-of-ways for city streets

9. Width of alleys

10. Minimum required clearance from residential buildings to property
lines

B. A small scale location map is developed to shlw the relation of the subdivi-
sion to the surrounding properties.

C. A tentative plan is developed to show the following:

1. Outline of property

2. Proposed title of the subdivision

(NOTE: This should be checked with the planning office to ensure it
is not already in u3e )

3. Drawn to a scale of 1" = 200' or larger

(NOTE: ibis is often drawn to the same scale as the final plat map,
but not aiways.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

4. Topographic features of existing conditions

5. Owner's and surveyor's name

6. Recorded titles of adjoining tracts

7, Proposed layout of lots, streets, alleys. walkways, parks, and any
special features

8. All existing easements for a pipeline, power line, etc.

9. Legal description of and (usually only in caption form)

10. The following items will either have documentary references or an
explanation of their status:

a. Water

b. Sewer

c. F, Id and drainage conditions

d. Street improvements

e. School facilities

f. Parks and recreation

g. Power and street lights

n. Gas

t. Fire protection

j. Hospitals

k. Transportation

Access to highways

D. The tentative map is presented for review to the clerk of the advisory
agency such as the planning commission.

E. After the tentative plan Is approved and all changes are made, a final subdi-
vision plat is drawn up, and then has to receive final approval from the
appropriate governing agency.
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. The final recordation of a subdivision plat

A. The final plat is considered a legal working document and will be on file at
the county courthouse.

B. It is drawn at a scale of 1" = 100' or larger.

C. Listed are some of the requirements for a final plat. (Transparencies 3 and 4)

(NOTE: Requirements for the final plat may vary in your locale. Check with
the local governing agency for the requirements in your area.)

1. Legal description of the property

2. Property lines, dimensions, and bearings

3. Direction of north

4. All roads, existing and proposed

5. Driveways, patio slabs, parking areas, and walkways

6. Proposed and existing structures

7. Location of well and/or water service line, location of wells on adja-
cent properties

8. Location of proposed gas and power lines

9. Location of septic tank, drainfield, drainfleld replacement area, and/
or sewer

10. Dimensions and spacing of soil absorption field or leach lines, if
used

11. Location of soil test holes, if used

12. Proposed location of rain drains, footing drains, and method o: dis-
posal

13. Ground elevation at lot corners, and street elevation at driveway cen-
terline

14. Slope of ground

15. Proposed elevations of main floor, garage floor, and basement or
crawl space

16. Proposed setback from all property lines
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17. Utility and drainage easements

18. Natural drainage channels

19, Total acreage

20. Drawing scale

21. Necessary signatures of certification

D. Title sheet will include: (Transparency 51

1.. Ger titication signatures

2. Caption type descr

3. Basis of bearing

4. Monument note

5. Bench mark, if required

6. Legend, it required

7. Omission of certain signature, it applicable

8. Index map of subsequent sheets, if many

9. North arrow and scale

10. Soil test report, if required

11. Any special notes

The final plat may include

1. Grading plan

2, Plan and profiles for utilities

3. Plan and profile for street improvements

Accuracy of boundary closure varies based on value of land according to
state law.

VII. Individuals who certify and approve a final plat map (Transparency 5)

A. Private engineer or surveyor

B. Public engineer or surveyor

C. Financial institution mortgage release
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a Title company title opinion

E. Owner

F. City agent

G. Utility companies

H. Clerk and recorder

VIII. Characteristics of legal descriptions (Transparencies 6 and 7)

A. Are written descriptions describing the relationship of a parcel of land to
the surrounding surveys

B. A complete description will begin with the smallest division and progress to
the largest.

C. A complete description can include all three types of land descriptions:
(Transparency 7)

1 Public land sectional system to identity the point of beginning.

2. Metes and bounds to describe the boundary lines.

3. Lot and block description can be used as an alternate der.cription.

IX. Guidelines for drafting a plat

A. A datum line must be established and elevations shown (these elevations
are taken from a benchmark)

B. Use symbols to represent lakes,. ponds, rivers, etc.

C. Indicate the compass orientation of the lot

D Show lot corners by small circles

E. Show property lines

F. Show corner elevations above the datum

a Show changes in contours by dashed or dotted lines

H. Show new grade (N.G.) and ,final grade (FG.)

1. Show dimensions from property lines to utility lines

J. Show any easements (these may be determined by building codes)
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K. Show all encroachments to the PropertV

L. Indicate owner and legal description

M. Show lot nirnber and addition where it is located

N, Label utility lines

0. Show scale

(NOTE: Usually a civil enginee.'s scale is used

X. Three methods for laying out and developing a map

A. Plotting the boundary from tie legal description

B. Plotting by coordinates

C. Plotting by latitudes and departures
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Typical Preliminary Plat Guidelines

Any preliminary plat submitted for subdivision approval shall be drawn to a scale of no
less than one inch equals one hundred feet, but of a sufficient scale to be clearly legible,
including streets and lots adjacent to the subdivision.

The proposed name of the subdivision.

Location and bourid.ries of the subdivision, names of all abutting subdivisions with lines
indicating abutting lots, or if the abutting land is unplatted, a notation to that effect, and
names of all abutting streets.

Contours at two foot intervals if the slope is less than ten percent and five feet where the
slope is greater than ten percent.

Date of preparation, scale, and north sign (designated as true north).

A vicinity map showing at least three blocks on all sides of the proposed subdivision,
which may be of a different scale than the plat.

Location of structures and trees of five inch caliper or more on the property and approxi-
mate location of structures off the property within ten feet of the property line.

Name, address, and telephone number of the licensed surveyor, licensed engineer, or
designer of the plat.

Name, address, and telephone number of owner and verification of ownership of the
property and current title information by either a preliminary title report or an attorney
memorandum based upon an abstract of title, current as of the date of the submittal.

Total acreage.

Location and dimensions of all proposed public improvements, easements, drainage
areas, irrigation ditches and laterals, and other significant features within or adjacent to
the property.

Location and dimensions of all proposed public improvements, public casements, lot
lines, and parks and other areas to be reserved or dedicated for public use.

Geological stability information upon request of the City Manager if the manager deter-
mines or the subdivider has any reason to believe that building or other problems may
arise from construction in the area proposed for development.

4 rm.
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Typical Preliminary Plat Guidelines
(Continued)

Zoning on and adjacent to the property.

Designation of arras subject to the one-hundred year flood and the estimated flow rats
used in determining that designation.

The number of lots and each lot size.

Fl Proposed use of each lot.

Proposed ownership and use of outlois.

The location and size of existing utilities within or adjacent to the property including
without limitation, water, sewer, storm sewers and drainage facilities, fire hydrants
within three hundred fifty feet of the property, electricity, and gas, which shall be placed
on separate engineering drawings.

A master utility plan showing proposed plans for private and public utility systems
including water, sewer, electric, gas, drainage, telephone, telecommunications, and any
other services that will supply the property.

Names and addresses of all tenants of the property and all owners of property abutting
the property.

Identification of the public improvements, easements, parks, other public facilities
shown on the plat and a dedication thereof to the public use, and areas reserved for
future public acquisition.

t 1,
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Typical Final Plat Check List

Cri

Li i map of the plat drawn at a scale of no less than one inch equals one hundred feet (and
of a sufficient scale to be clearly legible) with the use of permanent lines in ink and whose
outer dimensions of the map at 24" x 36" on a reproducible polyester film (maps of two
or more sheets shall be referenced to an index map placed i.0 the first sheet).

A one inch equals one hundred feet reduction of the plat.

r

L .

The title under which the subdivision is to be recorded.

Accurate dimensions for alt lines, angles, and curves used to det,eribe boundaries, public
improvements, easements, areas to be reserved for public use, and other important fea-
tures. (MI curves shall be &altar arcs and shall be defined by the radius, central angle,
tangent, arc, and chord distances. Al) dimensions, both linear and angular, are to he
determined by, an accurate control survey in the field that must balance and close within a
limit of one in ten thousand. No final plat showing plus or minus dimensions will he
approved.

Names of all abutting subdis isions, or if the abutting land is unplatted, a notation to that
effect.

An identification system for all lots, blocks, and names for streets.

An identification of Inc public imptuvemems, easements, pat ks, other public facilities
shown on the plat and a dedication thereof to the public use, and areas reserved for
future public acquisition.

I he total acreaee and surs yed description of the area.

The munber of lots and site of cacti lot.

Proposed i.71unership and use of

A designation of areas subject to the one-Inindred year t lood, the estimated flow rate
used in detet-mining that designation, and at statement that such designation is subject to
change.

A description of all monuments, both fouad and set, that mark the boundaries of the
property, and a des,riprion of all control monuments used in conducting the survey.

A statement by the land surveyor that the survey was performed in accordance with state
law.

A statement by the land surveyor explaining how bvarings, it f.ISed, were dilerrilined.

The signature and seal of the state registered land sus seen.

TM 3
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Typical Final Plat Check List
(Continued)

A delineation of the event of the one-hundred year flood-plains, the effective date
thereof, and a statement that they ale subject to eliange.

Square footage of each lot.

Certifieation for approval by the following:

A) Director of Planning and Community Develo:micnt
B) Director of Public Works and Utilities
C) Director of Parks and Recreation
D) Director of Real Estate and Open Space
E) Telephone Company

Public Service Company

Signature blocks for all owners with an interest in the prope ty.

Signature block for Mayor's signature.

Engineering drawings for proposed public and private utility systems meeting the require-
ments of the City Public Works Department's "Design Criteria and Standard Specifica-
tions."

An update to the preliminary title report or attorney memorandum based upon an
abstract of title current as of the date of submitting the plat.

Convenants for maintenance of private utilities or improvements, as prescribed.

Copies of documents granting any easements required as part of the p;at approval, the
County Clerk and Recorder's recording number, and proof of ownership of the property
underlying the easement satisfactory to the City Anti! ney.

The subdivider shall provide to the City a computer check to assure that the exterior lines
oc the subdivision on the final plat close. In the absence of such ve,trication, the City
shall obtain such computer check, and the subdivider shall pay the fee therefore pre-
scribed before recording the plat.

When submitting a final plat, the subdivider shall also file with the City Manager fees
prescribed, agreements with ditch companies, if needed, engineering plans, and financial
guarantees required.

TM 4
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Sample of Title Sheet Information
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Example of a Legal Description
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That part of the :;outhwost one-quarter of the f:;outheast one-quarter of
Section 17, Township 2 South, Range 67 Ncst of the 6th P.M. , County of
Adams, State of Colorado, more particularly described as follows:

Commencing at the Southwest corner of ti.r Southeast one-quarter of said
Section 17, thence North a distance of :51.3 fret along the East line of
the Southwest one-quarter of Section 17, to the point of true beginning;
Thence East 123.1 feet more or less, along a line parallel to the South
line of Section 17, to the county road; Thence Northwesterly along the
right-of-way line of the county road a distance of 33.2 feet more or
less; Thence West a distance of 108.8 feet more or less, along a line
parallel to the South line of Section 17, to the county road; Thence
South a distance of 30.0 feet to the point of beginning, containing
0.08 acres, more or less.
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Types of Land Descriptions Used In A
Legal Description

Public Land Sectional Description

All that part of the Northeast Quarter of the Northeast Quar-
ter of Section 12, Township 5 North, Range 2 East of the Fifth
Principal Meridian, Clarion Township, Walker County, and
State of Missouri, described as follows:

Commencing at the Northeast Corner of said Section 12;
Thence on an assumed bearing of South 89°58'40" West
on and along the north line of Section 12 a distance of
825.00 feet to the point of beginning;
Thence South 0°02'20" West a distance of 721,78 feet;
Thence South 89°58'40" West a distance of 320.22 feet;
Thence North 31°18'20" West a distance of 844.57 feet to
the said north line of Section 12;
Thence North 89°58'401' East a distance of 759.55 feet on
and along the said north line of Section 12 to the point of
beginning.

mossombopity wow

Lot and Block Description

Metes and Bounds Description

CD, 455
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNIVIENT SHEET #1 - LAYOUT A BOUNDARY SURVEY
FROM A LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Directions: You will be given a written legal description from which you will layout the bound-
ary survey. Study the following example prior to beginning your assigned problem.

Example:

FINIS: The southwesterly line of this Lot 15 is 235.00 feet (77.10m) long
and is also on the northeasterly line of Wood Street and bears S 68* 00'
E. The northwesterly line of this lot is 184.00 feet (60.37m) long and
hears N 35° 00' E. The southeasterly line of the lot is 216.00 feet
(70.87in) long and bears S 20'00' W. The lot will draft onto a letterhead
sire sheet using a I" = 30' scale.

Description:
That portion of Lot 15 of `Fred Macrae's Tract in Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana,

as per map filed in the office of Public Records described by the following
courses:

1 Beginning at a point on the northeast line of Wood Street S 68°00' E
22.40 feet (7.35m) from the most westerly corner of said Lot,

2 N 63°20' E 38.50 feet (.2.63m),
3 N 24°30' E 47.42 feet (15.56m),
4 S 87°25' F 87.86 feet (28.83m).
5 N 19°20' E 35.64 feet (11.69m),
6 S 6811)0' 1 78.83 feet (25.86m),
7 S 24°00' W 141.15 feet (46,141m) to Wood Street,
8 N 68°00' W 182.62 feet (59.91m) along Wood Street to the point of

beginning.

When a course ties to a point, a line or a monument, de., that then is the con-
trolling factor and if the tie is to a line only, then the distance must he given.
while if the tie is to a point, then both the distance ::nd bearing of the line preced-
ing it must be given to the position of that point.

If courses 6 and 7 were changed to read:
6 S 68°00' F 78.83 feet (25.86m) to a point on a line parallel with and 29.96

feet (9.83m) northwesterly from the southeasterly line of said Lot which
point is N 20°00' E 138.00 feet (45.28m) from the northeasterly line of
Wood Street,

7 -- S 20°00' W 138,00 feet (45.28m) to Wood Street,
draw the additional lines necessary to show their positions with heavy dash lines.



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Drafted layout of example:
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Directions: Take the following description and draw a map of the "Adams Property."

1. Layout on "D" size vellum.

2. Scale: 1" = 30'.

3. Finalize with ink on polyester film.

4. Hand letter dimensions and notes.

5. Use mechanical o: transfer lettering for the title information.

6. Place north arrow with scale and scale bar.

7. Place 1/2" border all around.

(NOTE: Refer to Unit VI. "Mapping Drafting Procedures," for a guide to final drafting of
this map.)
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

ADAMS PROPERTY
TRACT

A matt of land located in the SW114 of the NW }-4 of Section 21, F1S, R70\V of the 6th PM., County
of Denver, State of Colorado, described as follows:

Commencing at the WV.4 Corner of said Section 21, from which the Northwest Corner of said Section
21 bears N00°03'50'W, thence N62°18'10"E, 526.68 feet to the most Southerly Corner of that tract of
land conveyed to Robert W. Adams and Alice C. Adams as described in Warranty Deed recorded on
Film 518 as Reception No. 769196 of the records of Denver County, Colorado and the TRUE POINT
OF BEGINNING;

Thence N I 3°18' .50"W, 323.80 feet along the Southwesterly line of that tract of land as described on said
Film 518 as Reception No. 769196;

Thence N31°21' 10"E, 169.74 feet along the Northwesterly line of that tract of land as described on said
Film 518 as Reception No. 769196;

Thence N77°42'10"E, 148.83 feet along the Northwesterly linty of that tract of land as described on said
Film 518 as Reception No, 7691%;

Thence S13°09' 50T, 690.46 feet to the Northwesterly right-of-way line of Colorado State Highway
No. 398;

Thence S60°50' 10"W, 140.00 feet along the Northwesterly right-of-way line of said Colorado State
Highway No. 398 to the most Southerly Corner of that tract of land conveyed to Robert W. Adams and
Alice C. Adams as described in Warranty Deed recorded on Film 598 as Reception No. 842097 of the
records of Denier County, Colorado;

Thence N13V9'50"W, 324.43 feet along the Southwesterly line of that tract of land as described on said
Film 598 as Reception No. 842097 to the Southeasterly line of that tract of land as described on said
Film 518 as Reception No. 769196:

Thence S60°50' 10"W, 137.73 feet along the Southeasterly line of that tract of land as described on said
Film 518 as Reception No. 769196 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.

Area = 3.330 acres, more or less.



PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - REDUCE FIELD NOTES AND PLOT
A SIMPLE BOUNDARY SURVEY

Property Traverse

Directions: Given the attached field survey notes, calculate the bearing of each property line,
the coordinates for each cornet, and the area of the parcel. Assume coordinates of 10,000.00,
10,000.0D for point "A ". Check to make sure that the sum of the "x" and "y" coordinates on
either side of the parcel are equal. Prepare a working drawing of this parcel on 22"x34repro-
ducible paper.
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ASSJGNMFNT SHEET #2
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 DEVELOP FROM FIELD NOTES
THE PLAT MAP FOR A NINE LOT SUBDIVISION

PART I Use the attached field notes for each of the nine lots plus road to center line to
develop a partial subdivision plat. Follow the guidelines given below:

1. Use a 17 x22 in. sheet of vellum.

2. Lay out the 9 lots of the "Last Chance" subdivision at a scale of 1" = 50 feet.

3. Complete the map with all necessary peripheral information.

PART it Pionimeter the finished map as outlined in Job Sheet #2 of Unit VI, "Mapping Draft-
ing Procedures:' Determine the areas for each individual lot and the total area to the centerline
of the roads. Compare your figures obtained w;th the planimeter to the calculated acres In the
field notes. Set up a chart on "A" size vellum with the following information: Lots, Areas, Tr;*31
Areas of Lots, and Total Areas to Centerline. Hand letter the chart in pencil or ink.
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CD- 477

PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - REDRAW TO SCALE A COMPLETE
FINAL PLAT OF A 36 LOT SUBDIVISION

Given: .A copy of a compictr.. final plat tctr a 36 lot subdivision,

Directions:

1. Use drawing scale 1"

2. Layout the boundary survey. Final draft ire ink on polyester filrn.

3. D rnensron 05ing mechanical lettering for boundary information.

4. Type or use Wasik.; tr:Inster film tOT-

a. Certificate intormi.ition

b. Legal description

c. Dedication

5. Use mechanical fetivymq =C r the 5ntr..;(ria1iCTI and bearing chart.

(NOTE: Refer So Unit VI. "Map01;c1 Oraltir;c.i Procodures- for additIoal information on setting
up your map.)
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VU

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 - RESEARCH THE PLAT INFORMATION
FOR YOUR PROPERTY OR A PROPERTY IN YOUR AREA

Directions:

1. Determine the location of the property you want to research.

2. Locate /our local Planning Commission.

3. Make an on-site visit and request to see the plat for the property you have chosen.

(NOTE: Some planning offices will provide you a copy of the final plat.)

4. Record the following information:

a. City

b. County (borough or parish)

c. State

d. Is the land all or part of a lot or parcel shown on the map? if so,
what is the lot or parcel number. letter, or mme?

e. What is the name or flt of the map?

g.

If the map is officially ft recorded, what is the correct reference file no.
. or book page ?

It the land is part of the Public Lands (that is section land). what is the section
number _.. tovvrtship range and
meridian

h. li the land is part of a private land grant. what is the correct reference to its map
or its creation by book - . page
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS
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ANSWEliS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS
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PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

NAME

TEST

1. Match terms related to plats and subdivisions with the correct definitions.

a. An interest or right in land owned by another
that entitles its holder to a specific limited
use, such as laying a sewer, crossing over
property, or putting up power lines

b. A survey which creates, marks, defines,
retraces, or reestablishes the boundaries
and subdivisions of the land

_c. A public record showing the location, size,
and name of owners of various recorded
plats in the municipality or county

d. A written statement recognized by law as to
the definite location of a tract of land by ref-
erence to a survey, recorded map, or adjoin-
ing property

e. A plan containing original ground contours
over which contours of the highway, subdivi-
sion, or other embankment or excavation to
be completed are superimposed on and con-
nected with the original ground contours at
the edge of construction limits

f. A point on the surface of the earth, deter-
mined by the surveying process, which
defines an extremity on a boundary of pub-
lic lands

g. The specific data about a corner monument
and its accessories which include marks,
positions, and physical characteristics

n. in ordinary survey usage, a defined refer-
ence line for survey measurement

To place survey data upon a map or plat

A dead-end street which widens sufficiently
at the end to permit an automobile to make
a "Li- turn

1. Bench mark

2. Cadastral survey

3. Corner

4. Corner description

5. Cul-de-sac

6. Datum line

7. Easement

8. Grade plan

9. Legal description

10. Monument
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k. A relatively permanent material object, natu-
ral or artificial, bearing a marked point
whose elevation above or below an adopted
datum is known

J. The process of preparing a plat or subdivi-
sion according to state and local ordi
fiances

m. The component of the new status records. a
copy of the master title plat which shows in
addition to survey, ownership, and restric-
tive data, leases, licenses. and permits cur-
rently effective

_ _n A physical structure, such as an iron post,
marked stone, or tree in place, which marks
the location of a corner point established by
a cadastral survey

A map of a subdivision of land usually pre-
pared in accordance with state plat statutes
or local subdivision regulations or both

Either a citizen committee appointed by the
chief executive or legislatNe body to review
subdivision plans, or a full- or part-time staff
of professional planners hired to carry out
.:ontinued planning activities, review subdi-
vision plans, conduct studies, etc.

2. Define subdivision planning.

11. Planning commission

12. Plat, subdivision

13. Plat, use

14. Platting

15, Plot

16 Subdivision plot book

3. Select from the tollovving list the official agents who may regulate subdivision planning
by placing an "X" next to the correct agents.

a. City council

__._b. Mayor

c. Chamber of Commerce Executive Director

City and county planning commission

e. County con-imi*sioners

4. List three duties that may be periormea by regulatory agents for the subdivision of land.

a.

b.

c.



TEST

J. Arrange in order the following steps in planning a subdivision by placing the correct
sequence numbers (1-5) in the appropriate blanks.

a. A tentative plan is developed to show outline of property. proposed title of
the subdivision, proposed layout, topographic features, existing ease-
ments, legal description, as well as oth.er information

b, The planning office and city engineer arc consulted for governing rules
and regulations of local planning agencies.

c. After the tentative plan is approved and '41I changes are made, a final sub-
division plat is drawn up, and then has to receive final approval from the
appropriate governing agency.

A small scale location map is developed to show the relation of the subdi-
vision to the surrounding properties.

___e. The tentative map is presented for review to the clerk of the advisory
agency such as the planning commission.

6. complete the following statements concerning the final recordation of a subdivision
plat by correctly filling in the blanks

a The final plat is considered a legal working document and will be on file at the

b. II is drawn at a scale of

c. Items required on a final plat include the following: (list at least eight)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

5)

8)
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TEST

d. The title sheet will include: (list five)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

e. The final plat may include a grading plan and plan and profiles for

f. Accuracy of boundary closure varies based on

7. Select from the following list the individuals who certify and approve the final plat map
by placing an "X" next to their names.

_a. Financial institution Mortgage release

b. Chief drafter

c Private engineer or surveyor

d City attorney

e. Public engineer or surveyor

t. City agent

g State treasurer

h. Owner

Clerk and recorder

8. Complete the following statements concerning legal descriptions by circling the cor-
rect words.

a. Are (written, oral) descriptions describing the relationship of a parcel of land to
the surrounding surveys.

b. A complete description will begin with the (smallest, largest) division and go to
the (smallest, largest).

ED
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TEST

c. A complete desciiption can include all three types of land descriptions:

1) (Public land sectional system, Metes and bounds) to identify the point of
beginning

2) (Public land sectional system, Metes and bounds) to describe the bound-
ary lines

3) Lot and block description can be used as an alternate description.

9. List seven guidelines for drafting a plat.

Example: Show lot corners by small circles

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

10. List two methods for laying ont and developing a map.

a

b.

(NOTE: if the following activities have not been accomolished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

11. L ayout a boundary survey from a legal description. (Assignment Sheet #1)

12. Reduce field notes and plot a simple boundary survey. (Assignment Sheet #2)

13. Develop from field notes the plat map for a nine lot subdivision. (Assignment Sheet #3)

14. Redraw to scale a complete final plat of a 36 lot subdivision. (Assignment Sheet #4)

15. 'research the plat information for your property or a property in your area. (Assignment
Sheet #5)



PLATS AND SUBDIVISIONS
UNIT VII

7

ANSWERS TO TEST

L. 2 j. 5
c. 16 k. 1

d. 9 1. 14

e. 8 rn. 13
f. 3 n. 10
d. 4 o. 12
h. 6 p. 11

2. The process of dividing urban lanai into orderly. accurately surveyed parcels

3. a. d. e

4. Any three of the following:
a. Draw up zoning and building regulations
b. Establish rules for building height limits, parking facilities. and right-of-wey set-

back lines
C. Establish specifications for improvements on (any of the following):

1) Sewers
2) Water lines
3) Sidewalks
4) Curbs
5) Gutters
6) Street paving

d. Grant permits for sale of new subdivision lots
c. Establish utility regulations

5 a 3

b.
C.

d. 2
0. 4

6. a. County courthouse
h. 1" = 100' or larger
c. Any eight of the following:

1) Legal description of the property
2) Property lines, dimensions. and bearings
3) Direction of north
4) AU roads, existing and proposed
5) Driveways. patio slabs. parking areas. and walkways
6) Proposed and existing structures
7) Location of well and/or water service line. location of wells on adjacent

properties
8) Location of proposed gas and power lines

.1 r
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ANSWERS TO TEST

3) t.k.)c:c&on Link ;.1t )411;,. lti fcpi!P:1:qtolt ar.f0:4.)r

!;411.1i0/'

1()) Dinv,?nsions 311ii sroctnq Lit ^ e',1', ob.;,)rpt(on !,(J leach !Ines, if lrriE';j
11) Location of soil te!;1 holes. i1 u:;14.1
17) f-34,-Tosed loc.ation 0! win di,iins, lootni(; olottl;;0 :q.1
131 Ground elevation at lot comers. and Street .?;i.watton n :iriveway COnteriiile
14) Slope of ground
15) Proposed elii,vatii.)ns of mac flocs garage finer. and basemerit if crawl

space
16) Proposed setback from all property linos
17) Utility and drainage easenents
lb) Natural drainage c.hannt-ls
19) Total acreage
20) Drawing scale
21) Necessary signatures of certification

(NOTE: Requirements for the final plat rilc.? vary in your localc.)
d. Any five of the following:

1) Certification signatures
2) Caption type description
3) Basis of bearing
4) Monument note
5) Bench mark (if required)
6) Legend (if required)

Orriission of certain signature of iipphcable)
8) Index map of subsequent shec..ti. (if many)
9) North arrow and scale

10) Soil test report (if required)
11) Any special notes
Utilities and/or street imprrwenwig,.

f value, of land

7 a, e, e. f. 11. i

b a. Written
b. Smallest. largest
c. 1) Public land rictiona!

2) Metes and hounds

9 Any seven of the following:
a. A daturn line must be established al;c1
b. tj';e symbols to represent lakes. ponds, riveis,
c. Indicate the compaso oric.m.oion ft-Iro l;:t
d. Show property lines
e. Show corner elevations above the datum
f. Show changes in contours by r..10:',',11v() or dotted
g. Show new grade (N.G.) and final grade iF.C1.)
h. Show dimensions from property hues to utility ltni

Show any easements
j. Show encroachments to the property



ANSWERS TO TEST

k. indicate owner and legal description
Show lot number and addition where it is 10Cateti
Label utility lines

n. Show scale

10. Any two of the following:
a. Plotting the boundary from The legal description
b Plotting by coordinates
c. Plotting by latitudes and departures

11,-15. Evaluatod to the satisfaction of the instructor

4
`i I
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT VIII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to interpolate contours from a grid
survey, prepare profiles from the contour map, and calculate gra6es in percent. Competencies
will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by scoring 85 per-
cent on the unit test.

40 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to topographic maps with the correct definitions.

2. List uses of topographic maps.

3. Match types of surveys used in topographic mapping with the size of area to be
mapped.

4. Select from a list the field methods for obtaining topography.

5. List factors affecting the selection of the field method to be used tor a topographic
survey.

6. Distinguish between horizontal and vertical controls for topographic surveys.

7. Arrange in order the steps in lay.ng out a topographic survey.

8. Match the methods used to establish contours with the correct descriptions.

9. Complete statements concerning national standards for horizontal and vertical
accuracy on topographic maps.

10. Complete a chart of scale ratios used in the USGS topographic series.

46S
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Select true statements concerning the selection of contour intervals.

12. Complete statements concerning characteristics of contour lines.

13. Match contour line features with their correct configurations.

14. Select true statements concerning the common methods used to calculate area
from a topographic map.

15. Arrange in order the steps in calculating cut and fill using the contour area
method.

16. Complete statements concerning the steps in developing and plotting a profile
from profile leveling notes.

17. Arrange in order the steps used to develop a profile from a contour map.

18. List three methods for plotting contours lines.

19, Select true statements concerning fixing a grade line.

20. Complete statements concerning aerial photogrammetry.

21. Distinguish between advantages and disadvantages of using aerial photography
for mapping work.

22. Complete statements concerning applications of aerial photogrammetry.

23. Select true statements concerning aerial photo control.

24. Arrang' in order the steps for using a stereoscope,

25. interpolate contours from a grid survey and prepare profiles from the contour map.
(Assignment Sheet #1)

26. Set up contours in isometric. (Assignment Sheet #2)

27. Calculate grades in percents. (Assignment Sheet #3)



TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT Viii

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A Obtain additional ,..inaror mvitc. roso;;Icf,, -lass to i,s;uppleinent:
force informatir..In provided in this unit nf instruction.

{NOTE: This ac should be completed prior to the leaching of th;s ;Hut.)

Make transparenjes from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

J. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

L. Provide students with information and assignment sbeet;,-;,

F. information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the 17ansparencies to enhance the information as neecied.)

G. Integrate the following activities throughout the 'teaching of this unit:

1. Obtain aerial photos for the U.S,G.S. quad map of your local area.

2. Call or write to the NCIC Headquar:ersIU.S.C3.S. 101 iillor mation on how to order
topographic maps for your area.

NCIC Headquz.ters
National Cartographic information Center
U.S. Geological Survey
507 National Center
Reston. VA 22092
703;860-6045

3 lake a field trip and identify 0 rttour csonfigurations on the grnund.

Choose an area around the School and prepar0 an isometric sketch of the terrain

5. Show examples of aerial nt olodraphs, or thoOoiographs, arid ctereo models

6. .sernonstrate the of 11 stereoscope. and have students practice viewing aPrifil
ph(AOS.

T. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through ti-.; unit of
instruction, ard indicate to them possible area for improvement.

Give test.

i. Evaluate test.

J. Reteach it necessary.
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT VIII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Aerial photograph A photograph taken from an airborne vehicle

B. Backsight A survey reading taken on a point of known elevation for the
purpose of obtaining the height of the instrument; also called a plus(+)
sight

C. Contour interpolation Determination of an intermediate value between
field values from some known or assumed rate; estimating of contours

D. Contour i-terval The vertical distance between the planes of consecu-
tive contour lines, such as 5, 10, 20, 100, or 200

E. Contour line An imaginary line on the ground connectin all points that
are the same elevation above or below sea level

F. CA and fill - A road construction term that describes the quantities of
earth remove.d from hillsides and filled into low spots

G. DE...urn Any numerical or geometrical quantity or set of such quantities
that serves as a reference or base for other quantities

Example: Mean sea level serves as a datum for elevation

H. Depression contour lines Indicate an elevation that represents a low
place on the ground that has no surface drainage

I Foresight A survey reading taken on a new point to determine its eleva-
tion; also called a minus (-) sight

J. Grade An established elevation of the ground or a road surface; the
amount of incline or slope from the horizontal expressed usually in percent-
ages

K. Gradient The rate of grade

L Grauing plan A plan containing original ground contours over which con-
tours of the highway, subdivision, or other embankment or excavation to be
completed are superimposed on and connected with the original ground
contours at the edge of construction limits

M. Index contour line Every 5th contour line, which is numbered

N. Intermediate contour lines Contour lines that are between Index con-
tours

O. Isometric map A map that shows relief by conventions such as contours,
hachures, shading, and tinting
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INFORMATION SHEET

P. Pivtow arnaleilic survvving Tne science of obtaining measurements by
nie,int-: of phot,)ofi;Le,-hs, ilf.:wally aerial photographs

Q. St'a levee lopoelaphie datum link, Which is the level between high and
lnw tide

Spot ClOvatioll--- A point on a map or chart whose height above a specified
reterence datum is noted. usually by a dot or small "x" and elevation value

S. Stadia -- Refers to distance and elevation measurements that have been
obtaned by eurveying methods

Stereopiotter -- A piece of equipment that allows the operator to view the
Stereo model in 3-dimension; from this model topographic and planimetric
information can be traced out for future development of a map

Examples: Keish. Kern. Ball Piex plotters

U. Stereoscope A pocket size stereoviewer consisting of two magnifying
lenses in a metal frame that allows ease in viewing aerial photographs with-
out having to use a stereopiotter

V. Stereoscopic model The area covered by two overlapping or stereo pair
of photos

W, Stereovision The ability to see three-dimensionally (length, width, and
depth at the same time) using two views of a single object from two slightly
different positions

X. Supplemental contour lines Represent half intervals between contourlines

Y. Topographic map as defined by U.S. Geological Survey) A line and sym-
bol representation of natural and selected man-made features of a part of
the earth's surface plotted to a definite scale; distinguishing characteristic
is the portrayal of the shape and elevation of the terrain by contour lines

Uses of topographic maps

A. As bases for other maps

Examples: County planning maps, drainage basin maps, geologic maps,
land ownership maps, shaded relief maps

B. Planning highways

C. Selecting airport sites

D. Selecting industrial sites
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Routing pipelines and power lines

F. Locating boundary lines for cadastral surveys

G. Planning communication facilities

H. Aiding in agricultural research

1. Planning recreation areas

Assessing and managing natural resources

Ill. Types of surveys used in topographic mapping

A. Aerial (photogrammetric) Used for mapping projects covering large
areas more than 40 acres

B. Ground (field) survey Used for large scale maps of small areas less than
5 acres

(NOTE: Often both methods are used in combination. When photogramme-
try is used, ground control and field checks are done by a ground survey)

IV. Field methods for obtaining topography

A. Radial method

B. Stadia method

C. Planetable method

D. Coordinate squares method

E. Offsets from the center line

F. Contours by hand level

V. Factors affecting the selection of the field method to be used for a topographic
survey

A. Purpose of survey

B. Map use (accuracy required)

1. Map scale

D. Contour interval

F Size and type of area irwaiyed
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INFORMATION SHEET

F. Cost

G. Equipment and time available

H. Experience of survey personnel

Vi. Controls for topographic surveys

A. Horizontal control

1. Provided by two or more points on the ground, precisely fixed in posi-
tion by distance and direction

2. Control established by:

a. Traversing Small land areas

b. Triangulation
Large land areas

c. Trilateration

d. Inertial and satellite methods Technical advances for estab
lisping control for large land masses

B. Vertical ..ntrol

ple vertical control net is established by lines of levels starting from
and closing on bench marks.

2. Elevations are established for all traverse hubs.

3. Topographic details are usually built upon a framework of traverse
hubs whose positions and elevations have been established.

VII. Steps in laying out a topographic survey

A. Run an accurate closed traverse within the area to be mapped.

(NOTE: Even when an open traverse is run, a cicsure check is done by con-
necting the two end stations.)

B. Calculate latitudes and departures, adjust traverse, and calculate coordi-
nates.

I *1
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C. Using the coordinates, plot the traverse.

(NOT'..: This establishes horizontal control.)

Example:

FIGURE 1

IfPotti"

FEATURES AND CONTOUR MAP
EILHANIAS V OCATIONALTECHNICAL SCSIOOL

OPELOUSAS LOUISIANA
x."ur r.itOCIP DAM JUNE IS tsA4

wow* iv AMAPA MOWN

Reprinted with permission of the Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center,
Natchitoches, LA.

D. From the points located by the horizontal control traverse, make a survey
(usually stadia) locating all the details of features to be shown.

E. Establish contours from vertical control,
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Methods used to establish contours

A. Random shot method (Transparency 1)

1. Establishes horizontal and vertical control.

2. Locates details y direction and distance from a control point.

3. Usually uses ceodolite (transit) stadia method or EDM.

4 Stadia distance is recorded and vertical angle is read for each point;
then horizontal distance and elevation are calculated.

5, Contours can be drawn by interpolation or estimation connecting all
points of equal elevation.

B. Trace contour method The poir,ts on the ground are the elevation of the
desired contour established by random shot method. Lines on the map are
drawn connecting points of the same elevation.

C. Grid method (Transparency 2) -- The map is divided into a systrm of
squares or rectangles The elevations at the corners and critical points on
the lines are located. The grid and elevations are plotted and the contours
are then drawn by interpolation.

D. Cross profile method (Transparency 3) Lines are run out at right Engles to
the traverse line. Contour points or elevations at changes in slope are
established on these lines with their distances out from the traverse. Points
are then plotted and points of equal elevation are joined by contour lines.
This method is used for development of cross sections for transportation
plans.

IX. National standards foy accuracy on topographic maps

A. Horizontal accuracy Requires no more than 10 percent of well-defined
map points tested to be more than 1/50 inch (0.5mm) out of correct position
at publication scales of 1:20,000 or smaller.

B. Vertical accuracy Requires that no more than 10 percent of the eleva-
tions of test points interpolated from contours be in error more than half the
contour interval
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A." Scales for topographic map series

Standard
Quadrangle Quadrangle

Series Scale One Inch Size Aree
Represents (latitude &

longitude)
(square miles)

7.5-minute 1:24,000' 2,000 feet 7.5 x 7.5 ma,. 49 to 71

15-minute 1;62.500' about 1 mile 15 x 15 min. 197 to 282

Intermediate -scale
quadrangle

1:100,000 over 1.5 miles 30 min. x 1° 1,145 to 2,167

U.S. 1:250,000' 1:250,000 about 4 miles 1 x 2° 4,580 to 8,669

Internal!onal Map
of the World

11,000.000 about 16 miles 4° x 6° 73,734 to 102,759

'For Alaska, the scale Is 1:25.000 and for Puerto Rico. 1:20.000.
'Tor Alaska, the scale is 1:63,360 (1 inch represents 1 mile) and the quadrangle size is

15 x 20 to 36 m:nutes.
'Maps of Alaska and Hawaii vary from these standards.

Xl. Selection of contour intervals

A. Standard of accuracy required affects the selection of a contour interval.

Example: National standards can interpolate a map within 1(2 contour
Interval. If accuracy required is 1 foot, then a 2 foot maximum
interval is necessary.

B. Terrain type regulates the contour interval.

1. Rugged terrain requires a larger contour interval.

2. Flat ground uses a small contour Interval to show the surface ade-
quately.

C. If map scale is reduced, the contour interval Is increased.

D. 5, 10, 20, 100, and 200 feet are the intervals most commonly used.

E. U.S.G.S. commonly uses 40 foot contour intervals.

F. Defense Mapping Service (DMS) commonly uses 50 foot contour Intervals.

G. Contour interval should not vary on any one map.

(NOTE: Some maps that represent very flat terrain may employ '12 contours.
These are *,rsnally shown as dashed.)

H. Common rul?. on contour intervals is not to snow more than 10 contours per
Iliear inch,
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XII. Characteristics of contour fines

A. A contour is a line, all points of which lie at equal Elevations.

B. Every contour closes upon itself either within or without the limits of the
map; in the latter caw.: it is drawn to the edge of the map.

C. A contour line closing within the limits of the map either indicates a si immit
or a depression. It the depression does not enclose a br.wciy of water, it
should be numbered or hachured to indicate its elevation.

D. Contours never cross each other, except in the case of an overhanging cliff
or a cave, and then they must cross twice. Such cases seldom occui; but if
they do, the lower contour should be dotted.

E. On uniform slopes, contours are evenly spaced.

F. On a plane surface, contours are straight lines, parallel to each other.

G. The distance between contours varies inversely as the slope.

H. The sharpest bends in contours occur at their intersection with ridge and
valley lines. which they cross at right angles.

A single contour cannot intervene between two other contours having the
same elevation either on a summit or in a valley.

Example: The maximum ridge and minimum valley contours must occur
in pairs if they do not close within the limits of the map.

J. One contour cannot be superimposed upon another except where they indi-
cate a vertical cliff,

K. Contours bend toward the upgrade when crossing a valley or depression,
and toward the down grade when crossing a ridge line.

L Contours crossing a railroad laid to an even grade will be spaced at equal
intervals.

fi Contour lines crossing a stream point upstream and form V's; they point
down the ridge and form Ifs when crossing a ridge crest.

N. Contour lines cannot run into the shore of a lake or other still body of water
since the water surface is at the sa level at all points.

0. it is customary to make every fifth contour line (index contour) heavier than
the rest. The line is broken at some convenient place and the number repre-
senting the elevation is inserted. When contour lines are far apart, each one
may be numbered.

P On a summit or low point the last contour line is labeled and the elevation
within the contour is given.

4

41.
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XIII. Typical contour line configurations

A. Stream

FIGURE 2

B. Embankment

FIGURE 3

CD- 511
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C. Dam

FIGURE 4

r-r--"--''

D. Steep and flat terrain

FIGURE 5

Spot Elevation

Steep Terrain

Flat Terrain
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E. Saddle

FIGURE 6

F. Depression contour

FIGURE 7

Lowest Elevation Point

CD- 513
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G. Overhang or cliff

FIGURE 8

H. Index and intermediate contours

FIGURE 9

bot!,

exp

Intermediate Contour

Index Contour
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Original and finished contours

FIGURE 10

Original
Contour Lines

Finished
Contour Lines

XIV. Methods used to calculate area from a topographic map

A. Planimeter method

CD- 515

Standardization Standardize the planimeter for a known area on
the same paper medium as the map. With the planimeter tracing
point, FREEIAND the boundary of the known area in a CLOCKWISE
direction.

2. Calculations Divide the known area by the average reading. Each
value of the planimeter counter is now equal to a known area.

3. Unknown area Trace the unknown area in a clockwise direction.
Repeat at least 2 times and average by the area value for the total
area.

(NOTE: This procedure is covered in more detail in Unit VI, Job Sheet
#2.)

;
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B. irregular boundaries methods

(NOTE: The area of a parcel of land bound by an irregular boundary, such as
a shore or a river, cannot be determined uniquely like the area of a rectan-
gle, trapezoid. etc, Several approximate methods are possible (trapezoidal,
Durand's, Simpson's rule, etc.) and all are based on the concept of subdivid-
ing the total area into n-strips. The boundary then approximates a straight
line (trapezoidal rule) or a known curve (parabola = Simpson's rule), and the
total area then becomes the sum of the individual. calculatable areas. The
greater the number of strips used, the more accurate the area and the eas-
ier it will be to draw the boundary 'an the plat)

FIGURE 11

Areas Determined by
Subtracted Trapezoidal or

ir Added Simpson's V.., Rule

Trapezoidal rule

a. Given an irregular boundary. divide the baseline (AL) 'nto any
desired. but regular intervals (w), From the Lase line establish
perpendicular offsets (h.. h., etc.) to the boundary. See Figure
12.

FIGURE 12
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The area of a trapezoid is:

/h + hA = w
2

c. The total area of several adjacent trapezoids is: (See Figure 12)

ih + h.%A,= w k--2- -- + w -h + h.% An- 1 + h
7 + w + + w

2

d. Cornblning the above mathematically gives the equation for
t trapezoidal rule.

A, w h. + h.. + h, + h.

WHERE: A. = total area
w interval spacing (constant)
h = perpendicular offset distances

Note: Some offsets may be zero (0).

Example: Given: w T 20.0011
h 0.00t1
h 16.08ft

h, = 14.73ft
h, = 15.91ft
h 0.00f1

A, = 20.0011 (0 01 47 °.Yuf' 4 16.08ft + 14.73ft k- 15.910

9341.41' = Atiswo

ph,

CD 517
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2. Simpsoi rule (or Simpson's I/0 rule)

(NOTE: Simpson's rule is similar to the trapezoidal rule, but it
assumes that the curve through each successive, 3 points is a por-
tion of a parabola. It normally gilicz, a better fit (areal than the trape-
zoidal rule.)

a. Given an irregular boundary, divide the baseline (AB) into an
even number and regular intervals (w). From the baseline
establish perpendicular offsets (he. h, ate.) to the boundary.

b. Label all offsets, by starting with h, at the beginning of the
baseline.

c. Equation: Simpson's rule

A. = w [ (h + h ) + 4 1ith + 2 Eh.,,

WHERE: A, = Total area
w interval spacing (constant)
h = Perpendicular offset distance

Note: Some offsets may be zero

Example:

FIGURE 13

Given: w = 11.59 ft
h, = 10.52 ft (FiRsr)
h2 = 9.03 ft
h, = 0.00 ft
h, = 13.74 ft
h = 13.86 ft
hP = 7.52 ft
h; = 0.00 ft (LAST)

Solution:

A,= [ (h. + + 4 1h.. + 2

11.59!1
AT = (10.52ft + 0.00ft) +

3

4 (9.03ft + 13.74ft + 7.5211) + 2 (0.00ft + 13.8611)

= 615.82 ft' = 610 IV (tc 3 sig. fig.) = Answer
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XV. Steps in calculating cut and fl'i using the contour area method

(NOTE: Grading plan must be in place. This method is adequate for general quan-
tity estimates.)

A. Make an earthwork diagram on the grading plan.

B. Draw boundary lines of no-cut, no fill.

C. Bring out new contours where they differ from the old by interconneang
the points where the new contours rejoin the old ones.

D. Shade the areas between old and new contours at each level, using one
color for cut and another for fill.

FIGURE 14

0 ca,

E. Measure the shaded areas with a planimeter.

F. Approximate the volume of the cut and fill by multiplying the contour inter-
val by the sum of shaded areas.

Example: In Figure 15 the contour interval is 5 feet.
Total volume (V) in cubic feet is:
V 5(A. + A2 +

XVI. Steps in developing and plotting a profile from profile leveling notes (Transparency
4)

A. Stakes are set up at regular intervals (range from every 25, 50, 100 feet,
depending on regularity of the ground).
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B. Station 0+00 is the beginning point. It is always positive relative to a known
bench mark (BM).

(NOTE: A known bench mark gives the survey team an exact location and
elevation to work from, and allows for mathematic checks for elevation
readings.)

C. Obtain the elevation at station 0+00.

1. Level is set near station 0+00 and a plus reading (backlight) is taken
from the BM.

2. The plus reading is added to the elevation of the BM to give the HI
(height of instrument).

3. ForeslOts are then rend on as many full station points as cart be
taken conveniently from the positions of the instrument.

4. The foresight readings are subtracted from the HI to obtain the eleva-
tions.

D. When necessary to take roadings on stations ahead, the level is moved for-
ward to a TP (turning point) or next station and a reading is taken. The read-
ing is subtracted from the HI which gives the elevation of the TP or that
station.

1. A TP is established when a rod reading exceeds 150 feet or is
obstructed from observation dependent on terrain and temperature.

2. 1 he first turning point would be labeled TP1.

3. A reading is taken on each TP and subtracted from the HI to give the
elevation at that point.

E. Profile leveling should be terminated at another bench mark. Usually the
survey returns to the starting point for a check on the error of closure on
that survey.
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F. Check calculations Add the initial elevation an-:1 the total of back-
sights. then subtract the total V.1) foresights. and this should equal the final
elevation.

FIGURE 15

STA

BM#5 -..D.02

HI

62.27

ROD ELEV

57.25

TP#1 0.27 55.28 7.26 55.01

0 +0 3,34 51.94

1 +0 4.42 50.86

TP#2 2.86 48.52 9.42 45.86

2+0 9.75 38.77

BM#6 7.17 41.35

7.95 23.85

Check: 57.25
+ 7.95

65.20.
23.85.
41.35 Check OK

G. Plot the profile from the field notes.

1. Use profile paper for layout.

2. Establish appropriate horizontal and vertical scales.
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3. Using the information given in the level notes for the elevation for
each station (point), begin to plot elevation points starting at station
0+00.

Vertical Scale
70

Station Point C., on

FIGURE 16

100 AIM_ .,tallrgiai="rEa"EMMENmallIMPO=am.,,m

==
W 1 1 a I INIMID

Eibl.:

T-
MOW' MOINIMINNIMMIIIMMIIND

ziMIMenimi,

larl 01IMOIMOD=NM MINIM
MEMO

Emsw
MEMBEEME

1+50 1 +801 +00

4. Once all elevations are plotted. the points should be connected with
a smooth line.

XVII. Developing a profile from a contour map

(NOTE: This is the least common method of plotting profile. The preferred method
is from profile field notes.)

A. Contour map is placed above the profile grid and is then considered the
plan view.

B. The location of the cross section cutting plane line is marked on the con-
tour drawing.

C. The extremes of elevations are determined from the cutting plane fine on
the contour map.

FIGURE 17

20

!P'
I I 111

50
40 4 I I }Li
30
20

10

PROFILE A-

P 3
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D. Appropriate vertical scale is selected and is labeled on the profi'e paper
with the elevation required.

(NOTE: It is customary in civil engineering to draw the profile to an exagger-
ated vertical scale. Horizontal scale is already determined by the contour
drawing.)

E. The point of intersection of the cutting plane line and the contour line is
projected to the profile.

(NOTE: The elevation of the Intersecting contour should correspond to the
same profile elevation.)

F. The projected points are cc nnected with a smooth continuous line and any
elevations or features are kbeled.

XVIII. Methods for plotting contour lines

A. Random pattern plotting from stadia notes

1. Given: A series of random points (elevations) located in critical
points such as ridges, summits, stream junctions, pilules, etc. This
theory of contouring works on the assumption that the slope
between two points is constant.

FIGURE 18

Jr,

et

X

1

I
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2. Along the main stream line. interpolate the elevations of all stream
junctions net given.

FIGURE 19

3. Using these tick marks along the streams. it is possible to interpolate
the contour intervals. The contours crossing at the stream "V" with
the "V" pointing upstream.

Next interpolate the contour intervals on the hills between the
stream beds using the placement of contour intervals on the streams
as a guide.

5. Finalize the contours, completing one contour at a time. Make sure
the subsequent contour conforms to the previous contour.

FIGURE 20
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B. Radial pattern contouring

1. Given from field notes a radial pattern of elevation points from a tra-
verse point.

FIGURE 21

.7 P

n.-e)

r .

From Graphics for Engineers by Ralph Hoelscher, el. at. .'1968. Reprinted with per-
m'ssion of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

2. Assuming the alope between elevation points is even, the distance
between points can be divided into a number of spaces equal to the
difference in elevation between points.

3. Then the tick marks which fit the contour interval are connected with
a smooth conforming line.

(NOTE: It is here where contour inter potation takes on artistic form.
When in doubt, always make contour lines parallel to each other and
evenly spaced between control points.)

C. Contouring from a grid pattern

1. Given from field notes a series of elevations that lay eu' in a grid pat-
tern.
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2. Establish the grid points with the appropriate scale. Label each grid
point with its assigned elevation.

FIGURE 22

+
185.7

+18.8.7

192.2

+
184.5

low

185 3

1898

190.2

+
189.1

+
183.5

188.2

187.3

+
187.1

+
182.8

+186.8

185.8

±
186.1

+
182.7

±1838

184.3

165.0
-2 Letermine how many contour intervals tall INtween each grid point.

Use a scale or dividers to locate each point of interval between grid
points.

FIGURE 23
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4. Carefully connect lines of the same elevation.

(NOTE: Lines should not cross and if a question occurs., a site visit
may be necessary to clarify the lay of the land.)

FIGURE 24

185.7
-1-

1853 183 5 182 8
+182,7

Be--686 sa
84

88

188.7 189.6

88

188.2
88

187.3

ik94

194.5 94

84

86
4-

185.8

186.1

-4-

183.8

184 3

185.0

5. Smooth out contour lines to tollow evenly with each other. Assign
labeling to index conic irs.

FIGURE 25
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XIX. Fixing grade line (Transparency 5)

A. Ground profile is used as the basis of study to fix the grade location.

B. Factors that control glade:

1. Location of stream crossings

2. Beginning and ending points

3. Routes through towns and villages

4. Maximum rates of grade for the type of traffic using the highway or
railway

C. Grade is selected and fitted to the ground so as to eliminate excessive cut
and fill.

D. The amount of dirt removed from the cuts should closely equal the amount
required to fill the low areas to avoid expensive hauling of fill dirt.

E. The gradient is found by dividing the amount of rise by the horizontal dis-
tance.

F. The percent of grade is found by multiplying the gradient by 100.

Example: If a road uses one foot vertically in a horizontal distance of 100
feet, it has a 1% grade.

G. Example of mathematical relationships

FIGURE 26

ca

100'

cr)

cc

Horizontal Distance

Percent of grade =
Rise

x 100
Distance

Datum

H. Depending on the type of project, the grade line will pertain to different
slopes.

1. Highways, roads, and bridges Grade is the finished vertical cross
section at center line.

2. Other structures Grade line represents subgrade.

3. Railroads Grade lint represents the location of the base rail.
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1. Grade vt,)en calculating cut and til!

1. Grade higher than elevation in the profile; a notation to fill is shown

Example; F 5.67'

2. Grade below the profile elevation, a cut notation is used.

Example: C 2.87'

XX. General facts shout aerial photogrammetry

A. Aerial photos of most of the United States are available for a fee through
federal. state, and local government agencies.

Photographs may be taken from airplanes. satellites, or ground stations.

FIGURE 27

*-* Overlap
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C. Aerial photographs are taken in sequential order. usually with 30-60 percent
forward overlap and 10-30 percent side overlap.

FIGURE 28

Flight Strips

Forward Overlap (30 60%)

LSide Overlap (10-30%)

D. The minimum contour Interval accurately obtainable from
depends on the height of the flight above the ground.

E. The scale of the aerial photo is the ratio of the camera 'local
height of the flight above ground.

Photo DistanceScale (RF)
Ground Distance

aerial photos

length to the

XXI. Advantages and disadvantages of using aerial photography for mapping weric

A. Advantages

1. Speed at which work is accomplished

2. Wealth of detail secured

3, Access to areas d.fificult to reach by ground

B. Disadvantages

1. Cost of flying a project

2. Availability of aerial photos for all area

3. Distortion around edges of aerial photos due to curvature of the
earth
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XXII. Applications of aerial photogramrnetry

A. Stereo compilation and photo interpretation

Examples: Topographic maps, rou:a survey

Photo mosaic A composite of several aerial photos tied together to rep-
resent a large area

C. Photo map Map size reproduction of a mosaic map with added informa-
tion drafted over the photo

D. Orthophoto Orthographic photograph that results from processing aer-
ial photographs to remove distortions and displacements due to relief and
tilt

E. Analytical aerotri igulation Producing coordinates of photo control
points by mathematical procedures using computers

XXIII. Aerial photo control

A. Controi points for the survey are located in the field, identified and marked
on the photo, and used to set up a stereo model.

B. Horizontal control for a stereo model

1. A baseline measurement of two clearly identifiable points from the
grou'id w:.Ain the model area is required.

2. This baseline should be long enough to measure 3 or more inches on
the photo.

3. Baseline measurement should be provided every third or fourth
model.

C. Vertical control for a stereo model

1. Four vertical control points, one near each corner of the model, are
required.

2. Vertical control i; determined by differential leveling or trigonometric
levt..ting
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XXIV. Steps for using the stereoscope

A. Line up the adjoining aerial photographs with common features lined up.

(NOTE: Use one landmark to help line up the photos correctly)

B. Slightly overlap the two photos and set the stereoscope on the photos
straddling the overlap.

FIGURE 29

C. Look through the viewers and fix on the landmark. You should see two
images of the landmark. (One appears to float.)

D. Maneuver the photo so the two images line up, one on top of the other. At
this time you should see the photo images in three dimension (3-0).
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Grid Method for Establishing Contours

From Map Drafting and Related Computations for Plane Surveying: Field Book. Reprinted with
permission of the Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center, Natchitoches, Loui-
siana.
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Cross Profile Method for
Establishing Contours
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Level Rod

Reading: 4.14
Add this to
B.M. Elevation

Leveling Procedure

Reading: 3.6 Reading: 5.44
Subtract this
from H.I.

Level Instrument Backsight
Backsight Foresight

Reading: 4.89

Foresight

-5
5

- 4
3
2
1

Elevation
1000.00'
USGS BM
Beginning Point

Hi. = 1000.00 ' TP1 = 1004.14' H.I.
+ 4.14 - 3.62
1004.14' 1000.52"

1.52'
+ 5.44
1005.96'

TP2 = 1005.96'
- 4.89
1001.07'

C)
9



Example of a Grading Plan
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TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - INTERPOLATE CONTOURS FROM A
GRID SURVEY AND PREPARE PROFILES FROM

THE CONTOUR MAP

PART 1 - Interpolate contours from a grid survey

E' F'

+23.5

+34,1

45 8
-t-

+5o.0

55.1

60.2

4-65.7

34.2

4.30.3

33.2

4.45.6

50.5

4.553

, 60.2
-1-

45.2

1-46.5

, 4e.3
T

, 42.1
T"'

44.4

+ 49.0

+52.1

+5°
.0

52.2

+481

_,_ 40.0
"1"

36 2

+42.1

, 500
--1-

+45.6

+41.0

+37.0

, 31 3

+3T 7

-i- 43.5

-1-

135.2 +27.7 +22 1 /16.0
/

at
+24"/

+.32 7 +24.5 ,1c.2 +22.1

1-
, 28.6

-1-
, 22.5 _28 0

+33.3
,.,

--
-.I

27.5
./.4 f

...

-4-
49.5

+33.3

+41 1

+46.2

+51.0+5

+40.8

+47.1

52.6

4-
57.9

-51.0

56.7

+ 60.1

E F

Given: Elevations plotted on a grid for a contour map. Horizontal scale: 1 in. = 20 ft.

Comp the contour map above.
Use cr. ,.)ur interval (CI) = 5 ft.
Label all contours.

CD- 543
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PART it Plot the profiles that are Indicated on the contour map in Part I. Plot A-A' through F-
F'.

Use horizontal scale: 1 in, = 20 ft, vertical scale: each given mark = 5 ft.
Label sections and elevation.

t
1

_1
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UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - SET UP CONTOURS IN ISOMETRIC

Directions: Use the contour map that you completed in Assignment Sheet #1 for the final
drawing.

Following instructioilb below, set up an area of 101.)ograpil into an isometric block.

Vertical scale: 1" = 10 ft
Horizontal scale: 1' = 20 fi

Given: Map view of required area to be placed in isometric block form.

Required: 3 sheets tracing vellum

SHEET #1

You are given the contour interval, vertical and horizontal scales.

You have your map view of designated area with contour lines enclosed in a neat line.

Step I: Choose a point of view (that is the direction you wish to look into the block diagram).

Pool of View
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Sheet N1

1 1$0

kiL441/1iiiii4
OW°

Fr 70

0

3114.
E

D

lie
VIEWI

iiilifE,"Ira
a° lit

meIII c

B

11111

Alternate Point of View Point of View

Step 11: Set up a grid appropriate to the scale of the map.

Step ill: Set up zone coordinates on grid using "0" as the location for point of view.

Sheet 0,17

(in example}

Vert:cal Scale: 1"--,..50`

=5CY
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SHEET #2

Step IV: On Sheet #2 draw in neat line at 30° to the horizontal.

Step V: Establish point of view, then place grid in and the zone coordinates in the appropri
ate position tor the point of view.

Step Vi: Next plot in location of contours (labeling contour interval). Use the grid to help you
place contours in correct position.

Same Spacing as Sheet #2

C

Lowest Contour Lrne

Step VIIIA

---

---- ,c,-,

-... 0-- e,
..-- ,:,

..,, V 4143

..--
.----

SeCt%
c,`

CON

PV.4

Bol pm of isometric Simi(

Draw at 30° in tho 4(gri7oni al

Sheet Kt
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET 02

Ste {) VII: Set up vertical scale on upper part of sheet af, shown in example. The vertical scale
is to show a mark for each contour interval,

Step VIII: Place your final drawing sheet (Sheet #3) over Shoot #2

A. Trace off the part of the vertical scale as shc. , ;1 -0- mark.

B. Register "0" mar:: of vertical scale on Sheet #3 over "0" mark of vortical scale
on Sheet #2 Trace off lowest contour interval line and neat line between low-
est points on map.

01,4A

11;1(,11

(...1-30tOitT Ltnt

C Slide "O'' mark down to next verticab ;neasure on scale. Trace off next highest
contour interval. Sketch in F,lope edge of block to form edge of contours
are now starting lo obserw the formation of the tape' of the land.

Ps.



TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - CALCULATE GRADES

Directions: Calculate the grade for the following situations.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Elevation Horizontal Distance

from 690.0 to 697.0 13 feet

from 935.5 to 885.5 27 feet

from 50.2 to 59.9 7 feet
-----------------------------

257 feet

-i

from 234.5 to 277.6

from 356.0 to 234.4 375 feet

Show grade in percentages.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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PART 11

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Ass nment Sheet #2 Evaluated to the saliSLICtiQn 01 Itie Ity3tructor

Ass I. rent Sheet #3

A.

[3. 185' -

C 138'

D 17",

111w,

, .

Co. 553



TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT VIII
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NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a An established elevation of the ground or a
road surface; the amount of incline or slope
from the horizontal expressed usually in per-
centages

b A survey reading taken on a point of known
elevation for the purpose of obtaining the
height of the instrument; also called a plus
(+) sight

c. Any numerical or geometrical quantity or set
of such quantities that serves as a reference
or base for other quantities

d. A point on a map or chart whose height
above a specified reference datum is noted,
usually be a dot or small "x" and elevation
value

_e. Contour lines that are between index con-
tours

f Represent half intervals between contour
lines

9- A pocket size stereoviewer consisting of two
magnifying lenses in a metal frame that
allows ease in viewing aerial photographs
without having to use a stereoplotter

h A photograph taken from an airborne vehi-
cle

1. The rate of grade

j- A line and symbol representation of natural
and selected man-made features of a part of
the earth's surface plotted to a definite
scale; distinguishing characteristic is the
portrayal of the shape and elevation of the
terrain by contour fines

1. Aerial photograph

2. Backsight

3. Contour interpolation

4. Contour Interval

5. Contour line

6. Cut and fill

7. Datum

8. Depression contour
lines

9. Foresight

10. Grade
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TEST

k. Refers to distance and elevation measure-
ments that have been obtained by surveying
methods

Indicate an elevation that represents a low
place on the ground that has no surface
drainage

rn. The vertical distance between the planes of
consecutive contour lines, such as 5, 10, 20,
100, or 200

n A plan containing original ground contours
over which contours of the highway, subdivi-
sion, or other embankment or excavation to
be completed are superimposed on and con-
nected with the original ground contours at
the edge of construction limits

A map that shows relief by conventions
such as contours, hachures. shading, end
tinting

p. A road construction term that describes the
quantities of earth removed from hillsides
and filled into low spots

q. Topographic datum line which is the level
between high and low tide

An imaginary line on the ground connecting
all points that are the same elevation above
or below sea level

s. Every 5th contour line, which is numbered

t. Determination of an intermediate value
between field values from some known or
assumed rate; estimating of contours

u. The = 'allay to see three-dimensionally using
two clews of a single object from two
slightly different positions

The science of obtaining measurements by
means of photographs, usually aerial photo-
graphs

11. Grarient

12. Grading plan

13. index contour line

14. Intermediate contour
lines

15. Isometric map

16. Photogrammetric sur-
veying

17. Sea level

18. Spot elevation

19. Stadia

20. Stereoplotter

21. Stereoscope

22. Stereoscopic model

23. Stereovision

24. Supplemental con-
tour lines

25. Topographic map
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w. A piece of equipment that allows the opera-
tor to view the stereo model in 3-dimension:
from this mooal topographic and planimet-
ric information can be traced out for future
development of a map

x. A survey reading taken on a new point to
determine its elevation; also called a minus
(-) sight

y. The area covered by two overlapping or
stereo pair of photos

2. List five uses of topographic maps.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

CD- 557

3. Match types of surveys used in topographic mapping listed on the right with the size of
area to be mapped.

a Used for large scale maps of small areas 1. Aerial survey
less than 5 acres

2. Ground survey
b. Used for mapping projects covering large

areas more than 40 acres

4. Select from the following list tie field methods for obtaining topography by placing an
"X" in the appropriate blank 5.

a. Contours by hand level

b. Aerial method

c. Pianetable method

d Least squares method

e. Coordinate squares method

Radial method

g. Stadia method

h. Laser method
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TEST

5. List four factors affecting the selection of the field method to be used for a topographic
survey.

a.

b.

c.

d.

6. Distinguish between horizontal and vertical controls for topographic surveys by placing
an "X" next to the description(s) of horizontal control.

_a. Is established by lines of levels starting from and closing on bench marks;
elevations are established for all traverse hubs.

b. is established by traversing, triangulation, trilateration, and inertial and
satellite methods depending on the size of the land area

c. is provided by two or more points on the ground, precisely fixed in position
by distance and direction

7. Arrange in order the following steps in laying out a topographic survey by placing
correct sequence numbers (1-5) in the appropriate blai iks.

a. Calculate latitudes and departures, adjust traverse, and calculate coordi-
nates.

b From the points located by the horizontal control traverse, make a survey
locating all the details of features to be shown.

c Run an accurate closed traverse within the area to be mapped.

d Establish contours from vertical control.

e Using the coordinates, plot the traverse.

8. Match the methods used to establish contours on the right with the correct descrip
lions.

a. Establishes horizontal and vertical control. 1. Cross profile method
Locates details by direction and distance
from a control point. Stedia distance is 2. Grid method
recorded and vertical angle is read for each
point; then horizontal disi,ance and eleva- 3. Random shot method
tion are calct ated. Contours can be drawn
by interpolate in or estimation connecting all 4. Trace contour method
points of equal elevation.

b. The points on the ground are the elevation
of the desired contour established by ran-
dom shot method. Lines on the map are
dawn connecting points of the same eleva-
tion.
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The map is divided into a systom of squares
or rectangles. The elevations at the corners
and critical points on the lines are located.
The grid and elevations are plotted and the
contours are then drawn by interpolation.

_d. Lines are run out at right angles to the tra-
verse line. Ccntour points or elevations at
changes in slope are established on these
lines with their distances out from the tra-
verse. Points are then plotted and points of
equal elevation are Joined by contour lines.
This method is used for development of
cross sections for transportation plans.

9. Complete the following statements concerning national standards for horizontal and
vertical accuracy on topographic maps by circling the correct words.

a. Horizontal accuracy Requires no more than 10 percent of well-defined map
points tested to be more than Cho", 'Ise) out of correct position at publication
scales of 1:20,000 or smaller.

b. Vertical accuracy Requires that no more than 10 percent of the elevations of
test points interpolated from contours be in error more than (112,1/3, lho) the con
tour interval.

10. Complete the following chart of scale ratios used in the USGS topographic series.

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP SERIES

a.

b.

Standard
Quadrangle Quadrangle

Series Seale One inch Size Area
Represents (latitude &

longitude)
(square miles)

7.5-minute 2.000 feet '.5 x 7.5 min. 49 to 71

15-ininute

inter mediate scale
quadrangle

1.62.500

__________

15 x 15 min,

:q) miri. x -1'

197 10 282

1.145 In :).1t.;7over 1.5 miles

11.S. 1.250.000 1.250.000 about 4 miles __________. 4.580 to 8.669

inter nalik-Inal MaP
of the World

___.. _ . about 16 miles 4" x fi° 73.734 to 102.759

11. Select true statements concerning the selection of contour intervals by placing an ''X"
next to the true statements.

__a. The standard of accuracy required affects the selection of a contour inter-
val.

Rugged terrain requires a larger contour interval.

If map scale is reduced, the contour interval is 'educed.
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TEST

_ d, 10-foot and 100-foot intervals are rarely used.

e. U.S.G.S. commonly uses 5 foot contour intervals.

__1. Defense Mapping Service (DMS) commonly uses 50 foot contour intervals.

Common rule on contour intervals is not to show more than 1 contour per
linear inch.,

12. Complete the following statements concerning characteristics of contour lines by cir-
cling the correct words.

a. A contour is a line, all points of which lie at equal (elevations, distances from a
bench mark).

b Every contour closes upon itself (within, without, within or without) the limits of
the map

c. A contour line closing within the limits of the map either indicates a summit or a
(dyer, depression).

d. Contours never cross each other, except in the case of aian (mountain, ovetbang-
ing cliff) or a cave, and then they must cross twice.

e. On uniform slopes, contours are (evenly, unevenly) spaced.

f. fhe sharpest bends in contours occur at their intersection with ridge and valley
lines, which they cross at (450, right) angles.

Contours bend toward the (upgrade, downgrade) when crossing a valley or
depression, and toward the (upgrade, downgrade) when crossing a ridge line.

h. Contours crossing a railroad laid to an (even, uneven) grade will be spaced at
equal intervals.

i. Contour lines crossing a stream point (upstream, downstream) and form V's or

Contour lines (can, cannot) run into the shore of a lake or other still body of water
since the water is at the same level at all points.

k. It is customary to make every fifth contour line (dashed, heavier) than the rest.
The line is broken at some convenient place and the number representing the ele-
vation is inserted. When contour lines are far apart, each one may be numbered.
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13. Match the contour line features on the right with their correct configurations.

a.

_____..c.

d.

e.

1 Stream

2. Embankment

3. Darn

4. Steep terrain

5. Flat terrain

6. Saddle

7. Depression contour

B. Overhang or cliff

9. Index contour

10. Intermediate contour

e.

CD- 561
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TEST

14. Select true statements concerning the common methods used to calculate area from a
topographic map by placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. The blanimeter van be used lu ealuulate area by tracing the boundary c.)1
the area in a counterclockwise direction.

The most common rule used to calculate the area of an irregular boundary
is the Weston rule.

c. The equation for the trapezoidal rule is

+ h .A, = W (h.
2

+ h. + h, + + h ,)

_cf. Simpson's rule uses the same formula as the trapezoidal rule.

Simpson's rule is designed to be used only for regular boundaries.

15. Arrange in order the steps in calculating cut and till using the contour area method by
placing the correct sequence numbers (1-6) in the appropriate blanks.

a. Bring out new contours where they differ from the old by Interconnecting
the points where the new contours rejoin the old ones

b. Measure the shaded areas with a planimeter;

c. Make an earthwork diagram on the grading plan.

d. Approximate the volume of the cut and fill by multiplying the contour inter-
val t 'y the sum of shaded areas.

e. Shade the areas between old and new rontniors at each level, using one
color for cut and another for till.

Draw boundary lines of no-cut. no till.
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TEST

16, Complete the following statements concerning the steps in developing and plotting 3
profile from profile leveling notes by placing the correct answers in the blanks provided.

a The beginning point is

1) Station 0+00

2) Station 1+00

3) BM 1

4) TP 1

_b. To obtain the elevation at Static 0+00, the level is set near Station 0+00,
and a bk.cksight is taken from the BM. The backsight is added to the eleva-
tion of the BM to give the

1) 2nd elevation

2) Foresight

3) HI

4) BM 2

c When you are finished, the calculations should be checked in the follow-
ing manner:

1) L Foresights + L Backsights initial Elev. M Final Elev.

2) Initial Elev. + L Foresights + Backsights Final Elev,

3) Initial Elev. + Backsights Foresights = Final Elev.

4) initial Elev. 4- Foresights - L Backsights Final Elev.

17. Arrange in order the steps used to develop a profile from a contour map by placing the
correct sequence numbers (1-6) in the appropriate blanks.

3 a. The extremes of elevations are determined from the cutting plane line on
"- -ontour map.

projected r. otnts are connected with a smooth continuous line and
any elevations c' features are labeled.

The location of the cross section cutting plane line is marked on the con-
tour drawing.

Contour map is placed above the profile grid.
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e The point of intersection of the cutting plane line and the contour line is
projected to the profile.

f. Appropriate vertical scale is selected and is labeled on the profile paper
with the elevations required.

18. List three methods for laying out contour lines.

a.

b.

c.

19. Select true statements concerning fixing a grade line by placing an "X" next to the true
statements.

a. Ground profile is used as the basis of study to fix the grade location.

b Factors that control grade include location of stream crossings, beginning
and ending points, routes through towns and villages, and maximum rates
of grade for the type of traffic using the highway or railway.

c. Grade Is selected and fitted to the ground so as to allow a great deal of cut
and fill.

d. The amount of dirt removed from the cuts should double the amount
required to flit the low areas.

e. The gradient is found by dividing the amount of run by the horizontal dis-
tance.

f. Tne grade is found by multiplying the gradient by 10.

20. Complete the following statements concerning aerial photographs by filling In the
blanks with the correct words.

a Photographs may be taken from

b. Aerial photographs are taken In sequential order, usually with
percent forward overlap and percent side overlap.

21. Distinguish between advantages and disadvantages of using aerial photography by
placing an "A" next to the advantages and a "D" next to the disadvantages.

a Cost of flying a project

b. Distortion around edges of aerial photos due to curvature of the earth

c. Access to areas difficult to reach by ground

d. Availability of aerial photos for all areas

e. Speed at which work is accomplished
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22. Complete the following statements concerning applications of aerial photogrammetryby circling the correct words.

a. (Photo map, Photo mosaic) is a composite of several aerial photos tied together
to represent a large area.

b. An orthophoto is an orthographic photograph that results from processing aerial
photographs to remove (fuzziness, distortions),

c. Analytical aerotriangulation produces coordinates of photo control points by
(mathematical, scientific) procedures.

23. Select true sf"ements concerning aerial photo control by placing an "X" next to the
true statements.

a. A baseline measurement of two clearly identified points from the ground
within the model is required for horizontal control on a stereo model.

_b. L3z.lsol (,Ii:aswecrif.:,nts should be provioed on every model.

c. Vtnii are required, two near each corner of the
modr,i1

24. Arrange n orkici the stepr, usinq -;tere')t.-;e by placing the correct sequencenumbers (I. 4t in thc:

a. overlap the two photos and set the stereoscope or. the photos
:.,traddiing the overlap.

Mi.wowier ttle ptioio ;;() OIL:, two images line up. one on top of the other. At
titIll: yee :t14,Li1(.1 5CP the photo images in three dimension (3D).

t. ine up the adjoining aerial photographs vvJ1 common features lined up.

d. Look through the viewers and fix on tho landmark. You should see two
images of the landmark. (One appears to float.)

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask yourinstructor when they should be completed.)

25. Interpolate contours from a grid survey and prepare profiles from the contour map.
(Assignment Sheet #1)

26. Sei up contours in isometric. ;Af,:signment Sheet #2)

27. Calculate grades in percents. (Assignment Sheet #3)



TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING
UNIT Viii

1 ,t,

b.

c
d.
e.
f,

g.

10

2
7

18
14

24
21

h.
i.

1

k.
1.

m.
n.

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 :., 15

11 p 6
25 g. 17

19 r. 5
8 s. 13
4 I. 3
12 u. 23

v.

w.
A.

Y.

16

20
9
22

Any five of the following:
a. As bases for other maps
b. Planning highways
c. Selecting airport silos
d. Selecting industrial sites
e. Routing pipelines and power lines
f. Locating boundary lines for cadaslral surveys

Planning communication facilities
ft Aiding in agricultural research
i. Planning recreation areas
i. Assessing and managing natural resources

a 2
1

a. c, f. g

.6,:)y four of the following:
Purpose of survey

b. Map use (accuracy required)
Map scale

d. Contour interval
Size and type of area involved

f. Cost
Equipment and time available
Experience of survey personnel

b, r:

7 a.

b. 4

1

d.
c.
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ANSWERS TO TEST

b 4

(i,

e

COO

.1 I V...

C' 1 100,000

1:1.000.000

a. b. t

it. Elevations
Within or wthout
Depression

{i Overhang-mg clit!
(. Evenly

Right
L.lpgr;-,tde.

ft Evo,n

ft,

,
r
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ANSWERS TO TEST

18 a. Random pattern plotting from t3tadia note:;
b. Radial ixittcrn contouring
c. Contouring from a grid patton

1'0. e r Anv cme of
b. 3060, 10-30

21. a.

h D
A

U D
A

22. a. Photo mosaic
b. Distortiont;
C;. Mathernatica)

23. a

4

C. 1

3

tollowind Ann:antls. or ground stationf:

F. Y,1,tiale(' tU lt.- ';')f !rtctor
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TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to layout open traverses by five differ-
ent methods, plot a plan and profile for proposed road from field notes, and calculate area and
volume for cross sections. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the
assignment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to transportation mapping with the correct definitions.

2. State the purpose of route surveys.

3. Select true statements concerning the fundamentals of a route survey.

4. Complete statements concerning superelevated roadways.

5. identify elements of a horizontal circular curve.

6. Complete statements concerning mathematical formulas used for computing a
horizontal curve.

7. Select true statements concerning circular curve layout by tangent offsets.

8. Complete statements concerning vertical curves.

9. Complete statements concerning plan views for route surveys.

10. Select true statements concerning characteristics of profiles for a route survey.

11. Select true statements concerning characteristics of cross sections for a route
survey.

r'
;.!.1
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Complete statements concerning field note reduction for a cross section.

13. Complete statements concerning plotting cross sections.

14. Distinguish between the methods used to determine areas of cross sections.

15. State the formulas for calculating earth volume.

16. List drawings included in a set of highway plans.

17. Select common horizontal and vertical scales used in transportation mapping for
rural and urban areas.

18. List items that appear on a typical title sheet for a set of highway plans.

19. Select true statements concerning detail sheets.

20. Complete statements concerning the drafting of plan views, profiles, and I ass
sections.

21. Layout open traverses using several methods. (Assignment Sheet #1)

22. Layout a survey alignment for a road using bearings and coordinates. (Assignment
Sheet #2)

23, Plot field notes for horizontal control, topography, profile, and cross section for a
proposed road. {Assignment Sheet #3)



TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to !--;kipptern,:,n0e
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE this activity should be completed prior to the teaching of th .; unit.)

Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C Provide students with objective sheet.

U. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

Provide students with information and assignment sheets

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

k NOTE: Use tne hansparoncies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Integrate the tollyping activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

Write to your state highway department and request a set of drafting standards.

Malv, a visit to an on-site project and observe cut and fiat excavation.

Meet is diVidtiany with students to evaluate their progress through th1 unit
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

H. Give test.

a fiet4-_,.ai2h if riec..-..scary.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INC UDED IN THIS UNIT

A (Ali-. ! :ve

infoim
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT
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TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

INFORMATION SHEET

t. Terms and definitions

A. Angle of repose The slope of cut and fill from the ;cad expressed in feet
of horizontal run to feet of vertical run

B. Borrow pit A pit or bank from which material is taken for use in filling or
embanking

(NOTE' Borrow excavation is excavation from selected areas (borrow pits)
outside the right-ofway. This is necessary when the roadway excavation
does not supply sutfident suitable materials for construction of the
embankment.)

C. Central angle The intersection angle of a highway curve; also called the
Delta (..1) angle

D. Course A line on a traverse

E. Curve length The length of a highway curve from beginning to end mea-
sured along the arc

F. Deflection angle In surveying an angle that veers to the right or left of a
straight line, often the centerline of a highway, powerline, etc.

Degree of curve The angle of a chord (from the preceding one) that con-
nects station points along the centerline of a highway or railroad

H. Easement A right acquired by public authority to use or control property
for a designated purpose

Flag A large one-sided arrow used for example to Indic =ate the beginning
and end of construction

FIGURE "I

L

BEGN CONS"Iii'd( i toN

STA 20 + 4ti

1 J

J. Hub A substantial square stake, usually drive in flush with the ground,
with a tack marking the survey point
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INFORMATION SHEET

K. Mass diagram A drawing that shows the summary of earthwork over an
entire project, including balance areas and quantities of earth grouped by
soil classification, usually calculated by computer

L Match line The line at the edge of a mapped area which aids in fitting
two drawings together

M. Offset line A supplementary line close to and roughly parallel with a
main line, to which it is referenced by measured offsets

N. Point of curve The point at which a highway curve begins

0. Right-of.way The legal right to cross the lands of another; used to indi-
cate a strip of land for a road, railroad, or power line

P. Slope easement An easement for cut and fill

0. Subgrade A portico of a roadbed prepared as a foundation for the base
or surface course

R. Superelevation Adjusting the slope perpendicular to centerline for the
purpose of counteracting centrifugal force

S. Tangent Straight line of a survey

T. Transit line The centerline of a linear survey (highway, pipeline, etc.)

U. Vertical curve The shape of a linear feature such as a road or highway (in
profile) as it crests a hill or creates a sag in a valley or depression

it. Purpose of route surreys For making studies for the location and construction
of such public utilities as highway, railways, pipelines, canals, and power lines.

III. Fundamentals of a route survey

A. Conducted to obtain the following information:

1. Topography

2. Location of structures and objects

3. Establish the survey line of the ground

B. Most common use is for highway location and construction.

C. An open traverse survey is the general method used.
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Groun I configuration is obtained by running cross lines to the traverse for
obtaining elevations.

E. Open traverses can be plotted by angles or by coordinates. (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: Careful checking is necessary when plotting an open traverse since
there is no cneck for accuracy by closing the traverse.)

F Traverses are first staked out as a series of straight lines. (PI line)

G. Curves are employed at the points of change in the traverse to allow for
flow of travel such as on a highway or railroad. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

H. Spiral curves are used to make the transition from a straight line to the cir-
cular curve more gradual.

I. Route surveying normally uses transits or theodolites.

The different steps in obtaining all the necessary field data are:

I. A transit party establishes all the horizontal control. (PI lines and
curves)

2. The level party runs profile levels on the centerline of the Sun N.

3. Another crew follows and runs the levels on the cross line.

K, The open traverse, complete with curves, makes up the line for the survey
alignment line.
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L. The survey alignment line may not be the final construction alignment, but
must be a line that can be easily worked from,

M. When the construction centerline does not coincide with the survey cen-
terline, complete alignment data and ties to suniey centerline must be
provided.

FIGURE 3

NCI9TH

q. of Construction

N. Grade sine, usually the centerline of a highway, is accurately established at
100 ft. stations, at beginning and ending points of curvature, and points of
intersection of the back and forward tangents.

0. Points of intersection of the grade line with storm drains, utility lines, and
cross streets are also carefully marked.

P Ail survey information for bearings, distances, station points. and curve
data must be recorded as field notes. (Transparency 2)

Q. The field notes are then used by the drafter to construct a complete set of
maps.

IV. Superelevatlons of a roadway (Transparency 3)

A. A roadway is superelevated when the outside edge is higher than the inside
edge; therefore, the road slopes from the outside to 1hw inside of the curve.

FIGURE 4

4111-

\__/1Traffic Lanus Tratfr4, ivies

Norrrsai Roadway Superelevaled Roadway

ir
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B. Purpose for superelevating a roadway is to allow for easy maneuvering of
vehicles through horizontal curves.

V. Elements of a horizontal circular curve (Transparency 4)

R Radius of the curve

PI Point of intersection of the two tangents to the curve

I or .1 - The central angle subtended by a curve or the change in direction of
two tangents

PC Point of curvature The point where the tangent "A" (see Figure 5)
ends and the curve begins

PT Point of tangency The point where the curve ends and the tangent
"B" begins

L Length of curve from the PC to the PT

T Tangent distance The distance from PC to Pt or Pt to PT

E External distance The distance from Pl to the midpoint of the curve

LC Long chord The straight line distance from PC to PT

M Middle ordinate The distance from the midpoint of the curve to the
midpoint of the long chord

D Degree of curvature subtended by a 100' chord (De) or 100' arc (Da)

FIGURE 5
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VI. Mathematical formulas for computing horizontal curve

= and R = 57?9-58
ft"

T = R tan

L = 100 p or L =
360

(7r Cie)

R = Titan

LC = 2 R sin
2

D Da = -7"?19:-P or Sin P :=
50

E = (1/cos -12-) - 1

M = (1 - cos1)

Example:

Given: Central angle / = 38 °40': tangent distance T = 150.0 feet.

Find:
1. Radius, R
2. Degree of curve, D
3. Length of curve. L

1. To find radius, R:

= Titan 1

2

= 38°40`,2 = 19°20'

tan 19°20' = .35085

150 0R =
.35085

= 427.53 feet
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2. To find degree of curve, D:

50sint>ii,20 =
427.53

= .11695

1120 = 6°43'

= 13°26'
3. To find length of curve, L:

3866°.L = 10C x = 287.86 feet
13,43°

(NOTE: The length of curve may also be found by the formula L = RI,
where the angle I is in radians. This length will be slightly longer and
more precise, as it represents the true arc length.)

VII. Circular curve layout by tangent offsets

A. Used when precise layout of a curve is unnecessary.

Example: Small field ditch

B. PC, PT, and the external point are still located by transit method.

C. Tangent offsets are used to locate intermediate points on the curve.

FIGURE 6

3+00

Example (for Figure 6):

Given: I = 30°10`
D = 5°0'
T = 308,93
E = 40.90
L = 603.32

P 2+50 2+00 1+00 PC

CD- 583
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Distance from
PC or PT (n) Offset (z)

stations feet

0 0
1+00 4.37
2+00 17.50
2+50 27.34

Measure the stations from the PC and PT along the tangents toward PI and
offset at rignt angles the distances shown in the table. (See Figure 6). Since
the tangent distance of this cl rve is slightly over 300 feet, the above points
are adequate. Chain from thLt PC to determine the stationing of these
stakes on the curve.

VIII. Vertical curves (Transparency 5)

A. Arc the shapes of the road or highway as they crest a hill or reach the bot-
tom of a valley.

B. Are used In highway and street vertical alignment to provide a gradual
change between two adjacent grade lines.

C. Are calculated and the elevation points are plotted by civil drafters.

D. The two general types are crests and sags.
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E. Elements of a simple vertical curve (Figure 7

FIGURE 7

PVC. = Point of vertical curvature
PV.I. = Point of vertical intersection
P.V.T. = Point of vertical tangent

G, = Gradient or slope of back tangen;
G = Gradient or slope of fore tangent
H = Vertical distance from back tangent extended to the P.V.T.

IX,. Characteristics of plan views for route surveys (Transparency 6)

A. Are constructed from field notes

B. Show the following:

1. Contours

2. Survey alignment (transit line)

3. Trees
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4. Buildings

(NOTE: It Is assumed all buildings will be removed from the right-of-
way)

5. Other roads

6. Cultivated areas

7. Station paints

8. Curve (horizontal) data

9. All necessary horizontal control (bearings, distances, radii, and
angles)

C. Are placed in the ungridded portion of the plan-profile pc.per.

D. Sometimes many sheets of plan-profile paper are required for a route sur-
vey.

E. Each sheet contains 30 stations v.nen the scale is 1" = 100 feet.

F. Each sheet should begin and end with match lines.

G. Reference points (a point on tangent station) are indicated by sketches or
diagrams located away from the centerline.

FIGURE 8

Fire Hydrant
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X. Characteristics of profiles for a route survey

A. Profiles are drawings showing vertical sections along a certain survey line.

B. Profiles are plotted from level notes or interpolated i'om the contour map.

C. Level notes show elevations along the survey line.

D. Profiles are plotted on standard plan-profile paper in the gridded portion.
(Transparency 6)

E. The horizontal and vertical scales are commonly not the same scale.

F. Vertical scale is exaggerated because the horizontal distances are greater
as compared to the change in elevation.

The preferred horizontal to vertical scale ratio is 10:1.

H. Horizontal axis is the same scale as plan view.

1. Only full stations are labeled and shown as tick marks on the accented grid
lines.

J. First station should be set over one grid line from the vertical s-pie.

K. Station numbers Increase from left to right.

L Station limits o' rofile must correspond exactly to those of the plan
portion of the s.

Elevations for Wont,...) profiles are btained from the contour map in the
plan view.

N. Elevation data are indicated on both left and right sides of the sheet.

O. Even elevaton numbers are placed on the inch line of the plan-profile sheet.

XL Characteristics of cross sections (Transparency 7)

A. Represent a cut 90° to the profile line and are used to calculate the amount
of earth to be cut or filled In a project.

B. Are usually plotted on 10 units to the inch cross-section paper.

C. Are arranged consecutively by stations which were reported in the field
notes.

D. Are usually plotted from cross section field notes or profile notes that carry
offset information on each side of the profile.

r
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E. Horizontal and vertical scales may or may not be the same.

The scales used depend on the accuracy required in computing the cross-
sectional areas, upon the relief, and upon the size of the cross section
paper,

(3. Cross sections are taken from the center line out in each diection from the
center line or taken out from the survey line of the street or borrow pit.

Spacing of cross sections is determined by the engineers the closer
together, the more accurate the estimation of volume.

1. Volume of fill between sections can be determined by averaging the end
areas in the cross sections and multiplying this average by the distance
between sections from beginning section to the last section.

J. Cut and till areas can be cross hatched or shaded with the cut area shaded
differently from the fill area.

Xli. Field note reduction for a cross section (Transparency 8)

NOTE: Refer to Transparency 8 while reading this explanation.)

A. Left hand sheet shows notes used in dete nining the height of the instru-
ment.

B. Right hand sheet show : elevation points on which a reading was taken, the
distance out from the control line and the rod reading.

C. The elevation was obtained by subtracting the rod reading from the height
of instrument.

D. Only the distance and elevation are used in plotting the cross section.

XIII. Plotting cross sections

A. Each section is plotted individually beginning at the top and left-hand side
of sheet with station 0+00.

Sections are then plotted under each other in order of station numbers.

Each point on the cross section is plotted by using a vertical scale for ele-
vation and a horizontal scale for the distance out.
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D. Each point is labeled with coordinates. This coordinate number consists of
a horizontal line with the distance out written on the bottom and the eleva-
tion written on the top.

Example:

80.8 elevation
5 distance out from survey line

E. A vertical scale different from that of the horizontal is used to accent the
elevation differentials.

XIV. Methods used to determine areas of cross sections (Transparency 9)

A. Three-level section (pure cut or fill)

FIGURE 9

W = Road Width

Area = (.5)N7 (h, 4- h) + Q (d, + cic,)1

B. Polygon section (pure cut or fill)

FIGURE 10

a , . 71

t . t P

(dR, hp)
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General sol..tion by coordinates:

2 area X(Y..- NIL a., + X. 1{Y,;,- Y) +

Y ;1,4 - )

Ar a of Given X-section:

A = (.5) [`viz (h,+h,) + d.(Q- nu) + d,(Q-h,) + dh. + dA]

(NOTE: The absolute value of the area is shown because all areas are posi-
tive.)

C. Three level section (cut and fill mixed)

1. Triangle area on lett side

FIGURE 11

Triangle

(n11 Area) t Vax"vP
04'

FIGURE 12

GL

Polygon

(Ctil Area)

Polygon

(Fill Area)

Triangle

(Cut Area)

hR

dR
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Grade point (GO

d,
h, + Q

Triangle area

A:\ = (.5) wi2h, - Qdth,
h, +

Polygon area

A,, = (.5) + QdH + gyd,
h, +q.

2. Triangle area on right side

FIGURE 13

Polygon

(Cut Area)

GR

FIGURE 14

Triangle

(Fill Area)

N hR

CD- 591
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Grade point (a )

Tri:ifluks nrea

5) 'i:11. -
h.. -4- Q'

Polyarin arca

A. t,5) + çL
h,+Q

Sample problem for Figure 15

FIGURE 15

W = 24 ft,

Find: Grade point
Area of cut and fill

Solution: Triangle is on left Use equation shown in Cl.

1. Grade point

G (.8)(24.0)
h; 4.0+.8

2. Triangle area

r.= 4.0 ft. Answer

A, (.5) wh
2 h,

(24X4.2)._
2 4:0 + .8

F3.1

18.2

= 16 ft' cut Answer
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3. Polygon area

A = ( 5) wh, + c_d +
2

(.5)
2 + (.8)(t 8.2) +

(.8) (24.0)

4.0 +

= 27.48 ti- = 27 U till Answer

XV Calculating earth volume

A. Volume by average end area

Vt LO-

Where: V, = Volume (Cu. M. cu. yd., cu. m.)
L = Distance between areas (ft., m.)

= End areas (sq. ft., sq. m.)

B. Volume by prismoidal method

Vi = :It, (A, + 4M + A;)

Where: V. = Volume (cu. ft., cu. yd., cu, rn.)
L = Distance between areas (ft. m.)
A.A, = End areas (sq. ft.. sq. m.)
M = Middle section (sq. ft., sq. m.)

C. Prismoidal correction

V, = VI V:

For 100 ft. length & 3 level section:

V. = 0.309 q- Etd, di. ) (di. +
= Negative correction in cu. yd.
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Example t$1..

(NOTE' All cut volumes and all till volumes are calculated sewately)

Solution:

1. Vo Wine by average end area:

(A + A
100k(212 + 102)=

I

15 700 11315.700 cu. ft. ! = 581 Cu. yd. Answer27 ftlyd'

2. Vf..,ItuTic by prismoidal method:

I.J6 (A, + 4M + A.)

100/6 (212 + 4M + 102)

M = Area calculated from average "L," "Q." and "R."

C4.0/16.0 + C2.0113.012 = C3.0114.5

= C6.0 + C3.0/2 = C4.5

C12,0/28.0 + 08.0/22.012 = 010.0125.0

M 0)[./.,(h. + + Q(d, + d,.)1

(.5)rt.,(3.0 + 10.0) + 4.5(14.5 + 25.0)1

= 154 It

V. gr. 1"olu (212 4 (154) + 102) = 15,500 ft'

15,590., ft
574 cu. yd. Answer
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3. Prismoidal correction

= .309 (Q, qjlid + dps) (du + dpi]

= ,309 (6.0 3.0)1(18.0 + 28.0) (13.0 +

= 8.3 cu. yd. = 8 cu, yd. (use)

Check: = V, Vp = 581 574 = 7
V, = VE Ve
= 581 7 = 574 cu. yd.

Example #2:

Volume with sidehill sections

Given: STA L Q R AREA

108+00
F2,9

F3.5 F83
18. 5.9

P:1 F4.0
108+50

18 .2
C0 8 ,Z24.0

C t,F16

W = 24 ft,.

Find: Volume of cut & fill by average end area.

Solution:

1. Section changes from all fill to cut &

2. Work fill as usuP

V1 = .4 2475 ft'

2475 ft; = 92 cu. yd. fill Answer
27 ftlyd3

3. For lack of more information assume the cut tapers out to zero at
STA: 108+00, therefore use A, = 0 (cut).

VE !Pitt 4. A2 = 5(0 4. 28) = 700 ft'
2 2

700 ft/ = 28 cu. yd. cut Answer
27 ffistd3

CD. 595
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XVI. Standard set of plans for a highway project

(NOTE The order shown here is typical for a highway project, but may vary in your
state.)

A. t sheet

B. Typical section and general notes

C. Estimate quantities

D. Structure quantities sheets

E. Tabulation sheets

F. Detail sheets

G. Pit location sheets

H. Major structure detail sheets

Plan and profile sheets (line sheets)

J. Voss section sheets

K. Landscaping and sprinkler plans

L. Traffic control signs

M. Standard sheets

XVII. Common scales used In transportation drawings

A. Rural areas 1" = 100 ft. horizontal scale, = 10 ft. vertical scale

B. Urban areas 1" = 50 ft horizontal scale, 1" = 5 ft. vertical scale

XVIII. Items on a title sheet for a set of highway plans (Transparency 10)

A. Project number

B. State highway number

C. County and state

D. Location map Shows

1. Project limits

2. Townst ip and range

*0 North arrow and bar graph

r. ".'

4i
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4. Beginning and ending station

5. Major equations

6. Limits of previous projects

7. Major structure numbers (both existing and proposed)

8. Detour routes and no work sections

9. Railroad crossings, canals, streams, and rivers

E. Length and design data

F. Index of sheets

G. Approval blocks

(NOTE: Mechanical lettering is generally used on title sheets.)

XIX. Detail sheets (Transparency 11)

A. Show information necessary for constructing a special item.
4

B. Unrelated details may be shown on the same sheet as long as they are dis-
tinctly separated.

C. Details should be arranged in logical order.

D. Interchange details may have to be put on more than one sheet. Match lines
are clearly marked on each sheet.

XX. Drafting plan views, profiles, and cross sections

A. Drafting of plan views (Transparency 12)

1. Show survey alignment as dashed

2. Show projected alignment as solid

(NOTE: Line fonts will vary from agency to agency.)

3. Show curve points, stations and tick marks, bearings, and match
lines.

4. Show tick marks on top of the alignment; every fifth mark going
through the alignment and station is written near it.

5. Show bearings on top of tangent tines.

6. Do not repeat information from one sheet to the next.
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7. Begin and end the sheet on stations divisible by five.

8. Draw physical features in exact position and position labels, dimen-
sions, notes, and other data for clarity.

9. Right-of-way area may require data for construction. Place other
notes and data outside the right-of-way.

10. A suggested order for preparation of a plan sheet is

a. Index block

b. Basic control lines: center lines, radial lines, station tick
marks, etc.

c. Existing topography and walks, curbs, gutters, streams, build-
ings, shrubs, etc. Use light lintwork.

d. Planned construction feature roadways, drainage, sub-
structures, etc. Use heavier linework.

e. Lettering, labels, data, and notes Curve data, equations,
tangent bearings, land Ines, general topography, street and
road names, construction line designation, north arrow, con-
struction notes, sheet references, and i tle.

11, Use the following suggested pen sizes for lines:

a. Survey line Pen no. 3

b. Curve line Pen no. 3

c. Tangent portion Pen no. 0

d. Tick marks Pen no. 1

e. Topography Pen no. 0 or finer

12. Show right-of-way (WV) lines as long dash line, then two short lines.

B. Drafting of profiles (Transparency 12)

1. Show grades for the alignms.it to be constructed.

2. Correspond stations from the plan view.

3. Plot ground line thader roadway profi:a grade as a dashed line or light
thin line.

4. Show elevations to the hundredth of a foot.
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5. Show grades to the ten thousandth of a percent (grade percentage in
ft./sta. or ft./100 ft.).

6. Arrange profile sheet with two inches left on bottom of sheet for the
earthwork breakout.

7. Show the beginning and ending stations which tie to adjacent pro-
ject.

8. Give bench mark data just below the margin of the profile strip or just
above in the plan portion.

C. Drafting of cross sections

1. Note centerline of survey on the sheet.

2. Plot elevations and distances left and right of centerline.

3. Draw ground line.

4. Use roadway template for drawing profile grade and typical section
applicable for each particular cross section station.

5. Draw in pencil to facilitate changes.

6. Note station number and ground elevation at centerline under each
cross section.

7. Note scale and type of cross section at the upper right corner of the
sheet.

8. Write area of each section within the section and state if it is cut or
fill.

3. Write volume of earth between the sections and state if It is cut or fill.

10. Connect first and last points of each section by a dashed line.
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Superelevations of a Roadway

LEFTTURNING CURVE
THE RIGHT EDGE OF THE
ROADWAY IS HIGHER THAN
THE LEFT EDGE. THE SURFACE
SLOPES DOWN TO THE INSIDE
OF THE CURVE.

INSIDE
OF CURVE

OUTSIDE
OF CURVi

OUTSIDE
OF CURVE

RIGHT-TURNING CURVE
THE LEFT EDGE QF THE
ROADWAY IS HIGHER THAN
THE RIGHT EDGE. THE SURFACE
SLOPES r .AWN TO THE INSIDE
OF THE CURVE

Left- and Right-Turning Curves

CD. 605

NORMAL CROWN &WERE LEVATtON TRANSITION FOLL SIEFLRELEVAIEON
021 V.1 t

C tut iplyION TANGENT;
0 CORVE ourstni EDGEtzt

Cl

f

PAYMENT FOG 0 0
0

Ns" 04.7754Of E ocIL OF RAVE ME N7 CANNOT
RE SEEN Liwo; IT RISES Aflo%
FROFIL ORAOI LANE

1,14Ortt f E,RAOL
LINE

WIDE I 0;4 ot
VENT

Profile View of a Supereievation Transition

0
0

4
P

"t

IROTH LANES Si INAAK;

FULL SUPLEtt L 15. A

NORMAL CROWN

CROSS SECTION VIEWS OF HIGHWAY

,01

NORMAL C ProwN

$ re f1 :

TRA NS; 'OLIN

PLAN VIEW QF HIGRINA T

Cross-Section and Plan Views of a Highway in Superelevation
From Civil Engineering: Drafting by Roy and James WIrshIns 1983. Reproduced with permis
sion of McGraw-Hill Book Company.
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11+00

12+00

PC

Horizontal Curve

Pi

OLD 14+49.54
or I

15+00

PT
15+42.05

16+00

C$' 414,,
10 00 )

4.0 Ne),.
4DI

P



Vertical Curve

10+00
200.00

+8%

STATION Ei= A 1 3 9 10 11 12 13 14=C
Elevation of

Tangent 196.80 197.60 198.40 199.20 200.00 199.40 198.80 198.20 197.60
Tangent Offset 0.00 .09 .35 .79 1.40 .79 .35 .09 0.00
Elevation of Curve 196.80 197.51 198.05 198.41 198.60 198.61 198.45 198.11 197.60

tr 51 9
r's *It; to



Example of a Plan and Pro&

400

500000

0+00

-500000

20+00 40+00

CENTERL INE PROF ILE

60.00 80+00 100400

From VLSystems, Inc., Irvine, CA
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Field Notes for Cross Sections
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TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - LAYOUT AN OPEN TRAVERSE USING
SEVERAL METHODS

PART I: Open Bearing Traverses

1. Start all traverses from the center of a 17 x 22 in. sheet of paper.

2. Plot each traverse to the scale indicated Wow.

3. identify each point with P. small circle and letter; label each traverse leg with bearing
and distance.

Label each traverse by number and scale used in a place where it most clearly identifies
with the traverse.

5. In the lower left hand corner prov. -c a table with the following headings: Traverse, Clos-
ing Distance, Closing Bearing.

(NOTE: Closure is from the last to the first point.)

6, Provide a border, title block, and north arrow.

Traverse #1: Scale 1" = 200'

Course Length Bearing

Traverse #2: Scale 1" 30'

Course Length Bearing

A-B 364.1 N 32°0' E A A-B 74.0 N 86°30' E
B-C 239.',:0 N 83°30' E B-C 39.2 N 13°30' E
C-D 382.5 N 51°0' W C-D 54.1 N 67°0' E
D-E 241.6 Due North D-E 55.8 N 25°30' E
E-F 310.7 N 16°30' W E-F 40.2 S 36°30' E
F-G 379.1 S 64°0' E F-G 52.0 N 43°0' E
G-H 380.0 N 71°30' E G-H 41.9 S 64°0' E
H-A H-A

Traverse #3: Scale = 50' Traverse #4: Scaler' = 60'

Course Length Bearing Course Length Bearing

A-B 81.5 S 27°30' E A-B 129.6 S 27°0' W
B-r.: 64.5 S 9°0' E B-C 120.0 S 16°0' E
C-D 113.6 S 21°30' F C-D 55.3 S 44°30' E
D-E 134.0 N 14°0' E D-E 130.5 S 18°0' W
E-F 65.1 S 88°30' E E-F 153.2 N 19°30' W
F-G 86.8 N 24°30' E E.G 5t7 N 22°,10' W
G-H 174.5 S 70°30' E G-H 78.5 N 89°0' W
H-A H-A

CD- 625
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART II: Open Azimuth North Traverses

1. Start all traverses from the center of a 17 x 22 in. sheet of paper.

2. Plot each tia,,erse to the scale ind,eated below.

3. Identify each point with a small circle and letter; label each traverse leg with bearing
and distance

4. Label each traven,c by number and scale used it a place where it most clearly identifies
with the traverse.

5. In the lower left hand corner provide a table with the following headings: Traverse. Clos-
ing Distance, Closing Bearing.

C.

(NOTE Closure is from the last to the first point.)

Provide a border, tint? block, and north arrow.

Traverse $11: Scale 1" = 60' Traverse trt Scale 1" = 500'

Course Length Azimuth tN) Course Length Azimuth (N)

A-B latiC) 077°0' A-B 465 188°0'
B-C 47,f-.! 332°30' B-C 895 114°30'
C.D 144.8 108°30' C-D 580 148°0'
0-E 176.2 340°30' D-E 565 247°30'
E-F. 152.0 102°30' E-F 1200 120°0'
F -C 109 3 339°30' F-G 900 56°30'
G-H 99.0 302°30' G-H 676 358°Y!"
H-I 81.2 232°30' Hi 808 285°0'
I,J 102.0 0°0' 1-J 682 161°30'
J.A J-A

Traverse #3: Scale 1" = 30' Traverse #4: Scale 1" = 2,000'

Course Lenc.31t1 A7irnuth (N) Course Length Azimuth (N)

A-B 46.0 240°0' A-B 2500 28C°301
B-C 44./ 267°30' B-C 3175 32°30'
C-D 42.5 212°0' C-D 2825 18°0'
D-E 74.8 224°0' D-E 2600 302°0'
E.F 49.5 279'30' E-F 5f /5 234°30'
F-G 37.0 26°0- F -C 4290 351°30'
G-H 451 42°30' G-H 2064 226°30'
H-I 59,8 279°0' H-I 4900 276°30'
I-J 21 5 201V I-J 4400 57°0'

J-A J-A
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART Ilk Open Def friction Angle Traverses

1. Start all traverses from the center of a 17 x 22 in. sheet of paper.

2. Plot each traverse to Ite scale indicated below.

3. identify each point with a small circle and letter; label each traverse leg with bearing
and &stance.

4. Label each traverse by number and scalc used in a place where it most clearly identifies
with the traverse.

5. in the lower left hand corner ; ,,vide a table with the following headings: Traverse, Clos-
ing Distance, Closing Bearing.

(NOTE: Closure is from the last to the first point)

6. Provide a border. title block, aid north arrow.

Traverse #1: Scale 1" = 300' Traverse #2: Scale 1" = 40'

Course Length Def I. Angle Course Length Deft Angle

A-B 461 N 61°01 E A-B 70.5 S 11°0' E
B-C 599 54°30' L B-C 34.8 45°30' L
G-D 428 99°30' R C-D 84.2 37°30' L
D-E 386 41°0' L D-E 39.3 51°0' L
E-F 640 105°0' L F-F 51.5 71°0' L
F -C 451 62°0' L F-G 59.0 72°0' L
G-H 524 43°30' L C H 39.0 53'30' R
H-A H-A

Traverse #3: Scala 1" = 50' Traverse 44: Scale 1" = 200'

Course Length Deft. Angle Course Length Defl. Angle

A-8 58.0 S 43°0' W A-B 304 N 20°0' W
B-C 81.5 2`..",°0` il B-C 401 115°30' L.
C-D 104.5 39°30' L C-D 163 115°30' R
D-E 85.0 26°30' R D-E 301 24°30' L
E-F 39.0 18°30' R t.-F 442 90°30' 1.
F-G 86.0 42°30' R F-G 758 101°30' R
G-H 166,5 120°0' R C -H 387 101°0' R
H-1 73.0 113°0' L H-I 331 52°01 R
1,1 81.7 51"7' L 1-J 741 74°30' L
J-A J-A
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART llh. Open Angle Right Traverses

1. Start all traverses from the center of a 17 x 22 in. sheet of paper.

2, Plot each traverse to the scale indicated below.

3. Identify each point with a small circle and letter; label each traverse leg with bearing
and distance.

4. Label each traverse by number and scale used in a place where it most clearly identifies
with the traverse.

5. in the lower lert hand corner provide a table with the following headings: Traverse, Clos-
ing Distance, Closing Bearing.

(NOTE: Closure is from the last to the first point.)

6. Provide a border, title block, and north arrow.

Traverse #1: Scale 1" = 200' Traverse # Scale 1" = 60'

Course Length Angle RT Course Length Angle RT

A-8 245 N 30°0' W A-B 97.5 S 48°0' E
B-C 474 138°30' B-C 95.6 234°30'
C-D 332 304'0' C -b 94.0 191°30'
D-E 251 102°30' D-E 85.2 36°0'
E-F 392 256°30' E-F 131.4 166°0'
F-G 320 291°0' F-G 50.1 129°30'
G-11 534 76°0' G-H 95.9 151°30'
H-1 229 325°30' H-I 133.4 258°30'
1-J 304 72°0' I-J 90.2 55c3oi
J-A J -A

Traverse #3: Scale 1" = 30' Traverse #4: Scale 1" =- 50'

Course Length Angle RT Course Length Angle RT

A-B 50.3 S 29°0' W A-B 87.1 S 86°0' W
B-C 25.0 228°30' B-C 48.4 153°30'
C-D 49.2 119°0' C-D 88.1 263°30'
D-E 72.9 211°30' D-E 117.8 125°30'
E-F 63A 316°0' F -F 130.2 238°30'
F-G 39.7 76°30' F-G 80.3 41°30'
G-H 50.8 154°0' GH 86.4 196°0'
H -i 64.2 221°30' H-I 43.7 82°30'
1-J

J-A.
63.C, 323°0' 1-J

J-A
34.3 88°30'



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

PART V: Open Traverses by Coordinates

1. Start all traverses from the center of a 17 x 22 in. paper.

2. Plot each traverse to the scale indicated.

3. Label each point with letters and (X,Y) coordinates.

4. Label each traverse by number and soak. Jsect in a place where it most clearly ictentfies
with the traverse.

5. In the tight margin provide a table for each traverse with the headings: Course. Length,
Bearing.

Traverse #1: Scale 1" = 300' Traverse #2: Scale 1" = 40'

Point X-Coord. Y-Coord. Point X-Coord. Y-Coord.

A 0 0 A 0.0 0.0
B 403 224 B 13.4 -69.2
C 482 918 C 42.8 -88.4
D 894 800 1) 126.5 -82.5
E 1244 963 E 149.0 -50.4
F 832 1453 F 118.7 8.7
G 391 1360 G 62.6 -26.9
H 94 928 H 30.9 -4.3

Traverse #3: Scale 1" = 50' Traverse #4: Scale 1" = 200'

Point X-Coord. Y-Coord. Point X-Coord. Y-Coord.

A 0.0 0.0 A 0 0
B -39.6 -42.4 B -104 288
C -114.0 -75.6 C -385 0
D -160.6 -169.1 D -441 153
E -228.5 -220.2 E -652 368
F -265.5 -232.6 F -964 55
G -344.1 - 197.6 G - 1383 687
H -209.4 -99.8 H -1025 835
I -348.7 -90.1 I -730 668
J -271.9 -62.2 J -2U6 1192

CD- 629
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TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - LAYOUT A SURVEY ALIGNMENT
FOR A ROAD USING BEARINGS AND COORDINATES

Directions: Using the map developed in Unit IV, Assignment Sheet #6, plot the road data
included on the following page. Use the same scale used to layout the other map data. Using
the coordinates given on the following sheet, locate the position of the road on the missile site
map. Proceed to layout the road centerline by the given bearings and complete the layout of
the road by drafting it onto the final map with the road width and shoulders shown.
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North Pvt. Return
Curve Data
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TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - PLOT FIELD NOTES FOR
HORIZONTAL CONTROL, TOPOGRAPHY, PROFILE,
AND CROSS SECTION FOR A PROPOSED ROAD

Given: Field notes for Locust Circle.

1. Horizontal control notes and sketches

2. Profile notes

3. Topographic notes and sketch

4. Cross section notes

Directions: Develop the following maps based on the field notes given.

Map 1 Layout the hmizontal control survey for the Locust Circle Development. Layout on
vellum after determining map size. Use scale 1" = 200'. Ink final map on polyester
film with border and standard title block. Discuss appropriate lineweights to use
with instructor.

Map II Plan and profile of Locust Circle

Part 1: Plot the centerline of Locust Circle on plan and profile paper. Use horizon-
tal scale of 1" = 100' and vertical scale of 1" = 10'. Layout in pencil. Place plan
view in upper half of sheet and set up the profile in gridded portion of sheet.

Part Ii: Post in the elevation points from the topo field notes for Locust Circle on
the plan view. Interpolate the contour line. indicate contour lines with a dashed
line. Label each contour line.

Map III Cross sections of Locust Circle

Part I: Post the cross section points on the plan view of Locust Circle.

Part II: Using cross section grid paper, plot each cross section for Locust Circle.
Horizontal scale is 1" :7.-- 5'; vertical scale is 1" = 1' .



HORIZONTAL CONTROL SURVEY:
(PT. 20) LOCUST CIRCLE DEVELOPMENT

E

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3
Dave 0 ta:l 3-2979
Tom :A 26°F
Jerry d Calm, Overcast

1.

*1-10RI:Z. TRIANGULATION

"A- @ FS.

E 956.13

Hofuz.
70°29'10"

140* 10"
211°27100'

"*Bench Mark"!*. . . . .

,EIRASS DISC. USGS1.14i.E$ 304a,

.1-KIRI1 &VERT. CONTROL LOCATION 102.49,DUE SO. &
.94 DUE NEST OF q_ c9.,#107 GAMY RD- .

DATIMit HOBIZ: N:13.470.29. .

ELM:1299.973 . E: ;15,a91.48

. . A *

witsor
t

51°16'05"
10212'08'
153°48'09°
5i 6i6'03°

58;141251'
116t8144*
174°43109'
5814'23"

1438.98 70°29'12"
140°58'21'
211°27'30"

70°29' 10"

(NOTE: Figures shown here in bold italics are normally shown in red.)

5
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t gT"

. ... ...... . .
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eea ea re a ..... ..... . .
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

35 °A8' 4Q"
71°$7'20"

1071557"
xre

C 1449.72 73%3'20'
144912 147°P6142"
1449.73 22170-03"
1449.72 73°43'2r

E 521)9'407
104°19'21"
15619'03"
52°09' 41"

D 30°21'40"
60°43119"
91°04157"
30'21' 39"

E 875.56 97°27'30"
194°555'00"
292°22 30"
97°27' 30"

(SAME)
2.

.........

HIWAY 4i46 5, 4:1 Gt'TH ST.

Q. LockitT CIRCLE /34 Q. CYFIUSSt

Q. CO HIVAif R107 8 CYRUSSE DR.

Q. LOCUST CIRCLE & Q CYRUSSE DR.

0
9



ASSIGNMENT

70°29'30"
140°59'05"
211°28'42"

SHEET #3

(SAME)

q CO. NOM 107 &.Q, GATSBY ROAD

.....70°291 34"

D F E 51°.11150" Locutt & otRussE
102°23' 45"
153°35'39"
51'11'53" .........

875.61 58°19' 05" GATSBY ROAD & Q LOCUST CIRCLE
875.61 116°38'14"

A E 0

875.80 174°57'

tf U If

07"

70'3.29' 32"
140°59'06"
211°28'42"
?O29'34"

G E F 51°11148" Q CO. I-MAY 107 Q GATSBY HD.
102°23'45"
153°35'39"
51011' 53"
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

F E D 58°1830".
141°37'05"
17415'39"
58'8`3r

D E C 52°1050"
10461P41"
158°32'33"
52';10`51"

4.
(SAME)

, . ...... , . ......
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3
5.

.............. ........
PR OF1LE NthiS: ......

LOCUST '7,1FICLE

3-31-79

D. OLSON

T. CF1 0 Y MANS
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

TEMP BENCH CIRCUIT
D. Olson 3.31-79 6.
Tom C. 41°F Calm

BM, 8.72 7308.69 1299.973 DESCRIPTION SEE PG. 411

TP 449 1306.49 6.69 1302.003 SPIKE IN P.P. 290' SO.

. . . .

TP,. 4.98 7306.33 5.14 1307.35 TiROCK NEAR APPROACH

TP, 5.09 1306.40 5.02 1301.31 ti DRIVE (NAIL,.}

TBM. 8.21 7306.76 7.85 1298.553 SPIKE IN P. POLE WEST SIDE OF GATSBY ON
q OF LOCUST CIRCLE.

TP4 4.87 1306.173 5.46 1301.30 SAME AS TP......
TR. 5.16 1306.51 4.82 1301.353 T/PIN

TP, 5.87 1305.85 653 1299.983 TiPIN...
BM. 5.90 1299.953 1299.973 SEE PG. #1

.02 LOW

PROFILE ON "PG. ;

(NOTE: Figures shown here in bold italics are normally shown in red.)

C



PROFILE OF "LOCUST"

TBNi, 2.96 1301.513

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

1298453 DESCRIPTION ON PG. 6 (TMB.)-r . . . .

0-25 0.80 1300.71 SHOT ON EXIST GRID,T. .

0+00 0.17 01.34 ...
0+25 0.92 00.59

+50 1.47 00.04

+75 1.70 129::.81

1+00 2.11 99.40

2.34 99.17

2.61 98.90 If

.
+75 2.93 98.58 PP

..... ...
2+00 3.20 98,31

3.07 98.44

7.

q, LOCUST. ........ .

......



ASSIGNMENT SHEET N3

2+50

+75

3+00

+25

4- 75

4+00

+25

TBM,

4-50

+75

5+00

1.58

1301.513

1299.023

2.99

2.95

2.91

3.03

3.26

3.58

3.70

3.83

4.07

3.52

2.81

2.20

1298.52

98.56

98.60

98.48

98.25

97.81

97.81

97.68

1297.443

95.50

96.21

96.82

SAME

GRD. 'HOTS...

...
ft

...
CONC. MONMT NE

GRD SHOTS
.

8.

ANNOVER & LOCUST

II
9



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

7299.023 SAME

5+25 2.04 96.98 (3RD, SHOTS LOCUST

4-50 2.52 96.50

-4-"/5 2.81 96.21 "

6 -a- On 2.94 96.08

+25 2.99 96.03

-.- 5O 2.91 96.11

3.75 30 .!', 95,98

7400 ,. .97 95.95

+ 2'..i 3.10 95.92 If

+ 50 3.22 95.80

+71') `,-; ,;,) 95.43 ti

8 .f OT. 3.1 -: 95.32

I;

9



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

8 I 25

+50

+75

9+00

+25

+50

9+56 (T.P.)

TBM, 0.03

9+75

10+00

+25

+50

+75

1299.023

1293.143

3.99

4.11

4.83

521

5.63

6.04

5.91

5.91

0.42

0.39

0.42

0.45

0.51

95.03

94.91

94.19

93.81

93.39

92.98

1293.11

1293.11

92.72

92n

92.72

92.69

92.63

SAME

GRD. SHOTS

...:

"

ft

T1SAN SWR.
. .
M.H......

N. RIM S.M.H,

GAD SHOTS

.

"

10.

. .

CYRUSSE & LOCUST (STA. 9+56)

9



1293.143

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

11+00 0.63 1292.513 GRD. SHOTS

+25 .73 92.41

+50 0.90 92.243 ,,

+ 75 1.02 92.12 1f

12A-00 1.12 92.02 tf

+ 25 1.37 91.77 f

+50 1 Gti 91.46

+75 2,14 91.003 77

13+00 2.53 90.61 II

+25 2.61 90.53 ft

+50

+75

2.77

2.89

90.37

90.25 ft

11.



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

12.

14+00

+25

+50

+7E

15+00

TB110.

15+25

+50

+75

16+00

+25

1.40

1293.143

1289,903

3.13

3.20

3.51

3.82

4.29

4.64

1.26

1.38

1.41

2.45

2.55

2.79

90.01

89.94

89.63

89.32

1313,85

1238.503

88.64

88.52

88.49

87.45

87.35

87.11

SAME

PAINITED SPIKE IN P.P. 48' SO.

9



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

13.

16+58

1289903

229 8401

SAME

Laat.isT eiRei:E 6u........
16+75 2.91 86.99

17+00 3.02 MN/

TP, 5.61 95.103 0.41 1289.493

TP6 4.04 97.733 1.41 93.693
. ....

. ............. . .TBK 1.71 99163 028 97.453 1297.443 DESCRIPTION ON PG. #8
. ..............

TP. 4.54 1302.773 0.93 98.233

....
TP1, 5.02 1303.633 4.16 98.613

BM, 3.69 1299943 DESCRIPTION ON PG. #11

.03 LOW

END PROFILE OF ..Locysr.

(NOTE Figures shown here in bold italics rAre normally shown in red.)

r. 7 .1 S;

z



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

D. OLSON at 4-2-79 20.
TOPO OF: LOCUST CIRCLE T. CROYMANS 610

STA. OFFSET (LT) OFFSET An DESCRIPTION....
0-50 ON LINE BARB FENCE RUNS DIAG. W./PROP.

. . . . . . . .

0-48 ON LINE POWER POLE ON q, LOCUST.
. . . . . . . . .

0-04 84.4' q, 24" DIA. R.C.P. STORM SEWER CULVERT
0+02 28.5' Q. STORM SEWER M.1-I (4.9' DEEP)
0+20 75.0 BARB FENCE ANGLES W/PROPERTY
0+57 68.4' EAST END 24" li.o.P ir m S WR CULVERT
0+60 35.0' FENCE CORNER. (BARBED).
0+60 53.0 18" DEC. TREE
0+71 34.0 PWR POLE (NE TO SW).
0+77 34.0 PWR POLE (EW TO SW).
0+83 21.3 12" DEC. TREE
0+92 88.5 10" " TREE
1+10 42.0 6" " TREE

. . . . . .

1+18 42.5 6" " TREE
1+30 42.0 6" '' TREE.... . . . . .............
1+61 33.0 FENCE CORNER (L01. DIVISION) DIAG. SW (CHAIN LINK)

*0 + 41 .a3,5 FENCE CORNER (DiAG..) BARBED
1+65 33..5 FENCE CORNER (DUE NORTH) BARBED
1+83 45' c_ 55' DIA . VyTR STOR. TANK (MEA. TO FACE)
1+88 18' 6" DEC. TREE
1+95 108.0' 18" DEC. TREE

. . . . ........
2+02 57.5' OLD ABAN. WINDMILL .2.'

10
2+37 88.3' N.W. BARN rtrCiyir jy 2.1`

J

9



2+38
2+50
2+51

2+70
2+88
3+12
3+14
3+25,

3+36
3+46
3+58
*3+25
3+53
3+69
3 +81

3+92
4+20
4+31

4+42
4+49.8

4+52
4+55
4+73
4+88

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3
21.

SAME
33.0 .s.fityr ON FENCE LINE CE:W)
79.0 SHOT eSW BARN

. . .
32.8 FEN 4 OfiN. BE p 900 TO NORTH,

40.0 q. 10' IAA. virisFi STAR. 'TANK (MEA. TO FACE.
70.4 BARN JOGS? NORTH 7.0' A:2.0* EAST

33.4 E' 00N.' F0100. GOES DUE SO. iCtIAIN LINK),
58.0 8tk' FINE iniEi
570 rt IS r0

5i.0 PA IPP if

56.0

38.0'

. , . .

56-.0 PI 0 ISI

.. tt:!111! .0031 P*. FOLP4041(*! . : .

38.5' NE '
18.0' 6' bi6. iFiEE ;4):144 4-14'
410 8" ' TREE

. . . . .f.64 .. ....
28.0 FENCE BARBED DUE NO. BEGIN EAST. . 4 . 4 . . . . .

15.0 R.14' OLD GRAVEL DRIVE TO WATER SITE
48.0 % 24" OA. DEC. THE
27.5

. .
FENCE BARB D) TO WEST ANGLES NE

41.0 .4_ ARAN ON GONG. WELL(UNDEF9ROUND)
65.0 q GRAVEL, DRIVE TO OLD BARN (10' WIDi)

. . . . .... .
27.0 NW END OF 15" C.M.P. CULVERT a SKEW

. . , . . . . . . . . _ . , . . , -. .

-
.........

21.0 SEEND OF 1` ' 7 7

. ..

41111
(-; C



to

5+01

5+15
5+57
*5+29
5+58
5+71

5+80
5 +94

6+16
6+n
6 +35

'6+83
7+05
7+30
7+66
8+18
8+50
8+66
8+94
*8+67
8+89
9+08
9+28 30'

*9+14 43'

44'

20'

44.5'

31

53

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

NW BARN SET a SKEW_ . . . ....... .

"NW
'. .......

"
1

(BARBED) GOES. EAST

ip- DEC. TREE

18" TREE

22.

48.0' SW OLD FOUNDATION. . . . ... ,

48.5 SW INSIDE
40.5 SE FOU:NOA .

20.8' BURIED NAT, GAS UNE MARKER
. . . . . . .

47.5 PW'R POLE LINES (SW-NE)
. . . ............

33.8 PW'R POLE (LINES E-W & .MSW)
FENCE BARBED TO EAST & DUE SO.

12" DEC: TREE

14'

34.0'

52.0'

53.0'

440'
72.0'

. . . . . . . . . ..... . . .....
15" " 'TREE........... . .

10" PINE

BURIED GAS LINE MARKER
, 4 s

t. '
74k
4? 44

5 .8 ' SW HOUSE t 4
45 aveii.4-a....,-.9.

50r SE HOUSE
- ti

91.0' BEGIN ROW OF 7 PINES (SKEW TO NE)
. . .

42.0'
, . . 0 e s .

END ROW OF PINES (EOUALO" SPACED)
FENCE (BARBED) TO WEST 8, SW

BURIED LINE MARKER
, 4 . e .........

8" DEC. TREE

tr 9



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME
9+47 48,0' ,Q,. GRAVEL DRIVE WAY
9+49 132' 6" PINE
9+52 153' 6" PINE ....

9+60.5 0.8' Q SAN. SW'R M.H. (8.45' DEEP) 32..
9+83 36.0' R.E.A. LITE POLE

. . . . . . . 109+94 53
. . .

NW HOUSE .0
10+07 34.0 P POLE (LINES: W - + NE TO SW)!
10+15 34' FIRE HYDRANT
10+19 35.0' BEGIN ROW OF BUSHES
10+26 53.0
10+75 35.0'
11+48 41.0 20" DEC. TREE

. . . . . .11+52 38.0' BEGIN ROW OF 7 PINES (DUE SOUTH) 35 LONG)
12+30 46.0' 24" DEC. TREE

. . .

12 +45 20.0 18" DEC. TREE
12 + 63 13.0 20" " "

. . . . _

13+02 28 6" DEC. TREE
13+09 36 8" " TREE
13+25 35' FENCE TO NE

. . . . .
13+73 108 " " TO SE &. DUE EAST
13+77 46' 26" DEC. TREE
14 :02 35' BEG it,i FENCE (ROCK) CUE SOUTH
14+38 441 SW SHACK
14 +41 46' SE SHACK

NE HOUSE
. . . ..... .

END ROW OF BUSHES
. . .....

C

23.



14+82 36.0'
15+27_

16+58

16 +71

16+73 72'
17+41 12'

17+64 21'
18+18

END OF TOPO

28'

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

24.
SAME. . ej eo ......
BEGIN BARB. FENCE TO NORTH ......... .
APIDFI6X, ( FUTURE LOCUST.

14" DEC. TREE

6" PINE TREE

6" DEC. TREE

10" # TREE

20' DEC. TREE .. .

........... .......
... ....... . ..... - ...........

0
9
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

D. OLSON (ILA 4-4-79
X-SEC (IONS: LOCUST CIRCLE T. CROYMAN fp COOL, MISTY

TBM, 4.96 1298.553 SEE. ro.:6 FOR 04093Tios!

.a.- ....= . - Q,

0+00 DOWN Q GATSBY RD_ 2.35 2.31

50' 25'

0+50

1+00

1+50

2+00

2.24 221

15' 0'

.

. . . .

4.40 3A7

15 0.........
4.02 4,11

15 0

4.10 4,61

15' 0

5.02 5.23

15 0

... . . . ....
.

315 3.80

50' 25

3.67 3.85

50' 25'

3.25 3.71

50 25'

5.30 5.12

50" 25'

28.

. RT.

2.10 2.03 1.97

15' 25' 50'

. . . .....
4.16 3,72 2.95

15' 25' 50'

4.40 5.20 4.80

15 25 50

4.90 5.31 4.99

15 25 50

5.45 5.60 4,90

16 25 50.......... ...

C)
9



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

2+50
4.30 .4.50 4.80 4,98 5.05
50' 25' 15' 0 15'

3+00
4.90 5,45 5.10 4.93 5.00
50 25 15 0 15

3+50
4.70 4.84 5.00 5.26 5.30
50 25 15 0 15

4+00
5.10 5.42 5.70 5.71 5.90
50 2.5 15 0 1

4+50
5.40 5.85 6.20 8.01 8.15
50 25 15 0 15

29.

5.20 5,50

25' 50'

5.10 5.30
25 50

5.51 5,62

25 50

$.20 5:75
25 50.

6.50 6.31

25 50



t
ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME
30.

5+00 6.00 5.40 5.82 6.70 .6.50 6.20 5.80

50' 25' 15' 0 15' 25' 50'

5+50 .6,30 6.10 6.85. 7.00 7.35 7.50 8,02

50 25 15 0 15 25 50

T.P. , 4.04 7.61 T/CONC. FOUNDATION

6+00 2,65 3.10 3.50 3.82 4.14 4.90 4.02_

50 25 15 0 15 25 50

6+50 2.85 3.00 3.41 3.68 4.00 4.75 3.81

50 25 15 0 15 25 50

7+00 2.56 2.95 3.70 4.04 4.31 5.10 4.30

50 25 15 0 15 25 50



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME
31.

7 +50
3.32 3.61 3.85 4.14 3.30 3.50 3.10
50 25 15 0 15 25 50

8 +00 3.75 3 95 4.15 4.63 3.92 3.85 3.42
50 25 15 0 15 25 50

....8 +50 4.12 4.32 4.63 5.02 440 4.25 3,91
50 25 15 0 15 25 50

9+00 5.10 5.25 5.75 6.12 5.21 5.05 4.81

16so
T--

25 15 0 25 50.................
9+50

6.21 6.67 6.62 6.94 6.52 6.31 6.00-
50 25 15 16 500 25.................. . .



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

4 10+00 5,80 6.92 6.85 7,14 6.61

50 25 15 0 15

T.P., 3.26 8.18 *ENcE POST

....... .

10+50 1,75 1.84 2.12 2,34 2.00

50 25 15 0 15

11+00 1.95 2.04. 2,20 154 2.30
4 4

50 25 .15 0 15.....
........

11+50 2 ... 2.90 2.81 2,83 2.70

50 25 15
-,

0 16

12+00 3.49 3.31 3.15 3.05 310
50 25 15 0 15

32.

6.47 6,20

25 50

.

.. +

2.10 1.94

25 50

2.00 210
25 50.....
.... 3

. .

2.81 2,85--
25

3.30

50

3.21

25 30



12+50

13+00

13+50

14+00

14+50

15+00

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

132 3.13

50 25

4.70 4.67

50 25

3.07-
15

4.42

15

5.25 4.91

50 25

5.66 5.45

50 25

5.92 5.67

50 25

6.66 6.52

4.75

15

5 07

15

5.80

15

6.31

15

33.

2.83 3.15 124 151-
16 25 50

4.44 4.61 4.81 4,52-
0 16 25 50

.....
4.63 4.87 5.07 5,18

0 15 25 50

5.00 5.55 5.77 5.80
0 15 25 50

5.41 6.01 6.29 6.42
0 15 25 50

6.12 6.09 5.97 5.80
0 15 25 50

6 ,1



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

SAME

7.40 7.2115+50

16+00

16+50

16+58

17+00

T. P.3 7.24 6.15

TR. 6.81 4.04

T.B.M., 0.30 1298.553AlIE

§0 25

1.07

15,

8,84 8.25 8.00

100 50 15
f -

9,16 8.32
100 50

9,50 8.67

100 50

9,88 8.91..........
100 50

821

15

8.35

15

8.50

15

. . . . ....
6.57 7.00 8.81 6462

0. 25 50

34.

7,58 7.61 7.02 5.81

0 16 50 100- . .............
. . . . .

7,91 7.85 7.52 6.25

0 15 50 100

... ...... , .....
7.98 7.78 7.42 7,00

0 16 50 100

8,16 8.00 7.20 7.02
4

0 15 50 100...... .

TIF10qc
. .

:TOM: 4. 91.4 PP.. 2f1 . .

. : .. .... .

9
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

..st;i9m1;r;ot St)u mTIrttt-ti

Traverse #1

Course ; t enoth

Traverse #3

I
Course 1 Length

t I

AIC;
I

fi C:
; t 4 '

I

: r ;

N

N

74001'04'17

N *01 .11" 17.

N 411.1;-1;','!;.-1"

E.) 3C!" W

Bearing

4.*-1002' 4k )- saci

S t 07" Vs1
ai=';'9` 29 \N

' ; A0`," 09' 1.4v

S 71 20"
N t3t,059' 44" W

N .J.141'01'05' f-

N f.)E1PIN6' 1.°V

Traverse #2
. _ ..

,
,

; cour(.. .il.,19t1 Bear'mg
;

A i 705 1 :, 10'177'.30- E
, !

c

1.4 851,-,ti. or }.
1

i
1).L i :ii1.::

I
N ,if.";;[:1 '41" E

E

I LI fA; 0 I 1:'. f''(''''0 WI
i f

1 ;44'4 N

CLOSING

TRAVERSE DISTANCE BEARING

01,3°4 7 r%," \i
N

N 15030` 44" F.

s 01°48 E

Traverse #4

i Course 1 Length I

t
,40..4

1

I
E

f3 C: i 41.04 t
t

CL)
;l' i. 301
;

43;"
,

t
i tf, ti id.. 7

a

Bearing

N 19`15e'59" VJ

.14'24'41"

N .11;;Irni".1?"

N $402.14 '3" V.`

N .1;

N f.



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #2

N
PPo

tfPo il-- -= 0"0tIl 0 ()
...o. 0
0_ EAST
4. x.A.0 140'

WEST
152'

v, 14''
ov° dzio

c?.

: l'PQ,e,\
1:1'')%' , , A'

sitil"
\

,...41.
\

"IC

t

o
0

Assignn. ,nt Sheet #2 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.



TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. A large one-sided arrow used for example to 1. Angle of repose
indicate the beginning and end of construc-
tion 2. Borrow pit

The line at the edge of a mapped area which 3. Central angle
aids in fitting two drawings together

4. Course
c A right acquired by public authority to use or

control property for a designated purpose 5. Curve length

d. The intersection angle of a highway curve: 6. Deflection angle
also called the Delta S angle

7. Degree of curve
e. The slope of cut and fill from the road

expressed in feet of horizontal run to feet of 8. Easement
vertical run

9. Flag
f. The legal right to cross the lands of another;

used to indicate a strip of tale for a road, 10. Hub
railroad, or power line

11. Mass diagram
g. A pit or bank from which material is taken

for use in filling or embanking 12. Match line

The length of a highway curve from begin- 13. Offset line
ning to end measured along the arc

14. Point of curve
The point at which a highway curve begins

A drawing that shows the summary of earth-
work over an entire project, including bal-
ance areas and quantities of earth grouped
by soil classification, usually calculated by
computer

A line on a traverse

1. The angle of a chord (from the preceding
one) that connects station points along the
centerline of a highway or railroad

m. in surveying an angle that veers to the right
or left of a straight line, often the centerline
of a highway, poweine, etc.

15. Right-of-way

CD- 671



672

TEST

The shape of a linear feature such as a road
or highway (in profile) as it crests a hill or
creates a sag in a valley or depression

0. Adjusting the slope perpendicular to cen-
terline for the purpose of counteracting cen-
trifugal force

The centerline of a linear survey (highway,
pipeline, etc.)

Straight line of a survey

r. An easement for cut and fill

s A portion of a roadbed prepared as a foun-
dation for the base or surface course

t A substantial square stake, usually driven
flush with the ground, with a tack marking
the survey point

u A supplementary line close to and roughly
parallel with a main line, to which it is refer-
enced by measured offsets

2, State the purpose of route surveys.

16. Slope easement

17. Subgrade

18. Superelevation

19. Tangent

20. Transit line

21. Vertical curve

p

3. Select true statements concerning the fundamentals of a route survey by placing an
"X" next to the true statements.

a. The most common use of route surveys is for dam and reservoir location
and construction.

b A closed traverse survey is the method recommended for use on route sur-
veys.

c Traverses are first staked out as a series of straight lines.

d Curves are employed at the points of change in the traverse to allow for
flow of travel

4. Complete the following statements concerning superelevated roadways by circling the
correct words.

a. A roadway is superelevated when the outside edge is (lower, higher) than the
inside edge.

b. The purpose for superelevating a roadway is to allow for easy maneuvering of
vehicles through (horizontal, vert:cal) curves.



CD- 673

TEST

5. Identity the following elements on the horizontal circular curve shown. R, P1, I or _I, PC,
PT. L. T, C. E, and M.

a.

b.

c.

d.

C.

f.

9.

h.

6. Complete the following mathematical formulas used for computing a horizontal curve.

a. T R-tan
2

b. L = 100
I )

D° 100

360° 2z(
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TEST

7_ Select true statements concerning circular curve layout by tangent offsets by placing
an "X" next to the true statements.

a. Is used when precise layout of a curve is critical.

b. PC, PT, and the external point are still located by transit method.

Tangent offsets are used to locate intermediate points on the curve

8. Complete the following statements concerning vertical curves by correctly filling in the
blanks.

a. Are the shapes of the road or highway as they

b. The two general types are and sags.

c. Are cP.Icurated and the elevation points are plotted by

d. Locate the following points on the vertical curve shown: PVC. PVI. PVT. a. G..,
and H.

4)

6)



CO- 675

TEST

9. Complete the following statements concerning plan views for route ,surveys by cor-
rectly filling in the blanks.

a. Are constructed from

b. Show the following: (list five)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

c. Aro placed in the portion of the plan-profile paper.

d. Each sheet contains stations when the scale is 1" = 100 feet.

e. Each sheet should begin and end with

10. Select true statements concerning characteris'tir-, of profiles for a route survey by plac-
ing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. Profiles are drawings showing cross sections along a certain survey line.

_b. Profiles are plotted from level notes or interpolated from the contour map.

c. Level notes show elevations along the survey line.

Profiles are plotted on standard plan-profile paper in the ungridded por-
tion.

e. The horizontal and vertical scales should be the same scale.

f. Horizontal scale Is exaggerated because the horizontal distances aiv
greater as compared to the change in elevation.

v- The preferred horizontal to vertical scale ratio is 50:1.

h Horizontal axis is twice the scale of the Ilan view.

i. Only full stations are labeled and shown as tick marks on the accented
grid lines.

First station should be set over one grid line from the vertical scale.
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TEST

k Station numbers increase from right to left.

I. Station limits of the profile must correspond exactly to those of the plan
portion of the sheet.

m. Elevations for plotting profiles are obtained from the contour map in the
plan view.

n. Elevation data are indicated on both left and right sides of the sheet.

It Select true statements concerning characteristics of cross sections for a route survey
by placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. Represent a cut 900 to the plan view and are used to show elevations.

b. Are usually plotted on 50 units to the inch cross-section paper.

Are arranged consecutively by stations which were reported in the field
notes.

.d. Are usually plotted from bench level circuit field notes.

e Horizontal and vertical scales may or may not be the same.

f. The scales used depend on the accuracy required in computing the cross-
sectional areas and upon the relief.

Cross sections are taken from the center line out in each direction from
the center line or taken out from the survey line of a street or borrow pit.

h. Spacing of cross sections is determined by the engineers the further
apart, the more accurate the estimation of volume.

Cut and fill areas should be cross hatched or shaded with the cut area and
the fill area shaded the same.

12. Complete the following statements concerning field note reduction for a cross section
by circling the correct words.

a. (Right, Left) hand sheet shows notes used in determining the height of the Instru-
ment.

b. (Right, Left) hand sheet shows elevation points on which a reading was taken,
the distance out from the control line, end the rod reading.

c. Only the distance and (rod reading, elevation) are ysed in plotting the cross sec-
tion.

I:
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13. Complete the following statements concerning plotting cross sections by correctly fill-
ing in the blanks.

a. Each section is plotted individually beginning at the top and
hand side of sheet with station 0+00.

b. Sections are then plotted under each other in order of numbers.

c. Each point on the cross section is plotted by using a scale for
elevation and a scale for the distance out.

d. Each point is labeled with coott!'. dies. This coordinate number consirts of a hor-
izonta line with the distance out written on the and the elevation
written on the

e. A vertical scale different from that of the horizontal is used to accent the

14. Distinguish between the three methods used to determine areas of cross sections by
placing the following letters next to the coffee' illustrations and formulas:

X Three-level section, pure cut or fill

Y Polygon section, pure cut or fill

Z Three-level section, cut and fill mixed

a.

ot., ht.)

A = (.5) 112,I + h,) + d, (IZE h) + cl. (g. h,) + d,,h, + d,h,1

f

fdR,
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Triangle

Poisigon

(Cut Area)

hL

'N''.------__e ---
Triangle /

(Cut Area)

Grade point (G.) =

CL.

A, = (.5) wtx + Q d
2 h

Polygon

IFOI Area)

"k111/4NA NN

hR

d-R

hR

dR

Area = (.5) [ 2-'42 (h, + h) + Q (d, + d)]

411
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15. State the formula for calculating ei;:th volume.

a. Volume by average end area

Volume by prisrnoidal method

c. Prismoidal correction

16. List five drawings inclu- led in a set of highway plans.

a.

b.

a.

e.

17. Select from the list on the right the common horizontal and vertical scales used in
transportation mapping for rural and urban areas.

1. Rural areas 1 "= in
1" = 1'

1) Horizontal scale 1" = 5'
1" - 10'

2) Vertical scale 1" 20'
1" = 25'

b Urban areas 1" = 50'
1" = 100'

1) Horizontal scale 1" = 150'

2) Vertical scale

18. List tour items that appear on a typical title sheet for a set of highway plans.

b.

c.

d.

C
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19. Select true statements concerning detail sheets by placing is "X- next to the true
statements.

a. Detail sheets show information necessary for constt oiling a special item.

Each detail must be shown on a separate sheet.

Details do not need to be arranged in any special older.

d. interchange details may have to be put on more than one snect. Match
lines are clearly marked on each sheet.

20. Complete the following statements concerning the drafting of plan views. profiles, and
cross sections by circling the correct words.

a. Drafting plan views

1) Begin and end the sheet on stations divisible by (five, ten).

2) Use (light, heavier) line work for the planned construction feati ire.

3) Use pen size number (0, 1, 3) for survey and curve lines.

b. Drafting profiles

1) Correspond stations from the (plan view, cross section).

2) Plot ground tine under roadway profile grade as a (dotted, dashed; ire or
light thin line.

3) Show elevations to the (tenth, hundredth) of a font.

4) Show grades to the (hundredth, thousandth, ten thousandth) of a per-
cent.

5) Arrange profile sheet with two inches left on bottom of :;fleet foi
(earthwork breakout, curve data).

c. Drafting cross sections

1) Draw in (pen, pencil).

2) Note scale and type of cross section at the upper (left, right) corner of the
sheet.

3) Write area of each section (within, below) the section and state if it is cut
or fill.

4) Write volume of earth (between the sections, in a chart at the bottom of
the page) and state if it is cut Of fill.

5) Connect first and last points of each section by a (dotted, dashed) line.

4
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TEST

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test. ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

21. Layout an open traverse using several methods. (Assignment Sheet #1)

22. 1.4.lout a survey alignment for a road using bearings and coordinates. (Assignment
Sheet #2)

23. Plot field notes for horlzon;a1 control, topography, profile, and cross section, for a pro-
posed road. (Ass gnment Sheet #3,



TRANSPORTATION MAPPING
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO TEST
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ANSWERS TO TEST

.) a 7.'seld notes
b. Any five of the followiniT

1) Contours
VCA,

3) ifeeti
4} Buildi,nos
51 Other road2,,,
61 Cu3tivated areat-;

Sta ion poin1t
ClAtVe {horizontal)

9) All necessary. holi;ontil Ns.1h,
e. Ungridded

30
Match Wet;

10 b. I. rn. fl

11.

12. Let!
Hight
Elevation

13. a. telt
Station
Vertical. hoCi..7oll
Bottom. top
LikW:4tiOn

14

4tvi 4 A `!

V V V



ANSWERS TO TEST

16. Any five of the following:
(NOTE: Others may be included in your area
a. Title sheet
b. Typical section and general notes
c, Estimate quantities
d. Structure quantities sheets

Tabulation sheets
f. Detail sheets
g. Pit location sheets
h. Major structure detail sheets

Plan and profile sheets (line sheets)
Crosz, section sheets

k. Land- ::aping and sprinkle! pans
1. Traffic control signs
m. Stanc'ard sheets

b.

1i 11 "_100'
2) 1" = 10'
1) 1" = 50'
2) 1" = 5'

18. Any tour of the following:
a. Project number
b. State highway number
c. County and state

Location map
e. Length and design data
f. index of sheets

Approval blocks

20. a.

b.

e.

d

1)

2)

3)

1)

2)

3)

4t
b)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Five
Heavier
3
Plan view
Dashed
Hundredth
Ten thousandth
Earthwork breakout
Pencil
Hight
Within
Between the sections
Dashed

21..23. Fvaluated to the sati,3faction of the instructor

t
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MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify symbols used in municipal
mapping, research the plats for local utilities, and draft a map of all utilities for a local area.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by
scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

110 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to munic!pal mapping with the correct definitions.

2. List types of utilities.

3. List agencies who develop and maintain municipal maps.

4. List users of municipal maps.

5. Select from a list types of drawings used in municipal mapping.

6. List methods of presenting utilities on maps.

7. Select true statements concerning the surveying and mapping of municipal maps.

8 List support information needed to develop utility drawings for a specific area.

9. Comp' 31e statements concerning utility easements.

10. Match types of valves and valve housings with the correct definitions.

11. Match types of gas piping and devices with the correct definitions.



OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. List information included on utility drawings.

13. Match types of sewers and sewer lines with the correct descriptions.

14, Research the plats for local utilities. (Assignment Sheet #1)

15. Draft a map of all utilities for a local area. (Assignment Sheet #2)

C 1;

a



MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class tc supplemonVrein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction,

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

Make transparencies from the transparency rnastcrf included with this unit.

Provide students with objective sheet.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

lake a field trip to a local tiiity company and visit the drafting department.

2. Invite a field engineer from a utility company to speak on how drawings are used in
lr!te f ic Ici,

3. Make a listing of all utilities in your area that use dratters. Post their addresses.

4 Create a display with a set of drawings showing all the utilities to your school.

Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

H. Give test.

Evaluate t,'st.

J Retcac.h if necessary
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

Objective ;hect

Int orn lation sheet

C Tram parency masters

1 TM 1 Typieat Plan and Profile -- !Mater System

7. TM 2 Typical Flow Diagram Sewer Layout

3. TM 3 Typical Distribution Map -- Electric

TM 4 Typical Obstruction Map -- and Pmposed Gas Skoch

TM 5 Typical Utility Easement Layout

1) Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet Research the Plats for Local Utilities

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Draft a Map of All Utilities for a Local Area

E. Test

Answers to test

REFERENCES USED iN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Deaver, Rip. Structural Drafting Houston. TX: Gulf Publishing Co.. 1977.

B. Or 3fting Standards. Public Service Company of Colorado. Denver Electrical and Gas Distribu-
tion Centers. 1980.

Drafting Stondards. Public Service Conipany of Okla flown. Tulsa. 1969

D. I.-irning Standards. City of Stillwater. Oklahoma.

E Pint StanUards for Utility Plans. City ot Boulder. Colorado. 1982.

F. Moftit, Francis H., and Harry Bouchard. Surveying. 7th ed. New York Harper & Row hen
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MUNICIPAL MAPPING

UNIT X

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms and definitions

A. Base map A map that shows roads, highways, ditches, rivers, lakes, and
subdivisions

13. Distribution map A map that contains one line configurations of all over-
head and underground primary and secondary utility lines

C. Flow diagram Drawing that shows a system in a symbolic manner as
opposed to conventional mapping formal

D. index map A map that shows the location of all plats and plat numbers

E. Municipal mapping The recordation of public utilities such as gas, elec-
tric, water, and sewer fines onto a map for public record

Types of utilities

A. Gas

a Electric

C. Water

D. Sewer

Telephone

F, Cable for television

G. Drainage

Agencies who develop and maintain municipal maps

A. Public service companies

B. Rural power companies

C. Department of public works

a Department of waste management

E. Telephone company

F. Water department

CD- 691
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Users of municipal maps

A. Architects

B. Land developers

C. City planners

D. Telephone company

E. Builders

F. Zoning department

G. Individuals

H. Engineers

I. Surveyors

V. Types of drawings used in municipal mapping (Transparencies 1-4)

A. Plan

B. Profile

(NOTE: Some utilith s require engineering plan and profiles, while others
such as water and telephone can be located by easements over lots on plat
maps.)

C. Plat maps

D. Base maps

E. Flow diagrams

F. Bill of materials (quantity sheets)

G. Distribution maps

H. Obstruction maps

I. Index maps

VI. Methods of presenting utilities on maps

A. Separate maps for each utility

B. Base map with overlays to show the location of each utility
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Composite maps

D. CAD Each utility can be stored on a separate layer in the computer. A
computer printout can provide just the base map or the location of as many
utilities as the operator wants plotted out.

Vii. Surveying and mapping municipal maps

A. Horizontal control monuments established by triangulation and traverse
are of first and second class order accuracy.

B. Vertical control benchmarks are established by differential levels.

C. Base maps are compiled to provide a common basis for topographic maps,
property maps, subdivision maps, and maps showing the position of utility
lines.

D. Scales of base maps vary depending on the density of land use from 1 in =
50 ft. 1 in = 100 ft, and 1 in = 200 ft.

E. Base maps will include the state plane coordinates.

F. Base maps are generally laid out in '!4 section showing all streets, high-
ways, railroads, etc.

(NOTE: Some rural maps cover a full section.)

G. Topography is at a scale of 1 in = 200 ft with a contour interval of 2 or 5 feet.

H. Various color codes are used to represent different utilities.

(NOTE: It is recommended that the colors rased be reproducible by a diazo
printer. Utility lines should be labeled in addition to the color identification.)

Example: The following color code is used by one company. This varies
between companies.

1. Gas yellow

2. Water red

3. Sanitary and storm sewer orange

4. Telephone green

5. Electric purple

6. Western Union yellow with black border on each side of yellow
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INFORMATION SHEET

7. Steam blue and yellow dashed

8. Petroleum pipelines hello

9. Hadar and missile cables -- yellow and hello dashed

VIII. Support information needed to develop utility drawings for a specific area

A. Adjacent plats

B. Miscellaneous information on subs. ordinLnces. and deed pertaining to
plat to be drawn

C. Aerial photos

D. Railroad maps

E. Highway maps

F. U.S.G.S. maps

G. Easement file

H. Transmission pipeline plats

1. Obstruction maps

J. Electric transmission right-of-ways

1X. Utility easements (Transparency 5)

A. Are usually shown on the subdivision plat to indicate the locatior ' any
and all utilities.

(NOTE: This location is not generally used for gas mains.)

B. Generally each utility will be located in a standard location with reference
to the front property line.

X. Types of valves and valve housings

A. Gate valve Used for infrequent start-stop operations; has a d;sk to stop
flow through valve

6"mw I P I0. 560/3

6 "Gate vo /ye
V - .5850

B. Ball valve Used for quick start-stop operations; has a ball to stop Jim
through valve
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INFORMATION SHEET

Plug valve Used for quick start-stop operations. has a slotted core or
plug that stops flow when turned 90°

IOW t P JO 36005al MO., WW/IMMO ..l1111 10. MINmo elammem

"" "'tug Volvo
V-5360

D. Globe valve Used for flow regu'..tion, throttling. and frequent operation

E, Check valve Used fo prevent backflow; available as swing check of lift
check for different applications

Pressure safety va.o.. Used to protect equipment and workers from sud-
den and dangerous excesr pressures

a Pressure regulator vr...lve --- Used to automatically maintain accurate, con-
stant, E.nd uniform flow in a line

H. Valve box A smal; box designed to house a valve up to and including 6"

Valve vault An underground structure designed to house a valve 8" and
larger or a series of valves

(NOTE: Vaults are trAially built o lintoc,td col creu; and are constructed
in several standard sizes.)

14" MA: P
PO4.10 1.1111M0 21.1140.

1 r
Xi. Types of gas piping and devices

11.111116

A. Cacing Pipe s'eeve generally used for rr4;road, highway, ditch, and
bridge crossings to enclose the main in a protective casing

4" NW
1231" (IF 0-400t C4StAbG

5946
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Casing, Insulated Same as casing, but carrier is insulated from pipe with
Insulated spacers and bushings

(NOTE: Al! casing should be insulated from carrit.r pipe.)

C. Control line A small pipe, usually 3/4 " or 1 lid", used in comiectun witri a
regulator station to control pressure rather than to transport gas

Confrof Line 18462

D. Cover Distance between top of pipe and street surface

E. Main ending Distance to end of main from a stationary point suc. is
property line, pole line, etc.

15050

1

F. Manhole An opening at the top of a valve vaiiit making housed valves
accessible at all times

(NOTE: In some areas the entire structure is referred to as the "manholel
41enhoIr

4
0

36,

fti

G. Marker, pipe line A wooden post 8' in length with metal warning signs on
two sides in line with the pipeline installed directly over the main where
measurements from a permanent object or source are not available

509'

M 109

6"MW ° 55424

Ito
564'

...
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IW:ORMATION SHEET

H. Meter A device for measuring customer gas usage in cubic fee.r

I. Meter riser A portion of piping vertical to the ground used for the inslal-
lation of an outside meter

J. Nipple A short piece of pipe

K. Pole Noe Power or telephone line usually set 1 fnot on road side of prop-
erty line

L Regulator station Equipment designed to reduce and control gas pres-
sure manually, automatically, or by remote control

(NOTE: These vary in size from a small station on a pole (pole type) to a
major station requiring a complete building and plot of ground.)

M. Riser Gas piping installed In a vertical position, usually exposed and fas-
tened to building walls, poles, or other rigid structures

N. Service, low pressure That portion of pipe used for transporting low
pressure gas from tf,e main to the meter

0. Service regulator A device designed to reduce gas pressure ..7nd main-
tain constant pressure for customer's use; located between the service ter-
minal valve and the gas meter

Xii. Information included on utility drawings

A. Easement dimensions

B. Symbols and laoels

C. Bill of materials

D. Schematic symbols for fittings. valves, sewer lines, water lines, and taps

E. Manhole locations

F. Distance of gas main, sewer line. or water tap from property line

G. Sizes and types of valves and lines

H. Locations of obstructions (Transparetic!, 4)

1. Existing and proposed utility lines

J. Underground cables

K. Stree: lighting symbols (depending on type of drawing)
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XIII. Types of sewers and sewer lines

(NOTE: Most sewers use carbon steel or cast iron pipe.)

Storm, sewer Collects rain wash and fire water

B. Process sewer Collects water from drains of equipment, drips from
pumps, and other dirty drains

Combined sewer Collects both storm and process sewers utilizing only
one piping system

D. Sanitary sewer Carries human wastes

E. Funnel Liquid collection point that usually projects about 2" above the
finished grade

F. Branches Lines (4" minimum) that collect from various drain funnels or
catch basins and tie to subiaterals

G. Laterals Sewer lines collecting from two or more subiaterals and dis-
charging to mains through a sealed manhole

H. Sewer mains Lines that collect flow from two or more laterals and are
usual]: located in roadway easements; are sealed at regular intervals with
manholes to prevent the spread of fire or gas backup

Cleanouts Openings located at the ends of branches and long line runs
which allow the sewer to be cleaned by removing a plug and inserting a
long flexible steel bar



Typical Plan and Profile
(Water System)
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Typical Flow Diagram
(Sewer Layout)

Sewer Flow Diagram Symbols and Abbreviations

V Vessel

P Pump

T Tank

M Manhole

CB Catch Basin

0 Drain Funnel

0 -9-

CO

Drain Funnel with
Seal or Running Trap

Manhole with Sealed Inlet

Catch Basin with Sealed Outlet

Cleanout

4\1\ri.

C.O.

V.2

stt

E
12.1A & B

EXISTING CONTROL BLDG.

8"
ytrio

a C.O.

144
V-5

EXISTING 12"
afi

L

4"

Dc' El [I° El
P.2A & B P3A et
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Typical Distribution Map
(Electric)
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Typical Obstruction Map
(and Proposed Gas Sketch)
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A.

its

C.

D.

E.

Typical Utility Easement Layout

The electric will be located in the
easement V from the front property
fine. ATA depth of 4"-0".

The telephone facilities will be
located In a trench 113*-0" from the
front property line At a depth of 30".

The sanitary sewer will be located in
the easement 10' from the front prop-
erty line.

t

6:o
6, 6

The as will be located in the ease-
ment 14'-0" from the front property
tine.

TV. cable located 6`42r from front
property line.

REAR PROPERTY LINE

TELEPHONE

z

FRONT PROPERTY
LINE OR EVEN-
NUMBERED LOTS

CL ELECTRIC

CZ IV CABLE

t1,0
CL SANITARY SEWER

CL GAS

CL TELEPHONE

BACK OF EASEMENT

TELEPHONE PEDESTAL

q. GAS

MANHOLE
CL SANITARY SEWER

q T.V. CABLE

TRANSFORMER PAD
CL ELECTRIC

ELECTRICAL PEDESTAL...,y. ELECTRICAL PEDESTALif

CD- 7C7
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MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - RESEARCH THE PLATS FOR
LOCAL UTILITIES

Directions:

1. Locate the address ant. phone number of each of the following utilities in your area:

a. Gas

b. Electric

c. Water

d. Sewer

e. Telephone

2. Contact each one by phone or letter to find out how you can obtain a copy of the plat
that shows the utilities into your address.

3. Obtain copies of these plats through visitation of the utility or through the mail. Also
request a copy of the symbols each utility uses for your future reference.
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MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - DRAFT A MAP OF ALL UTILITIES
FOR A LOCAL AREA

Given: The copy of the plats for a!i the utilities for your address (after completion of Assign-
ment Sheet #1).

Directions:

1. You will be using the plat maps of the utilities for your area as resource information.

2, Sat up your base map. Determine the map scale with your instructor.

3. Set up nverlay maps for each separate utility. Either trace from original plats if scale cor-
responds or report information. Use the same symbols that the utility company pro-
vides.

4. Compile a legend on each overlay for the symbols used.

5. ink on polyester film.



MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

NAME

TEST

Match the . -ms on the right with the correct definitiois.

_ a. Drawing that shows a system in a symbolic
manner as opposed to conventional map.
ping format

A map that shows the Imation of :411 plats
and plat numbers

c The recordation of public utilities such as
gas, elec.. . water, and sewer lines onto a
map for public record

d. A map that shows roads, h ghways, ditches,
rivers, lakes, and subdivisions

e A map that contains one line configurations
of all overhead and underground primary
and secondary utility lines

2. List five types of utilities.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

3. List four agencies who develop and maintain municipal maps.

a.

CD- 713

1. Base map

2. Distribution map

3. Flow diagram

4, Index map

5. Municipal mapping

b.

C.

d.
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4. list five users of municipal maps.

a.

b.

C.

d.

5. Select from the following list the types of drawings used in municipal mapping by plac-
ing an "X" in the appropriate blanks.

a Obstruction maps

_b Geological maps

c. Aeronautical maps

d. Plat maps

e. Index maps

1. Distribution maps

g. Flow diagrams

h. Profile

i. Plan

Cross sections

k. Base maps

Bill of materials (quantity sheets)

6. List two methods of presenting utilities on maps.

a.

b.

TEST
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TEST

Select true statements concerning the surveying and .napping of maps by
placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a Horizontal control monuments established by triangulation and traverse
are of third class order accuracy.

h Vertical control benchmarks are established by differential levels.

c. Base maps are compiled to provide a common basis for topographic
maps, property maps, subdivision maps, and maps showing the position
of utility lines.

d Scales of base maps are always 1" = 50'.

e. Base maps will include the state plane coordinates.

1. Base maps are geneilly laid out in 1/4 section showing all streets, high-
ways, railroads, etc.

8. List five types of support information needed to develop utility drawing' for a specific
area

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

9. Complete the following statements concerning utility easements by circling the correct
words.

a. Utility easements are usually shown on the (plan and profile, subdivision plat) to
indicate the location of any and all utilities

b. Generally each utility will be located in a standard location with reference to the
(front, back, side) property line(s).
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TEST

10. Match types of valves and valv^ housings on the right with the correct definitions.

Used to protect equipment and worbers 1_ Ball valve
from sudden and dangerous excess p es-
sures 2. Check valve

b. Used for flow regulation. throttling, and fre- 3. Gate valve
quent operation

4. Globe valve
c. Used for quick start-stop operations; has a

ball to stop flow through valve 5. Plug valve

d. Used to automatically maintain accurate, 6. Pressure regulator
constant, and uniform flow in a line valve

e. A,i underground structure designed to 7. Pressure safety valve
house a valve 8" and larger or a series of
valves 8. Valve box

f. Used for infrequent start-stop operations; 9. Valve vault
has a disk to stop flow through valve

g Used to prevent backfiow; available as
swing or lift for different applications

__h. A small structure designed to tlouse a valve
up to and including 6"

Used for quick start-stop operations; has a
slotted core or plug that stop: flow when
turned 900



TEST

11. Match types of gas pipipg and devices on the right with the correct definitions.

a. An opening at Inc top of a valve vault mak-
ing housed valves accessible at all times

___b_ Distance between top of pipe and street sur-
face

Equipment designed to reduce and control
gas pressure manually, automatically. or by
remote control

d. A small pipe, usually :V.," or 1 ,/4", used in
connection with a regulator station to con-
trol pressure rather than to transport gas

Same as casing, but carrier is insulated
from pipe with insulated spacers and bush-
ings

_t. Gas piping installed in a vertical position,
usually exposed and fastened to building
walls, poles, or other rigid structures

A wooden post a' in length with metal warn-
ing signs on two sides in line with the pipe-
line installed directly over the main where
measurements from a permanent cbiect or
source are not available

__h. Thai portion of pipe used for transporting
low pressure gas from the main to the meter

__.__i. Pipe sleeve generally used for railroad, high-
way, ditch, and bridge crossings to enclose
the main in a protective casing

Power or telephone line usually set 1 toot on
road side of property line

_.k. A short piece of pipe

J. Distance to end of main from a stationary
point such as property line, pole line, etc.

M, A portion of piping vertical to the ground
used for the installation of an outside meter

n. A device designed to reduce gas.. pressure
and maintain constant pressure for cus-
tomer's use; located between the service ter-
minal valve and the gas meter

A device for measuring customer gas usage
in cubic feet

Lic.,

1. Casing

2. Casing, insulated

3. Control line

4. Cover

5. Main ending

6. Manhole

7. Marker, pipe line

8. Meter

9. Meter riser

10. Nipple

11. Pole line

12. Regulator station

13. Riser

14. Service, low pressure

15. Service regulator

CD 711
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TEST

12. List five types of information included on utility drawings.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e,

13. Match types of sewers and sewer lines on the right with

.a. Collects rain wash and fire water

b. Collects water from drains of equipment.
drips from pumps, and other dirty drains

...c. Collects be.'" storm and process sewers uti-
liuing only one piping system

Carries human wastes

Liquid collection point that usually projects
about 2" above the finished grade

g.

Lines (4" minimum) that collect from various
drain tunnels or catch basins and tie to sub-
laterals

Sewer lines collecting from two or more
sublaterals and discharging to mains
through a sealed manhole

Lines that collect flow from two or more lat-
erals and are usually located in roadway
easements; are sealed at regular intervals
with manholes to prevent the spread of fire
or gas backup

Openings located at the ends of branches
and long line runs which allow the sewer to
be cleaned by removing a plug and inserting
a long flexible steel bar

the correct descriptions.

1. Branches

2. Cieanouts

3. Combined sewer

4. Funnel

5. Laterals

6. Process sewer

7. Sanitary sewer

8. Sewer mains

S. Storm sewer

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

14. Research the plats for local utilities (Assignment Sheet #1)

15. Draft a rev of all utilities for a local area. (Assignment Sheet #2)



MUNICIPAL MAPPING
UNIT X

ANSWERS TO TEST

2

4

1

Any five of the following:
Gas
Electr:c

C. Water
d. Sewer

. Telephone
f. Cable for telf.vision
o. Drainage

Any four of the following:
a. Public service companies
b. Rural power companies
c. Department of public works
d. Department of waste management
o. Telephone company
f. Water department

Any five of the following.
a. Architects

and developers
c. City planners
d. Telephone company

Builders
f. Zoning departmonl

In

Engineers
i. Surveyors

e, t, g. h. i. k. I

6. Any two of the following:
a.

C.

Separate maps for each utility
Base map with overlays to show the
Composite maps
CAD Each utility can be stored on

b. t. e, f

4'

location of cai...h utility

separate layer to the computer

CD- 719
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ANSWERS TO TEST

Any five of the following:
a. Adjacent plats

Miscellaneous information on subs. ordinances, and deed pertaining to plat to
be drawn

C. Aerial photos
d. Railroad maps
e Highway maps
f. U.S.G.S. maps
q. Easement file
h. Transmission pipeline plats
i. Obstruction maps
1. Electric transmission right-of-ways

a. Subdivision plat
b. Fro ill

10. a 7 f. 1-
h. 4 g 2
c. 1 h F,

t. (3 i,
0 0

11. a 6 i 1

h. 4 1 11
c 12 k. 1
(1 3 I.

0. 2 SP
f, 13 n. 15

7 o. 8
h. 14

12. Any five of the following:
a. Easement dimensions
b. Symbols and labels
c. Bill of materials
d. Schematic symbols for fittings, valves, sewe; lines, water lines. and taps
e. Manhole locations
f. Distance of gas main. sewer line. or water tap from properly line
C; Sizes and types of valves and lines
h Locations of obstructions
1. Existing and proposed utility lines
i- Underground cables
k. Street lighting symbols (depending on type of drawing)

13 a. 9 f. 1

h. t; g. r}

c 3 h. 8
O. 7 1. 2
e. 4

14. 1:> 1:_vi-Iluatiqi to !Carr _--;ati,,faction of the instrip..1,,
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to prepare detail drawings of struc-
tural steel members, draw to scale a concrete engineering drawing, and detail a wood truss.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the assignment sheets and by
scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to structural drafting with the correct definitions.

2. Define structural drawing.

3. List types of structures.

4. list three types of materials used for structures.

5. h,-.ch types of steel members with the correct characteristics and descriptions.

6. identify structural steel shapes.

7. Select true statements about drawing practices for steel members.

8. Describe the placement of gage lines for steel members.

9. Complete statements concerning fastener sizes and spacings.

10. Complete statements concerning dimensioning procedures for steel structures.

11. Label a structural steel callout.

r.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Select true statements concerning structural steel marking.

13. Complete statements concerning anchor bolts.

14. Distinguish between the types of concrete.

15. Complete statements concerning the types of concrete reinforcement.

16. Identify standard prestressed ccncrete units.

17. Match foundation parts with the corrrect descriptions.

18. Match types of structural drawings for concrete with the correct descriptions.

19. Complete a chart of standard symbols and abbreviations for concrete placing
drawings.

20. Select true statements concerning standard practices for documentation of rebar.

21. Identify examples of typical details for conctete structures.

22. Complete statements concerning wood construction.

23. identify types of wood connectors.

24. Identify types of framing connectors.

25. Select true statements concerning components of wood construction.

26. Complete statements concerning heavy timber construction.

27. Prepare detail drawings of structural steel members. (Assignment Sheet 01)

28. Draw to scale a concrete engineering drawing. (Assignment Sheet #2)

29. Detail a wood truss. (Assignment Sheet #3)
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and'or invite resource people to class
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

iNOTE: This activity should tie i.7ompieted prior to Ire

1 American Institute of SIecl Construction tAISC'i
7730 Carondelet Avenue
St. Louis. MO 63105
314!721-1332

American Concrete Institute iALA
P0. Box 19150
Detroit. MI 48219

Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. R ivide students with objective sheet.

P Discuss unit and specific objectives.

Provide students with information and assignment shoets.

DinCUSS information and assigrirr.:mt sheets.

;NOTE- Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.,

C. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1 Visit a construction site and observe the various methods of r:ontAruction for
wood, steel. and concrete.

Heview MAVCC books on architectural and light construction fiq standards on
light frame construction.

Provide examples of actual struclurol and engineerinu u9ed in
,F,tructurat drafting.

Take a fi(A1 trip to a large civil engineering hrt to Seta how the f ;trut.tural drafter
it in With civil drafting.

Pro.Ide copies of the AISC and AC1 manuals for use in the assignnseiI .,he

f,. Meet Individually with students to evaluate their progress through !-iis unit of
instruction. and indicate to their; possible areas for improvement.

Give tr;si

t. Evaluate test.

1. r-ier.ciar:t! roc.-.1,ary
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms and definitions

A. Bay The space between two consecutive sets or tiers of columns and
beams, or columns and trusses

B. Bent A vertical framework, usually columns and beams supporting other
members

C. Bottom chord The main member of a truss running along its lower side
between supports and usually carrying tension and bending

D. Chord The top or bottom members of a truss

E. Clear span That horizontal measurement between the inside faces of the
two bearings or supports

F. Column A vertical compression member, usually supporting beams and
girders

G. Compression A force caused by loads being placed on a member that
causes a squeezing or shortening effect on the member

H. Concrete (as defined by the American Concrete Institute LACED A mix-
ture of Portland cement, tine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water

Cope To cut out a part of the top or bottom flange of a beam or channel
so that it may fit another

J. Flange The top and bottom projection or outstanding parts of a beam,
channel, or girder

K. Gage line The line along which fastener holes are punched or drilled in
structural members

L. Girder A member designed to carry bending stress, usually supporting
other members

M. Grout A fluid mixture of cement. water, and sand which can be poured to
fill small voids or to smooth or level a surface of a wall or footing

N. Gusset plate A plate connecting the several members of a truss or other
structural framework

0. Lintel A structural member designed to carry the wall over a window,
door, or other opening

P. Nominal span Horizontal distance between the outside edges of sup-
ports

CD- 727
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INFORMATION SHEET

O. Panel The space between two purlins in a roof or between two vertical
members in a bridge truss

R. Prestressed concrete Concrete that is precast or cast in place that has
wires or cables that are stretched before the concrete is placed around
them; the releasing of the wires or cables sets up internal stresses that
counteract the external stresses of the applied load to prevent cracking and
sagging

S. Purim The horizontal members spanning from truss to truss, upon which
the roof is carried

7. Rafter The wood members used to support the roof in conventional fram-
ing

U. Reber A round. square, or deformed bar used to reinforce concrete

V. Smooth bar A bar used in slip joints for expansion joints

W. Steel member A unit part of some larger structure

Example: Floor beam or post in a steel bridge

X. Stress A unit of force working within a member expressed in pounds per
square inch (PSI)

Y. Top chord Main member of a truss running along its upper side support-
ing the decking and usually carrying combined compression and bending

Z. Truss A steel or timber framework whose members take only tension or
compression stresses

AA. Web The portion of an i-beam, channel, or girder between the upper and
lower flanges

BB. Working line -- The line where locating dimensions are given

CC. Working point (WP) The edge point where dimensions are given

IL Structural drawing All layout and detail drawings connected with the design
and construction of buildings, bridges, viaducts, and similar structures in which
structural steel, timber, concrete. and other building materials are used

10. Types of structures

A. Buildings

B. Bridges

C. Dams

D. Reinforced concrete foundations
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INFORMATION SHEET

E Manholes

F. Box culverts

G. Retaining walls

IV. Types of materials used for stniotures

A. Steel

B. Concrete

C. Timber

V. Types of steel members

A. Beams

1. Generally are composed of a single piece.

2. Generally are placed horizontally and are subjected to vertical loads.

3. Steel beams are standardized.

a. Wide flange (W) beams

b. "1" beams

c. Citannel (C)

Example:

W Beam I Beam Channel

4. The length of a beam is the extreme dimension as shipped.

(NOTE: When the connection angles are used at both ends, the
length is the distance from back to back of angles.)

B. Girders

1. Are beams made of more 1,,an one piece.
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INFORMATION SHEET

2, Are members usually made with a web plate and tlanges composed
of angles. plates. or both, used to resist bending due to transverse
loads.

ExaMp;e:

C. Columns Foi m the principal supports of all steel structures other than
bridges and similar spans which rest directly upon masonry and concrete.

D. Root trusses

Roof trusses are used wherever a comparatively large area is to
covered without intermediate columns.

2. The web members or an ordinary roof truss are made of single or
double angles with the longer legs vertical,

3. Usually riveted or welded in the shop completely or in as large of sec
tions as (77 . be shipped.

4. Different members of a truss are connected by means of a gusset
plate.

E Bridge trusses

1. Deck h idge The floor load is applied along the upper chord.

2, Through bridge The floor load is applied along the lower chord.
and traffic flows through the bridge trusses.

4,

4,

3. The joints of a bridge truss may be riveted, welded, or pin connected.
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Structural steel shapes (Transparency 11

A. American standard beam (S): l-beam Used for beams and struts

B. American standard channels (C)

1, Used for struts and in trusses when light loads are required

2 Used for steel platforming as load bearing members

C. Wide flange shapes (W) Used for beams and columns

D. Structural tees MT and Si) Made by splitting S and W shapes

E. Angles (L) Used for struts. platforms, cross bracing in trusses, and to
add framing strength

(NOTE: Legs of angles may be equal or unequal.)

F. Flat bars (bar) -- Have a rectangular croE-s section and are standardly lim-
ited to 6" or 8" widths

G. Plate (PL_ or Ft) Rectangular in cress section: larger than bars. Plate
widths start at 10" and are rolled up tc:1 200" widins depending on thick-
ness. Lengths are as long as shipping will allow.

H. Floor plate (Floor PL or Floor Ft) A f;ic d resistant raised pattern on one
side used for a walking surface

(NOTE: A full listing of shape designatl can be found in the AISC Man-
ual of Steel Construction.,

VII Drawing practices for steel members

A. Typical drawing scale

1. 3/a" = 1'0" It overall dimensions can be shown on one drawing

2. V4" = 1'0" Used for large structures (framing and erection plans)

3. No Scale Used for most detail drawings except:

a. 3" = 1'0" Details of joints

b. 1" or 1 ,h," = 1'0" Details of trusses
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Drawing convention

(NOTE: The drafter works from design layouts or framing plans prepared by
architects or designers which show the arrangement of columns, girders,
and beams. The detailer prepares a framing or erection layout which may
show a plan view, elevation, or both identifying all members with a piece
mark. Connections may be ommitted and shown as assembly in trusses.
columns, beams, and braces.)

1. Single line drawing Used when the scale doesn't allow for a lot of
detail.

a, Steel members are represented by a heavy line.

b. Along the heavy line a double line of he steel member will be
placed to clarify angle or flange orientation.

2, Single line in plan view represents

a. Centerline of beam

b. Back of channel

c. Work line of angle
bracing

d. Back of angle when
used as a beam

e. Centerline of struc-
tural tee

f. Column end view I -1
3. Single line in elevation view represents

a. Top of beam and
channel

b. Work line of angle or
structural tee bracing

c. Back of angle when
used as beam or
column

d. Centerline of wide
flange column



INFORMATION SHEET

4. Design drawing

Example: 4

CA)

ELEVAT ON TOP OF STEEL SHOWN THUS (+50%61

NOTES:
ALL HOLES o "his
ALL CONNECTIONS TO DEVELOP FULL LENGTH

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
BOLTS: 314 A325

CONNECTING ANGLES WELDED TO BEAM,
BOLTED TO SUPPORT

a. Gives the structural detailer information to set up complete
detail drawings.

1) Length

2) Size and type

3) Number and type of fasteners

b. Describes the type of construction and end loads.

c. Members on design drawings are presumed to be parallel or at
right angles to one another.

Elevation view dimensions of beams are generally given as
notes on drawings prepared by the designer/architect.

CD- 733
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INFORMATION SHEET

5. Because of industry 'oncern about improving productivity of detail-
ers. a method of special dimensioning practices and notation has
been devised to eliminate otherwise necessary views. Examine the
following examples describing these techniques.

Example 1: Scam dimensioning and notation

minates Top View

Et IMINATEI V4f, 'r)CM i-y 07.0

1

CC HOLES

OOL1

"-1

Eliminates End leer

OVEt441L DIMN !NI-

DIMN INF 1 OR ALL HOLES IN OF 111.Na

LIMN LIN*. OF ALL rik.i.ft; IN yap

4

`1-/ oat:
\:cc,

1

7-4-41

N S.
111.0(.s. TOP v. SOT Fi.(; 7:() %NIDE

INF V0f4 ALL -101 VS I 2.1
Eliminates Bottom Vsew

ONE AM THUS Mft 61

ftiOLIFD CONNE 0110Ni

, F 1 ANGF 1-16:.T Pi LIS
OCK I-00 :4. Rfl.. ANGt.

INTFRSEC TING BFAMI1041t0 - - -

NS = Near side gauge line
FS fc Far side gauge line
cc HLS = Center to Center tioleri,
GOL = Gauge outside leg

P1.1! t...1")4'41 r 1)0P4,

F.iNG BFAM

41. 7111.1p- 41.1



INFORMATION SHEET

Example 2: Blocking (coping) of beams

B Bt K T B 5 MK T B

WHEN FLANGE VIEW !S SHOWN

8 81K TO 4-,.+4 WIDE B BLK to 2N),

T B IFS.)

WHEN WEB VIEW IS SHOWN

Example 3: Clipping of angles

CLIP OSLr

B BLK to VA( R.

IT & S (N.S.)

Only View Required with Notation

THIS IS HOW SHOP WILL CLIP

CLIP OSL 71t2

CLIP AND BACKSUT ANGLES ONLY WHEN REQUIRED USING 5 TO 12 OR 12 TO 12 BEVELS.
HOLD OTHER BEVELS TO A MINIMUM.

6. Symmetrical members

a. Large members such as trusses and plate girders are symmet-
rical about a centerline and only one half is detailed.

Li. It is standard to detail the lett halt.

c. The detail should be broken past the centerline by a ragged or
wavy line.

CD- 735
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INFORMATION SHEET

7. Standard details

a. Many steel details have become standardized and the drafter
should become familiar with and adhere to these. Standards
specifications can be found in the A/SC Steel Construction
Manual.

b. Many firms have printed forms showing required views of a
beam and it Is only necessary for the drafter to fill in the
dimensions.

VIII. Placement of gage lines (Transparency 2) The lines along which fastener holes
should be placed in the flanges of l-beams, channels, and angles are standard-
ized.

A. Angles Gage line is measured from the back of the angle.

B. Flanges of channels Gage line is measured from the back of the chan.
ncl.

C. Flanges of I -beams Gage line is measured from the center.

D. Standard gages for I-beams, channels, and angles are located in the AISC
Steel Construction Manual.

IX. Fastener sizes and spacings

A. Minimum distance for fastener spacing along the gage line has been estab-
lished by the AISC.

B. The minimum fastener size is governed by the following rule: The diameter
of the fastener should never be less than the thickness of the metal
punched.

X. Dimensioning procedures for steel (Transparencies 3-7)

A. e aligned method for locating dimensions.

B. Dimensions are in feet and inches and should be placeo on top of the
dimension line.

C. Longest and overall dimension should be farthest away from the view.

D. The detail dimensions should always be added to see if they check with the
overall dimension.

E. Dimensions should be placed no closer than 5/18" apart and the first line
should be no closer than double this distance.

F. Dimensions should be given to centerline of beams and backs of angles
and channels.

N*.
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INFORMATION SHEET

G. Dimensions should be given to the top or bottom of beams and channels,
never to both top and bottom.

H. Where a dimension line runs through a hole whose loc,,lion it does not give,
the dimension line should be broken and an arc drawn around the hole.

1. If a particular dimension is for attachment to a column, beam, or equipment
to be mounted on the structure, a notation "HOLD" should be indicated
next to the dimension.

J. When four or more equal spaces between bolts are required, a note is used
such as 4 @ 2 = 8.

K. Elevation detail dimensions known as !evels are usually given as not::: on
the drawing.

1. A reference point is established in the structure, usually top of con-
crete floor or foundation.

2. Elevations above this point are plus values.

3. Elevations below this point are minus values.

L When beams are of the same size and vary only in length, the same drawing
can be used for several beams. A set of dimensions for each beam are
shown.

Example:

All holes 13/16
Paint one coat
red lead.

#32
#34
#36

On #36 Only --
#32 - 3rd Fl. 2-12-31-8 #1 11' -5 (Ord. 11'-4)
#34 - 3rd Fl. 2-12-31-8 #1 11' -3314 11'-2314)
#36 - 3rd Fl. 6-12-31-8 #1 11' -2 =/2 (Ord. 111-1112)

M. The slope of all members should be given in rise and run, not angles.

1. Run -- Horizontal distance
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2. Rise Vertical distance

Example:

N. trio distances and edge distances are usually given by note on light truss
members ,,nd dimensioned on beams, columns, and girders_

0. Gage lines should be dimensioned even though they are standard.

P. When lerigths of fasteners vary, the various lengths and quantities should
be shown at connections on the erection plan, or in a reference list.

Q, On tress members, detail dimensions should be placed in a continuous row
from end to end of the member with no dimension teing omitted,

Xl. Structural steel callouts

A. Inch designation

Shape Symbol
r ---- Depth of Shape in Inches\\ Weight in Pour,ti Per F kr>;,71

W24 x 76

B. Metric designation

Shape SymbolShane
Depth of St-..-.1pc: in Miitiri,et --...,

41.[-it->, Per Mcler in S iv ailif,

W450 x 170

XII. Structural steel marking

A. Marks are used to provide a systematic procedt) for detailim: fabricating,
and erection.

B. Each member of a structure is given a mark on the design layout.

C. Mark is painted on the piece and usAi to erect the structure in the field.

D. Each company has its own system of marking.

E. For more infortnatitin on marking systems, refer to AISC Structut:11 S:cc"
Detailing,
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XIII. Anchor bolts

A. Used for anchoring equipment such as pumps, steel structures, and com-
pressors to concrete foundations.

B. Types of anchor bolts

J-bolt

2. Machine bolt

Example:

0

Cti

In

1

ti

739
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3. Cane head anchor bolt (C.H.A.E

C
a
.t.

E
a

4 LI

- Bar Si7e

Hook Dimn.

C. An alternative to drawing is to call out anchor bolts by diameter size,
length, type, and bend thmensions if needed.

Example: An alternative to drawing

( ) 0 x C.H.A.B., "BEND W!HVY HEX NUT & WASHER

D. Anchor bolt projects above top of grout a dimension equal to the sum of

1. Equipment base thickness

2. Two anchor bolt diameters for two nuts

3. One anchor bolt diameter

XIV. Types of concrete

A. Non-reinforced concrete Has no mesh or reinforcing bars; used for
places where only compression stresses occur

Example: Pump foundation

B. Reinforced concrete Concrete reinforced with mesh or steel rebar to
help transmit the stresses of compression, tension, and shear forces

XV. Types of concrete reinforcement

A. Reinforcing bar (rebar) (Transparency 8)

1. by number which indicates size in eighths of an inch

Example: #7 bar Nominal diameter 7/8"

2. Rebar sizes range from #2 to #11 (#14 and #18 special sizes)

:
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3. All rebar is deformed except #2 which is round bar.

4. Rebar is made from steel in lengths of 60 feet.

B. Wire mesh (welded wire fabric)

1. Used as reinforcement in concrete slabs

Example: Paving

2. Made of deformed wire

3. Welded wire fabric (WWF) Designated by wire spacing and wire
gage

Example: WWF 6 x u 10110 Welded wire fabric, wire spaced
six inches each way (6" square) and #10 gage thick

XVI. Standard prestressed concrete units ;Transparency 9)

A. Channel slab

B. Wall panels and hollow core slabs

C. Columns. piles, and girders

D. Double and single tees

E. Mono-wing ("F") section

XVII. Foundation pal ts (Transparency 1012)

A. Pedestal Rest on the footer and used to support equipment such as
pumps. Usually stop one foot above grade line

B. Spread footing (footer) Placed under the pedestal or foundation wall and
serves as a bearing member

C. Pier Generally round 12"16" diameter concrete columns poured into
drilled (augured) holes in the earth to solid bearing rock when expansive
type (clay) soils are encountered. They are placed at 8' -0" (max) intervals to
support grade beams.

D_ Grade beam Reinforced concrete beam that spans horizontally between
piers for support of foundation wall. It replaces the spread footing in expan-
sive soils.

E. Bell-bottomed footing Used in soil where soil bearing is poor and footing
is at a great depth
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F. Foundation (stem) wall Used for support of wood framed walls and edge
slab support as a method to distribute those loads to a spread footing or
grade beam

G. Pilings Precast. tapered. reinforced concrete shafts driven into the earth
to provide support when mass of structure exceeds limits of soil bearing;
usut.11y high-rise structures require their use

H. Pilaster Rectangular-shaped protrusions from masonry walls to provide
additional lateral wall support especially where beams intersect the wall

XVUJ. Tye- es of structural drawings for concrete

A. Engineering drawing Shows where concrete dimensions are but rebar
details are omitted

B. Placing drawing Shows the foundation outline without the outline
dimensions but shows an rebar locations and dimensions (used by fabrica-
tors and in the field) and bar lists, schedules, and bending details

C. Preprinted drawing Used for standard detail:;. Drafter needs only to add
dimensions. bolt quantity, and size, and assign rebar mark numbers and
size.

D. Combined placing and engineering drawing

(NOTE: The AC1 standard practice. AC! 315, recommends engineering and
placing drawing to be separate, but if a drawing is not too congested. most
firms will combine both drawings.)

1. Rebar placement is shown in the section or elevation.

2. Plan view shows engineering dimensions.

XIX. Standard symbols and abbreviations for concrete placing drawings

A. Symbols

To indicate size of deformed bar

cl) Plain rounds, as spirals

qi) Spacing center to center

Direction in which bars extend

4--+ Limits of area covered by bars
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B. Abbreviations

RI Bent

Boll Bottom

Cl Clear

EF Each Face

EW Each Way

FF Far Face

IF Inside Face

XX. Standard practices for documentation of rebar

NF Near Face

OF Outside Face

Pi Plain Bar

Sp Spiral

Stir Stirrup

Str Straight

Top

A. Rebar is dimensioned as out to out and the bar length is the sum of all
detailed dimensions.

B. Rebar; are at times bent.

Example:
Unless otherwise noted, diameter ni$ tit- SOIT1P

for all bends and hooks on a bar.

diensions "H' and "K" must be shown.
Wh slope dihet5 lion) 45°,

m

9'1

ew n)

C. Dimensions are to the outside, not centerline of rebar.

D. Rebar schedules (Transparency 13)

t Give total length of bar required.

2. Letter designations are used for dimensions.

3. Show size, length, and weight of all rebar

4. Each bar is marked with an identifying number

:. Drawing number

b. Bar size and number

CD. 743
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E. Bar schedule must show the number of pieces, size, length, mark of bars,
and bending details (a complete summary).

F Reinforcing bars for foundations, piers, abutments. wing walls, and slabs
are usually shown on the plan. section, or elevation.

XXI. Examples of typical details for concrete structures

A. Highway structures

6 71A/ 4-" fetiva.e CEOWA.re

4,"Pc. cakeeeere
rvive -ae r

4 ...s; ''L

-"

7-7111113-111M11117.-111M1FAI/174---1 WA

coo/were-J:0 saastroemPe PteAmo ceiswew

Typical Paving Section for Alley

Standard Type

Curb Details

Roll Type
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B. Wall structures

Section of Wall

Key Construction Joint for Bottom and Walls

CD- 745
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H
C. Underground structures

36'
SQUARE

Cleanout Detail

4" MIN. EACH
SIDE OF PIPE

l:3.5 CONCRETE

Asetie Filo C atom/
11111111101111111100.:4411111.1

h.eit

AY A
<I, Li

0
, P itty.

A to V.,

A
. AI;

A .0
P
: 4c. 4 .

. .

: a*

,

Shallow Manhole

XXii. Wood construction (by American Lumber standards)

A. Timber is lumber 5 inches or larger in the least climens )ri generally used for
heavy wood members or construction.

B. Lumber is the product of the saw and planing mill.

C. Frame is usually applied to light wood construction.

D. Lumber dimensions are called out in nominal size. actual thickile:), dud
widths of seasoned and dressed lumber are less than nominal dimensions.
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XXIII. Types of wood connectors (Transparency 14)

A. Nails

1. Common nail

2. Casing nail

3. Finishing nail

4. Flooring nail

5. Cut nail

6. Boat spike

B. Screws

1. Flat head screw

2. Round head screw

lister head screw

4. Oval head screw

5. Lag screw

6. Drive screw

C. Bolts and nuts

1. Carriage bolt

2. Machine bolt

3 Expansion bolt

4. Toggle bolt

D. Washers

1. Circular flat

2. Circular ribbed

Plate

CD- 747
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XXIV Types of framing connectors (Transparencies 15 and 16)

A. Splice plate

B. Connector

C. Nail plate

D. Hinge plate

E. Web

F. Safety plate

G. U-clip

H. Romex

Hanger

J. Double member girder hanger

K 45° hip jilck hanger

L. 90° angle clip

M. Framing anchor

N. Tie down strap

0. Bridging

P. Seat plates

O. Truss spacer

(NOTE: The numbers of connectors required 111 any joint is determined by
the stresses in the members and the prop.-rties of the weed)

XXV. Components of wood construction

A. Columns and studs

1. Wood columns are square timbers rarely smaller than 4 x 4 inches
and not larger than 12 x 12 inches.

410
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2. Columns may bP built up of small timbers.

Example:

End E3luk

Spacer Block

Bolts or Spthec

End Bioo...

Spaced Column

111
Spiked or

Glued Planks

Spiked Planks

CD- 749

3. Studs Used for dwellings to carry light loads and receive support
from the material attached to them.

S. Wood frame members

1. Types

a. Floor and c,,iling joists

b. Rafters of sic ;,roll loots

c. Roof purlins

d. Beams

1) Plywood

2) Laminated

3) Trussed beams

e. Girders

2. Wood frame construction

a. Rafter Common depth 4 8"

b. Joists Common depth 6 12 or 14"

3. Heavy timber Minimum thickness permitted for joists, beams,
girders. and other members is 6" and minimum depth is 10".
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C. Wood trusses (Transparency 17)

1. Used to support roofs or floors

2. All members. Joints. and trusses as a whole should be symmetrical
with reference to a vertical plane.

3. Many types are available.

Examples:

How Double Howe

Fan Double Fan

digzs-ZCISizatt..
Fink Double W

XXVI. Heavy timber construction (Transparencies 17 and 18)

A. Exterior walls are masonry or other noncombustible materials with a fire
resistance rating of at least 2 hours.

B. Interior structural members are heavy timber solid or laminated masses.

C. Floors and roofs are heavy plank or laminated wood.

D. Foundation walls are poured concrete walls on spread foundations.

E. Member sizes are determined by the length of span.

F. First floor framing consists of longitudinal girders.

G. Interior girders are supported by wood columns, pipe, c: steel structural
shapes.

Ih

p
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Second floor framing consists of longitudinal girders supported by the wail
and the interior columns.

1. Traverse beams span the distance between lines of girders and supported
by metal hangers.

J. A tongue-and-groove or a laminated deck may span the space between
beams.



Structural Steel Shapes

American Standard
Beam

American Standard
Channel

W Beam W Column

Wide Flange Shapes

Equal Legs Unequal Legs

Angle Shapes (L)

ST WT

Structural Tees

152=2:222===MI EZZZ2ZI

Plate (PL) Flat Bar (Bar)

1'4", , s.4
I ,

CD-753
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FLANGE WIDTH G

23/a to 2314

3 to 331e

31/2 to 4

4 to 43 /a

5 to 53/4

6 to 7114

711, to 8

S Shapes

MIN. EDGE
DISTANCE

Gage Line Standards
LEG SIZE (Inches)

GAGE S 6 5 4 3' 3 2*
G1 4112 3112 21i1

62 3'/F, Vs 17-14

G3 3'tn 2,12 2
*1...1

FLANGE WIDTH G

13/a to 111, 3/4

13/4

1314 to 2

21/e

2' /8 to 23/8

2'12 to 2'/4

2718 to 3'/a

331e to Tie

33/4 to 34:118

1

1 311

C Shapes

0''1a BOLTS Inch Sizes

41%.

' MIN. EDGE
DISTANCE 1:. 1343

tc'

0 3/4 BOLTS

3 518

331e

GAGE

Establishing Gage Sizes
from Edge Distance

2318 1314 1318

2 13/4 13/s 1

11111 1 718 5/0

FLANGE WIDTH G

4 21/e

0
Za_4

0

z

0
U

"ca {

co

Is

Ca. 755

i.

zi.= u0 =
co
m

Bolt
Diameter

At
Sheered

Edge

At Rolled
or Gas

Cut Edge

112

. in

154

74,

1

ii,I 11/4

1113

1

111A

1 Nil

1,12

15h,

1,14

2
2'12

314

7/8

I
pie
pi,c,
la's
1'1,

113/ie

Minimum Edge
Distance for Bolt

TM 2



Dimensioning Procedures for Structural Steel
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Dimensioning Procedures
for Structural Steel

(Continued)

BASE OR RISE DMN

STD TYPE BRACE
NORMALLY USED FOR KNEEBRACE )

Courtesy of Public Service Company of Oklahoma
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Dimensioning Procedures
for Structural Steel

(Continued)

Q

WHEN READ -SEE NOTE

IF THIS DISTANCE EXCEEDS
6" THEN DETAILER MUST
USE A EXTRA SET OF
BOLT Hi S.

[NOTE *2
MAIL SIZE OF StiCULD
BE THE SAME SIZE AS THE
COLUMN THAT IT BOLTS T(,
UNLESS A MORE ECONOMICAL
PC. CAN BE USED, ( USE B
SERIES BEAMS FOR 21/4 GA.
ON FLG. OF CONN PC )

X DIST

OR (GI
IN STEEL
BOOK )

DETAIL NO, I

INOTE *3

THIS DISTANCE MAY BE FIGURED
BY CALCULATING THE TWO
SHADED TRIANGLES 8 ADDING
EDGE DISTANCE.

ALT METHOD- LAYOUT ft SCALE
USING 3" = 1- 0" SCALE

THE ABOVE METHOD SNOWS HOW TO CALCULATE
THE DIMN FOR THE CONNECTING PC. OF A BRACE.
THE CONNECTING PC. MAY BE AN ANGLE OR W

USE W WHERE POSSIBLE.) BUT BOTH CAN BE
FIGURED THE SAME WAY.

Courtosy of Public Santice Company of Oklahoma
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Dimensioning Procedures
for Structural Steel

(Continued)
DRAFTING REFERENCE MANUAL

DETAIIIR totuST FmuNE TH15
DIHN-ustNG K DIST a STD EDGE DIST

!!!NOTE#2
DETAtt.-

tc DIST ON W ON a

DETAIL NO 2

F THESE zo Too
THE stagE WAY-THEY

111-141251#

WOULD FOUL

DETAIL NO. .1

WATCH FOR 4 5
FOULING AT THESE
POINTS

DETAIL NO. 5

Courtesy of Public Service Company of Oklahoma

rETAILt R tatcsT
FIGURE THis OINK

8

ALT METHOD - LAYOUT 8 SCALE
USING 3" t 1.-0"

DETAIL NO, 3

eV

womb
rok".

SEE NOTE 3
DETAIL- I

ALT. METHOD - LAYOUT & SCALE
USING 3' t SCALE

DETAIL NO. 6

CD- 763
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Dimensioning Beam Channels

. ..' 4 t r""
t e ;*4-o- ..-......-. .44,--.--

1

Al ' F -, Ft 1 r ; It r.'-4.0----....--4.4.. .....
e.--4-1 ...4...-

1 ! t4 ..______t_.+ -
t ; t I-*;.

r---4---:--i

Wig
11111

qe. -4 4III MEMOle III ID
WI -4 4

I1
IIIII Of i
Ettl I

aR

Dimensioning to Centerline of Channel Webs and Centerline of Holes from Left End of Beam

21tv

CAC HLS= 51/2

2.3
t- 1 t;

;3

'` t

fH

4.t

ri4AdMINIPS

111h.

3 t 4 ..:tt

NS & FS

Dimensioning from the Left End of Beam to Centerline of Channel Webs

V

(AI ill Aeel A3
ONE do 8

Dimensioning to Centerline of Holes with Reference to Backs of Channels

Condos), of Public Minim, Company of Oklahoma

1"*° ,1 TM 7



Behar Data

Standard ASTM A-305 Reinforcing Bars

Bar Size
number

Weight
# Per Foot

Diameter.
Inches

Cross Sectional
Area. Sq. Inches

Perineter,
Inches

2 0.167 0.250 0.05 0.786
3 0.376 0.375 0.11 1.178
4 0.668 0.500 0.20 1.571
5 1.043 0.625 0.31 1.963
6 1.502 0.750 0.44 2.356
7 2.044 0.875 0.60 2.749
8 2.670 1.000 0.79 3.142
9 3.400 1.128 1.00 3.7;44

10 4.303 1.270 1.27 3.990
11 5.313 1.410 1.56 4.430

Special ASTM A-408 Reinforcing Bars

14S 7.65 1.693 2.25 5.32
18S 13.60 2.257 4.00 7.09

-4 ri
co I

C)
9



Standard Prestress Concrete Units

Channel Slab

Columns and Piles

Box Girder

Hollow Core Slabs

Single Tee

Double Tee

1" Girder MonoWing ("F") Section

CD 769
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Examples of Foundation Parts

Simple Footings

Slab Focgings

A v.
'9 9

Slab
-1-Beams

I-Beams

Elevation

Plain Stepped Footings

Stepped

T..J

Sloped

)

Timber Grillage Footing

.1

1 'V

1

Plan

Steel Grillage Footing

! j

CD- 771
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Examples of Foundation Parts
(Continued)

Reinforced Concrete
Column Footing

Piles in Suit

7,,-
0

.1 3,

I

'"I"..;

&ar .7.;.

Z.+

(Not Used for Buildings)

111404,,
/If rat,

ffolitom Seal

IP al1. ...PP 11 P
.1te

& A.4.J.I.A.A.A.A.A. A

./AWM .10

Reinforced Concrete
Mat or Raft

Piles through
Soft Soil into Firm Soil

Piers in Soil

Li Belled out
in Clay

Piers on
Firm Clay or Hardpan Piers on Rock

Piles Bearing
on Rock

CD- 773
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Examples of Foundation Parts
(Continued)

Reinforcement

Elevation

Footing on Piles

Column

Plan

Strap
Reinforcement

Use of Piles to Carry Footing

Column

Reinforcement
not shownf.
Column-

Small Scale Plan

Reinforced Concrete Cantilever Footing on Piles

te 11- 11 rI .

4

IP 1," r 111. FN. elt "0. .11.11

Reinforced Concrete Mat
%lb Aft4 4116.11

r i ti

il AA, ^
J.

Reinforced Concrete Mat Footing on Piles

TM 12
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Common Wood Connectors

Common Nail

0

c=uxamcrcomtax. 0
Flooring Nail

Flat Head Screw

Omme== Ca

Casing Nall Finishing Nail

Cut Nail

Nails

0- -1 1

Boat Spike

Round Head Screw.
Oval Head Screw Drive Screw

naniage Boit

Machine Bolt

:lattlan=112°
Mister Head Screw

Circular Flat Wisher

Expansion Shield for Lag Screw

Screws

Lag Screw

Expansion Bolt

Sleeve

Le- Toggle

Bolts and Nuts

Circular Ribbed Washer

Washers

CD- 779

Toggle Bolt

Plate Washer

TM 14



Framing Connectors

Nail Plate

Web

U-Clip

141

'; 41

Connector

-.4
iozz411-,

Iv
41:aji7,f1:47

Hinge Plate

Safety Plate

Romex

CD- 781
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Framing Connectors
(Continued)

Hanger

Tie
Down
Strap

90° Angle Clip

Double Member
Girder Hanger

CD- 783

45° Hip
Jack Hanger

Framing Anchor

Bridging Seat Pates

Pt ,T

I at 'I

Truss Spacer

TM 16



Heavy Timber Construction

-4°Ing
flan:spot *all

-Woad cant strip
..-Insidation and noting

VT e *at VI* WI VVe tV VJI,Vs

t.g IA i rii .1ty' t-tv v. 4.y 4

Metal

Slope

p. r Girder

o
t
k

p.47for Mefal--e
anchor strop

.7I
air space of sides, fop

one end of girder in moll
~`''Prof anchor bar

-Pilosfer (if required)

Chamfered cornersc

Part plan , ?.no floor

/I space between wall
and finished flooring,
olso at sides, fop and
end el girder.

va ` t - ,1111t141.11iiiitott
161111111111111111

IIH1t 1.11111M1 1t110/4.1
411111111111111113,

Metal_
cap

m--Pilaster

Built-up steel base-

One-krch finished (kering may be
laid cross-svSe or coracionary

Al lumber to be dressed.
Minimum sizes (nominal)
Columns, llatX 8'
gleams and girders, 60X/0"
floor depts. .4' matched or
splined. 4. laminated

,Boat decals, rim:Itched or
splinoct .rlarnincftel

'Metal
cap

AM __
cuosamuommotaiwm G&W cw.cmacik-arx3trawonsw rarel v mr=m-. , - , ,IVe ..1.

";:. , "

footing- Basement floor
--Co/v.1We platform

(

;"'

CD. 785
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Heavy Timber Construction
(Continued)

/nag at yea
svpIsreArcr

or,9(L-t°( LA4

tercir rim

*004e*Cr0(4
of calmly.",

Girder Bearing
on Metal Plate Wall

Metal Beam Hanger

Metal Column Cap BuittUp Steel Column
with Two Brackets

Beams Supported
on Top of Girder

Lae &MARIO

Wood Bolster Block Supporting
Roof Girders

Metal Column Cap
Supporting Roof Girders

Wall Beam

Courtesy of On National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

7,;

CD- 787
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - PREPARE DETAIL DRAWINGS OF
STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBERS

Given. Floor plan
4

r.
S12% 10 . .t

to

on
co

G3 4 X 03

/\ K3

.40x X

1413

m
z 4 K

01512150

4
E3 _

92

17-4

w 4 04

1r-0

5 -0 r-O

12--0

ELEVATION TOP OF STEEL r0 fif 190 3 1 UNLESS OENE ;MN SmOrni
NOTES ALL $40LAS 0 at 9005 0 75-014325

Directions: Use the RISC Manual of Steel Construction for reference.

1. Set up th) final drawing "B" or "C" size vellum.

2. Use scale 1/b" = 1'0".

3. Prepare complete detail drawings of beams D3. F3. M3. N3, and C3 using framed beam
connections. Refer o the transparencies as needed.

a. Dimension to centerline of channel webs.

b. Connection angles are welded to the beams. (Use .'110 fillet weld.)

c. Outstanding angles are bolted to the connecting beams.

4. Make sketches of beam connections, Scale 1" = 1'0"



STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - DRAW TO SCALE A CONCRETE
ENGINEERING DRAWING

Given: Reduced set of plans for a culvert

Directions:

1. Redraw to scale.

2. Use "D" size foIrnat.

3. Use pencil on vellum or film lead on My far.

4. Draw the engineering drawing to the scales given on Inc reduced set of plans.

5. Hand letter general notes or type on film and adhere to drawino.

6. Hand letter all dimensions.

7. Observe all standard procedures for drafting.

6'

CD- 791
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

I
tI

If

107// STA 1.4.3.0,
4

77P.

2

rIGIVNIVILWAllfol A AVV

43'-0' ei

Vi £w Cr CVLsti.RT

-1"
mh.711.90

1"

r a.
11- JL

14-1r,

WNST ELEvAT tom

EAST ELE A TION
Ilr^r-Ce

GENERAL NOTES

. Concrete, 3000P61. AST M C94.

2. Rein/011..iiig steel. 60.000 Ps. A511/I A615.
Grade 60.

3. Unless otherwise noted cleaF cover over all
reinforcement shall ,n

4. Chamfer all exposed edges

5. All vertical and top of exposed concrete wall
surfaces shall be cleaned and rubbed to con
form to Sec. 2, Paragraph EV) of the speofti
cations. The earth side of concrete walls
shall be rubbed from the top down a distance
of 1 ft

6. Minimum reinforcing steel lap splice shall be
36 bar diameters.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

4 St12" r ir' r- *4 VI 12'4-- A 7300 'f'* 1Z'
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT Xi

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - DETAIL A WOOD TRUSS

Given: Example of a common truss

PUTIIMS

114 Point -

Top Chord .

Panel Leng1.1

Peak

12

Pilch

Bottom Chord

Overhang

Directions:

1/3 Point

Clear Span

Overall Length

Panel Pool!

Level
a

Return

CD- 795

Part A: Complete a detail drawing of a common wood truss. Use pencil on vellum and a scale
of 114" = 1'.0". specifications:

Common truss specifications:

Overall length 28'-0"
Top chord 2x4
Bottom chord 2x4
Webs 2 x 4
Truss plate
Top chord live load
Top chord dead load
Bottom chord dead load
Total uniform load
Load adjustment
Truss spacing

Pitch 4
Sou pine #2 KD 15
Sou pine #2 KD 15
Sou pine #3 KO 15
20 gage
20.0 PSF
10.0 PSF
10.0 PSF
40.0 PSF
15%
2.00 ft ctrs
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

Overhang Calculate the allowable overhang using the following chart

MAXIMUM OVERHANG WITHOUT SUPPORT
TRUSS SPACING 2' 0" CENTERS

LOAD PSF 20LL. 10DL 3OLL. 10DL 4OLL, 10DL

LUMBER SIZE 12x4 2x6 2x4 2x6 2x7
SOUTHERN PINE KO

1 GE 2 3 ?
02 DEN 1.7E `_i -8 3 3
#1 1.81 9 3 4

DOUGLAS RB MC19

#2 17E 5 1 3 -1 7
#1 1 3E 7 3 4 5 0

Plumb Cut Shown.
Square Cut Dotted.

t341

Part B: Estimate the number of common wood trusses required !or a structure that is rectan-
gular, 28' -0" wide by 561-O" in length. with two gable ends.

Answer:

Instructions to calculate truss requirements:

Step 1 Determine the 24" on-center truss requirements by dividing the length of the
building by 2.

Step 2 Add one truss to this total to provide a starting point.

Step 3 Determine the number of gable ends required and subtract from the total truss
requirement.



STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Shec'ts #1 Evaluated to the sat;siact on 01 the Iht;Ir uclor

Assictrirn,,mt Sheet #2 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the

A,,isignment Sheet #3

Part A Evaluated to the :,atisfaction of the ii/Strii.:101

Part B Step 1: 56'0" length - 2 28

Step 2: 28 + 1 = 29

Step 3: 29 2 Gable Ends 27

Answe!- 27 trt,,ses

nsitoctor

CD 797



STRUCTURk.!.., DRAFTING
UNIT XI

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitior,

(NOTE: The terms on this page match the definitions on this page.)

_a. A force caused by loads being placed on a 1. Bay
member that causes a squeezing or shorten-
ing effect on the member 2. Bent

3. Bottom chrord

4. Chord

5. Clear span

6. Column

7. Compression

8. Concrete

9. Cope

10. Flange

11. Gaze line

12. Girder

13. Grout

b A vertical compressioa member, ut;ually
supporting beams and girders

ihe top and bottom projection or outstand-
ing parts of a beam, channel, or girder

d The top or bottom members of a truss

The space between two consecutiv' sets or
tiers of columns and beams, or columns and
trusses

A fluid mixture of cement, water, and sand
which can be poured to fill small voids or to
smooth or level a surface of a wall or footing

The main member of a truss running along
its lower side between supports and usually
carrying tension and bending

h. To cut out a part of the top or bottom flange
of a beam or channel so that it may fit
another

A vertical flamework, usually columns and
beams supporting other members

The line along which fastener holes are
punched or drilled in structural members

A mixture of portland cement, fine aggre-
gate, coarse aggregate, and water

A member designed to can/ bending stress,
usually supporting other members

That horizontal measurement between the
inside faces of the two bearings or supports

Oaf,

CD- 799
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(NOTE: The terms or this page match the detiniwn$ on this page.)

,n. The hori2ontal members spanning from 14 Gusset pl,:te
truss to truss, upon wnich the root is carried

15 Lintel
a A unit of force working within a member

expressed in pounds per :square inch 16, Nominal span

A structural member designed to carry the 17. Panel
wail over a window, door, or other opening

18. Prestressed concrete

Horizontal distance between the outside 19. Purlinedges of supports
20. Rafter

A bar used in slip joints for expansion joints
21. Reber

_s. A steel or timber framework whose mem-
bers take only tension or compression 22, Smooth bar
stresses

23. Steel member
t. The line where locating dimensions are 24. Stressgiven

4000

A unit part of some larger structure
25 Top chord

26. Truss
The space between two purlins in a roof or
between two vertical members in a bridge 27. Web
truss

28. Working s'ne
_w. A round, square, or deformed bar used to

reinforce concrete 29. Working point

The wood members used to support the roof
in conventional framing

A plate connecting the several members of
a truss or other structural framework

.2. The edge point where dimensions are given

____aa. Main member of a truss running along its
upper side supporting the decking and usu.
ally carrying combined compression and
bending

Concrete that is precast or cast in place that
has wires or cables that are stretched before
the concrete is placed around them; the
releasing of the wires or cables sets up
internal stresses that counteract the exter-
nal stresses of the applied load to prevent
cracking and sagging

_cc. The portion of an l-beam, channel, or girder
between the upper and lower flanges



TEST

2. Define structural drawing.

CD- 801

3. List four types of structures.

a.

b.

C.

d.

4. List three types of materials used for structures.

a.

b.

c.

5. Match types of steel members on the right with the correct characteristics or descrip-
tions.

(NOTE: Members on the right may be used more than once.)

a. Form the principal supports of all steel 1. Beams
structures other than bridges and similar
spans which rest directly upon masonry and 2. Girders
concrete

3. Columns
b. Are used wherever e comparatively large

area is to be covered without intermediate 4. Roof trusses
columns

5. Bridge trusses
c. Generally are composed of a single piece

d. Are beams made of more than one piece

e Are usually madr with a web plate and
flanges 'imposed of angles, plates, or
both, used to resist bending due to trans-
verse loads

f. For the through type, the floor load is
applied along the lower chord, and traffic
flows through it.
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TEST

Generally are placed horizontally and are
subjected to vertical loads

_h. The web members are made of single or
double angles with the longer leg vertical.

On the deck type, the floor load is applied
along the upper chord

6. Identify the following structural steel shapes.

a. b.

c. d.

e.

7. Select true statements about drawing practices for steel mt "bers :.)y placing an "X"
next to the true statements.

a. A scale of 1" = I `.-0" is typically used for drawing a large structures (fram-
ing and erection plans).

b No scale is used for most detail drawings (except on joints and trusses).
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TEST

Double line drawings are used when the scale doesn't allow for a lot of
detail.

_ ___d. The design drawing prepared by the designer /architect gives the structural
detailer information to set up complete detail drawings.

e. Large members such as trusses and plate girders are symmetrical about a
centerline and only one half is detailed.

8. Describe the placement of gage lines for the following steel members.

a. Angles

b. Flange of a channel

e. Flange of an 1-bi im

9. Complete the following statements concerning fastener sizes and spacings by circling
the correct words.

a. Minimum distance for fastener spacing along the gage line has been established
by the (AISC, ACI).

b. The minimum fastener size is governed by the following rule. The diameter of the
fastener should never be (less, more) than the thickness of the metal punched.

10. Complete the following statements concerning dimensioning procedures for steel
structures by circling the correct words.

a. Use (unidirectional, aligned) method for locating dimensions.

b. Dimensions are in feet and inches and should be placed On the middle, on top) of
the dimension line.

c. Longest and overall dimension should be (closest to, farthest away from) the
view.

d. Dimensions should be placed no closer than (she", 1V) apart and the first line
should be no closer than double this distance.

e. Dimensions should be given to (centerline, backs) of beams.

f. Dimensions should be given to the top (or, and) bottom of beams and channels.

g. The siope of all members should be given in (rise and run, angles).
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TEST

11. Label the following structural steel callout.

24. x 76

a.

b.

c.

a. b. c.

12. Select true statements concerning structural steel marking procedures by placing an
''X" next to the true statements.

a. Marks are used to provide a systematic procedure for detailing, fabricat-
ing, and erection.

b Each member of a structure is given a mark on the design layout.

Mark is painted on the piece and used to erect the structure in the field.

d. Every company uses the same system of marking.

13. Complete statements concerning anchor bolts by tilling in the blanks with the correct
words.

a. Anchor bolts are used for to concrete founda-
tions.

b. One type of anchor bolt is the _ _.

c. An alternative to drawing is to call out anchor bolts by diameter size.
, type, and bend dimension if needed,

d. Anchor bolt projects above top of grout a dimpnsior ent. al :0 he sum of the to!-
lowing:

1)

2) Two anchor bolt diameters for two nuts

3) One anchor bolt diameter
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14 0351inguisti between the types 01 concrete by placing an "X- next to the description -4
reinforced concrete

a. Has no mesh or revers: used for placoti where only compression stresses
occur

Has mesh or steel rebar to help t;ansmit the stresses of compression, ten-
sbn, and shear forces

15. Complete the following statements concerning the types of concrete reinforcement by
circling the correct words.

a. Reinforcing bar (rebar) is identified by numbe! which indicates size in (quarters,
eighths) of an inch.

b. Rebar sizes range from #2 to (#6, #11).

c. Ail rebar is deformed except (#2. #6) which is round bar.

d. Rebar is made frorn (cast iron, steel) in lengths of 60 feel-

e. Wire mesh (welded wire fabric) is used as reinforcement in (concrete slabs. steel
columns).

1. Welded wire fabric (WWF1 is deqion rten by wile .rarlig and (type of wire, wire
gage).

16. Identify the following standard prestressed concrete units.

a. b.

CD- 805
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17, Match the foundation parts on the right with the correct descriptions.

a Rest on the footer and used to support 1. Bell-bottomed footing
equipment suctias pumps. Usually stop one
foot above grade line. 2. Foundation (stem)

wall
b. Placed under the pedestal or foundation

wall and serves as a bearing member 3. Grade beam

c. Generally round 12"-16" diameter concrete 4. Pedestal
columns poured into drilled (augured) holes
in the earth to solid bearing rock when 5. Pier
expansive type (clay) soils are encountered.
They are placed at 8' -0" (max) intervals to 6. Pilaster
support grade beams.

7. Pilings
__A. Reinforced concrete beam that spans hori-

zontally between piers for support of faun- 8. Spread footing
dation wall. It replaces the spread footing in (footer)
expansive soils.

_e. Used in soil where soil bearing is poor and
footing is at a great depth

g.

Used for support of wood framed walls and
edge slab support as a method to distribute
those loads to a spread footing or grcde
beam

Precast, tapered, reinforced concrete shafts
driven into the earth to provide support
when mass of structure exceeds limits of
!,oil bearing; usually high-rise structures
require their use

h Rectangular-shaped protrusions from
masonry walls to provide additional lateral
wall support especially where beams inter-
sect the wall

CD- 807
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TEST

18. Match types of structural drawings for concri to on the right with the correct descrip-
tions.

.a. Used for standard details. Drafter needs 1, Engineering drawing
only to add dimensions, bolt quantity and
Size, and assign rebar mark numbers and Placing drawing
size.

3. Preprinted drawing
Shows where concrete dimensions are but
rebar details are omitted

Shows the foundation outline without the
outline dimensions but shows all rebar loca-
tions xicl dimensions (used by fabricators
and in the field) and bar lists, scht doles,
and bending details

19. Complete the following chart of standard symbols and abbreviations for concrete plac-
ing drawings,

SYMBOLS

To indicate size cf
deformed bar

Plain rounds, as spirals

Spacing center to cen-
ter

Bt

T

Str

NF

20. Select true statements conceining standard practices for documentation of rebar by
placing an "X" next to the true statements.

Rebar is dimensioned as out to out and the bar length is the sum of all
detailed dimensions.

b. Rebars should never be bent.

.c. Dimensions are to the centerlines of rebars.

d. Rebar schedules give total lengths of bars required and show sizes.
lengths, and weights of all rebars.
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21. Identify the following examples of typical details for concrete structures.

a.

b.

C.

I `44//t/ TEL'

6,"PC. covereerc

41. A 74 . A 4. 4 °,

`--mt,v6vr

1111

1 Ai 5.4A/0 C.6,611/04/
-I Jttifli'fli

CO1PAC Ter, 6v8aye.4476
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TEST

w13405 *74'0.C. 5071/

a -
. . .0.-

A
: Ao 0-* . '4

A.
Shallow Manhole

1...

22. Complete the following statements concerning wood construction by circling the car-rect words.

a. (Frame, Timber) is lumber 5 inches or larger in the least dimension generally usedfor heavy wood members or construction.

b. (Timber, Lumber) is the product of the saw and planing mill.

c. (Frame, Timber) is usually applied to light wood construction.

d. Lumber dimensions are called out in (actual, nominal) size.

23. Identify the following types of wood connectors.

a,

c.

b.

d.

Cissz=1)
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111===11121=

Er=n1laulanzuzb.

f.

11111

g. h.

24. Identify the following types of framing connectors.

a.

01;IF 1811111q

c. d.

If

CD- all
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TEST

e. f.

25. Select true statements concerning components of wood construction by placing an "X"next to the true statements,

a. Wood columns are square timbers rarely smaller than 12 x 12 inches and
not larger than 3 x 3 feet.

b. Wood studs are used for dwellings to carry light loads and receive support
from the material attached to them.

c In wood frame construction the common depths for rafters are 8-12
inches.

d. In wood frame construction the common depths for joists are 4-6 inches.

e. For heavy timber the minimum th;ckness permitted for joists, beams,
girders, and other members is 8" and minimum depth is 10".

f. Wood trusses are used to support roofs or floors.

26. Complete the following statements concerning heavy timber construction by correctlyfilling in the blanks.

a. Exterior walls are masonry or other noncombustible materials with a fi,e resist-
ance rating of at least hours.

b. Floors and roofs are

c. Member sizes are determined by the
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d. Interior girders are supported by

e. Transverse beams span the distance between lines of girders and are supported
by

A tongue-and-groove or a laminated deck may span the space between

(NOTE: it the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

27. Prepare detail drawings of structural steel members. (Assignment Sheet #1)

28. Draw to scale a concrete engineering drawing. (Assignment Sheet #2)

29. Detail a wood truss. (Assignment Sheet #3)
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STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
UNIT XI

1 a.
t..

c.
(1

e.
f,

ii.
h
i,

7

6
10

4

i

13

3

9

2

11

k

I.

m
n

o.
p.

q.
r.

b.

1

ANSWERS TO TEST

8 u 23
12 v. 'II
rJ w. 21

19 x 20
24 Y- 14

15 z. 29
16 eta. 25
22 bb. 18

26 cc. 27

28

Structural drawing -- All layout and detail drawings connected with MC' design and
construction of buildings, bridges, vi acts. and similar structures in which structural
steel. timber. concrete, and other building materials are used

3. Any four of the following:
a. Buildings

Bridges
c. Darns

Reinforced concrete foundations
c. Manholes

Box culverts
Retaining walls

a. Steel
b. Concrete

Tiinbcr

a f.

b. 4 r1.

h 4

rl. 2

2

6. a. Structural tees
b. Anglef,
c. Plate
d. Flat bar
c. Wide flange shape
f. Channel
g. 1.3(.;171.)

I. h. t, e

p-C 0-
1
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ANSWERS TO TEST

Al1C11t4, G. IcItt !tli' Ilt",1 :,LItt`t1 1;11!1, tt111' 1.50Cit I)/ 111E' atli4it'
Lint,lt 411 t'11,0!/ 31 1114) Ih 11.10;1F,ittt'd I/01111110 1h4'

c3;-1t;1" itne !f. tftlftt. !tie: itt'llittr.

AISC

011

t., t

Ct",tt't111tf'

.anti ?tin

t

ic.I toring s Ctl1r(t;1wn;
!')ht c1 lht.

1) .1-!30!!

Maen!rit.' bi)lt
1 CAM' citichor ho"t Cf-IAB1

tsht)It1

1.4;111 1.

V'fhlr

(;irtier
s. 1\01t.)rio-vorti; t}

r311t't

fiCrittn';

1,' 4

0
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h 1

A

2.0 d

ANSWERS TO TEST

SYMBOLS ABBREVIATIONS

1: indicate sit t' of deformed bar Ht 13.ent

Ham rounds, at.,,

Spacing canter to center

on Jrl Wnial b ars extend

Linlitv, of arc:, covered by biw;

21. a. Highway structure -7
Wall and floor joint
Underground structure

di Underground fitructure Mannolr-

22. a. Timber
1 Lifnber
Frame

O. Nominal

23 a. 'Toggle bolt
b. Machine bolt

Round huad scre.
Cl. Casing nail
C. Fin:shmg naJf

Flat head screw
Circular flat wastrel

h. Plate washer

Conno:tor
b. Hinge plate

Web
d. Romex
C.

f. Frarriinri

25. b, e, I

Eacb faer.:

Sit Sir

Ni~ Near face

cp. 817
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ANSWERS TO TEST

o.;loti
of :41011

i'c+ur TInti. S opt' yf
nortoi.r.

i.'4;CkititctJ to the silti;t;i110' i? ir1=A10(-10{

t
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
UNIT XII

bNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit. the student should be able to list computer applications for map-
ping and select true statements about the advantages of using computer for mapping applica-
tions. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures ry,,lined In
the assignment sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match CAD equipment terms with the correct definitions.

2. Match CAD terminology with the correct definitions.

3. List hardware used in a CAD system and classify as input, output, or neither.

4. Select true statements concerning data input

5. List types of data output.

6. Distinguish between digital and interactive computer graphics.

7. Identify types of computer drawings.

B. List methods of storing graphic i.iformation.

9. List advantages of using computbrs for mapping applications.

10. List computer applications for civil mapping.

11. Select true statements concerning the parts of an interactive data management
system for mapping.

12. Research computer applications in the civil drafting field. (Assignment Sheet #1)
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

UNIT XII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and;or invite resource people to class to suppl,:nient,lein-
force information provided this 71it of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teachin9 of this unit.)

Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

L. Provide students with information and assignmet sheets

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

t. Collect vendor brochures on CAD systems and compare applications and (7;ipaNli-
ties.

2 Invite a computer vendor to (mine in and doinonst7ate their CAD system

Make a field trip to a civil engineering firm and observe the computer applications.

t. Make a display board of various computer drawings arr f then r)iiippui applica
ii; 7n

Mc.fti1 indivultiaNy w:th studeritt; to caliii111:: Mei! routes:: tor:qii.itt thr., unit of.
if ititIliCti011. lti irldlCatt? f:,f 'lit 'Pi.

Give test.

i. Evaluate test.

Reteact y

A. Objective sheet

B. inforinali f sheet

C. 'fransparen..y masters

1.

CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

TM t Cornput rAiduti Drafting Symf.,n,

T WI 2 Computr-Aiii$xi Drafting in 1.6vue Cortipiit

;

CD-821
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

IM 3 Computer Line DfilWir.0,

TM Computer Pie:tonal ntasAtifig

1). Assignment Sheet g1 Research C:onipi, et Applie t'ofIS ill iht:' CiVii Drafting Fwki

L. Test

F ATI'SWerf>

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

A. Wattles. Guidon, Survey Drafting. Orange. CA: Gurdon H. Wattles Publications. 1977.

13. flies, John and Robert Long. Mapping and Topographic 11.afting. Cincinnati. OH: South-
Wester n Publishing Co.. 1983.

C. 1..ISGS Annual Report. Fiscal Year 1979, Quiet Rz.voiution in Mapping. U.S. Dept. of
Int.: Interior.

D. Houston Geographic Information Municipal Management System. Dr. Francis L. Hani-
TCB Data Systems Abstract papei. 1983 ASCM ASP Fall Convention. Salt Lake

City, Utah,

New Mexico Natural Resources Information System. ;arriphlet. Natural Resources
Department. Santa Fe. New Mexico 87503, 1983,

Corpotaticm. Ontario. Canada, Brochure for (GPM) Gestalt Photo
Mapper.

(3 Liind Resource Management. .ichure. Mrs.asuronin,s Corporation. Crent Fall. MT
594(11.

VLS SVtitt brochiirc. Irvine, CA 92714.
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
UNIT XII

INFORMATION SHEET

1. CAD equipment terms and definitions

A. Automated digitizer Utilizes a television camera on an automated draft-
ing machine to follow the line being digitized for output digits according to
stored information in CPU

B. Catho,:e ray tube (CRT) A TV-like display that can be a storage tube,
plasma display, or refresh tube display

C. Central processing unit (CPU) The main controlling unit in a computer
system containing the system's arithmetic. logic, primary storage, and con-
trols of input and output peripheral devices

D. CorepuZer An electronic information- handling machine c,ipable of per-
forming arithmetic calculations and making logical decisions under the
control of programs

E. Computer-aided drafting (CAD) Process system used in designing indus-
trial products and the production of graphic drawings with the aid of the
computer and its related input and output devices

(NOTE: This system is often called the Interactive Graphics c%,?stem IGS.
In this unit the computer-aided system will be referred to as CAD.)

F. Digitizer tablet An input device using stored graphic symbols ill the CPU
where a designer uses a light pen, stylus, or free-moving cursor by position-
ing on tablet for each symbol to create a drawing on CRT

G. Floppy disk A magnetic, flexible, plastic disk used for storage of data

H. Freemoving cursor Contains a sensing col( conner'ed to the digitizer
control used for sighting a drawing coordinate X-Y Lioints on the digitizer

1. Hard copier An output device that forms graphic and character images
by electronic signals on paper from CPU

J. Joy stick Used as a graphic input and cursor positioning device to the
CRT and CPU

K. Ke, board console An input device, consisting of ASC" character keys,
numeric keys, and math function keypad u d by the c ,mputer operator
before, during, and after running programs
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L. Light pen An input device used with a refreshed-picture display to create
various edges, contours, or other features in a photographic image

M. Line printer An output device that prints one line of character informa-
tion at a time from CPU

N. Magnetic tape Medium on which data is recorded in the form of magnet-
ized spots on the surface of magnetically sensitive coated tape

Manual digitizer An input device where digit or X-Y points are located by
positioning the free-moving cursor or stylus on an electromagnetic grid
embedded in the digitized board

P Microcomputer Small, inexpensive computer that has a CPU and one or
more input/output devices

O. Peripheral devices Various devices Or t are used in the CAD system in
which data is input, stored, retrieved, and output from the CPU

(NOTE: These devices are external to the CPU.)

R. Plotter An X-Y type output device, usually drum or bed form, that pro-
duces line drawings on paper with a pen controlled by instructions from
CPU or tape controller

S. Stylus Used to locate coded programs of X-Y points 5y pressing at the
point of drawing line intersect on digitizer board and input to CRT

IL CAD terminology and definitions

A. Alphanume,:c The set of letters A-Z, the numerals 0.9, and various punc-
tuation marks and special characters

B. American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) Used as a
standard code of alphanumeric characters, symbols, and special control
characters

C. Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instructior. Code (BASIC) A symbolic
English-like programming langu;ge

D. Binary code Two digit numberii g system composed of wily 0 and 1

E. Bit Binary digit (0 or 1): the smallest unit of information that can be rec-
ognized by a computer

F. Byte A collection of eight bits

G. Chips Miniaturized integrated circuits which compose ROM memory
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H. COmmon Business Oriented Language (COBOL) A higher-level source
programming language designed to process large files used by business

1. Compiler A computer program used to translate high-level source lan-
guage programs into machine language programs

J. Computer language A set of mathematical commands such as add,
divide, or multiply, or functional commands to "store in memory," "delete:'
or "draw"

K. Cursor Flashing rectangular dot or cross hair that indicates the current
position on the screen

L. Data Information; facts of all kinds

M. Digit Any number from 0 through 9

N. File Collection of related data treated as a unit

0. FORmula TRANslation (FORTRAN) A high-level algebraic and logical
language used in engineering and graphic systems

P. Graphics Computer output that is composed of lines rather than letters,
numbers, or symbols

Ct. Hardware Any physical equipment that is part of the CAD system

R. Input Signals or data transmitted to a microcomputer system

S. Interface The interconnecting methods or devices used in the CAD hard-
ware system

Example: RS-232-C interface

T. K Symbol denoting 1024 units (bytes) of storage

U. Machine language A programming language that can be interfaced
directly by the internal circuitry of the computer

V. Menu A display of selections that may be chosen, typically on a video
display device

W. Output Signals or data transm'Iteo from a microcomputer syst.Im

X. Program -- Step-by-sten instructions which tell the computer what to do
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Y. Random access memory (RAM) Memory that can both be written into
and read

Z. Raster scan A CRT scanning system where the electron beam moves
horizontally across all X values first at each Y level, moving down each Y
level until the screen is scanned

AA. Read only memory (ROM) That portion of the {system memory that can-
not be changed and may be read but not written into

BB. Resolution A measure of the number of separately addressable posi-
tions on the coordinate grid

Example: If a 10 inch display has 1023 addressable points along each X-Y
axis, the resolution is 1023/10 or 102.3 points per Inch

CC. Routine A sequence of instructions to carry out a certain function

DID. Software Prepared programs that simplify CPU operations that cause
hardware to function

EE. Statement A complete instruction in machine language such as BASIC
or FORTRAN

FF. Variable A quantity that can take on any of a given set of values

III. Hardware used in a CAD system (Transparencies 1 and 2)

A. Central processing unit (CPU)

B. Input devices

(NOTE: Some devices are both input and output.)

1. Keyboard

2. Digitizer

3. Plotter

(NOTE: A joy stick and an XY beam are used on some plotters.)

4. Light pen

5. Card reader

C. Output devices

1. iideo display monitor/screen

(NOTE: A combined monitor and keyboard is often referred to as a
terminal.)
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2. Plotter

3. Printer

4. Hard copier

5. Cursor/stylus/light pen

6. Storage devices

a. Magnetic tape

b. Floppy disksIdiskettes

IV. Data input

A, Data input is the process of placing data into the computer.

B. Input consists of data itself with instructions on what to do with the data.

C. Programs are the directions for what is to be done with the data.

D. Programs make up the software for the computer system.

V. Data output

A. Hardware will determine the form the output will be displayed.

B. Output can be

1. Graphic image, not hardcopy (on monitor screen only)

2. Graphic image, hardcopy

3. Calculations

4. Compiled information

Example: Base map with overlay of water lines, sewer and electric
and gas fires

Vt. Types of computer graphics

A. Digital computer graphics

1. Input is given in digital form.

2. Input is given by means of

a. Punched cards

b. Punched ti

c. Magnetic tape
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3. Requires little or no human intervention during draw stage of the pro-
gram.

4. Types of digital graphic drawing machines

a. Flat bed plotter

b. Drum plotter

5. Disadvantage: DoeS not allow for two way communication between
computer and user.

13. Interactive computer graphics

1. is the continual and Instant communication between a person and
the computer.

2, Vsual display (CRT) is required.

3. Input is accomplished by

a. Keyboarding

11, Digitizing

c. t;.kt light pens and joy sticks

4. Has laynr capi.irilities for storage of information.

5. Graphic linage can he changed dynamically

a. Rotate

b. Reduce and enlargo

c. Capture

d. Scale

e. Screen (scroll)

(NOTE: Often digital graphics and interactive graphics are used in
conjunction with each other.)
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VII. Types of computer drawings

A. Line (Transparency 31

Most common type of computer graphics.

2. Can be shown in multiple colors.

3. Lines can become symbols by varying the line widths and shapes
(line fonts).

B. Pictorial (Transparency 4)

1. Presents fife -like illustration of surface features.

2. Easier to interpret and visualize.

VIII Methods of storing graphic information

A. Floppy disksidiskettes

B. Hard disks

C. Tape

IX. Advantages of using computers for mapping applications

A. Keeps data accurate and more consistent.

B. Makes tedious, error-prone calculations easier and faster.

C. Prcvides a broad b,ase of data to build on.

Produces final drawings faster.

E. Allows simultaneous multi-user access to a common data base.

F. Helps locate and find data about a particular area through a central
resource.

G. Simplifies data editing.

H. Creates a library of symbols to be used, moved. and oriented as often as
needed.

Allows use of layers. Elements of a project can be assigned to different lay-
ers.

CD- 829
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J. Allows storage of large projects.

K. Simplifies da.a management and billing. The time spent on a project can be
recorded and used for billing purposes.

L. Improves security. Projects in a computer can be accessed only by a
password or 1.D. number.

M. Has remote office capability.

X. Computer applications for civil mapping

(NOTE: All information is stored in the computer and geographically referenced.
Data output can be in map form or tabular form.)

A. Calculate volume for water reservoir storage, stock piles, and open pit min-
ing.

B. Digital terrain elevation model

C. Build stereo models of aerial photographs.

D. Computerize search for cartographic information

1. Aerial photographs

(NOTE: The following address and phone number can be used to
help locate aerial photographs:

Aerial Photogrphy Field Office
User Services
2222 West 2300 South
P.O. Box 30010
Salt Lake City, UT 84130
3011524-5856

a. High altitude aerial photos

1) Skylab. Apollo. and Gemini satellite photos

2) Landsat RBV and MSS satellite iF iages

3) NASA high altitude photos

b. Lower altitude aerial photos

1) USGS

2) BLM

3) Bureau of Reclamation

4) United States Forest Service
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2. Resource information

a. Geology

b. Soils

c. Vegetation

d. Land ownership

E. ourf ace measurement

F. Boundary information in digital form

G. Integration of many types of maps into a computer-based system for
assessment of areas such as environment or and use planning

H. Map compilation through computer-driven plotters

i. Contour plotting

J. Plan views

K. Profile and cross sections plotting to specifications

L. Grade slopes and mass die gams

M. Plotting isometric views of terrain from different perspectives

N. Develop data bases for terrain elevation information for forest manage-
ment, municipal utilities, or aerial navigation

0. Balancing survey data, field note reductions

P. Master directory of standard notes

0. Calculate bearing loads for structural members

R. Store often used standard details for future use.

XL Parts of an Interactive data management system for mapping

(NOTE: information is based on the Metrocom Data Base System used for Hous-
ton, Texas. A mapping system that is integrated through a data base management
system can provide many users different information about the same piece of
land. All information is pulled together in one storage mechanism the com-
puter.)

A. Data base

1. All data stored in the system is indexed to digital planirnetric maps
of the city, based on photogrammetric techniques.

2. Coordinates of brass survey markers are t::e foundation of the data
base.
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3. Entire land mass is Mored as a continuous man.

4. Area is broken into blocks co..,ering a specific acre age of land with

Koh block tied surrounding blocks.

5 Each Lock is subdivided into layers.

Annotation. roadways, railroads, drainage, sidewalks.

fences, parking lots. bridges. dams. power plants

B. Graphic files for real property provide information to draw

1. City, county, and school district lines

2. Subdivision boundaries

3. Historw land survey lines

4. City, county, state, ond federal right. .ways

5. Nongraphic attributes are stored and can be listed out sue!) a%

a. 1.and use classifications

b. Tax account numbers

c. Names of property owners

d. Legal descriptions

e. Deeded and calculated acreage

t. Date and prico of last sale

q. Assessed value of land and improvements. etc.

C. Graphics files for cityowned utilities

1. Set up on individual layers in the computer

a. Network of roads and bridges

b. Water and storm sewer layout

c. Sanitary systems

d. Gas distribution

e. Telephone and cable lines

f
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Nongraphic day)

a. Roads Cla ssification. nunThet of lanes. Curt' liUS, Matille-
nanCe infOlnatiOn

W31r1hOle5 Various ittveit elevations type constiuction util
qty starved

c. LtneS Row elevations (Aid, type of material. status
iproposed, existing, abandoned)
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Computer Line Drawing

Original Contour Plot

Contour Plot after Filtering and Smoothing
Courtesy of Northway-Gastalt Corporation
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - RESEARCH COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
IN THE CIVIL DRAFTING FIELD

Directions:

1. Choose three different places in your area that may use computer applications.

a. Municipal agency

b. Private civil engineering firm

c. Government mapping agency

2. Visit or write each place and ask the following questions:

(NOTE: Your Instructor may wish for you to accomplish this assignment as a group to
lessen the Inconvenience to businesses.)

a. What type of computer graphics system are they using

b. How many work stations do they have?

How many remote work stations?

c. What method are they using for data storage?

d. What mapping applications are they using the system for?

e. What kind of equipment are they using for data output?

CD- 843
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f. Who uses the computer graphics system?
Management
Engineers
Drafters
Secretarialisupport staff

g What method do they use for data input 7

h. Do they use the layering capabilities?

f.

Describe how:

Write a brief description of how they have their data base set up. _

k. Give an overall impression of the organisation structure for the CAD application.

Do they hire entry level civil drafters with CAD training?

14

kf. I



COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
UNIT XII
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I. Match the CAD equipment terms on the right with the correct definitions.

(NOTE: The terms on this page match the definitions on this page.)

a. An input device using stored graphic sym- 1. Cathode ray tube
bols in the CPU where a designer uses a (CRT)
light pen, stylus, or free-moving cursor by
positioning on tablet for each symbol to cre- 2. Computer
ate a drawing on CRT

3. Computer-aided draft-
. _b. An X-Y type output device, usually drum or ing (CAD)

bed form, that produces line drawing, on
paper with a pen controlled by instructions 4. Digitizer tablet
from CPU or tape controller

5. Floppy disk
Medium on which data is recorded in the
form of magnetized spots on the surface of 6. Free-moving cursor
magnetically sensitive coated tape

7. Joy slick
Process system used in designing industrial
products and the production of graphic 8. Magnetic tape
drawings with the aid of the computer and
its related input and output devices 9. Peripheral devices

Various devices that are used in the CAD 10. Plotter
system in which data is input, stored,
retrieved, and output from the CPU 11. Stylus

f. A TV-like display that can be a storage tube,
plasma display, or refresh tube display

Contains a sensing coil connected to the
digitizer control used for sighting a drawing
coordinate X-Y points on the digitizer

.h. An electronic information-handling machine
capable of performing arithmetic calcula-
tions and making logical decisions under
the control of programs

Used as a graphic input and cursor position
ing device to the CRT and CPU

Used to locate coded programs of X-Y
points by pressing at the point of drawing
line intersect on digitizer board and input to
CRT

k. A magnetic, flexible, plastic disk used for
storage of data
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(NOTE The terms on this page match the definitions on the page.)

I. The main controlling unit in a computer sys-
tem containing the system's arithmetic.
logic, primary storage, and controls of input
and output peripheral devices

An input device used with a refry:4yd pie.
Lure display to create various edges, .)n-
tours. or other features in a photographic
image

n. An input device, consisting of ASCII charac-
ter keys. numeric keys. and match function
keypad used by the computer operator
before. during, and after running programs

An input device where digit or X-Y points are
located by positioning the free-moving cur
sor or stylus on an electromagnetic grid
embedded in the digitized board

An output device that prints one line ol char-
acter information at a time from CPU

R. Small. inexpensive computer that has a CPU
and one or more input /output devices

r. Utilizes a television camera on an auto-
mated drafting machine to follow the line
being digitized for output digits according to
stored information in CPU

12. Automated digiti7er

13. Central processing
unit (CPU)

11 Hard copier

15. Keyboard console

16. Light pen

17. Line printer

16. Manual digitizer

19. Microcomputer

_s. An output device that iorms graphic and
character images by elr.cttonic t,igrialf; on
paper from CPU

Match the CAD terminology on the right with thi;i correct definitions.

(NOTE: The terms on this page the definitionn on this p.ige,i

..______.a. Any physical equipment that is part of the 1. COBOL
CAD system

2. Digit
_ b. A higher-level source programming Ian

guage designed to process large files used
by business

3. FORTRAN

4. Hardware
Memory that can both tw. written into and
read 5. Machine language

Any number from 0 through 9 6. Random access
memory

______ _e. A high-level algebraic and logical language
used in engineering and graphic systems

f. A programming language that can be inter
faced directly by the internal circuitry of the
computer
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(NOTE: The terms on pact'.) motch on this

Signals or data transmitioti to a rn.crot:orn 7. American Standard
pater system Code for Information

Interchange (ASCII)
__h. A symbolic English-like programming lan-

guage 8. BASIC

A complete instruction in machine language 9. Bit
such as BASIC or FORTRAN

10, Cursor
The interconnecting methods or devices
used in the CAD hardware system 11. Data

Step-by-step instructions which tell the 12. File
computer what to do

13. Input
Used as a standard code of alphanumeric
characters, symbols, and special Gootrvi 14. Interface
characters

15. Program
_ rn. Information: facts of all kinds

16. Read only memory
n Collection of related data treated as a unit (ROM)

0. That portion of the system memory that 17. Routine
cannot be changed and may be read but not
written into 18. Eoftware

A quantity that can take on any given set of 19. Statement
values

20. Variable
Flashing rectangular dot or cross hair that
indicates the current position on the screen

r. A sequence of instructions to carry out a
certain function

s. Prepared programs that simplify CPU opera-
tions that cause hardware to function

_.t. Binary digit (0 or 1i: the smallest unit of
information that can be recognized by a
computer
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(NOTE: The terms on this page match the definitions on this page.)

u. Computer output that is composed of lines 21. Alphanumeric
rather than letters. numbers. or symbols

22. Binary code
Symbol denoting 1024 units (bytes) of stor-
age 23. Byte

_w. The set of letters A-Z. the numerals 0-9, and 24, Chips
various punctuation marks and special char-
acters 25. Compiler

_ _x_ Signals or data transmitted from a micro- 26. Computer language
computer system

27. Graphics
A set of mathematical commands such as
add. divide, or multiply, or functional corn- 2S. K
mands to "store in memory." "delete,- or
"draw" 29. Menu

z. Two-digit numbering system composed of 30. Output
only 0 and 1

31. Raster scan
aa. A measure of the number of separately

addressable positions on the coordinate 32. Resolution
grid

.bb. A collection of eight bits

A CRT scanning sys' where the electron
beam moves horikontally across all X values
first at cach Y level, moving down each Y
level until the screen is scanned

std. Miniaturized integrated circuits which com-
pose ROM me nory

A display of selections that may be chosen.
typically on a video display device

fit. A computer program used to translate high-
level source language programs into
machine language programs
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3. List six pieces of hardware used in a CAD system and classify as input, output, or nei-
ther.

Example: Hard copier Output device

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

4. Select true statements concerning data input by placing an "X" next to the true state-
ments.

a. Data input is the process of placing data into the computer.

b. input consists of data itself with instructions on what to do with the data.

c. Programs are the directions for what is to be done with the data.

d. Programs make up the hardware for the computer system.

5. List two types of data output.

a.

b.

6. Distinguish between digital and interactive computer graphics by placing a "D" next to
the characteristics of digital computer graphics and an "I" next to those for interactive
computer graphics.

a. Is the continual and instant communication between a person and the
computer.

b Requires little or not human intervention during draw stage of the pr,
gram.

c. Has layer capabilities for storage of information,

d. Input is given by means of punched cards, punched tape, or magnetic
tape.

.__e. input Is given in digital form.

t. Visual display (CRT) is required.

g. One disadvantage is that it does not allow for two way communication
between computer and user.

h Input is accomplished by keyboarding, digitizing, and using light pens and
joy sticks.
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7. Identify the following types of computer drawings.

a.

b.

4-7 -:.-
: . .re' -

.

. : - . .144:

. J. -
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8. List two methods of storing graphic information

a

b.

9. List seven advantages of using i....rnputors for mapping applications.

a.

C.

ci.

e

f.

la List eight computer applications for civil mapping.

a.

e.

f.

11. Select true statements conc.erning the par is of an interactive data management system
for mapping by placinn an "X" next to the true statements,

a. All data stored in the system is indexed to digital planirnetric maps of the
city, based on photogrammetric techniques.

b. Coordinates of building corners are the foundation of the data base,

Entire land mass is stored as a single map.

Si.
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d. Area is broken into blocks covering a specific acreage of and with each
block tied to surrounding blocks.

, e. Each block is subdivided into layers.

. Graphic tiles for real property provide information to draw city, county, and
school district lines and subdivision boundaries.

Graphics files for city-owned utilities are set up on individual layers in the
computer such as for network of roads and bridges, water and storm
sewer layout, and sanitary systems.

(NOTE: ;;' the following activity has not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your in:.truc-
tor when it should be completed.)

12. Research computer applications in the civil drafting field. Assignment Sheet #1)
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UNIT XII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4 h. 2 0 18
b. 10 i. 7 P. 17
: . 8 j. 11 q. 19
d. 3 k 50 r. 12

e. 9 I, 13 s. 14

f. 1 In. 16

q. 6 n. 15

2. a. 4 I. 7 w. 21

P. 1 m. 11 x. 30
c. 6 n. 12 y. 26
d. 2 o. 16 z. 22
V 3 p. 20 aa. 32
1. 37- q. 10 bb. 23
R 13 r. 17 cc. 31

P. 8 s. 18 dd. 24
i. 19 t. 9 ec. 29
i. 14 u. 27 ff, nr4,.)

k. 15 v. 28

3. Any six of the following:
a. Central processing unit
P. Input devices

1 Keyboard
2) Digitizer
3) Plotter
41 Light pen
5) Card reader

Output devices
11 Video display monitor/screen
2) Plotter
3) Printer
4) Cursor/stylus/light pen
5) Storage devices

a) Magnetic tape
b) floppy diskt.,/diskeltes

4 a. b. c

5. Any two of the following
a. Graphic image. not hard( :-pv ion monitor t,creeri only)
b. Graphic image. hardcopy
c. Calculations
d. Compiled information

P;)
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0
0

a I ii _ drawing
Pitoria:

Airy two of the following:
a. Floppy disksidiskettes
t). Hard disks
C. Tape

Any ,evert of the following:
Keeps data accurate and rnorc consistent.

b. Makes tedious. error-prone calculations easier and faster.
{7. Provides a broad base of data to build on.
d. Produces final drawings taster.
V. Allows simultaneous multi-user access to a common databaw.
t Helps locate and find data about a particular area through a central resource.

Simplifies data editing.
Creates a library of symboli to be used, moved. and oriented as often as needed.
Allows use of layers. Elements of a project can be assigned to different layers.

j. Allows storage of large projects.
k. Simplifies data management and billing. The time spent on a project can be

recorded and used for billing purposes.
Improves security. Projects in a computer cHn be aC.Cet;;5(7,C3 04)1y by a password or

number,
rt. Has remote office capability.

10. Any eight of the following:
as Calculate volume for water reservoir storage. piles. and open pit mining.
tr Digital terrain elevation model

Build stereo models of aerial photographs.
ri Computerize search for cartographic ',herniation tfAsch ;i'IS aerial photographs

and resource information)
Surface measurement

r. Boundary information in digital foirn
Intep' ition of many types of maps into a c.:ornpuler-L.a5(,ri f;IF
111C01 1` areas such as environment or rand use ;:.)lannirql

h. Map cmpilation through computer-driven plotters
Contour plotting
Plan views

k. Profile and cross sections plotting to speciticaticn::,
Grade slopes and mass Cil3glafTIS

fry Plotting isometric views of terrain from different per
Develop data bases for terrain elevation infortrYtIon tot forest manage lent.
municipal utilities, or aerial navigation

o Balancing survey data. field note reductions
direutory of standard notes

Calculate bearing loads for structural rnembf?r;i
f. Store often used standard detail', or tuture

11. a. tt, e.

1.:va:uitc_:,11 to the


